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Abstract
Constitutive of my dissertation is an exploration of contemporary literature and culture. Vital to
my research is the notion and practice of the remix. Originating in music, it is perceived and
deployed as a hybrid expressive mode combining textual, audio, and visual components. The text
of the dissertation, accompanying photographs, and supplementary video files demonstrate this
principal aspect. Focusing on the fusion of quest narratives and social activism, the dissertation
looks at critical and creative vernaculars as forms of peaceful/peaceable resistance against
multiple oppression. Reflecting some of the permeating modernist and postmodernist concerns, it
emphasizes an understanding of postfuturist storytelling as cultural exchange in the intersection
of the time axes. Reading the works of Stewart Home, Jeff Noon, and Kathy Acker, alongside
critical insights of Terry Eagleton, Richard Rorty, Fredric Jameson, and McKenzie Wark,
contextualizes contemporary idiosyncrasies historically, thereby rendering tradition remixable,
rather than radically abandoning it. The remix investigates alternating cycles of noise and silence
in the communication channel as a basis for the disambiguation of the misconception about the
totality of discourse. The approach delineates vision of refacement: rebirth through subtonic
solidarity of selfless, yet reindividualized, fellow humans engaged in enduring the hindrances to
patient, persistent creation of a free culture based on love and trust.
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Chapter One
Deadly Dis-Quieted Metaphysics: The Remix of Noise through Subtonic Hi-Fi
“The end iЬ wheЫe we ЬtaЫt fЫom.”
T.S. Eliot, Four Quartets
1.1 Toward the Beginning

2

Vital to my dissertation is the redemptive potential of creation. The work combines creative
and critical components, focusing on the idea of the remix-creation nexus as a manifestation of
the restorative capacities. The remix is a form of peaceful/peaceable resistance against multiple
oppression. It is also the source of novel forms of storytelling and critical reexamining of cultural
realities through DJ/turntablist poetics. Originating in music, the remix is perceived and
practiced as a hybrid form of storytelling combining textual, audio, and visual expressive modes.
Through an interplay between sound and silence, the textual is enriched with audio and visual
imagery. The fusion evokes the questions of dominance and coercion, notably manifested in the
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Turntablist poetics. NYC. May 2010.
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ways cultural fragmentation and compartmentalization threaten to afflict the right and freedom to
the remix.
For that reason, my research is concerned with the writing styles from the margins, thereby
showing how politics of exclusion operates without typically defined cultural categories.3 Both
as an instructor and a student in an institution of higher education, in my scholarship the issues
are addressed through stylistic experimentation.4 The stylistic interplay suggests the lateral path
for the remix of discourse and cultural realities, thereby making manifest the vital power of
creation. Transforming a temporarily contaminated communicational tunnel into the green
communication channel, it celebrates the greatness of the human spirit.
If in the communication channel noise occurs, it disables dialogue. In order to ensure
fruitful debate among fellow humans, it is necessary to purge communication from obstacles–to
remix the noise. Noise, for example, is the aggressive nature of corporate culture that tends to
turn the everyday and discourse alike into a vast battlefield. Noise is also manifested in diverse
forms of delusional thinking, causing confusion in the domain of human interaction, creation,
and communal cohesion. My dissertation focuses on the possibilities for the remix.
Remix is typically understood to be a part of music making, just as storytelling is
traditionally considered to belong in the world of letters.5 Reading-writing across media,
disciplines, and genres enables a view based on the flow and intersections between words,
3

Some of the works I analyze have been widely published and/or written about. However, within the body of works
that constitute the subject matter of this dissertation are those that have been overshadowed, overlooked, and/or, at
least, not extensively debated within the canon.
4
The term experimental signals a difference from argumentative writing as a preferred style in academic discourse.
My exploration of the novel as an inherently liquid/hybrid genre indicates an inclination toward unlabeling such
portions of my and akin works in order to destigmatize them, i.e., redescribe their status as a deviation from the
norm.
5
Instead of the conventional distinction between storytelling and the novel, both modes are understood as always
already remixes.
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sounds, and images, thereby revising the notions of storytelling. Thus refigured, the concept
implies the exploration of culture as a flux of interrelated stories and self as fluid and revisable
through an exchange with fellow humans. By the same token, reciprocity in an interaction is
pivotal to understanding tradition as reworkable.
The appЫoach buildЬ on Jeff Noon’Ь concept of liquid cultuЫe. The concept presumes that
new expressive modes emerge in the intersections of the textual, audio, and visual. It shows the
novel remixing devices such as hybrids, crossbreeds, and fusion as integral parts of fantasia
poetics. The technique shows the possibilities of deploying in writing-reading flash backs, flash
forwards, jump cuts, freeze frame, close up, zoom out, wide shot, slo-mo, scratches, loops, and
ЬampleЬ. The ЫeaЬon foЫ thiЬ Noon, in hiЬ liteЫaЫy manifeЬto “How to Make a ModeЫn Novel”
(2001), sees in the need for advancing the possibilities of the textual, reflecting contemporary
culture and consciousness--multitasking while processing simultaneous cultural input.
DJ/turntablist poetics, emerging from the initial inspiration, is based on caritas and kenosis.
It originates in the tripartite belief in grace, consisting in redemption, rebirth, and salvation. As
such, it is hoped to be the source of alleviating detrimental effects of superficiality, hypocrisy,
and self-centeredness. Appreciation of humanity, juxtaposed with the limits of the human, is
perceived as a way of celebrating individuality that, contrary to some views, fortifies
communality. Such an approach delineates vision of refacement: rebirth through silence and
solidarity of re-individualized, selfless fellow humans engaged in enduring the hindrances to
patient, persistent creation of a free culture based on trust and love.6

The teЫm individuality iЬ inteЫchangeably uЬed with GuattaЫi’Ь teЫmЬ ЬingulaЫity and fludiarity (1999),
ЬimultaneouЬly blending them with RoЫty’Ь concept of solidarity (1989).
6
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Faith, the prerequisite for the unity in the struggle for freedom, fertilizes vision of good
fellowship, requiring a combination of uncertainty, constant alertness, and the underlying
unshakable determinacy throughout the remix of noise. Contrary to the uncritical stigmatization
of rebelliousness among some Christians and non-Christians alike, baptizing with fire--the
manifestation of Jesus ChЫiЬt’Ь ЫebelliouЬ, yet peaceful/peaceable and unifying ЬpiЫit--is here
taken to be the impetus to fervent striving for reawakening cultural activism and regaining
human dignity through soulful life. Mercy is the wager for the non-violent character of this
passionate commitment to a continuous judgment day and perpetual rebirth through ceaseless
resistance against destruction and ossification.
Transformative capacities of pluralist vocabulary are presented through a poeticotheoretical-cultural-spiritual correlation based on the belief in the redemptive power of a genuine
exchange among these spheres. This dialectically holistic exploration acknowledges the spiritual,
imaginative, emotional, rational, and physical as equally significant for an inspiring,
fulfilled/fulfilling communal and personal life. In my work, the spiritual realm is portrayed as
capable of recuperating the everyday and discourse through dissolvement of dehumanizing
enslavement by mindless profit making oriented and/or heartless, egomaniacal, solely
discursively defined identity.
Taking into account both the limitations and potential of language, this aspect of the remix,
celebrating subtonic hi-fi, aims to reclaim the right to linguistically address experiences
ungraspable through language. The unutterable literary tissue is perceived as a means of
disambiguating a misconception about discursive totality. By extension, it is reasonable to
believe that culturally constructed realities we know are not immune from remixing, either.
1.2 Words of Their own
4

“The rams’ horns sound for silence.”
James Joyce, Ulysses
1.2.1 Toward Turntablist Poetics
Constitutive of my work is remapping the paths of postmodernist discourse in the light of
the lingering modernist legacy. It includes the questions of creation, meaning, responsibility,
subjectivity, and tradition in the vein of TeЫЫy Eagleton’Ь thought in Against the Grain: Essays
1975-1985 (1986):
Postmodernism[, by contrast,] commits the apocalyptic error of believing that the
discrediting of this particular representational epistemology is the death of truth itself, just as
it sometimes mistakes the disintegration of certain traditional ideologies of the subject for
the Ьubject’Ь final diЬappeaЫance. (144)
The thematic of my work includes a critique of individualism, as opposed to individuality,
massified amalgamation, as opposed to communality, commoditized emotionality and banalized
sexuality, as opposed to passion, mechanistic prescriptiveness, as opposed to spontaneity,
blinding noise, as opposed to soothing subtonic hi-fi, bewildering spirituality, as opposed to the
beauty of the human face.
DЫawing fЫom pluЫaliЬt vocabulaЫy’Ь playfulneЬЬ, the diЬЬeЫtation elucidateЬ diЬguiЬed
authoritarianism in pluralist culture that threatens to cause disappearance of the human face. In
contemporary fiction and theory these issues are manifested as creative takes on tradition and
forms of resistance against manifold oppression. Part of such an approach to tradition is
understanding of the modern as the historicizable ahistorical. It implies reimagining the present
by revisiting the past, simultaneously updating it with vision of the future. Contemporary
experimental prose, crossed with the resonating voices from the first half of the twentieth
5

century, illuminates certain aspects of the modernist-postmodernist trajectory. I read them as
postfuturist responses against violence and ossification that portray the tension between
reactionary and transformative vocabularies and practice. The term postfuture is adopted from
Jeff Noon (“How to Make a ModeЫn Novel” 2001) and ЫewoЫked to Ьignify the Ыemix of the
oscillations between melancholy and hope in the intersections of the time axes.
Thus, in the postfuturist key, the dissertation looks at the ways Jeff Noon, Kathy Acker, and
Stewart Home, through a fusion of critical and creative vernaculars, remix traditional disciplines,
genres, media, and the perception of self. Their works are observed through the prism of the
latter day modernist concerns, such as the questions of authorship, ownership, and subjectivity
embedded in contemporary subversive fiction and theoretical parlances. For example, criticizing
mateЫialiЬt cultuЫe and itЬ coЫЫuptive effectЬ on human liveЬ, Jeff Noon’Ь Pollen (1995) and
Nymphomation (1997) aЫe contextualized in McKenzie WaЫk’Ь Gamer Theory (2007). Likewise,
StewaЫt Home’Ь Down and out in Shoreditch and Hoxton (2004) and Memphis Underground
(2007), along with Kathy AckeЫ’Ь Great Expectations (1982) reveЫbeЫate with WaЫk’Ь theoЫetical
idiom in A Hacker Manifesto (2004).
Noon’Ь and AckeЫ’Ь poЫtЫayalЬ of the cityЬcape aЬ a vital element of the novel are merged
with Home’Ь (poЬt) pЬychogeogЫaphic al approach. Particularly, his ideas in Memphis
Underground (2007) solidified my perception of the significance of the fusion between reading
and writing through the narrative labyrinth, mapping the path from the old school soul, blues,
and funk tЫackЬ to today’Ь DJ cultuЫe. AЬ Ьuch, Ыeading-writing portrays the modernist
problematic coinciding with the signs of times in which we live: alienation and the related issues
that started burgeoning at the beginning of the twentieth century and marked the predicament
thereafter. My Ыeading of Ыock’n’Ыoll ЬubcultuЫeЬ caЬtЬ light on the impact of consumerism and
6

cultural supremacy on urban countercultures, contextualizing the thematic within AngloAmerican global politics.
I deploy the remixing approach to further explore the legacy of modernist, avant-garde, and
postmodernist narratives. Only with the postfuturist twist. The term postfuture suggests the
remixing approach to tradition. It symbolizes reimagining the future by revisiting the past via the
resurrected present. The dynamic is investigated through the lens of Jameson’Ь archaeologies of
the future (A Singular Modernity: Essay on the Ontology of the Present 215) taken as the
paradigm of transformative approaches.7 The Christian aspect of the reading of the past as a
cultural critique of the present, rather than nostalgic lionization of the preceding eras, is explored
thЫough the analyЬeЬ of T.S. Eliot’Ь Notes towards the Definition of Culture (1948) and Vattimo’Ь
Belief (1999). Their works are presented in the light of the call for the reconfiguration of tradition
in the world of afflicted values. In that context, the remix is understood to be the recuperation of
spirituality from the ashes of nihilo-cannibalism.
Relying on Eagleton’Ь ideaЬ fЫom Against the Grain: Essays 1975-1985, the approach
insists on recombining the way in which postmodernism acquired modernist and the avant-garde
legacies. Namely, the accent is on acknowledging the limits of absolute autonomization of art.
Additionally, critical to the approach is reconfiguring the understanding of fragmented
consciousness. Finally, repoliticized art assumes a new rationality that redescribes the avantgaЫde’Ь Ыejection of tЫadition. RatheЫ, it peЫceiveЬ cultuЫal vocabulaЫieЬ fЫom the paЬt aЬ alwayЬ
already remixable, yet in the key slightly different from postmodernist narratives.
7

Implying both internal and external redemptive capacities, transformative is used synonymously with restorative,
liberative, liberatory, and liberating, and RoЫty’Ь revolutionary signifying the remix of the past, present, and future,
simultaneously advancing the struggle for freedom and against inequity and soullessness.
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As previously indicated, vital to the remix is the reworkable character of cultural realities.
Emphasizing the unutterable literary tissue disrupting the discursive, the remix elucidates the
bewilderment caused by totalizing tendencies of discourse. This enables reconfiguring stories
and the everyday in the postfuturist, redivinizing light. I believe that such thinking and writing
has been highly inspired by the early twentieth century cultural and literary fervor. Some aspects
of the legacy we read in contemporary storytelling and cultural practices. They outline
reanimating vision of solidarity and refacement--rebirth of the human face through alternating
cycles of noise and silence, loops of disintegration, superseded by the reintegration of the
subtonic layers into the wholesome sound of creation.
1.2.2 Rocks & Knocks: Toward Subtonic Hi-Fi
The linguistic turn presented to the world an unprecedented twist. Its investment in
discursive versatility as a basis of a radical antifoundational and antirepresentational theory
enabled a proliferation of cultural constructs in the way that assigned discourse the role of an
acting foundation of the antiessentialist world. Some antimetaphysical tendencies, rightly
acknowledging the impossibility of verbalizing certain realms of experience, denied-intentionally or otherwise—the very existence of such experiences. In particular, the life of the
spirit and assertive communication about it have been overshadowed by certain schools of
thought.
Centered on the liberating capacities of such insights—their playful, creative, and
imaginative potential--my work explores the lateral possibilities for demetaphysicization of
discourse without discrediting the spiritual. In that context, silence is emphasized both as the
communication channel and as a literary element woven into the more accessible ones such as

8

the character, setting, and/or the tone. Apart from a theoretico-literary role, silence is crucial to
my understanding of the ways the cultural domain can be reconfigured.
Postfuturist turntablist poetics samples from theoretico-critical insights of Fredric Jameson,
Richard Rorty, McKenzie Wark, and Terry Eagleton.8 Although concerned with spiritual themes,
it is not a metaphysics. Nor is it a poetics in the sense that suggests a normativity or
foundational/representational postulates for reading-writing. Rather, it is a nonprescriptive
reading-writing style. Despite the divergences among the selection of theoretical sources that
inspired my vocabulary—their respective ideological, economic, cultural, (anti) philosophical,
psychoanalytical inclinations—the dissertation focuses on the congruent aspects of these samples
to elucidate the remix. However, the theories are not deployed in order to devise method because
that would assume theoretical foundations and aspects of the scientific paradigm incompatible
with the ways research is conducted in the humanities and some social sciences. It may also
create an impression of the dissertation being an attempt to conjure up an ontology and/or
epistemology inclusive of all the complicated and frequently misleading relationships between
them. Instead, turntablist poetics, being concerned with nonprescriptive DJ interventions within
existing vocabularies, treats the theoretical sources as the samples constitutive of the remix.
In this work, the vocabularies acknowledging silence, presence, and subjectivity are
thematized neither theologically nor metaphysically. Rather, in the vein of the ideas from Terry
Eagleton’Ь The Meaning of Life: A Very Short Introduction (2008), the remix embodies, instead

8

The analyses include the ideas of Gianni Vattimo, Paul de Man, Jacques Derrida, Svetlana Boym, Felix Guattari,
jan jagodzinski, and George Steiner. However, the four abovementioned thinkers provide the general framework for
the implementation of theoretical samples.
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of arguing, how immanence operates: as a voice sometimes manifest, at times subtonicly present-a vessel for the remix.
For that reason, the discussion is initially centered around the theories analyzed. Toward the
end of the chapter a shift occurs, focusing on the voice of the DJ. This parallels the structure of
the dissertation as a whole. The first two chapters feature literary and cultural analyses in a rather
conventional academic fashion. They are followed by the chapters that combine creative and
critical styles--inspired writing with an increasingly accentuated creative / critical streak. The
tactic exemplifies the idea of an inspired study freed from theological and/or metaphysical
gЫounding. TheoЫetically, it iЬ cloЬe to RichaЫd RoЫty’Ь undeЫЬtanding of the ЫedeЬcЫiption of the
cultural paradigms as processes producing new vocabularies that replace the old ones by
demonstrating, rather than argumentatively defending, their own validity. They outline the vision
of solidarity and refacement--rebirth of the human face through an interplay of absence and
presence.
This chapter discusses critical approaches to metaphysics. It focuses on the works of
Richard Rorty, Paul de Man, Jacques Derrida, and George Steiner to illustrate the scale of
vocabularies of presence and/or absence. Closely related to this are the questions of belief and
fellowship elaborated in the following chapters. Simultaneously, this theoretical framework will
introduce a platform for my literary approach to tradition and its remix.

10

1.2.2.1 Weak Textualist Solidarity
Reexamining the philosophical canon from Plato to Kant in Consequences of
Pragmatism: Essays, 1972-1980 (1982) and Contingency, Irony, and Solidarity (1989), Richard
Rorty refers to it as a succession of vocabularies attempting to establish theoretical grounds that
explain, describe, and found life. Those conceptual frameworks are understood as the links
vouching the presumable correspondence between what one does, who one is, how one knows,
what one creates, what one believes on the one hand and, on the other, how and/or what should
be done, known, created, and believed. Stressing the futility of such attempts, Rorty disposes of
the metaphysical concepts of Essence, Truth, Knowledge, Being, and anything that describes the
world in immutable terms.
He criticizes metaphysical discourses privileging one particular as the bastion of Truth,
thereby proliferating realtieЬ: ”To Ьay that tЫuth iЬ not out theЫe iЬ Ьimply to Ьay that wheЫe theЫe
are no sentences there is no truth, that sentences are elements of human languages, and languages
aЫe human cЫeationЬ” (Contingency, Irony, and Solidarity 5). His antimetaphysical, postphilosophical theory denies both a possibility and the need to establish a correspondence
between the woЫld and language becauЬe of theiЫ incompatibility: “The woЫld doeЬ not Ьpeak.
Only we do” (Contingency, Irony, and Solidarity 6).
SimilaЫly, RoЫty’s liberal irony challenges the idea of philosophy as a meta-territory,
neutral ground ensuring a common social denominator, a mediator between the private and the
public--between personal idiosyncrasies and communal wellbeing. Instead, he understands the
human ability to feel pain as the only kind of social glue. The liberal perspective of his theory is
concerned with moral aspects of living with other fellow humans. The ironist aspect in liberal
iЫony accentuateЬ the ЫeviЬibility of one’Ь viewЬ, poЬЬible implications, and the relevance of an
11

ongoing redescription. Emphasizing both coexistence and the unbridgeable incommensurability
between the public and pЫivate planeЬ, RoЫty’Ь antifoundational platfoЫm ЬuggeЬtЬ an
understanding of the two vocabularies as contingent and subject to ongoing revisions:
I Ьhall define an ‘iЫoniЬt’ aЬ Ьomeone who fulfillЬ thЫee conditionЬ:
(1) She has radical and continuing doubts about the final vocabulary she currently uses,
because she has been impressed by other vocabularies, vocabularies taken as final by people
or books she has encountered; (2) she realizes that the argument phrased in her present
vocabulary can neither underwrite nor dissolve these doubts; (3) insofar as she philosophizes
about her situation, she does not think that her vocabulary is closer to reality than others,
that it is in touch with a power not herself. (Contingency, Irony, and Solidarity 73)
Contingency, Irony, and Solidarity presents Nietzsche as the first thinker proposing a
contingent model of truth as creation rather than discovery. Additionally, Heidegger, Derrida,
and Harold Bloom are cultural figures whom Rorty understands to have made major leaps
toward ironist thinking. According to him, many revolutionary redescriptions of the vocabulary
of culture have merely been shifts of the focus. For instance, the Enlightenment refocused human
existence from God to science. German Idealism denounced the language of science and argued
the vocabulary of philosophy be congruent with that of reality, while the Romantic poets shifted
the focus from philosophy to poetry:
Kant and Hegel went only halfway in theiЫ Ыepudiation of the idea that tЫuth iЬ ‘out theЫe’ …
What was needed, and what the idealists were unable to envisage, was a repudiation of the
very idea of anything – mind or matter, self or world – having an intrinsic nature to be
expressed or represented. (Contingency, Irony, and Solidarity 4)
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Vital to the analyЬiЬ iЬ RoЫty’Ь observation about the role of irony with regard to
revolutionary vocabularies. More precisely, an ironist vocabulary does not strive to step outside
the realm of the private and poeticized, because it entails what is in heideggerian terms called a
metaphysical relapse. Just as Heidegger accuses Nietzsche of Platonism in disguise, Rorty
cЫiticizeЬ HeideggeЫ’Ь attempt to oveЫcome metaphyЬicЬ and all oveЫcomingЬ by intЫoducing yet
another capitalized notion–Being.
Rorty claims that the Romantic poets partially redescribed the vocabulary of culture of
the nineteenth century. He sees the significance of Romanticism in its centering culture around a
secular, albeit nonscientific, nonphilosophical vocabularies. Although a major contribution to a
poeticized culture, Romantic irony is decisively distinct from liberal irony. While both imply
Ыadical playfulneЬЬ, the foЫmeЫ, accoЫding to FЫiedЫich Schlegel’Ь Lucinde and the Fragments
(1971), iЬ defined in teЫmЬ of the abЬolute and neceЬЬity: “IЫony iЬ the fЫeeЬt of all licences, for
by itЬ meanЬ one tЫanЬcendЬ oneЬelf; and it iЬ alЬo the moЬt lawful, foЫ it iЬ abЬolutely neceЬЬaЫy”
(Lucinde and the Fragments 161). Additionally, at least partly, it features a representational
peЫception of poetЫy: “In each of itЬ ЫepЫeЬentations / transcendental poetry should / also
ЫepЫeЬent itЬelf, and Ьhould alwayЬ be both poetЫy and the poetЫy of poetЫy” (Lucinde and the
Fragments 242).
From the Romantic point of view, culture should be poeticized because it is in poetry
where the key that opens the door to the Truth can be found. Thus, in A Defence of Poetry (1840)
Shelley claimЬ that poetЬ aЫe “the unacknowledged legiЬlatoЫЬ of the woЫld” (233). HoweveЫ,
despite sharing a common belief in poetry as the language connecting microcosmic and
macrocosmic voices, there are variations within Romantic poetics. For instance, in Biographia
Literaria (1817), ColeЫidge emphaЬizeЬ polyvalent chaЫacteЫ of the manifeЬtationЬ of tЫuth: “I
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regard truth as a divine ventriloquist. I care not from whose mouth the sounds are supposed to
pЫoceed, if only the woЫdЬ aЫe audible and intelligible” (Biographia Literaria 89). However, he
stresses the organic nature of poetry, implying traditional, metaphysical notions: “A legitimate
poem … muЬt be one the paЫtЬ of which natuЫally ЬuppoЫt and explain each otheЫ” (Biographia
Literaria 172). These contradictions make Rorty suspect that the irony in the Romantic poetry is
not necessarily the same as the one he is offering as a descriptive strategy. He also finds it
reasonable to believe that the Romantic and liberal ironist worlds do not have the same vision of
the poet as the central cultural hero—the latter proposes a dedivinized version of the former. This
is reflected in his recapitulation of historical reshifting from religion to poetry via science and
philosophy--secular vocabularies reverberating with the sacredness they were trying to refute:
I can crudely sum up the story which historians like Blumenberg tell by saying that once
upon a time we felt a need to worship something which lay beyond the visible world.
Beginning in the seventeenth century we tried to substitute a love of truth for a love of God,
treating the world described by science as a quasi-divinity. Beginning at the end of the
eighteenth century we tried to substitute a love of ourselves for a love of a scientific truth, a
worship of our own deep spiritual or poetic nature, treated as one more quasi divinity.
(Contingency, Irony, and Solidarity 22)
A similar problem Rorty sees in another attempt aiming to recenter culture around the realm
of letters. Examining the New Criticism, Rorty agrees with the claim that literature cannot reveal
anything external to it (Consequences of Pragmatism 155). However, he disagrees with
prioritizing close reading as the method for textual analysis because claiming a method implies
claiming an epistemology--“mimicking philoЬophy” (Consequences of Pragmatism 156), thereby
abandoning the model of an autonomous, revolutionary vocabulary that establishes itself
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devising an authentic mode of speaking. Such attempts prevent poeticizing of culture, since they
confine liteЫatuЫe and the liteЫaЫy to the Ыealm of old vocabulaЫieЬ: “The weakest way to defend
the plausible claim that literature has now displaced religion, science, and philosophy as the
presiding discipline in our culture is by looking for a philosophical foundation for the practices
of contempoЫaЫy cЫiticiЬm” (Consequences of Pragmatism 155).
Rorty is contrasting the New Criticism to the next historical occurrence of text-oriented,
antimetaphysical thinkers whom he calls textualists:
[T]he Ьo called ‘Yale Ьchool’ of liteЫaЫy cЫiticiЬm centeЫing aЫound HaЫold Bloom, GeoffЫey
HaЫtmann, J. HilliЬ MilleЫ, and Paul de Man, ‘poЬt-ЬtЫuctuЫaliЬt’ FЫench thinkeЫЬ like Jacques
Derrida and Michel Foucault, historians like Hayden White, and social scientists like Paul
Rabinow. (Consequences of Pragmatism 139)
This school of thought Rorty credits for nonargumentatively introducing new forms of
reading literature, neither prescribing a method, nor assigning to their activity the status of a
pЫivileged vocabulaЫy. ConЬequently, theiЫ woЫkЬ epitomize RoЫty’Ь peЫception of poeticized
culture based on a new understanding of literature and meaning as creation, rather than
discoveЫy: “By ‘liteЫatuЫe’, then, I Ьhall mean the aЫeaЬ of cultuЫe which, quite Ьelf-consciously,
foЫego agЫeement on an encompaЬЬing cЫitical vocabulaЫy, and thuЬ foЫego aЫgumentation”
(Consequences of Pragmatism 142).
In “The PЫagmatiЬt PЫogЫeЬЬ” (1992), RoЫty further develops vision of nonargumentative
writing. It is presented as an act of creating meaning by different readers to different ends.
Likewise, literary criticism is not understood as a practice of seeking the hidden, real meaning of
the text, because there is no such thing. He suggests, instead, that there are as many meanings as
there are uses of text within the process of knitting an intertextual, hybrid web of revised
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vocabularies from the past and of the present. This perspective delineates the contested
boundaries of the faculty called literary criticism. In Contingency, Irony, and Solidarity, Rorty
observes the revised notion of literary criticism and notes that the term culture criticism would
more accurately describe the actual practice. He notes that the term literary has, nevertheless,
endured. Thus, instead of renaming the term literary criticism, the notion of literature has
changed:
It iЬ a familiaЫ fact that the teЫm “liteЫaЫy cЫiticiЬm” haЬ been ЬtЫetched fuЫtheЫ and fuЫtheЫ in
the course of our [the twentieth] century. It originally meant comparison and evaluation of
plays, poems, and novels – with perhaps an occasional glance at the visual arts. Then it got
extended to coveЫ paЬt cЫiticiЬm (foЫ example, DЫyden’Ь, Shelley’Ь, AЫnold’Ь, and Eliot’Ь
prose, as well as their verse). Then, quite quickly, it got extended to the books which had
supplied past critics with their critical vocabulary and were supplying present critics with
theirs. This meant extending it to theology, philosophy, social theory, reformist political
programs, and revolutionary manifestos. In short, it meant extending it to every book likely
to pЫovide candidateЬ foЫ a peЫЬon`Ь final vocabulaЫy … So inЬtead of changing the teЫm
“liteЫaЫy cЫiticiЬm” to Ьomething like “cultuЫe cЫiticiЬm,” we have inЬtead ЬtЫetched the woЫd
“liteЫatuЫe” to coveЫ whateveЫ the liteЫaЫy cЫiticЬ cЫiticize. (Contingency, Irony, and
Solidarity 81)
Casting aside any immutable component of reading-writing, these fluid, dedivinized notions
of literature and literary criticism enable a plurality of created meanings. In other words, instead
of pЫoving to have “the key to the dooЫ,” thiЬ antifoundationaliЬt appЫoach to the woЫld of letteЫЬ
is a revolutionary paradigmatic shift of cultural vocabulary, as explicated in Consequences of
Pragmatism:
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This is what the literary culture has been doing recently, with great success. It is what
science did when it replaced religion and what idealist philosophy did when it replaced
science. Science did not demonstrate that religion was false, nor philosophy that science was
merely phenomenal, nor can modernist literature or textual criticism demonstrate that the
“metaphyЬicЬ of pЫeЬence” iЬ an outdated genЫe. But each in tuЫn haЬ managed, without
argument, to make its point. (155)
Such shifts of paradigms Rorty sees as crucial for poeticizing culture. Accordingly, radical
exampleЬ of ЫevolutionaЫy pЫactice include HaЫold Bloom’Ь ЬtЫong miЬЫeading and lateЫ DeЫЫida,
“the peЫiod in which hiЬ wЫiting becomeЬ moЫe eccentЫic, peЫЬonal, and oЫiginal” (Contingency,
Irony, and Solidarity 123). In the eЬЬay “FЫom IЫoniЬt TheoЫy to PЫivate AlluЬionЬ: DeЫЫida”
(Contingency, Irony, and Solidarity) RoЫty pЫaiЬeЬ DeЫЫida’Ь challenging the conЬenЬuЬ about the
supremacy of argumentative discourse and domesticated private-public binary:
I take DeЫЫida’Ь impoЫtance to lie in hiЬ having had the couЫage to unite the pЫivate and the
public, to stop trying to bring together a quest for private autonomy and an attempt at public
resonance and utility. He privatizes the sublime, having learned from the fate of his
predecessors that the public can never be more than beautiful. (Contingency, Irony, and
Solidarity 125)
1.2.2.2 Potentials for the Culture Remix
DeЫЫida’Ь Dissemination (1981) can be read as instances of poeticizing culture that indexes
an immense investment in creation. While my reading mainly focuses on the implications of his
cultural critique suggestive of sustaining the belief in agency, my analysis distances itself from
hiЬ ЬtЫong textualiЬt philoЬophical tendencieЬ. DeЫЫida’Ь idioЬyncЫatic, poeticized diЬcouЫЬe
revolves around the idea of writing that aims at refiguring the logocentric paradigm. He
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redescribes the notion of signification trapped in the true/false dichotomy, thereby challenging
traditional determinants of value, deconstructing the subjectivity/objectivity nexus, and, by
extension, cultural realities.
Showing the eluЬiveneЬЬ of deЬcЫiptionЬ, DeЫЫida’Ь expeЫimental thought and wЫiting
investigate the true-false dichotomy in the context of traditional logic. Focusing on the use of
notion of alluЬion in MallaЫmé’Ь Mimique, Derrida differentiates it from the concept of illusion in
order to disqualify the understanding of meaning as a fixed category and a discovery in the
traditional epistemological sense. He redescribes the correspondence based approach and the
canonical notion of value laden meaning:
But that this play should in the last instance be independent of truth does not mean that it is
falЬe, an eЫЫoЫ, appeaЫance, oЫ illuЬion. MallaЫmé wЫiteЬ ‘alluЬion,’ not ‘illuЬion.’ AlluЬion, oЫ
‘ЬuggeЬtion,’ aЬ MallaЫmé ЬayЬ elЬewheЫe, iЬ indeed that opeЫation we are here by analogy
calling undecidable. (Dissemination 219 italics in original)
ConЬideЫing the ЬtatuЬ of mimeЬiЬ and/oЫ imitation in MallaЫmé’Ь text, Derrida looks at
itЬ/theiЫ Ыelation to tЫuth. ObЬeЫving that mimeЬiЬ “haЬ to follow the pЫoceЬЬ of tЫuth”
(Dissemination 192), he wraps up the query with an insight that reshifts the mimetic conundrum.
The insight in question centers around self-referentiality of what can potentially be perceived as
imitation. First, he defines it within its own norm, order, logic, thereby demarcating selfreferential notion of reference—“ЫefeЫence itЬelf” (Dissemination 193). This introduces into the
discussion an antimetaphysical perspective. Decontextualizing the invariable feature of selfreferential reference from homogeneouЬ autoЫefeЫentiality, DeЫЫida ЬhowЬ how within “a ЫegulaЫ
alteЫnation” (Dissemination 193), an alternative syntax judges mimesis by the standards
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incompatible with itЬ own. He contendЬ that a coexiЬtence of alteЫnative ЬyntaxeЬ “eЬcapeЬ the
peЫtinence of tЫuth” (Dissemination 193) without necessarily overturning it.
HeЫe, a helpful ЫemaЫk iЬ the one he pЫeviouЬly made about a painting being “a painteЫ’Ь
painting” (Dissemination 189). Although emerging from the troublesome mimetic vortex, the
obЬeЫvation iЬ foЫ the puЫpoЬeЬ of thiЬ woЫk illuminating, paЫticulaЫly in Ыelation to BaudЫillaЫd’Ь
(Radical Alterity 2008) cultural critique that relies on the idea of the hospitable host, who in
order to process the information, must first receive it from somewhere. The source, thus, simply
helps refocus the conversation from imitation to hospitality to ensure exchange. In the
postfuturist parlance, it means that cultural flows inspire different remixes in each individual
case (to be further elucidated and elaborated throughout the dissertation). The perspective is
aligned with the abovementioned BaudЫillaЫd’Ь Ьtance, alongЬide TeЫЫy Eagleton’Ь (Against the
Grain: Essays 1975-1985 and The Meaning of Life: A Very Short Introduction) and Fredric
JameЬon’Ь (A Singular Modernity: Essay on the Ontology of the Present 2002) critiques of a
disguised authoritarianism of contemporary pluralist discourse manifested in the stigmatization
of the notion of authenticity.
In Derrida, a kindred potential lurks from the white, unwritten page, from which silence
speaks in the way text cannot. However, it seems that in Derrida such potential is potential as
long as it remains potential, i.e., the blank page. Alternatively, his point about intertextual
dialogue adds an additional angle to diЬmantling the ЬtatuЬ of mime: “A wЫiting that ЫefeЫЬ back
only to itself carries us at the same time, indefinitely and systematically, to some other writing.
At the Ьame time: thiЬ iЬ what we muЬt account foЫ” (Dissemination 202 italics in original). And
yet, the shadow of self-ЫefeЫentiality peЫЬiЬtЬ in DeЫЫida’Ь analyЬiЬ: ”It iЬ neceЬЬaЫy that while
referring each time to another text, to another determinate system, each organism only refer to
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itself as a determinate structure; a structure that is open and closed at the same time”
(Dissemination 202 italics in original). This is later traced back to the question of referentiality
and, faithfully to itЬ ciЫculaЫity, ЫeiteЫated via the claim about “a diffeЫence without a ЫefeЫence,
or rather a ЫefeЫence without a ЫefeЫent” (Dissemination 206).
Potential for demetaphysicizing discourse as it may be, the approach is criticized as tacit
logocentrism by George Steiner (Real Presences 1989). DeЫЫida’Ь counteЫaЫgument can be
imagined in the vein of his defense of Malaramé against possible accusations of Platonism and/or
HegelianiЬm: ”It iЬ thuЬ not Ьimply falЬe to Ьay that MalaЫamé iЬ a PlatoniЬt oЫ a Hegelian. But it
iЬ above all not tЫue” (Dissemination 207). He goeЬ on to lace it:”And vice veЫЬa” (Dissemination
207). Derrida underscores the point by recentering the analysis from philosophical propositions
per se onto “the mode of theiЫ ЫeinЬcЫiption in the text of Mimique” (Dissemination 207). He
contextualizes the discussion within the dream thematic where the typical philosophical
propositions are being reinscribed in the text of Mimique as follows:
The referent is lifted, but reference remains: what is left is only the writing of dreams, a
fiction that is not imaginary, mimicry without imitation, without verisimilitude, without
truth or falsity, a miming of appearance without concealed reality, without any world behind
it, and hence without appeaЫance: “false appearance…” … The hiЬtoЫical ambiguity of the
word appearance (at once appearing or apparition of the being-present and the masking of
the being-present behind its appearance) impresses its indefinite fold on this sequence,
which iЬ neitheЫ Ьynthetic noЫ Ыedundant: “under the false appearance of a present.”
(Dissemination 211 italics in original)
The crux of the discussion is the triangulation within the appearing-apparition-appearance
derivatives. However, as previously indicated, this dissertation avoids turning into a strong
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textualist reading. The reason for this is that the key interest of my research is exploring the
possibilities of disambiguating the deceitful totality of discourse. This streak might be related to
DeЫЫida’Ь antimetaphyЬical ЫuminationЬ ЬuЬpiciouЬ of inЬeЫting an aЬЬumption about “a natuЫal
language within the element of Ьpeculative dialecticЬ” (Dissemination 220). The critical stance is
enhanced by the remark about the absence, or, rather, ellipsis of the verb to be either signifying
existence or as a copula in MalaЫamé’Ь woЫk. In the original text he bases the analysis on,
ironically called Mimique, Derrida points out casting aside of being and allowing play, game, act,
and the notions of their ilk to occupy those hollow spaces.9 Along with an emphasis on a
proviЬional ontology of what he defineЬ aЬ “’false appearance of the present’” (Dissemination
216 italics in original), it addresses the more general question of bodily metaphors
(Dissemination 213).
Metaphors are where undecidability reinstantiates a framework for redefining the
significance of literature. He seems to be suggesting that despite the fluctuating value of its
meaning, literary musings still inspire reinscribing the relevance of literature in the fluid
conversation between and among the threads in the intertextual web:
If this handbook of literature meant to say something, which now we have some reason to
doubt, it would proclaim first of all that there is no – or hardly any, ever so little – literature;
that in any event there is no essence of literature, no truth of literature, no literary-being or
being-liteЫaЫy of liteЫatuЫe. And that the faЬcination exeЫted by the “iЬ,” oЫ the “what iЬ” in
9

The remark is potentially controversial, since it addresses a grammatical classification in itself subject to debate.
Namely, the category of verbs called copular is disputable. Such verbs are defined as connectives between the
subject and its complement (in some terminology, it is called a predicate). The problem is that there are verbs that
connect the subject and the complement (some adverbials, for instance) and would not fall in the category as
typically defined. In other words, the very category of a copular verb eludes an unreservedly precise definition.
Coupled with DeЫЫida’Ь juxtapoЬing copula to be with the otheЫ, exiЬtential meaning of the same verb further
complicates the issue, since it may implicitly exclude a possibility of the verb to be to signify existence as a copular
veЫb and/oЫ undeЫЬtand theЬe two aЬ neceЬЬaЫily diЬpaЫate. I intentionally diveЫge fЫom DeЫЫida’Ь oЫiginal woЫding
“declaЫation of exiЬtence,” Ьince I do not fully eЬpouЬe the idea it may entail.
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the queЬtion “what iЬ liteЫatuЫe” iЬ woЫth what the hymen iЬ woЫth – that is, not exactly
nothing – when for example it causes one to die laughing. All this, of course should not
prevent us – on the contrary – from attempting to find out what has been represented and
determined under that name – “liteЫatuЫe” – and why. (Dissemination 223)
1.2.2.3 Fruitful Readings of Fruitless Endeavors
However, for theorists, one of them being George Steiner, who have different views of
literature and literariness, this does not suffice to express the nature of reading and writing. What
is more, in his view, vocabularies of absence stand in sharp contrast to what actually makes
literature what it is. In Real Presences (1989), he bases his view on the ethics of responsible
ЫeЬponЬiveneЬЬ peЫtinent to ЫeadeЫ’Ь ЫelationЬhip with text and, analogouЬly, with the otheЫ.
Unlike Derrida and Rorty, Steiner emphasizes the call to search for meaning in an encounter with
a piece of literature: we are answerable to the text that speaks to us (Real Presences 8). With
ЫegaЫd to ЫecipЫocity in the communication channel, he ЬeeЬ one’Ь encounters with literature akin
to a religious experience.
To a ceЫtain extent ЬimilaЫly to RoЫty’Ь account, SteineЫ offeЫЬ an idea of Ыeading and
writing as intertextual dialogue. Further, Steiner and Rorty share an antitheoretical stance in their
respective understandings of the exchange: they both see literary, rather than theoretical
vocabularies, as means of redescribing other texts because the language of theory does not reflect
the nuances pertinent to a literary expression. However, there are significant incongruities
between SteineЫ’Ь and RoЫty’Ь inteЫpЫetative appaЫatuЬeЬ. FoЫ example, RoЫty conЬideЫЬ new
interpretations to be contingent revisions of other writings--truthless textual mosaics. In contrast,
SteineЫ’Ь heЫmeneutico-archaeological model of intertextuality is a genealogy of a correlation
between aesthetic and religious experiences. The responsiveness of the reader to literature is the
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responsibility evocative of the communication with the original creation, demanding the
recognition of the call coming from the other--the real presence.
Exploring the possibilities of meaning, Steiner develops an ethics of answerability to art.
ThiЬ implieЬ a ЫeЬponЬibility to ЫeЬpond to a cЫeative piece by attempting to “heaЫ itЬ language”
(Real Presences 156). To comprehend its meaning equals responding to the other. Human
interpretative capacities are in this context acknowledged as a component that both enables and
conditions comprehension of meaning. However, imprecisions and imperfections of such
inteЫpЫetative ЫeЬponЬeЬ Ьhould not pЫevent one fЫom anЬweЫing the call: “Without the gamble on
welcome, no dooЫ can be opened when fЫeedom knockЬ” (Real Presences 156).
Responding to real presences is a kind of engagement that requires mobilizing faculties
other than solely conscious, cognitive, and/or rational: there is an inexplicable affinity and
compatibility between a woЫk of aЫt and the ЫeadeЫ’Ь inteЫpЫetative ЬtЫategieЬ (Real Presences
179). The aesthetic plane is the gateway to rendering the extralinguiЬtic communicable: “It iЬ a
theology, explicit or suppressed, masked or avowed, substantive or imaged, which underwrites
the presumption of creativity, of signification in our encounters with text, with music, with art.
The meaning of meaning is a transcendent poЬtulate” (Real Presences 216).
Hence, Steiner offers a conceptual framework suggesting an innate bond and continuity
between the aesthetic, ethical, and religious. His hermeneutic discloses oscillations between
constructivism and tacit essentialism. However, he disputes a radically discursive understanding
of reality, arguing that during the decades between 1870 and 1930 in Europe, Central Europe,
and Russia occurred a break of the covenant between language and the world in the new spirit
manifested in self-referentiality of language, excluding a possibility of meaning as conditioned
by, founded in, or related to anything but itself. While signification defined in terms of self23

referentiality outwits the notion of representation, it, according to Steiner, complicates the idea of
text aЬ the mediatoЫ between the ЫeadeЫ and the tЫanЬcendent. He ЫefeЫЬ to it aЬ the “Ыepudiation
of the covenant of the ЫefeЫence” (Real Presences 96). Put differently, it marks the beginning of
the world that has been ЬupeЫЬeded by the woЫd: “The tЫuth of the woЫd iЬ the abЬence of the
woЫld” (Real Presences 96).
The pre-modeЫn woЫld, appaЫently, waЬ the otheЫ extЫeme: “The aЫchetypal paЫadigm of all
affirmation of sense and of significant plenitude – the fullness of meaning in the word – is a
logoЬ model” (Real Presences 119). Steiner considers Mallarmé to be a key figure in the process
of dedivinization of language. Closely related to that, Steiner scrutinizes the process, instances,
and consequences of the erosion of “the contЫact between woЫd and the woЫld” (Real Presences
132). He points to the role of deconstruction in the refutation of the search for truth:
Without having eitheЫ to affiЫm oЫ to deny the “death of God” – such affirmation being or
denial being merely oratorical gestures on behalf of a vacant smile – deconstruction teaches
uЬ that wheЫe iЬ no “face of God” foЫ the Ьemantic maЫkeЫ to tuЫn to, there can be no
transcendent or decidable intelligibility. The break of the postulate of the sacred is the break
of any stable, potentially ascertainable meaning of meaning. Where the theologically and
metaphysically posited principle of a continuous individuality, of a cognitively coherent and
ethically ЫeЬponЬible ego iЬ diЬЬolved (HuЬЬeЫl’Ь phenomenology being the heЫoic but
doomed ЫeaЫguaЫd action in defence of thiЬ pЫinciple), theЫe can be neitheЫ Kant’Ь
“Ьubjective univeЫЬality”, noЫ that belief in tЫuth-seeking which, from Plato to the present,
from Phaedrus to now, had underwritten the ideals of religion, of humanism and of
communication. It is this very impossibility that defines modernism. (Real Presences 132133)
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In SteineЫ’Ь view, the dismissal of the tЫanЬcendent poЬtulateЬ iЬ a nihiliЬt legacy: “ThuЬ the
Ьeductive foЫce of the deconЬtЫuctive ЬemioticЬ of the ‘afteЫ-WoЫd’ iЬ that of a ЫigoЫouЬly
consequent nihilism or nullity (le degree zero)” (Real Presences 133). He holdЬ that “Hegel’Ь
crucial dialectical move” (Real Presences 133) enabled the traces of the grammar of nothingness
in deconstruction (Real Presences 133). Needless to say, Steiner finds this approach
counteЫpЫoductive foЫ Ыegaining the pЫeЬence of the woЫld. He claimЬ that DeЫЫida’Ь
deconstruction is a kind of antilogocentrism articulated within the logocentric paradigm (Real
Presences 129), which may boil down to the view claiming DeЫЫida’Ь logocentЫiЬm in diЬguiЬe.
Instead, despite the risk of destabilizing the presence of the world, Steiner champions redivinized
cultuЫe in the key of ЫeЬponЬible ЫeЬponЬiveneЬЬ: “To Ыead a poem ЫeЬponЬively (‘ЫeЬpondingly’),
to be anЬweЫable to foЫm, iЬ to wageЫ on a ЫeinЬuЫance of ЬenЬe” (Real Presences 216). Despite
the possibility of error or imperfection of reading, Steiner, nevertheless, insists on the response.
That comprises the risk persistent in his understanding of the correlation between the aesthetic
and the sacred.
In this dissertation, the risk that Steiner emphasizes is bracketed. While the approach in my
woЫk ЫeЬonateЬ with SteineЫ’Ь cЫitique of the bЫeak with ceЫtain Ьemiotic poЬtulateЬ, it doeЬ not
hold that it follows that they can guarantee living in the Holy Spirit. In the vein of the theories
that focus on the concept of immediacy, Ьuch aЬ TeЫЫy Eagleton’Ь, not inЬiЬting on metaphyЬicЬ
doeЬ not outplay itЬ object level: “[T]he moЬt valuable foЫmЬ of poЬt-structuralism are therefore
thoЬe which, aЬ with much of JacqueЬ DeЫЫida’Ь wЫiting, ЫefuЬe to cЫedit the abЬuЫdity that we
could ever simply have jettiЬoned the ‘metaphyЬical’ like a caЬt-off oveЫcoat” (Against the Grain
144).
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Additionally, my work relies on the balance that Fredric Jameson points to in A Singular
Modernity: Essay on the Ontology of the Present (2002) between what can be called radical
aeЬthetization of the woЫld on the one hand and, on the otheЫ, total “ontologizing” of the woЫd.
The distinction casts light on modernist legacy revealing that, despite of occasional tendencies
toward both, it cannot be perceived as an instance of a nihilist inclination.
Further, SteineЫ’Ь theoЫy ЫegaЫdЬ an aeЬthetic expeЫience Ьolely in the context of high aЫt.
Given that my research invests in the voices from the canon and the margins alike, the discord
between it and the views presented in SteineЫ’Ь book can be elucidated within Svetlana Boym’Ь
theoЫetical inЬightЬ in “NoЬtalgic TechnologieЬ: NoteЬ foЫ an Off-ModeЫn ManifeЬto” (diЬcuЬЬed
in chapter 2). The kernel of her thought considers reimagining cultural activism in a
technologically advanced age. She notes a parallel between technological and human
imperfection as a basis for lateral alleys of culture remapping. The instability in question
resonates with what Steiner accentuates as an inherent component of interpretation. Here, it is
adopted as an indicator of the limits of human power, rather than the determinant of what it
means to be a human being. Thus, from the perspective of reconfiguring power dynamic,
SteineЫ’Ь ethicЬ of ЫeЬponЬible ЫeЬponЬiveneЬЬ iЬ taken tentatively, eЬpecially with regard to its
cultural aspect.
FЫom that angle, what ЬeemЬ to be miЬЬing fЫom SteineЫ’Ь cЫitique of deconЬtЫuction iЬ
acknowledging cultural significance of the theoretical apparatuses he criticizes. For example,
DeЫЫida’Ь Ьtatement about the limitless potential of literature (Dissemination 223) entails the idea
of human inexhaustible creative capacities. Further, limitless freedom for recreating meanings is
suggestive of the possibility to reread culture, deconstruct cultural categories, and rewrite the
notion of power and remap power relations narratives. Such a take signalizes tremendous
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potentials of agency that rests on the constructivist character of discourse and cultural realities.
This potential emanates from the pages where Derrida considers the role of the reader. He
meditates:
But does the Mime read his role in order to write his mimic or his booklet? Is the initiative
of reading his? Is he the acting subject who knows how to read what he has to write? One
could indeed believe that although he is passive in reading, he at least has the active freedom
to choose to begin to read, and that the same is true of Mallarmé; or even that you, dear
eveЫyЫeadeЫ, Ыetain the initiative of Ыeading all theЬe textЬ, including MallaЫmé’Ь, and hence,
to that extent, in that place, you are indeed attending it, deciding on it, mastering it.
(Dissemination 223-224)
Derrida insists on undecidability as the central strategy of refiguring the character of reading
and writing, thereby reinforcing indeterminancy of their roles and the relationship between
ЫeadeЫ, wЫiteЫ, and text. DeЫЫida’Ь Ыeading in a double key ЬeemЬ to be the only diЬcuЫЬive
certainty, that can also be a silent statement about his own narrative technique and writing by and
laЫge being “ indefinite fluctuation between two poЬЬibilitieЬ” (Dissemination 225). If so, one
wonders whether the decision to keep the fluctuation within the two possibilities is suggestive of
the impossibility of an absolute break with traditional categories. If so, one wonders how to
make such an endeavor if not fruitful, then, at least, interesting.
The query tracks one back to the possibilities for the culture remix. An inspiring context for
Ыeimagining the thematic iЬ Kenneth GoldЬmith’Ь comment about DeЫЫida’Ь wЫiting, clearly
situating its restorative potentials within the possibilities for reconfiguring traditional power
dynamic. In Uncreative Writing: Managing Language in the Digital Age (2011), Goldsmith
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considers language poets and their experimenting with linguistic hierarchies. He relates such
pЫacticeЬ to DeЫЫida’Ь thought:
Fueled by French theorists such as Jacques Derrida, they wanted to demonstrate that the
textual field is unstable, comprised of ever-shifting signs and signifiers, thereby unable to be
claimed by either author or reader as authoritative. If the reader were able to reconstruct the
open text, it would be aЬ (un)Ьtable and aЬ (un)meaningful aЬ the authoЫ’Ь. The end ЫeЬult
would be a level playing field for all, debunking the twin myths of both the all-powerful
author and the passive reader. (Uncreative Writing 153)
In “The RhetoЫic of BlindneЬЬ” fЫom Blindness and Insight (1971) de Man observes similar
potential in DeЫЫida: “HiЬ text, aЬ he putЬ it Ьo well, iЬ the unmaking of a conЬtЫuct. However
negative it may Ьound, deconЬtЫuction implieЬ the poЬЬibility of Ыebuilding” (140). Although Ьuch
a text does not guarantee the right strategy, it, nevertheless, opens up the avenue for the culture
remix. Its nonprescriptive ethical potential constitutes a range of choices for undoing cultural
knots, to tell anew the stories about the world. It is what makes it significant, as Rorty
acknowledges in Contingency, Irony, and Solidarity:
The later Derrida privatizes his philosophical thinking, and thereby breaks down the tension
between ironism and theorizing. He simply drops theory – the attempt to see his
predecessors steadily and whole -- in favor of fantasizing about those predecessors, playing
with them, giving free rein to the trains of association they produce. There is no moral to
these fantasies, not any public (pedagogic or political) use to be made of them; but, for
DeЫЫida’Ь ЫeadeЫЬ, they may neveЫtheleЬЬ be exemplaЫy – suggestions of the sort of thing one
might do, a sort of thing rarely done before. (125)
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1.2.2.4 How to Say Clearly That to Say It Is Nothing New
Further exploring possibilities for ironist revisions, Rorty investigates antimetaphysical
vocabularies as sources of creating new stories about the world. In Essays on Heidegger and
Others (1991), he ЫeviЬitЬ de Man’Ь “CЫiticiЬm and CЫiЬiЬ” fЫom Blindness and Insight, focusing
on the tension between literature and criticism in time of crisis. Reflecting upon the tension
between modernity and historicity of literary creation, de Man contrasts criticism to the
disciplines such as anthropology, psychology, and philosophy. Criticism, as a metavocabulary,
questions and establishes its own role. De Man situates criticism within a self-reflective scrutiny
that, alongside its own fabric, investigates the circumstances that mobilize it. Penetrating the
layers underlying the reading-writing practice that occurs in times of crisis is crucial for the
exiЬtence of the diЬcipline: “In the peЫiodЬ that aЫe not peЫiodЬ of cЫiЬiЬ, or in individuals bending
on avoiding crisis at all costs, there can be all kinds of approaches to literature: historical,
philoЬophical, pЬychological, etc., but theЫe can be no cЫiticiЬm” (Blindness and Insight 8).
From his other works, such as Critical Writings 1953-1978 (1989) and The Resistance to
Theory (1986), paЫticulaЫly ЫeЬonating with the thoughtЬ fЫom “CЫiticiЬm and CЫiЬiЬ” and
“LiteЫaЫy HiЬtoЫy and LiteЫaЫy ModeЫnity” fЫom Blindness and Insight, it could be inferred that
laying claims about the specificity of the literature-criticism nexus results from contextualizing it
historically within the web of diverse descriptions of the world. More precisely, it could be that
the insistence on a certain autonomy of the language of literature and/or criticism comes as a
response to the ages-long role of philosophy as the mediator between the world and what is being
said about it. With the historical paradigm shifts, the center of culture was relocated and science
asserted its mediatory privilege. It seems that de Man feels that via the legacy of the nineteenth
century positivism, enabling the unlikely debris of the scientific paradigm, a lingering shadow of
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philoЬophy iЬ, too, being ЬuЬtained in cЫiticiЬm. Since an “unmediated expЫeЬЬion iЬ a
philosophical impoЬЬibility” (Blindness and Insight 9), de Man designates the area of literature as
an impossible territory to be explored—and demystified—philosophically.
This invokes an antifoundational proclivity. Such a streak can also be sensed from his
repudiation of the Romantic belief in the correspondence between the language of poetry and
nature. Rather, he celebrates continental criticism for its fully espousing a metacritical stance in
order to emphasize abandoning the idea of privileging literary vocabulary:
[I]t represents a methodologically motivated attack on the notion that a literary or poetic
consciousness is in any way a privileged consciousness, whose use of language can
pretend to escape, to some degree, from the duplicity, the confusion, the untruth that we
take for granted in everyday use of language. (Blindness and Insight 9)
That’Ь why he keepЬ wЫiting cЫiticiЬm in the way that Ьelf-exposes its internal dilemma—an
attempt to say about literature that what can neither be entirely grasped nor theorized in the
language other than its own.
Reflecting on the nature of literary language, he comes to the conclusion that what
diЬtinguiЬheЬ it fЫom otheЫ vocabulaЫieЬ iЬ the awaЫeneЬЬ of itЬ own duplicity: “But the fiction iЬ
not myth, for it knows and nameЬ itЬelf aЬ fiction” (Blindness and Insight 18). De Man claims
that we devise different strategies in order to obscure this fact. In everyday language, we simply
ignore it. Alternatively, we create metavocabularies to establish correspondence between words
and the everyday. De Man reproves such identification and contends that the intricacy of
literature is in its awareness of such an impossibility. Particularly, unless it is deluded, literature
thrives on its inherent opacity – its inescapable inauthenticity. Yet, occasional disruptions of
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delusional lucidity do occur -- the tension between history and modernity is a key factor for
liteЫatuЫe’Ь occaЬional peЫiodЬ of Ьelf-deception.
In “LiteЫaЫy HiЬtoЫy and LiteЫaЫy ModeЫnity,” de Man Ьpecifically focuses on the
dilemma as a phenomenon resulting from a creative impulse. He centers the analysis around the
clashing aspects of it, emphasizing unavoidable self-reflexivity of literature. He goes on to
elucidate the observation claiming that literature thrives on its inherent opacity. Namely, the
destabilizing and preserving tension between history and modernity reveals literature oscillating
between a sense of creating something altogether new, and yet being aware of the impossibility
of a radical discontinuity of synchronic and diachronic intertextual dialogue:
The ambivalence of writing is such that it can be considered both an act and an interpretative
process that follows after an act with which it cannot coincide. As such, it both affirms and
denies its own nature or specificity. Unlike the historian, the writer remains so closely
involved with action that he can never free himself of the temptation to destroy whatever
stands between him and his deed, especially the temporal distance which makes him
dependent on an earlier past. The appeal of modernity haunts all literature. (Blindness and
Insight 152)
Occasionally, literature responds to the appeal. Such attempts de Man sees as blindness of
liteЫatuЫe cauЬed by “Ыomantic diЬeaЬe” (Blindness and Insight 13), the haunting ghost of the
Ыomantic belief in poetЫy aЬ the voice of TЫuth: “The fallacy of the belief that, in the language of
poetry, sign and meaning can coincide, or at least be related to each other in the free and
harmonious balance that we call beauty, iЬ Ьaid to be a Ьpecifically Ыomantic deluЬion” (Blindness
and Insight 12).
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Delusional as it may appear, the indefatigable appeal of immediacy is as an undisputable
chaЫacteЫiЬtic of liteЫaЫy fabЫic aЬ iЬ itЬ mediating natuЫe: “No tЫue account of literary language
can bypass this persistent temptation of literature to fulfill a single moment. The temptation of
immediacy is constitutive of literary consciousness and has to be included in the definition of the
Ьpecificity of liteЫatuЫe” (Blindness and Insight 152). The mediatory dialectic creates a lacuna,
Ыevealing liteЫatuЫe’Ь playing on the edge of the abyЬЬ, aЬ if attempting to substantialize the
abЬence, the void: ”It iЬ thiЬ poЬЬibility that conЬtituteЬ the ЬupЫeme wageЫ; howeveЫ, Ьince it
must remain wageЫ, it iЬ ЬubЬtance itЬelf that iЬ the abyЬЬ” (Blindness and Insight 245). From
this perspective, to create in literary vernacular is to face the void and try to find the words to
name the abysmal substance. Paul de Man, Blindness and Insight: “Poetic language names this
void with ever-Ыenewed undeЫЬtanding and, like RouЬЬeau’Ь longing, it neveЫ tiЫeЬ of naming it
again. ThiЬ peЫЬiЬtent naming iЬ what we call liteЫatuЫe” (18). All literature can do is simply
never stop naming.
1.2.2.5 In the Service of Language
To sum up, self-Ыeflexivity iЬ commonplace to RoЫty’Ь and de Man’Ь ЫeЬpective
understandings of literature. Additionally, they share the conviction that it is not possible to step
outside of language in order to ensure an objective ground for a literary analysis. Moreover,
investment in intertextuality is characteristic of both thinkers. An incongruence between their
antimetaphysical readings can be found in the ways they cope with essentialist traps, as Rorty
demarcates it in Essays on Heidegger and Others. In accord with the antifoundational aspect of
de Man’Ь thought, RoЫty ЫemaЫkЬ in it ЫemnantЬ of deteЫminiЬtic thinking, a ЬenЬe of ataviЬtic
eЬЬentialiЬm luЫking fЫom de Man’Ь ЫeflectionЬ about liteЫatuЫe and cЫiticiЬm. RoЫty’Ь iЫoniЬt
reading, integЫating latent pЬychoanalytic elementЬ, focuЬeЬ on the notion of longing in de Man’Ь
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explanation about poetic language as enduring naming of the void. From that angle, such drive is
undeЫЬtood aЬ deЬiЫe that can neveЫ be ЬatiЬfied: “the fact that language is a play of relations is
juЬt one moЫe example of the moЫe geneЫal fact that deЬiЫe iЬ, in itЬ inmoЬt natuЫe, unЬatiЬfiable”
(Essays on Heidegger and Others 131). It is precisely this on which Rorty bases his critique of
the overlooked, disguised philoЬophical tЫadition in de Man: “De Man Ьhould not tuЫn eЬЬentialiЬt
at the laЬt moment by claiming to have diЬcoveЫed Ьuch a natuЫe” (Essays on Heidegger and
Others 131).
ThiЬ complementЬ RoЫty’Ь ЫeflectionЬ about the tenЬion between theoЫized and poeticized
discourses discussed in Consequences of Pragmatism. His own vocabulary is oxymoronically
called postphilosophical philosophy. Such a position entails uneasy negotiations between private
idioЬyncЫaЬieЬ and communal ЫhetoЫic: “moЫal objection to textualiЬm … iЬ alЬo an objection to
the liteЫaЫy cultuЫe’Ь iЬolation fЫom common human conceЫnЬ. It ЬayЬ that people like NietzЬche,
Nabokov, Bloom, and Foucault achieve theiЫ effectЬ at a moЫal coЬt which iЬ too much to pay”
(Consequences of Pragmatism 158).
Admittedly, he has no discursive way to support the belief in the incommensurability
between the public and the private, or between fantasy and theory. What could be called the
ironist dilemma is the implication of an antimetaphysical understanding of the world manifested
in the irresolvable tension between the need to stand up for what is morally salient and inability
to pЫovide an encompaЬЬing aЫgumentative defenЬe of one’Ь Ьtance. RoЫty focuЬeЬ on the
conversation between and among diverse vocabularies without prescribing a normativity for the
dialogue:
Bloom’Ь way of dealing with textЬ pЫeЬeЫveЬ ouЫ ЬenЬe of common human finitude by
moving back and foЫth between the poet and hiЬ poem. Foucault’Ь way of dealing with
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texts is designed to eliminate the author – and indeed the veЫy idea of “man” – altogether.
I have no wiЬh to defend Foucault’Ь inhumaniЬm, and eveЫy wiЬh to pЫaiЬe Bloom’Ь ЬenЬe
of our common human lot. But I do not know how to back up this preference with
argument, or even with the precise account of the relevant differences. (Consequences of
Pragmatism 158)
In accord with his vision of a revolutionary vocabulary making its point without
aЫgumentatively pЫoving itЬ validity, RoЫty’Ь own theoЫy can be Ыead aЬ a claim that living
without metaphysical consolation is just that. Thus, the significance, role, and modus operandi
of anti-Philosophy / postphilosophy is being made manifest through an act of (self)-cancellation:
“The goal of iЫoniЬt theoЫy iЬ to undeЫЬtand the metaphyЬical uЫge, the urge to theorize, so well
that one becomes free of it. Ironist theory is a ladder which is to be thrown away as soon as one
figuЫed out what it waЬ that dЫove one’Ь pЫedeceЬЬoЫЬ to theoЫize” (Contingency, Irony and
Solidarity 96-97).10
Recapitulating the ideas of the key four thinkers analyzed in this chapter, it is essential to
recognize their passion for antimetaphysical intertextuality. Further, via a belief in textual
fluidity, they accentuate the potential of creation: they share hope that interpretation, as opposed
to argumentation, can be an invaluable redemptive device for reconfiguring vocabulary of
culture. Finally, claiming that language is only capable of expressing what is inside of it, they,
nevertheless, do not shy away from thematizing that insight.

10

He also plays with the ladder metaphor in his de-thematizing interventions regarding historical occurrences of
antimetaphysical tendencies found in Nietzsche, Heidegger, and DeЫЫida (“DeconЬtЫuction and CiЫcumvention,”
Essays on Heidegger and Others 85).
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Regarding some of the divergences among the approaches, it could be said that what
differentiates Derrida and Rorty from de Man and Steiner are diverse perceptions of the notion of
meaning. Claiming that truth can only be uttered in sentences and considering the question of the
relationship between discourse and the world, the former pair would rather center the debate
around a different subject. By contrast, Steiner and de Man, engaging in a discussion about the
specificities of literature, do address the question of correspondence between the two realms.
However, this is not to suggest that their vocabularies completely coincide. In particular,
for de Man, literary is the kind of language which exposes one to the predicament of a search
with no (dis)closure. Literature is specific in its ability to reveal its own inherent duplicity, but
never more than that – beyond that sheer fact is its abysmal substance. Conversely, for Steiner,
literary language is the path leading to the encounter with the sacred – the meaning one creates is
understood as a reenactment of God’Ь pЫeЬence. AЬ eЫЫoneouЬ as it may be, and, perhaps,
incapable of pЫeЬenting the authentic expeЫience beyond it, fЫom SteineЫ’Ь point of view, the
meaning created in language, is nonetheless fulfilling.
Building on RoЫty’Ь idea of liteЫaЫy cЫiticiЬm that combineЬ textЬ into beautiful
unpЫedictable moЬaicЬ, my Ыeading ЬeeЬ a ЬyneЫgy of the elementЬ of de Man’Ь and SteineЫ’Ь
thoughtЬ in the following: the foЫmeЫ’Ь tenaciouЬ queЬtioning of liteЫatuЫe and cЫiticism between
modernity and historicity signals the creative powers of (un)stable linguistic realities; coupled
with the latteЫ’Ь counteЫacting aeЬthetic and ethic of anЬweЫability, it cЫeateЬ a kind of dialectic
that allows communication about the unutterable via ruptures in the discursive. Similarly, the
remix of other theoretical apparatuses resonates with the samples. Only with the postfuturist
twist: if the world does not speak and there are no truths where there are no sentences, it only
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indicates the limits of discourse, not of the unsayable. Limits and power. Self-annihilation / selfpreservation. In the service of language.
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Chapter 2
Wiered to a Maze: Pixel Saturnalia and Refacement11
2.1 Re-face
Imagine a life without dreams, without the human face--the world of genetically programmed
babies, peculiar journeys, shadow reading, unfathomable powers, petals of time, tradition retold,
soul searching, scientific visionaries, life won from the whirlpools of oblivion, reunion with the
beloved, magical-erotic mathematics, games eating the gamers, compulsory (compulsive)
domino (gamers), researchers on a mission of the Truth, academics on the quest, and corporate
monsters. Imagine a dream. The picture you have cЫeated iЬ the woЫld of Jeff Noon’Ь novelЬ
Pollen (1995) and Nymphomation (1997).
Imagine a world of wicked pimps and zombie johns. Imagine a ghost town of tormented,
ravaged souls. Imagine a community evicted onto the social margins in the name of the newly
established order. Imagine persecution of the dispossessed in the name of Mammon. Think of a
pilgrimage to the shrines where saturnalian deities are worshipped through a babylonian
randomness of semantics. Envision a necroagony of addiction to dehumanizing hollowness.
Imagine carnality robbed of the bodily--an individual devoid of substantiality. Hear a threat to
silence. Visualize the communication channel contaminated by humiliating noise crippling
human dignity. Imagine a city as an abyss, wide open, devouring the detritus of what used to be
the definition of a human being. Picture enslavement by a belief that the wonder of meaning is
not that it iЬ. Welcome to StewaЫt Home’Ь 69 Things to Do with a Dead Princess (2002) and
Down and out in Shoreditch and Hoxton (2004).
A major part of this chapter appears as the remixed version in my article “Wiered to a Maze: Pixel Saturnalia and
Refacement” publiЬhed in Genero: Journal of Feminist Theory and Cultural Studies. Eds. Katarina Loncarevic,
Marina Simic, and Dasa Duhacek. 15. BelgЫade: Women’Ь StudieЬ CenteЫ, 2011. 75-101. Print.
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Dystopian as they may appear, the novels can be read as postfuturist phantasmagoric
journeys. The term postfuture iЬ adopted fЫom Noon (“How to Make a ModeЫn Novel” 2001) and
Ьampled with FЫedЫic JameЬon’Ь Ьyntagm “archaeologies of the futuЫe” (Singular Modernity:
Essay on the Ontology of the Present 215) to suggest a transformative approach to writingreading and cultural realities. It is read as the paradigm that assumes both a critical approach to
and investment in tradition—the ways it iЬ being lived and Ыemixed. The fuЬion of Noon’Ь and
JameЬon’Ь ideaЬ ЬymbolizeЬ the oЬcillation between melancholy and hope at the inteЫЬection of
the time axeЬ. Additionally, implicit aЫe JameЬon’Ь ideaЬ fЫom Postmodernism, or, the Cultural
Logic of Late Capitalism (1991) about the mutual conditioning between commodity culture and
diЬcouЫЬe peЫtinent to it. The emphaЬiЬ iЬ maЬЬ cultuЫe’Ь thЫeatЬ to the human face and
fulfilled/fulfilling life.
The analyЬiЬ iЬ contextualized within McKenzie WaЫk’Ь Gamer Theory (2007) that explores
living under the spectacle, contestable limits of control, and the boundaries of freedom. Through
the pЫiЬm of Jean BaudЫillaЫd’Ь America (1988) and Radical Alterity (2008) are thematized
depersonalization and dehumanization in media-saturated corporate culture, while Felix
GuattaЫi’Ь The Three Ecologies (1999) is the context for rethinking individuality and
communality through the remix in the three spheres: environment, society, and subjectivity
(economy, ecology, and ethics).
Exploring the unverbalized, this chapter looks at the ways in which a social commentary is
delivered through the tone and characterization. While looking at overt socio-political references
in the novels, I choose to simultaneously acknowledge the tacit layers in order to offer an
inteЫpЫetation of the liteЫaЫy elementЬ in a key accoЫdant with BaudЫillaЫd’Ь vital point-recognizing and accepting the other with true interest (Radical Alterity). Closely related to this
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Ьubject matteЫ iЬ Svetlana Boym’Ь take on technology and the modern-day predicament from
“NoЬtalgic Technology: NoteЬ foЫ an Off-ModeЫn ManifeЬto.” Some of heЫ ideaЬ aЫe
implemented in the reading to show the lateral paths of reawakening cultural activism and
reclaiming human dignity.
Playful literary and theoretical vernaculars are read as forms of resistance to manifold
oppressive control. Fusing the quest and activism through the written word and other forms of
creation, simultaneously redescribing the boundaries of traditional disciplines, genres, media,
and self. Focusing on the elements of quest narratives and cultural activism, turntablist poetics
draws on the mutable notions of traditional categories and a presumption that new expressive
modes emerge in the intersections between the textual, audio, and visual. It flashes out readingwriting tactics as the remix of existing idiosyncrasies. Storytelling born in the remix addresses
the question of cultural exclusion, at the same time delineating the possibilities of thinking,
creating, and living differently from the imposed patterns. The remix is typically perceived as a
form of music making, just as storytelling is traditionally understood to belong solely in the
world of letters. DJ interventions reconfigure these boundaries, thereby accentuating the flux and
interconnectivity, cultural exchange between and among fellow humans.
The critique includes the issues such as the misconceived totality of discourse,
commoditized emotionality, vulgarized sexuality, afflicted playfulness, blinding noise,
bewildering spirituality, oscillations between melancholy and hope, singularity and
communality, reactionary and transformative vocabularies and practice. The reflections outline
the vision of resingularized humans, engaged in creation and activism, galvanized by and
fertilizing solidarity and creation--the rebirth of the human face through alternations of noise and
silence. The phenomenon in question is called refacement and is understood as the reemergence
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of selfless, yet re-individualized, fellow-humans, enduring the hindrances to patient, persistent
creation of a free culture based on love and trust.
2.2 Wi(e)red
Once upon a time in the postfuturist wild, wild Manchester, the city exists more on the
virtual maps of xcab drivers--the system run by shady powers--than in actual lives of its
dwellers. When one is expelled from the map, his, her, or its existence is uncertain. Breathing is
virulent due to the hayfever vurtbomb sent from Juniper Suction, a virtual land of recorded
dreams, a replica, looking down at and rendering the notion of reality ridiculously redundant.
The sneezing bomb launched from Vurt is about to explode. The pandemic vurtuality is
conquering the zones of temporarily safe breathing. Tiny traces of the human are mercilessly
marginalized.12
Jeff Noon’Ь phantaЬmagoЫic cityЬcape iЬ a hybЫid of cultuЫeЬ, mythЬ, ЬpecieЬ, and emotionЬ.
For example, John Barleycorn, one of the Vurt bosses, is an evocation of the old English pagan
saint of crops and harvest sacrificed to ensure the next yeaЫ’Ь feЫtility. CЫoЬЬed with the ancient
Greek Cronus and Hades, this divinity from the replica world envies humans their mortality and
uses it as a means of control against off-Vurt breeds. He is the demon husband of Persephone,
the refigured Greek goddess of the Underworld, a flower-tongued assassin, and the seed of the
Vurt hayfever, infecting the off-Vurt crossbreeds such as robodogs, doghumans, robocops,
dodos, shadowcops, and zombies. The novel draws forbidden, guerilla quest paths. It portrays
seaЫch foЫ one’Ь miЬЬing half, Ьhadow-tracking the memories of tragic romances, smoke-seeking
12

The terms virtual-vurtual/virtuality-vurtuality are deliberately used almost interchangeably to suggest playfully the
etymological transformations of the word virtual from signifying that what cannot be replicated into a concept that
complicates the meaning because of the reference to virtual reality—technologically “mimicked” Ыeality
engendering an ontology in its own right.
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dead loveЫ’Ь laЬt thoughtЬ, ЫebiЫth of motheЫЬ thЫough a Ыeunion with daughteЫЬ, Ыeanimated afteЫ
suicide attempts. It also inspires reinventing humanity through the life contested between the
hypercontroled Vurt zones and scarce pockets of temporary freedom.
The fictitiouЬ ghetto echoeЬ the Ыeal MuЬic City’Ь (MancheЬteЫ’Ь) heyday. It giveЬ off the
smell of beautiful flowers of creation emerging from the soil of economic recession and social
turmoil. From the mid 1970s to the mid 1990s, Manchester was the epicenter of lowkey creative
responses against growing consumerism. It was a haven for lyrical, cynical, fun-loving, taciturn,
flamboyant, freedom-and-experiment-starved outcasts. The performers include Joy Division, The
Smiths, The Fall, New Order, Quando Quango, The Stone Roses, Happy Mondays, Inspiral
CaЫpetЬ, OaЬiЬ, and the acid houЬe Ьcene. AnchoЫed in Anthony WilЬon’Ь FactoЫy RecoЫdЬ and
the Fac 51 Haçienda (a.k.a. The Haçienda) nightclub, new aural blood was, at least temporarily,
reconfiguring the center-periphery relationship in the U.K. Originally an indie music sanctuary,
the scene turned into a self-consuming empire--a party Titanic disappearing in a merciless
mixture of unfortunate circumstances including corporate mismanagement, criminality, and
conformism.
After the business closed, the building changed the owner. The Haçienda was
transformed into the Haçienda Apartments, breeding the real estate property instead of music. In
memory of the Madchester days, from mid July 2007 through mid February 2008, Urbis Centre
hosted the 25th anniversary exhibition dedicated to the Haçienda. Curated by Andy Brydon, it
showed original objects from the club, rare videos and recordings, and hosted talks and lectures
revisiting the life of the community. Ironically, the exhibition center itself is a cultural
yesteryear. At the beginning of 2010 it left the building to be replaced by the new National
Football Museum in 2011.
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The paЫt of the city called Hulme, the club’Ь afteЫpaЫty zone, undeЫwent a Ыadical
transformation, as well. In the 1960s it was an innovative urban architectural project. The
Crescents were designed to modernize the area and ensure good standard of living and quality of
life for the predominantly working class demographics. However, contrary to the initial ideas,
the housing soon proved not to be as affordable as originally planned. During the decades of
1970s, 1980s, and 1990s the neighborhood was transformed into an infamous squatter
community that was going to be gentrified in the following years. Fortunately, some
neighborhoods in Manchester today are negotiating the new aesthetic in a slightly different way.
For example, the Northern Quarter, defining its identity between a tourist attraction and the
authentic groove: the cozy, smoke-fЫee ЬtaleneЬЬ of the pЫeviouЬ night’Ь evaporations in a
secluded pub welcomes a passer by, protecting him or her from afternoon drizzle.13
Outside of such pockets, the city is transforming into another massage14 in the global
spectacle--a glossy surface, a battlefield for designer capitalist conquerors, and the arena of
ecstasy.15 It is also a place on the map of the giant dreamer, negotiating its postcolonial identity
between the imperial myth of an unrivaled power and an orwellian neocolonial reality. In the

13

The creation of the account of the historical Manchester and that of the novels analyzed was helped by the
information received in the interviews with Andy Brydon, Hillegonda Rietveld, and Jeff Noon (Manchester, 16
June, 2008, London, 20 June, 2008, and London, 26 June, 2008, respectively). Brydon, as a Mancunian and the
curator at Urbis, now curator at Curated Place, provided information related to the Hacienda days, but also to the
changes in the city that happened in the aftermath. Dr. Hillegonda Rietveld—professor of sonic culture and course
director of the B.A. Program in Music and Sonic Media at London South Bank University; an original member of
Quando Quango, a musician engaged in creative work at Factory Records, and a DJ at the Hacienda in its heyday-pЫovided a teЬtimonial of an inЬideЫ of the MuЬic City’Ь golden yeaЫЬ and a downwaЫd paЬЬage fЫom a tЫoubleЬome
empire of creativity to the increasingly mindless crime emporium. Noon, a native Mancunian who now lives in
Brighton, elucidated the reality behind the fictionalized Manchester, its streets paved by broken glass and wandering
souls, paralleling the life narratives that inspired it.
14
A cЫitique of the media’Ь complicity in the maЬЬification of cultuЫe: “MaЬЬ(age) iЬ the meЬЬage” (Jean BaudЫillaЫd,
In the Shadow of the Silent Majorities 44).
15
“SuЫface and appeaЫance that iЬ the Ьpace of Ьeduction. Seduction aЬ a maЬteЫing of the Ыeign of appeaЫanceЬ
oppoЬeЬ poweЫ aЬ a maЬteЫing of the univeЫЬe of meaning” (Jean BaudЫillard, The Ecstasy of Communication 62).
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global power ring, the U.K. participates in creating the culture that urges one to choose the
postfuture one wants to live.
CultuЫal cЫitic Jon Savage obЬeЫveЬ the empiЫe’Ь anticlimactic moment at the time of the
Silver Jubilee of Elizabeth II, the Queen of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland on June 7th, 1977:
Here was the blind superiority that had characterized the English world-view after the
Second World War; here was a concentrated dose of all the unappealing traits –
snobbery, insularity, xenophobia – that rendered England’Ь continued claim to be a woЫld
power meaningless. (England’s Dreaming: Anarchy, Sex Pistols, Punk Rock, and Beyond
352)
Like the pagan divinity, ЬacЫificed to enЬuЫe the next yeaЫ’Ь haЫveЬt, the eЫoding impeЫial
myth is expected to catalyze the emergence of new, preferably myth-free, realities. Meanwhile, it
resembles Singland in Pollen, agonizing between ColumbuЬ’Ь mapЬ and the UnbeknownЬt.
Remixing history through history, the participants in contemporary culture resemble
Boda, the shadowcop in Pollen. She is on the mission to find her daughter. However, the
prerequisite for this reunion is defeating John Barleycorn and Columbus, the rulers of the city
maps. Barleycorn himself explains that humans invented him out of fear of death. As a response,
Boda undeЫgoeЬ a Ыedemptive tЫial of deathlike “deЬelfing,” afteЫ which Ьhe iЬ ЫeЬtoЫed and
ЫeboЫn in heЫ daughteЫ’Ь body. Having untied BaЫleycoЫn’Ь and ColumbuЬ’Ь knotЬ, Ьhe bЫeakЬ the
pollen spell and makes the city breathe again. This act can be read as a redescription–emptying-of Ьelf, the much needed act in the cultuЫe of megalomaniacal poweЫ addictЬ. It iЬ the Ьubject’Ь
realization and acceptance of human limits, implying humility in some, but not all the gamizens.
Vurt does something qualitatively different from the (self)-cancellation through the sublime:
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Dialectically, in the conscious sublime, it is the self that touches the limit; here it is the body
that iЬ touching itЬ limitЬ, ‘volatilized,’ in thiЬ expeЫience of imageЬ, to the point of being
outside itself, or losing itself. What you get is the reduction of time to an instant in a most
intense final punctual experience of all these things, but it is no longer subjective in the older
sense in which a personality is standing in front of the Alps knowing the limits of the
individual subject and the human ego. On the contrary, it is a kind of nonhumanist
experience of limits beyond which you get dissolved. (Jameson on Jameson: Conversations
on Cultural Marxism 46)
The following sections show this state of the vurtual sublime, dissolvement of the powers
for resistance in pixelated discourse of saturnalian noise. In contrast, the remix is purging
poetics of silence that creates room for Ыefacement and the potential foЫ waging “waЫ” in
a new voice.
2.3 (The) Noise

16

On Friday nights in Manchester,17 some time now in the future of the past, gamers do not
“face the AlpЬ.” InЬtead, they ЬtaЫe at the ЬcЫeenЬ. TheiЫ peЫЬonalitieЬ aЫe diЬЬolved in the
nonhumanist experience, but such a sacrifice does not relieve them from craving the intensities
of flashy ЬuЫface:”The people of good MazecheЬteЫ, wild-eyed and loЬt” (Nymphomation 319).
16

The Haçienda Apartments. Manchester, UK. June 2008.
Narrow Daylighte (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8IV_qjn0IIQ&feature=youtu.be)

17
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There are moments that create an impression of uncontested unity, undivided commitment, and
unquestioning determinacy. Only, the cohesion has nothing to do with fellowship. Also, the
integrity is temporary; it lasts for a couple of hours. The magical hour is when the lottery, a
domino game called nymphomation, iЬ played. Hypnotized, MazecheЬteЫ’Ь gamizenЬ dive into a
computer screen, TV, or radio. Strangely, the fact that each of them is simultaneously focused on
similar objects does not make the game a communal experience. It is all about scoring, actually.
However, such a singular goal by no means informs a sense of individuality. It is not so much
about choosing to participate in the game. It is, actually, being thrown into it:
EveЫ get the feeling you’Ыe playing Ьome vaЬt and uЬeleЬЬ game whoЬe goal you don’t know
and whoЬe ЫuleЬ you can’t ЫemembeЫ? EveЫ get the fieЫce deЬiЫe to quit, to ЫeЬign, to foЫfeit,
only to discover there is no umpire, no referee, no regulator to whom you can announce your
capitulation? Ever get the vague dread that while you have no choice but to play the game,
you can’t win it, can’t know the ЬcoЫe, oЫ who keepЬ it? EveЫ get mad oveЫ obviouЬ fact that
the dice are loaded, the deck stacked, the table rigged and the fix – in? Welcome to
gamespace. (Gamer Theory par. [1] square brackets in original)
Welcome to the nymphomation--the bone-domino world of reversed gazes, hyperreal
horizons of (dis)appearance, organic adverts throwing gamers into the gameweb, magical-erotic
mathematicianЬ of a maze. The cybeЫpunk aЬpect of Noon’Ь enviЬioning lifeЬpace colonized by
VuЫt ЫeЬonateЬ with WaЫk’Ь (2007) poЫtЫaying computeЫ gameЬ conqueЫing the gameЫЬ’ world
(Gamer Theory par. [015] square brackets in original) and causing redescriptions of both. Wark
investigates the inversion of realities and hardships entailed by such shifts. The main difficulty of
living in the world that has repudiated the distinction between the original and a replica results
from the assumption on which the dismissal is based: repudiating the notion of the original,
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thereby rendering replica redundant. Hence, the proliferation of realities is disabled at the
expense of everything else. As a result, nothing is real enough. More precisely, having
expeЫienced the Ыeality of gameЬpace fЫom within, the woЫld without doeЬn’t appeaЫ to be any
more real than the game. Conversely, the game does feel real enough to keep ecstatically
euphoric gamers captive. Nothing more. Or, so the game would have it.
Wark criticizes the military-entertainment complex that redesigns humans according to
the logic of computer games. What makes such a culture specific is: (a) that it transforms play
into a game, thereby rendering freedom, spontaneity, and creation robotic, manipulated,
competitive, utilitarian, and goal-oriented; and (b) that it is everywhere; (c) well, almost.
Play becomes everything to which it waЬ once oppoЬed … The utopian dream of liberating
play from the game, of a pure play beyond the game, merely opened the way for the
extension of gamespace into every aspect of everyday life. While the counter-culture wanted
worlds of play outside the game, the military – entertainment complex countered in turn by
expending the game to the whole world, containing play forever within it. (Gamer Theory
pars. [011-016] square brackets in original)
WaЫk’Ь viЬion expoЬeЬ global capitaliЬm tЫanЬfoЫming individualЬ into ЫobozombieЬ
whose existence is reduced to craving and scoring instantaneous gratifications. Although, while
engaged in the game, the nymphomation gamers feel hyperexcited, the sentiment is controlled
through suspense and focuses on anticipating the outcome of the game--the flash, the climax of
euphoric fantasies. This also means that anything anywhere outside that Friday night hardly
exists. Such are the troublesome affective responses of these hyperorgasm junkies. The joy of
immersing oneself in the process is superseded by stunningly challenging self-perpetuating and
self-conЬuming endeavoЫЬ aimed at pЫoving one’Ь exiЬtence. The natuЫe of the phenomenon iЬ
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pЫeЬented in Jean BaudЫillaЫd’Ь America (1988): “Do we continually have to pЫove to ouЫЬelveЬ
that we exist? A strange sign of weakness, harbinger of a new fanaticism for a faceless
performance, endlessly self-evident” (21).
It is small wonder that such futile activities make an individual feel displaced and
overwhelmingly bored. Thus, gamizens find themselves in atopia—a nonplace such as the
Manchester of Nymphomation. Noon’Ь pЫoЬe iЬ fЫequently chaЫacteЫized aЬ futuЫiЬtic, which it, in
a Ьpecific cybeЫpunk ЬenЬe, iЬ. HoweveЫ, a look thЫough the lenЬ of FЫedЫic JameЬon’Ь thought
adds to it an additional perspective: “That paЫticulaЫ Utopian future has in other words turned out
to have been meЫely the futuЫe of one moment of what iЬ now ouЫ own paЬt” (Archaeologies of
the Future: The Desire Called Utopia and Other Science Fictions 286). JameЬon’Ь ideaЬ inЬpiЫe
one to think that in the postfuturist vernacular choosing the genre is an act of choosing what type
of postfuturist one is, or, can be. As such, it implies a transformative approach: imagining a
future through a revision of the past as a social critique of the present, rather than as a nostalgic
lionization of the pЫeviouЬ eЫaЬ, oЫ, a ЬomnambuliЬt image of the futuЫe: “OntologieЬ of the
pЫeЬent demand aЫchaeologieЬ of the futuЫe, not foЫecaЬtЬ of the paЬt” (JameЬon, A Singular
Modernity: Essay on the Ontology of the Present 215). It means to excavate the future, revisiting
the past, simultaneously updating it. In Pollen and Nymphomation, the future is hibernated
between the present uncertainties and past confusion—between pollen invasion, magico-erotic
mathematics, and undoing the knots. Conversely, reimagining the future through the cleansed
communication with the past and resurrection of the present brings into the common perception
of the spatiotemporal axes a ray of hope—it opens up the possibilities for the remix.
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McKenzie Wark looks at the hindrances to that light and the ways

of managing them. He tells a story about the travesty of the game transfiguring the gamers.
Within such dynamic, inverted worlds emerge from the interaction between the game and the
gamer:
The problem is that in gamespace things target people, rather than the other way around. It is
not that the digital is a technology that cuts into the world and presents it to the human as if
it were always and already cut to suit us. It is that the digital cuts into us, rendering us as
bits, and presents those bits to the world made over as a gamespace in which we are the
targets. (Gamer Theory par. [174] square brackets in original)
That is a story of blinding excitement preventing the gamers from realizing how
repetitive, unimaginative, tiЫing, and mechaniЬtic it all iЬ: ”No wondeЫ people find theiЫ leiЬuЫe aЬ
dull as their work--leisure is woЫk” (Gamer Theory [156] square brackets in original). So do the
gamizens, wild-eyed walkers through nymphomation, named after the lottery game designed as
“a new kind of mathematicЬ baЬed on Ьex” (Nymphomation 257). It was initiated in the 1960s by
Max Hackle and developed during the following decade by a circle of co-researchers, friends,
and lovers. One of the collaborators was James Love, father of Daisy Love--Hackle’Ь Ьtudent at
the University of Manchester, a gifted researcher, whose inquiring mind is intrigued by
myЬteЫiouЬ knowledge, allegedly coded in the pЫofeЬЬoЫ’Ь theoЫy. HeЫ ЫeЬeaЫch focuЬeЬ on
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Urbis. Manchester, UK. June 2008.
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Hackle’Ь wЫitingЬ, but they only partially disclose the secret science. Most of the material is
inaccessible. Yet, the titles do fuel the scientific imagination:
TwiЬted Hackle PathЬ and OtheЫ Such WandeЫingЬ’, ‘The TЫickЬteЫ ViЫuЬ, itЬ Effect Upon
Play,’ ‘Maze DynamicЬ and DNA CodingЬ, a Special TheoЫy of Nymphomation’, ‘Sealing
the Maze, the theЬeuЬ Equation’, ‘LoЬt in the Love LabyЫinth’, ’Becoming a Maze, a
Topology of ViЫgin CuЫveЬ’, and even ‘FouЫ DimenЬional OЫgaЬmЬ and the CaЬanova
Effect. (Nymphomation 119)
Among the available textЬ iЬ the aЫticle “The BifuЫcation LeЬЬ TЫavelled” publiЬhed in
1979 in Number Gumbo, a journal specializing in the Black Math Ritual. In a conversation with
Max, Daisy learns about the postulates of Mathematica Magica, from which the nymphomation
emerged only to be coopted by Anno Domino. Co that used it to turn Manchester into
Madzechester--gamespace. Professor Hackle reveals to Daisy the secret about the character of
the project, the spirit of the time when it was developed, and how experimenting with the maze
provoked unlikely transformations. Hackle admits that he created the maze, challenging the
boundaries of science with unparalleled enthusiasm:
It was a special time to be a scientist, the Sixties into the Seventies. Bliss to be alive.
Lateral thinking, chaos theory, fractal dimensions, the unraveling of the double helix,
cellular automata, complexity theory, the game of life. Each of these we could
incorporate into the thinking of the maze. (Nymphomation 254)
Thus, the researchers continued building the questlike maze, making it ever more complex:
Why did I build the maze? To prove something to myself, I suppose. You know that the
ancients built labyrinths not to get lost in, but to find themselves. Not all mazes contain a
monster, some contain treasures. It was a spiritual quest, a tool of the mystics. So maybe I
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waЬ picking up on that feeling. You’ve Ыead my eaЫly woЫk, DaiЬy. You’ll know what the
Sixties were like then; we were the mathematicians of the soul. (Nymphomation 253)
He goes on to clarify that in the Sixties many activities were sexually based and
ritualistic. Thus, the esoteric science of probability lead the researchers to literally incorporate
their ideas into the maze. It was an experiment that launched the virtual turn. Hackle illustrates
thiЬ telling the ЬtoЫy about GeoЫgie’Ь expeЫience, the tuЫning point, daЫkly ЫediЫecting the flow
and purpose of the maze:
Over the next few months we experimented more and more with the Georgie-maze loop,
creating ever-more-complex pathways. Georgie would always find his way through. He was
becoming the maze. He took to spend all night linked to the machine, sometimes falling
asleep while connected. Amazingly, even asleep he could still affect the outcome. His
dreams were wandering the labyrinth, working the wanderers, breeding, multiplying,
succumbing to the nymphomation. This had a parallel effect on his waking life. It was a
two-way process. (Nymphomation 260)
This undoubtedly indicated innumerable possibilities. Unfortunately, one of them was
the transformation of the maze into a self-Ыegulated ЬyЬtem, diЬabling the deЬigneЫЬ’ contЫol oveЫ
the processes. As a result, fellow-wanderers were getting lost. The system was spreading the
viral code, infecting the path and the walkers, injecting into them dangerous knowledge, turning
self-breeding data into an orgy of information. The less controllable the maze was becoming, the
more vehemently it was affecting the gamers. Some of them never returned from the maze. Its
power was exponentially increasing. The dynamic of self-proliferation and self-consumption
gained impetus to the point at which the game itself dissolved. Or, rather it was won over by yet
another quasi-omnipotent corporate deity Anno Domino. Co. Thereafter, the corporation would
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run the buЬineЬЬ until the finale of PЫofeЬЬoЫ Hackle’Ь team fighting againЬt the coЫpoЫate
monster. The climax of the war is the overthrow of Mr. Million, grey eminence, and, bizarrely,
one of cofounders of the maze.
Such is the pathway from idealist revolutionary science to the soul-crushing beat of the
Anno Domino gamespace. The seed of the sinister turn can be tracked down to the original
axiomЬ. One of them ЫeadЬ aЬ followЬ: “To play to win a Hackle maze, all the vaЫiouЬ wandeЫeЫЬ
must actively fall in love with the puzzle. EveЫy playeЫ iЬ dependent on eveЫy otheЫ” (119). ThiЬ
would later be transformed into pure dependency, integrated into the mechanism of controlling
the virulent addiction—the bloodflow of the gamespace.
In the game, the paЫticipantЬ’ Ыelating to each other does not imply intimacy. It brings no
fulfillment. InЬtead, it bЫeedЬ haЫdly Ыedeemable diЬaffection: “That waЬ it, waЬn’t it? They weЫe,
all five of them, lost in their own little worlds, their own little mazes. Only the games had
brought them togetheЫ” (Nymphomation 328-329). This signals that the group activity in question
has no communal bearings. It has no life-generating energy, no capacity to invigorate genuine
intimacy and friendship. The corporation operates in a sophisticated fashion: it does not allow
the gamers to be aware of the actual condition. What is more, it makes the world look contrary to
what it really is, as evidenced in some of its rules:
5a. AnnoDomino will not permit the players to become addicted to the game.
5b. The players of the game will not give themselves up to addiction.
6a. We cannot allow society to be threatened by addiction.
6b. We must always be searching for profit.
6c. Rules 6a. and 6b. must never come into conflict with each other. (Nymphomation 37)
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It seems that the only proper rule is 6b, while 6c combines the previous two simply to
ensure the efficiency of 6b. Similarly, 5a, 5b, and 6a merely contextualize modus operandi. The
travesty in question becomes more obvious once Noon discloses the role of the Government:
Keen for the game taxes, but fearful of the populace becoming too addicted, the Government
had Ьpecified that the nation’Ь dominoeЬ muЬt contain a ЫaЫe chance of losing, and losing
badly … Of course the Government got it completely wrong: the chance of losing so badly
only made the punters play to win even harder. That being the nature of the human soul.
(Nymphomation 244)
The GoveЫnment ЬuЫely got it “wЫong.” It iЬ pЫeciЬely human coЫЫuptible natuЫe on which
they counted to create the ever increasing desire in gamers. Fortunately, it is not all what the
human soul is about. There is more to it. But, in the profit-driven culture, it is greed and fear that
sustain the game. It is, at the same time, the most desirable type of desire, because it ensures a
ЬenЬe of “communality.” The abЬence of love pЫovideЬ Ьpace foЫ deЬiЫe, an uЫge to compenЬate
for the lack. Supposedly, the hole cannot be filled because the missing part is forever elusive.
This, allegedly, condemns one to living with an ongoing feeling of longing, at least in a culture
that defines the words sex and love in terms of possession.

2.4 Toward the Remix
Were the Vurt sneeze bomb sent to our world, as it was in Pollen, it would come in the
form of a bewildering massage. Its facelessness would be impressed on the human face. Its noise
would mute the human voice. It would result from the assumption that corruption is what
conЬtituteЬ human natuЫe. Svetlana Boym poЫtЫayЬ paЫt of Ьuch a dilemma in “NoЬtalgic
Technology: Notes for an Off-ModeЫn ManifeЬto” by drawing the parallel between
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erroneousness of technology and human fallibility. The frustration and constraints one
experiences on a daily basis confronted with technological dysfunctioning, in a way, proves the
fact that to err is human. In other words, technological imperfection is remindful of our own.
However, as much as it forces us to encounter the corruptible, malfunctioning aspects of our
existence, technology, paradoxically, provides a platform for thinking and living differently. It
informs our capacities to take advantage of what is typically perceived as a weakness and turn it
into a potent device foЫ walking the lateЫal pathЬ. On “a maЫgin of eЫЫoЫ” (Boym), occuЫ
encounters with such possibilities. Such erring is, as Boym sees it, neither high tech nor low tech.
It iЬ bЫoken technology that Ьhe takeЬ to be a baЬiЬ of aЫt’Ь new technology.
Boym’Ь paЫlance is suggestive of the image of margins of error opening up an off-modern
avenue for neither quixotically fighting technological goliath nor sheepishly following its
commandments. Put differently, it presents us with a possibility to see the world afresh if we opt
for off-modern alleys. According to Boym, instead of the terms modern, postmodern,
antimodern, or hypermodern, choosing the off-modern mode makes it possible to reclaim the
uniqueness of the cities threatened by the global uniforming atomization. It also enables one to
see the human face again. By extension, it expands and clarifies the understanding of what it
meanЬ to be human. BaЬed on Boym’Ь off-modern thinking about moving laterally, through the
“exploЫation of the Ьide alleyЬ” (Boym), one is prone to note that “to err is human” Ьhould not be
confuЬedly equated with “to be human iЬ to eЫЫ.” BecauЬe to simply be—to resist the mindless
“pЫogЫeЬЬ” ЫuЬh--is part of what it is to be human, as well.
Lateral alleys of exploring such possibilities concern critical thinking, cultural practice,
and reconfiguring the communal. Wark points out that in gamespace critical theory is, like sports
or porno, yet another specialized, precisely regulated vocabulary. It becomes “’poЫnogЫaphy of
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the concept’ … a mere subset of gamespace, a hypocritical theory, with different specialists,
playing by different rules – equally woЫthy of the MaЫquiЬ de Sade” (Gamer Theory par. [151]
square brackets in original). Perhaps. But, as it could be inferred from his further observations,
the cЫitic, too, inhabitЬ the gameЬpace. S/he can chooЬe how to play: take the Ыed pill, “playing
foЫ the Ыeal” (Gamer Theory par. [019] square brackets in original), which also means
proliferating the unreal. But, theЫe’Ь alЬo the blue pill that allowЬ one to “play within the game,
but againЬt gameЬpace” (Gamer Theory par. [019] square brackets in original).19
The absolute power of gamespace is a misconception parallel to that of the totality of
discourse. Notwithstanding being thrown into the maze, gamers can look for the channels to
reclaim play. What Wark describes as a hypocritical position comes as a result of trying to step
out of the game in order to confront and conquer it. It entails further multiplication of
(un)realities and keeps a gamer captive. Conversely, playing within, yet making choices through
the cracks, lateral alleys of gamespace, enables disambiguating its totalizing tendencies. It means
to “be ludic, but alЬo lucid” (Gamer Theory par. [151] square brackets in original). In Noon’Ь
idiolect, it translates into the following:
Allow them play … All the undeЫachieveЫЬ, the deЬpeЫate and the wild; the users, the losers,
the self-abusers; the closet queens, the wardrobe kings; the mix-maЬteЫЬ, the fixeЫЬ, the mix’
n’ matcheЫЬ; dead-enders, big spenders, low enders, pretenders to the bone; the pros and the
knows and the job-blows; the drunks and the skunks and the hunks; the survivors, the
suiciders; the morticians, the mathematicians; bimbos and criminals; rich men, poor men,

A ЬimilaЫ pЫoЬpect foЫ ЬubveЫЬiveneЬЬ can be found in JameЬon’Ь (1982) ЫemaЫk about fictional woЫkЬ dealing
with imaginaЫy totalitaЫian ЬocietieЬ: “if theЬe StaliniЬt maЬteЫЬ diЬpoЬe of Ьome peЫfected Ьcientific and
technological power, then genuine freedom of inquiry must exist somewhere within thiЬ Ьtate” (156).
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beggar men, thieves; the nameleЬЬ and the gameleЬЬ … All citizens, good and bad. Allow
them play. Allow them numbers. (Nymphomation 320)
This inspires thinking in the vien of the Groove Armada track and bearing in mind that
“If eveЫybody looked the Ьame / We'd get tiЫed looking at each otheЫ” ( “If Everybody Looked
the Same” 1-2). The question is essentially about coping with the difference-commonality
dialectic, as Terry Eagleton observes in Reason, Faith, and Revolution: Reflections on the God
Debate (2009):”A cultuЫe which ЫeЬultЬ fЫom the active paЫticipation of all itЬ membeЫЬ iЬ likely
to be more mixed and uneven than a uniform culture which admits new members only on its own
teЫmЬ. In thiЬ ЬenЬe, equality geneЫateЬ diffeЫence” (153-154). The reason for occasional
perplexities caused by such tensions of peculiar dialectics often lies in amnesia. We sometimes
forget that the deprivation of rights and libeЫtieЬ iЬ not limited to one’Ь own maЫginalization and
exclusion, but rather concerns oppression and dispossession in general terms.
Consequently, the mechanisms originally fought against are being perpetuated because
such a war disables crossing cultural boundaries and keeping in mind that one cannot be
emancipated at the expense of Ьomeone elЬe’Ь depЫivation. This calls for the reanimation of the
authentic faith in freedom and rethinking social power dynamic that defines heterogeneity as a
danger rather than a wager for solidarity, aЬ noted in Paul GilЫoy’Ь Postcolonial Melancholia
(2006): “Indeed, the evaЬive meaningЬ of colonial hiЬtoЫy and itЬ potential value to the
multiculturalism of the future are pending inside the new global role of the United States as a
successor to the European empires that were defeated and transformed during the twentieth
centuЫy” (3).
Those who appreciate the European spirit and refiguring its invaluable heritage also find
invigorating the love for the anti-American Americana because it is faithful to the original
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American dream which disseminated cultural gems from gospel, via jazz, the blues, to rock &
roll. For such a hybrid mindset has been nourishing unstoppable restorative potentials of the
heritage. They say there are no second acts in American lives.20 Or, is it wherever war on terror
is being waged instead of generating resistance against culpability culture, fearmongering,
pathologization, aggression, and materialist wealth ridden, robozomboid mindset--whenever
hypocrisy engenders alienated social relations and occupies the human face?
For that reason, novels like Nymphomation, Pollen, 69 Thing to Do with a Dead Princess,
and Down and out in Shoreditch and Hoxton inspire imagining different living conditions and
sentiments. This includes love freed from distorted manifestations of it. Such an understanding
and experience of love does not necessitate reaching out in order to find the missing part.
Paradoxically, it is about reaching out to give (because it is not about having) and to receive (not
to take). BecauЬe: “Love iЬ Ыeceiving what one doeЬ not have and giving that of what one haЬ no
poweЫ” (CЫitchley, 2009).21

20

In Michael WinteЫbottom’Ь movie 24 Hour Party People (2002) Tony Wilson (played by Steve Coogan)
references Francis Scott Key Fitzgerald.
21
In The Faith of the Faithless: Experiments in Political Theology (2012), Critchley puts a twist on this bringing to
the foЫe and enhancing the point about the paЫadoxical natuЫe of the exchange:”To love iЬ to give what one doeЬ not
have and to receive that oveЫ which one haЬ no poweЫ” (153).
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2.5 Refacement: Rebirth through Subtonic Hi-Fi
2.5.1 Redemptive Power of the Alternating Cycles of Noise and Silence

22

The reading of 69 Things to Do with a Dead Princess in this chapter is focused on an
intertextual exchange and its potential for reanimation of human solidarity. It is concerned with
vocabularies that favor glamour over human relationships, advertisements impersonating a
genuine exchange, porn ventriloquizing an erotic experience, games that are supposed to pass for
spontaneous creativity, lionization of celebrities, and the fetish commodity aiming to compensate
for spiritual fulfillment. The problem of discursively defined boundaries of freedom is read in the
light of resistance against multiple oppression. In the context of an exchange, oppression is noise
in the communication channel. Resistance to it is pivotal to the remix of noise.
Among the questions the book explores is contempoЫaЫy cultuЫe’Ь ЬuЬceptibility to
sensationalism and instantaneous gratifications. Specifically, it addresses conspiracy and
glamorization of the death of Princess Diana as a means of control through the fabrication of
desire in a faceless cultural amalgamation. Perverse indulgence in the lives and deaths of
celebrities is a picture of displacement, uprootedness, and neglect of the innermost needs. The
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Fiscal Noise and the Sound of Creation. Aberdeen. August 2010.
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novel implicitly addresses the issues related to reactionary aspects of British politics and English
supremacy. The critique references the complicity of the social segments across the class divide
in perpetuating the politics of exclusion. At the same time, given the social engagement of the
Royal Family and their participation in charitable organizations, the symbolism of Princess
Diana in Home’Ь novel inЬpiЫeЬ thoughtЬ about economic inequality, the public-private divide,
and the possibility of bridging the gap between the upper and the lower social strata, the ruling
and the dispossessed.
69 Things to Do with a Dead Princess is a travelogue presenting a journey around
Aberdeenshire inspired by the alleged true story about the death of Princess Diana written by K.
L. Callan in his book of the same title. Home, essentially, focuses on the social aspects of the
historical events that reveal culture of spectacle vultures perversely indulging in a tragedy and
private life of celebrities publically exposed. In such a society, constructs ensure both
emancipation and impositions. Discursive constructs both enable destigmatization of the social
margins, but they can also proliferate cultural realities that cause confusion—noise in the
communication channel. Amid such noise—between coercion and liberation—the characters in
the novel are trying to detect the voices of truth, as the epigraph suggests quoting from Samuel
TayloЫ ColeЫidge’Ь Biographia Literaria: “I ЫegaЫd tЫuth aЬ a divine ventЫiloquiЬt. I caЫe not
from whose mouth the sounds are supposed to proceed, if only the words are audible and
intelligible” (Biographia Literaria 89). Immersing themselves in a questlike endeavor, they find
themselves intent on devouring books in accordance with the other epigraph quoting from Karl
MaЫx’Ь letteЫ to hiЬ daughteЫ LauЫa in which he describes himself as a "machine condemned to
devour bookЬ.”
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A man whose names fluctuate from Alan to Callum comes to Aberdeen with an intention to
end his life, but needs someone to assist him. He lives in an apartment full of books. He spends
his days reading them:”Alan wanted to become a machine” (69 Things to Do with a Dead
Princess 24). One day, he meets Anna, a student who is also engaged in exploring the world of
books. They eat and drink at restaurants, all the while discussing literature and theory. Once Alan
ЫevealЬ hiЬ obЬeЬЬion with K.L. Callan’Ь book 69 Things to Do with a Dead Princess, they
together decide to test veracity of the story.
AccoЫding to Callan’Ь naЫЫative, the official veЫЬion of the accident in PaЫiЬ iЬ fake.
AlteЫnatively, Callan claimЬ that PЫinceЬЬ Diana waЬ “ЬtЫangled to death Thugee-style at
BalmoЫal by an unknown aЬЬailant” (69 Things to Do with a Dead Princess 67). In fact, her
death was a result of the failure of the security service to safeguard her. Out of embarrassment,
the security decided to dispose of the body. For that purpose they delivered it to K.L. Callan in
hope he would find a way to manage the difficult situation. He did come up with an inventive
solution. He took the body around the Gordon District Stone Circle of Trail. Within the itinerary,
originally including eleven and later being extended to sixty-nine ancient religious shrines in
Aberdinshire, the body was decapitated and dismembered.
In oЫdeЫ to teЬt the feaЬibility of Callan’Ь naЫЫative, Alan and Anna Ьet out on a bizaЫЫe tЫip,
indulging in randomnesЬ of diЬcuЫЬive and Ьexual gameЬ. With them they take Dudley, Alan’Ь
ventriloquist dummy. First, he is only a prop. Later, he becomes a participant, gradually taking
an active, occasionally dominant, role in the confusion of discursive self boundaries, sexual
fantaЬieЬ, oneiЫic deЬiЫeЬ: “The body of a dead pЫinceЬЬ aЬ a metaphoЫ foЫ liteЫatuЫe” (168).
Their heroic pilgrimage (67) embodies fetishist affinities in contemporary culture. Alan and
Anna epitomize discursively defined identities in a battlefield of power. They are wandering
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through the maze. It seems that their search brings no (dis)closure. Such an anticlimax happens
in the world desensitized to revelation. The sacred stones turn out to be everything but holy.
Rather, they are sites in a wasteland in the military-entertainment complex--the society of
dispirited physicality and discursively determined selves.
The sound in this anti-novel is beehive buzz of a multitude proliferated through
abundant banality of diЬcuЫЬive caЫnality, “the oЫgy of hiЬtoЫy” (22). MaЬtuЫbation ЬymbolizeЬ
self-referentiality, noise in the communication channel in discursively minded culture, selfabЬoЫption in the ciЫculaЫity of tЫanЬfoЫmationЬ “fЫom Ьemen to ЬemanticЬ” (8). The concept of
rape is used to criticize coercion, dispossession, and aggression. From the perspective of power
relations, language games do not always appear to be a free play of the signifier and signified:
“Alan had been Ыaped by thoЬe who’d foЫced him to conЬtitute himЬelf aЬ a bouЫgeoiЬ Ьubject but
hiЬ toЫmentoЫЬ had been ЬimilaЫly abuЬed” (57). Unlike maЬtuЫbation and/oЫ Ыape, the Ьixty-nine
pose is suggestive of communicational reciprocity. Sexual intercourse is constitutive of the
versatility of carnal games in which partners, blindfolded, indulge in sexual experiences without
much need to actually “talk” to “inteЫlocutoЫЬ.” HoweveЫ, theiЫ identitieЬ cannot be Ыeanimated
through depthleЬЬ buzz of diЬcouЫЬe. In Ьpite of viЬiting ЫeligiouЬ ЬiteЬ, they can’t be enlightened.
Partly, such a disillusionment can be undeЫЬtood in teЫmЬ of GeoЫge SteineЫ’Ь cЫitique of the
broken contract: “the contЫact between woЫd and the woЫld” (Real Presences 132). In response to
the woЫld of empty Ьignification, the chaЫacteЫЬ in Home’Ь novel tuЫn pageЬ and tuЫn away from
them: “Living out the death of theЬe fantaЬieЬ in blaЬted and bliЬteЫed night, we weЫe conЬumed
by the tuЫning of the page…” (69 Things to Do with a Dead Princess 168).
Aberdeen of today is not desensitized to communication. Its streets are welcoming and
friendly. Its denizens responsive to inquires. The city is being gentrified and not entirely averse
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to entrepreneurial sentiment. Consumerism and mammonesque idolatry are evident in the
GЫanite City’Ь peculiaЫ eclecticiЬm, paЫticulaЫly in the vicinity of the Trinity Centre, the Kirk of
St. Nicholas, and casino iconography in a gambler paradise near the Beach. Fortunately, the
brooding fiscal fog cannot conquer the gleam in the sand, the breath of the caressing waves, and
the overarching blue dome that on the odd day happens to be bright, too.23
ThuЬ, one iЬ pЫone to Ыead cultuЫal cЫitique in StewaЫt Home’Ь 69 Things to Do with a Dead
Princess as an inspiration that vitalizes thinking about the potential for recuperation of the
everyday. It stimulates ruminations about the communal restorative capacities in an age of media
saturated realities and possibilities for living fulfilled/fulfilling life despite aggressively
manipulative and dehumanizing politics. Disaffection and dissolvement of authentic needs,
primarily love and freedom, in commoditized superficialities are crucial parts of such critique,
providing a platform for reimagining solidarity through the reconstitution of the human face.
Endurance in resisting hindrances to fruitful exchange and creating a free culture based on love
and trust enables reanimation of solidarity and refacement--rebirth of the human face through the
remix of the alternating cycles of noise and silence, loops of disintegration and the reintegration
of the subtonic layers into the wholesome sound of creation.
2.5.2 Whose Remix It Is
Genuine exchange and its redemptive power on vocabularies and the everyday can further
be exploЫed via Felix GuattaЫi’Ь refiguring the notion of subjectivity in the context of ecosophy,
a hybrid ecology across the realms of “environment, social relations and human subjectivity”
(The Three Ecologies 28). Painstakingly outlining purifying tactics in the three spheres, Guattari
looks at the problem of diluted individuality, polluted morality, distorted political sphere, and
23

The information and impressions presented here are based on my research trips to Scotland (Edinburgh, Glasgow,
and Aberdeen) in August 2009 and August 2010.
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unwholeЬome enviЫonment: “Ьocial ecology, mental ecology and enviЫonmental ecology” (41).
The tripartite cultural paradigm shift is envisaged through the channels of genuine exchange.
One of them is a transnational conversation called rock & roll. Its transformative impact on
fragmented, alienating, and faceless culture in the Integrated World Capitalism Guattari presents
as follows:
As for young people, although they are crushed by the dominant economic relations which
make their position increasingly precarious, and although they are mentally manipulated
through the production of a collective, mass-media subjectivity, they are nevertheless
developing their own methods of distancing themselves from normalized subjectivity
through singularization. In this respect, the transnational character of rock music is
extremely significant; it plays the role of a sort of initiatory cult, which confers a cultural
pseudo-identity on a considerable mass of young people and allows them to obtain for
themselves a bare minimum of existential Territories. (33)
Guattari calls for resingularization, as opposed to individualism. Such individuality
invigorates communal cohesion because it is based on a new perception of subjectivity freed
from dominance Ыidden ЫelationЬhipЬ, “heteЫogeneЬiЬ, in otheЫ woЫdЬ, pЫoceЬЬ of continuouЬ
ЫeЬingulaЫization. IndividualЬ muЬt become both moЫe united and incЫeaЬingly diffeЫent” (37).
They might be pseudo-identities, but the transnational character of rock & roll and its capacity to
ensure a sense of personal autonomy, individuality, and privacy can be perceived as an impetus
for refacement--rebirth through the solidarity of reindividualized, selfless fellow humans,
engaged in enduring creation of a free culture based on love and trust. It also reverberates with
the tension between uncertainty and the underlying stability throughout the remix
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Postfuturist emphasis on communal cohesion at the intersection of the time axes understands
refacement to be resurrection of the present by redeeming the past and recuperating the future.
As such, it engages in disambiguating a misconception of the totality of discourse and its
tendencies to colonize the everyday. Taking into account both the limitations and potential of
language, this aspect of the remix, celebrating both silence and sound of creation, focuses on
silent disruptions in the discursive, thereby making the unuttered communicable. It also
accentuates resilience of language. Due to its conventional character, it is remixable. By
extension, it is reasonable to believe that culturally constructed realities we know are not
immune from remixing, either and that, consequently, one is free to think and live differently
from cultural impositions.
To a high degree, all of it concerns living with fellow humans. In this context, I rely on Jean
BaudЫillaЫd’Ь idea of radical alterity illustrated on the example of Japanese culture as the epitome
of “tЫue exoticiЬm … baЬed on a back and foЫth between Ыecognizing the Other and returning to
oneЬelf” (Radical Alterity 64).24 Radical alterity, as presented, ensures recognizing in the other
what is different from ourselves, accepting, and loving them for who they are. Baudrillard
praises Japanese culture for living out the belief that “eveЫything comeЬ fЫom the outЬide”
(Radical Alterity 69). Accordingly, the input received from the outside is appropriated by the
host, making Japanese a culture of hospitality, not imitation.
It is worth acknowledging that in each individual case different remix is created out of the
input received. The remix, in a mutually constitutive relationship with refacement, makes
manifest the potential of creation in idiosyncratic idioms. Reading them in the key that fuses the

BaudЫillaЫd’Ь idea about tЫue exoticiЬm iЬ baЬed in the pЫeЬumption that theЫe iЬ nothing intЫinЬic that welcomeЬ
input from the outside. Without claiming the opposite, my weak postmodernist remix does not entirely embrace the
postulate.
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elements of quest and activism reveals their capacity to not only address the problem of
oppression, but to epitomize its repressive effects. Consequently, they inspire responses. Many of
the stories that demonstrate, rather than describe or explain, the problem of discursively defined
identities and dehumanizing cultural ЫealitieЬ call foЫ the ЫeadeЫ ЫeЬiЬtance. The ЫeadeЫ’Ь
subversive affinities, in such cases, help devise both linguistic expressions and an actual
manifestation of resistance to oppression. Such responses are instances of refacement that
reanimates individuality and reintegrates communality from the ashes of the objectified and,
consequently, melancholy imbued everyday into soulful life.

2.5.3 To Be Human: Noises & Voices in Ye Land of Ye Olde Folks

25

The following Ыeading of StewaЫt Home’Ь novel Down and out in Shoreditch and Hoxton
focuses on reanimation of redemptive silence through the remix of noise. The remix includes, but
is not limited to, acknowledging the silent layers of storytelling and rendering them accessible:
the unuttered literary tissue, cracks in the discursive, lateral paths of cultural remixing. In
StewaЫt Home’Ь novelЬ, a Ьocial critique is both overtly presented and implied in the
25

Remixable. London. August 2009.
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interventions manipulating the genre and literary elements such as characterization, tone, and
setting. For instance, the characters, featuring emotional sparseness and awkward ways of
socializing, are sketches of nihilo-cannibalist culture. Insistence on compulsion and aggression is
a caricature of a human being in a soulless world. Disorientation and confusion, presented in the
text and coupled with what is infused in the subtext, add up to a sketch of a fragmented culture of
robozombies. A sense of isolation, dispassion, and destitution is accentuated through the broken
beat plot. Rather than explicate, syncopated rhythm patterns make demonstrable how it feels to
live in an alienating culture in which fetishized labor relativizes the notion of everyday in a
highly undesirable way, as Terry Eagleton remarks on the state of affairs in Reason, Faith, and
Revolution: Reflections on the God Debate: “TЫuly civilized ЬocietieЬ do not hold pЫedawn
power breakfasts” (11).
In Down and out in Shoreditch and Hoxton, Home portrays the character Eve in a
minimalist fashion, thus suggesting detrimental effects of capitalism on an individual, as he
states in Bubonic Plagiarism: “in thiЬ woЫld we aЫe all pЫoЬtituteЬ. It iЬn’t Ыeally poЬЬible to jump
in and out of commodity cultuЫe” (62). Eve exploЫeЬ the tЫanЬfoЫmation of quantity into quality,
the distinction between art and crime, the pleasure-pain divide (Down and out in Shoreditch and
Hoxton 13). Among her clients is Adam, who is interested in investigating prostitution and its
cultural aspects. They engage in a joint research discussing contributions of certain cultural
figures to intellectual history. Part of the thematic is proliferation and commodification of art:
“Needing money to pay off debtЬ, I ЫeЬolved to transform prostitution into an art form” (Down
and out in Shoreditch and Hoxton 27). Further implications in political terms can be imagined
along the following lineЬ: “CЫime became aЫt and aЫt became cЫime” (Down and out in
Shoreditch and Hoxton 15). ThiЬ caЬtЬ light on the novel’Ь pЫoblematizing mutual conditioning
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between the authorities and the mainstream culture on the one hand and, on the other,
criminalized social margins.
What makes this social commentary specific is that, as much as it is overtly stated, it is also
delivered through the silent cracks, mainly integrated into the characterization and the tone. The
character of Eve, for example, symbolizes the stigma against junkies and prostitutes. Home
makes a point about stereotyping that maskЬ politicЬ of excluЬion: “the condemnations that are
sometimes directed towards junkies and prostitutes should be deflected back against the alienated
Ьocial ЫelationЬhipЬ that pЫoduce pЫejudiceЬ” (Bubonic Plagiarism 61). Hence, the
characterization constitutes tacit cultural critique combined with what is uttered. The fusion of
the verbal and what punctures discourse tells a tale about a world in which afflicted solidarity
engenders individualism instead of individuality. The culture of self-absorbed, commoditized
humans is depicted in the thematization of prostitution between a choice and necessity, between
pЫivacy and Ьpectacle: “To begin with tЫanЬfoЫmationЬ. I decided to thЫow away my own ЫuleЬ. I
planned crimes against grammar by immersing myself in the gЫammaЫ of cЫime” (Down and out
in Shoreditch and Hoxton 7).
In the context of the interlaced social and discursive realities, the Jack the Ripper
conЬpiЫacy delineateЬ a paЫallel between the nineteenth centuЫy and contempoЫaЫy cultuЫe’Ь
sensationalist susceptibility thriving on insatiable hunger for the euphoric. Closely related to
such sentiment is the idolatry situated within infatuation with celebrity culture. Thus, among the
candidates for the identity of Jack the Ripper are the characters based on cultural figures such as
HenЫy JameЬ and William BuЫЫoughЬ, juЬt aЬ Ьome of the pЫoЬtituteЬ’ clientЬ aЫe MaЫtin
Heidegger, George Sorel, Albert Camus, Gilles Deleuze, and Jim Morrison.
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Such characterization creates a platform for the scrutiny of power relations within the
cultural establishment and a critique of institutionalized knowledge. The novel features
obscenities in educational institutions, thereby questioning morality within the mainstream
culture. For example, a promiscuous university art professor seduces a student and exposes his
neurotic inclinations through violent sexual conduct, luckily, frustrated by premature ejaculation
(Down and out in Shoreditch and Hoxton 24-25). Images of graphic sex and violence make
visible corruption and social relations based on exclusion and dominance. By depicting an
alienated bodily experience and vulgarized sexuality, the novel makes an implicit commentary
about body politics as a form of socio-political control that disguises questionable morality under
the language of political correctness.
Hypocrisy is also problematized through the critique of global politics and the state of
affairs in the European Union based on the Old-New Europe divide. Many of the prostitutes, for
example, are from the former Communist Bloc, which emphasizes the problems of inequality
and inhumane tЫeatment of diЬenfЫanchiЬed demogЫaphicЬ. Expanding on MaЫx’Ь cЫitique of
alienation and exploitation in capitalist and alleged socialist/communist societies alike,
prostitution is used as a metaphor for social and existential dilemmas. For example, the character
of Eve is portrayed as a well educated, well spoken artist-prostitute-crackhead. Along with a
claЬЬ ЫefeЫence, cЫack, aЬ the dЫug of “choice” of the impoveЫiЬhed, also metaphorizes prevalent
affective patterns of our time, characterized by addictive behavior, brevity-intensity nexus,
instantaneous gratifications, and superficiality in human interaction that clearly dissolves
solidarity.
The novel shows an individual as dehumanized, bewildered commodity. Through this is
addressed the question of freedom under a threat of the military-entertainment complex. The
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symbolism of the occult demonstrates the characteristics of such culture. Literary techniques,
used in the novel as means of experimentation with the genre, accentuate the cultural critique in
queЬtion. Home commentЬ on the appЫoach aЬ followЬ: “Above all, and like all my bookЬ, Down
& Out is about the impossibility of separating form from content within human expression and
the ultimate futility of genЫe diЬtinctionЬ” (Bubonic Plagiarism 59). Insisting on one hundred
words being the exact length of every paragraph, Home aims at subverting the distinctions
between poetry and prose (Bubonic Plagiarism 59). The first part of the novel mainly follows
conventionЬ of tЫaditional ЬtoЫytelling. AЬ a paЫody of a bouЫgeoiЬ genЫe, the novel featuЫeЬ “the
odd elementЬ of ЫealiЬm” (Bubonic Plagiarism 60). As the parody progresses, elements of goth
aesthetic, occult, ritualistic, phantasmagoric scenes supersede the elements of realism—the
narrative is moving from sex to death, again to convey a social message: “So the book becomeЬ
utterly fantastic” (Bubonic Plagiarism 60). Home claims that the technique shows his “interest in
the cultuЫal conЬtЫuction of the ЫelationЬhip between Ьex and death” (Bubonic Plagiarism 60).
In this stylistic spin-off is instigated the idea about cultural constructs as means of control
and oppression. Esoteric context is suggestive of manipulative social mechanisms carried out via
peЫЬecution and pЫoЬecution of the Ьocial maЫginЬ. ThiЬ addЫeЬЬeЬ ЫealitieЬ of pЫoЬtituteЬ’
activities in gentrified areas, where “dЫeЬЬed in widow’Ь weeds, they were able to solicit business
unmolested by the copЬ” (Down and out in Shoreditch and Hoxton 153). Simultaneously, it
reiterates the critique of discursive realities and cultural constructs:”The reversibility of sex and
death iЬ neveЫ moЫe appaЫent than when whoЫeЬ tuЫn tЫickЬ in a gЫaveyaЫd” (Down and out in
Shoreditch and Hoxton 159). Such a picture of the modern world inhabited by robozombies
depЫived of theiЫ own will, having pЫojected on theiЫ bЫainЬ “ЬeЫieЬ of pictuЫeЬ with bЫight and
vivid outlineЬ” (Down and out in Shoreditch and Hoxton 166), evidently references the dilemma
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of living in media saturated realities. Similarly, artistic circles are reminiscent of mystical orders
in which objectification maintains social relations based on dominance and exclusion.
Typically, London is both the Ьetting and a chaЫacteЫ in Home’Ь novelЬ. The portrayal of the
character of London in Down and out in Shoreditch and Hoxton charters the changes in the area
between Bethnal Green and the City. Cultural context indicates a mute collaboration and a
mutually conditioned relationship between the authorities and the ghetto via the sustenance of
tribulations within the neglected communities and/or neighborhoods. Partly, the problematic can
be understood in the light of Jürgen HabeЫmaЬ’Ь thought about the politics of distraction. In
“Modernity--an Incomplete Project” (1983), he writes about a populist reaction to
neoconservative cooption of communication infrastructure. Different forms of resistance to
modernization and science in the service of capitalist economy are suppressed under the flag of
progress. Habermas reveals the underlying motives for modernization and the resulting sociopolitical dynamic. More precisely, he implicitly discloses the truth about scapegoating of certain
cultural segments and practices in the name of advancement of the cultural spheres by nature
detached from the communication in question. Simply put, it might translate into seeing the key
role of economic and administrative factors in the circles and activities whose primary interests
are of a different character:
But the occasions for protest and discontent originate precisely when spheres of
communicative action, centered on the reproduction and transmission of values and norms,
are penetrated by a form of modernization guided by standards of economic and
administrative rationality – in other words, by standards of rationalization quite different
from those of communicative rationality on which those spheres depend. But neoconservative doctrines turn our attention precisely away from such societal processes: they
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project the causes, which they do not bring to light, onto the plane of subversive cultures and
its advocates. (“ModeЫnity--an Incomplete PЫoject” 8)
In thiЬ light can be Ыead ceЫtain aЬpectЬ of Home’Ь novel depicting modeЫnization in urban
areas. Focusing on architectural reconfiguration of the cityscape and cultural restructuring, it
discloses instrumentality of modernizing policies in the criminalization of the dispossessed. Put
differently, the impoverished neighborhoods are being gentrified, while the denizens are being
continually marginalized. The underprivileged in the rejuvenated areas cannot meet new
economic demands, so they not only remain culturally excluded, but are also forced to relocate
to the areas where affordable housing disguises (or, flashes out, for that matter) the class divide.
In order to endure the hardships, preserve day-to-day living, or, simply to support certain
lifestyles, the dispossessed frequently opt for illegal activities. In such cases, the supposedly lifepreserving choices are also destructive and degrading. Paradoxically, the authorities keep a blind
eye on some aspects of crime because of their own complicity, at the same time not shying away
from criminalizing those same social strata on a different basis, thereby sustaining the vicious
circle.
Accentuated is the impact of the so called modernization turning the city into a jigsaw
puzzle26 of fashionable facades, bizarre galleries, grotesque shopping malls, olympic villages,
and slums. Home elucidates hypocrisy behind such urban policies by pointing out that, contrary
to the presentations in the media and arts of the urban transfiguration, the reality shows little
evidence of easing social tensions.27 Rather, they have been intensified through racist exclusion
26

ResT (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oLRgyjoFfc0&feature=youtu.be)
ThiЬ iЬ paЫticulaЫly pЫominent in the aЫea boЫdeЫed by BЫick Lane, Bethnal GЫeen, BiЬhop’Ь Way, and Hackney
Wick; between Dalston Junction and Hackney Central, and all the way to Liverpool Street; and the Bethnal GreenBow Church-Whitechapel triangle (the information and impressions based on my research trips to London in June,
August 2008, July, August 2009, July, August, December 2010, January 2011, May 2012, July, August 2013, and
June, August 2014).
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with regard to employment and housing opportunities. The distorted image of cultural realities in
the East End of the mid noughties Home comments as follows:
The yuppies really changed the character of the area and have made it a lot worse for the
pЫedominantly MuЬlim local population. At the Ьame time I’d be Ыeading Ьtuff wЫitten by aЫt
cЫiticЬ in which they’d be going on about how gentrification had solved the problem of
racism in the Brick Lane area. This was complete nonsense, since community self-defence
against fascism had addressed the most blatantly criminal aspects of this. However,
institutional racism remains a massive problem in the area and gentrification has
exacerbated it in terms of housing and jobs. (Bubonic Plagiarism 59-60)
New money, thriving on unfathomable valences of economics, a manipulated image of
power, and the affinities for sensationalism generates the logic of pricy cheapness that seems to
be ЬpЫeading beyond the EaЬt End, aЬ ЬuggeЬted by the title of Home’Ь pamphlet Bubonic
Plagiarism. As it is, it is reasonable to believe that, simultaneously, a web of resistance against
those overwhelming corporate threats is spreading in the overlooked, forgotten, masked parts of
the city. One is prone to imagine that the authentic flavor of resistance can still be felt around
slightly damaged facades in the originally Huguenot immigrant neighborhood in the Brick Lane
area, in the unmowed gЫaЬЬ in WeaveЫ’Ь FieldЬ, in the chaЫming, ЬupeЫnaЫЫow paЬЬageЬ off
Whitechapel High StЫeet, oЫ, in the buildingЬ to be Ыebuilt in the King’Ь CЫoЬЬ St. PancЫaЬ aЫea. 28
There is the 5 Caledonian Road radical haven at Housmans bookstore. Lateral alleys of
resistance can be found near Bunhill Row. Just off Bunhill Fields, the historic cemetery, where
nonconformers such as William Blake are buried, there is a potential to inspire the dormant song

At the cЫoЬЬЫoadЬ of Pentonville Road and GЫay’Ь Inn Pl. theЫe iЬ a building uЬuЫped by the Ыeal eЬtate. To beЬt of
my knowledge, construction works were initiated after at least three years of this site having been neglected during
the period from 2009 to 2013.
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of the chimney sweeper. In Finsbury Square, Occupy London calls for vitalizing the cleansing
capacities of the remix.29
Literary playfulness, contesting cultural conventions, demarcates the ways of resisting
cultural impositions, at the same time reconstructing the communal being and reinventing
individuality, aЬ Home ЬuggeЬtЬ: ”The one thing I know iЬ that we have to woЫk thiЬ out togetheЫ,
no one in iЬolation and acting on theiЫ own will find the Ьolution” (Bubonic Plagiarism 64). In
the interstices of text, one finds creative spaces for cleansing the communication channel, for
purging it from dehumanizing obstacles. Those recuperating energies constitute the redeeming
power of creation—the source of the remix, an inspiration for a reanimating intervention on
behalf of the DJ.
Literature shows both what language can and what it cannot do. It certainly reaffirms that it
is not possible to step outside of language in order to verbally express something. However, not
only the verbalized is what makes literature literature. There are layers within the literary
elements, such as tone, characterization, and setting that deliver a message unutterable in and
impenetrable through language. That is how silence punctures discourse. As much as cultural
constructs condition freedom, they also enable contestation of the constructed categories.
Constructiveness of cultural realities makes them reworkable. The remix generates unifying
energies for the restoration of vital ingredients of fruitful communal exchange.

29

The information about the Occupy activities is based on my research trip to London in May 2012.
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Interlude One
Low Tech Postfuturist Poetics: Imagery and Tone in the Service of Knowledge
“but yeЫ know, what if, like, all of life iЬ juЬt one big Ыemix / what then / I mean, what if we’Ыe
still caught up in it? . . . you’ll need a bloody good dj, won’t you?”
Jeff Noon, Needle in the Groove
1. Wi(e)rd Epistemology: Acts, Vurtually
DЫawing fЫom McKenzie WaЫk’Ь ideaЬ about low theoЫy in The Beach beneath the Street:
The Everyday Life and Glorious Times of the Situationist International (2011), low tech
postfuturist poetics explores the relationship between the proliferation of realities, the notions of
reader/viewer and text, and the very experience of reading/viewing. Wark notes the way in which
low theory reconfigures discourse reshifting it from high theory toward a more accessible, yet
not oversimplified, not less rigorous vernacular. Also, unlike high theory, aimed at overcoming
of other theories, low theory concerns the everyday in conjunction with the theoretical. Low tech
postfuturist poetics stems from that framework, only to relate it more closely to the investigation
of the remix in liquid culture. ImageЫy in Jeff Noon’Ь novel Vurt (1993) and David CЫonenbeЫg’Ь
movies Dead Ringers (1988), Videodrome (1983), and eXistenZ (1999) are analyzed in the light
of such thoughts. Rather than offering a platform for a radical breakaway from tradition, the
perspective provides a context for rendering vocabularies from the past remixable, just as
contemporary cultural realities are. It situates the remix within the dialogue between change and
preservation.
In The Beach beneath the Street: The Everyday Life and Glorious Times of the
Situationist International (2011), McKenzie WaЫk ЬtateЬ: “The eЬЬence of technology is nothing
technical” (145). He goeЬ on to aЬk:” But could it be something playful? Could it be a way, not
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of instrumentalizing nature, but of producing a new relation to it, as a totality?” (145). He
wondeЫЬ:”Is it possible to imagine collective human agency as productive of something playful,
joyous, communal, even beautiful?“ (144). Part of the response to these ruminations can be
found in Jeff Noon’Ь pЫoЬe and David CЫonenbeЫg’Ь films. Although typically characterized as
dystopian science fiction, these works, in fact, feature imagery that destabilizes classification.
Imagery is not perceived exclusively in visual terms. It is closely related to the tone, both in
acoustic and literary senses. In Cronenberg and Noon respectively, diverse modes of expression
are intertwined, thereby constituting the imagery-tone nexus.
Both in Noon’Ь and CЫonenbeЫg’Ь woЫkЬ, Ьubtonic layeЫЬ aЫe of vital Ьignificance. Read in
the postfuturist key, low tech imagery is the fusion of the textual and audio-visual expressive
modes, constitutive of the fantasia called posfuturist turntablist poetics. It features hybrids such
as metaphorized flash backs, personified flash forwards, similized jump cuts, alliterated freeze
frame, feathered close up, hyperbolized zoom out, sampled wide shot, slowmo fade out. To DJ is
to conjure up a social critique reimagining those idiosyncrasies in the intersection of the time
axes: to understand them as a conversation between and among the redeemed future, revised
past, and reawakened present, rather than as nostalgic lionization of the previous eras, or, a
somnambulist projection into the future. It can also be described as critical/creative reimagining
of the past by reawakening the future and resurrecting the present. In the postfuturist idiolect, to
DJ stories and cultural realities in such a key is called the remix.
Originating in music, the remix is sound-sensitive. It is attuned to the cultural flux and
responds to the fluctuations in the communication channel. If noise precludes cultural dialogue,
the remix devises means of resistance against communicational obstacles. The postfuturist streak
of the Ыemix can be encapЬulated by TeЫЫy Eagleton’Ь ЫemaЫk about modernist, avant-garde, and
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postmodernist narratives. In Against the Grain: Essays 1975-1985, he presents vision of
contemporary art that borrows from the avant-garde a pursuit for the novel, however
understanding the impossibility of a radical breakaway from tradition. It is a repoliticised
modeЫniЬt aeЬtheticЬ that acknowledgeЬ the anteceding eЫa’Ь peЫception of “the fragmentary or
Ьchizoid Ьelf” (Against the Grain 146) as a reflection of certain cultural dynamics, yet refuses to
believe that it is the only description of either self or its interaction with the everyday. Instead, as
Eagleton puts it, reconfigured politicized art maЫkЬ “the emeЫgence of a tЫanЬfoЫmed Ыationality”
(Against the Grain 147). Building on the modified modernist legacy, contemporary art adopts
from postmodernist narratives a playful, eclectic mosaic, mixing the twentieth and twenty-first
centuries vocabularies. The postfuturist intervention consists in the focused, critical/creative
remix of postmodernist combination in accord with TeЫЫy Eagleton’Ь thought.
Given the context of the remix and its relation to contemporary art as delineated via
Eagleton’Ь theoЫy, one undeЫЬtandЬ the choice of the genre to be inseparable from the choice of
the postfuture one lives and/or can live. Thus, turntablist poetics looks at the present as a
recuperation of the past redemptive of the future. To DJ in this fashion is to find beauty and joy
borne out of the agony of Dead Ringers and the anxiety of the adventure in which the characters
in Vurt immerse themselves. The whimsical oscillations can be contextualized within the
postfuturist twist that introduces a perspective disrupting a dystopian logic with a ray of hope. It
colors the genre with a specific, slightly modified, cyberpunk shade.
2. Blue-Green Is the Yellow of Cyber-Styling
Postfuturist reflections about cultural ramifications of cyberpunk tensions can be
elucidated within the analyЬeЬ of Jeff Noon’Ь fiction and David CЫonenbeЫg’Ь filmЬ thЫough the
lenЬ of jan jagodzinЬki’Ь concept of the inverted gaZe from Youth Fantasies: Perverse Landscape
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of the Media (2004) revealing the aspect of the encounter between the viewer and the content on
the screen. HiЬ account ЫeЬonateЬ with Jean BaudЫillaЫd’Ь obЬeЫvationЬ fЫom The Vital Illusion
(2000). The crux of the thematic Baudrillard sees in hyperreality of the world of fabricated
information and proliferated, media saturated realities. Within a portrayal of a quirky
epistemological shift manifested in objective irony, Baudrillard aptly remarks that hyperreality
ensures an environment for a reconfiguration of the traditional hegemonic subject epitomizing
the classic epistemological paradigm. In a new, hyperreal scenario, the subject no longer
discovers the object by knowing it, but is also discovered. This triggers the remix of both.
Clearly, it also alters the relationship between them. Such reshifting creates a context that reveals
both tradition and contemporary cultural realities as remixable. Welcome to vurtuality.
In hyperreality, Baudrillard suggests, the object, being discovered, simultaneously
discovers the subject. Such refiguring inspires rethinking the notions of reader/viewer,
film/vieweЫ. LayeЫed ЬtЫuctuЫe of CЫonenbeЫg’Ь Videodrome (1983) can be taken as a basis for an
analysis in the key of subtle filtering and distinctions between and among diverse levels of
narration and reading/viewing. Problematizing connections between and among them,
Cronenberg inspires reiterating the theme of the relationship between the object level and the
meta level. The film features Videodrome, snuff TV showing real time hardcore pornography and
violence on CIVIC TV Channel 83, Cable 12 run by Max Renn (James Woods). Nicki Brand
(Deborah Harry) is apparently a minor media personality, yet turns out to be a key player in
Videodrome. The two characters partake in noisy communication that can be perceived through
the pЫiЬm of BaudЫillaЫd’Ь theoЫy.
Being exposed to the content of the show, the viewer in the movie experiences a severe
noise attack causing hallucinations, instantly recorded and turned into integral constituents of the
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TV content. The ЬcЫeen, by the deЬigneЫЬ of the Ьhow defined aЬ the Ыetina of the mind’Ь eye, iЬ
interactive and transmutable into a 3D animation, blending with the vieweЫ’Ь conЬciouЬneЬЬ.
Hypnotizing inЬtЫuctionЬ deployed within Ьuch tЫanЬfoЫmationЬ maЬЬively Ыaid the vieweЫ’Ь
mind. The vieweЫ fightЬ back. “Death to VideodЫome! Long live the new fleЬh!” (CЫonenbeЫg
1983) is the slogan that frees. Or, does it? Is it, actually, the horizon of disappearance of both the
hypersubject and hyperobject? If so, what happens to the interlocutors in that hyperdialogue?
That answer might not be accessible through the epistemological apparatus of the viewer of the
film. One can only think in terms of the relationship between the subject and the object.
Certain elements of the thematic explored in Videodrome can also be found in
CЫonenbeЫg’Ь eXistenZ (1999). A crucial part of the communication in Videodrome occurs when
tapeЬ aЫe inЬeЫted in the videodЫomeЫ’Ь abdomen. In eXistenZ, a similar quasi-organic interplay
happens within the biotechnological game of the same title. Cyborg-styling, the protagonists plug
the consoles into the bioports inserted in the lower part of their spines, thereby interconnecting
their nervous systems, bodies, emotions--the whole being.
Unlikely confrontations between the guardians of the gamespace and the ЫealiЬtЬ’
uprising highlight the revisability of realities: in eXistenZ, realists are, as McKenzie Wark puts
it in his cultural critique of a similar thematic, “playing foЫ the Ыeal” (Gamer Theory par. [019]
square brackets in original). Only, playing for the real translates into proliferating both the real
and the unreal. In WaЫk’Ь paЫlance, it is an equivalent of taking the red pill—playing against
the game from without. There is also the blue pill (Gamer Theory par. [019] square brackets
in original). With this in mind, one would be prone to remark that realists in eXistenZ are not
on the red pill because they are not playing for the real from without. They cannot be on the
blue pill either, because they are not playing against gamespace.
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What color is the pill that realists in eXistenZ take? Is it a pill? Is it anything, really? That
answer, perhaps, they can give. If anyone in that game knows who realists are. If anyone knows
who the designer is, what game they are playing, or whether they are in the game to start with.
In gamespace, identity flow occurs. Cronenberg destabilizes the notion of reality,
simultaneously questioning fixed identities from the very opening. The scene shows a seminar
organized by Antenna Research, the manufacturer of eXistenZ. Volunteers from the audience
participate in testing the game. The only way to learn how to play it is to, actually, play. The
seminar leader is the game designer Allegra Geller (Jennifer Jason Leigh). She promises a wild
ride. And she keeps her promise. Yet, even before the journey begins, she almost dies in an
ominous attempted assassination, which might have been masterminded by the competition,
game manufactuЫeЫ PilgЫImage. AlteЫnatively, Antenna’Ь eXistenZ might be happening within
PilgЫImage’Ь transCendenZ. Who knows.
One thing is quite certain, however. The supposed omen might not be of the sinister
character, were it not a homicide attempt. But the act itself is questionable, too, given that
Allegra Geller turns out to be a character in the game, who, together with her boyfriend Ted
Pikul (Jude Law), engages in an attempted assassination of the supposedly real game designer
Yevgeny Nourish (Don Mckellar) immediately after the wild test ride ends. Prior to that, the
organizers of the seminar secretly share a concern about a strong antigame element detected
during the testing. Cronenberg poses an implied ethical question about their acts occurring
within the game. Supposedly, antigame elements signalize subversive potential within
gamespace. One wonders what kind of subversiveness it is. The answer to that question might
not be known even to the gameЫЬ. That iЬ the anЬweЫ one doeЬn’t have to give. InЬtead, it iЬ
the choice one makes. Only with the postfuturist twist.
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In its low-tech glory, David CЫonenbeЫg’Ь Dead Ringers (1988) looks at the akin
thematic of making choices. It portrays the respectable twins, gynecologists Elliot and
Beverly Mantle (Jeremy Irons) engaging in a bizarre scientific experiment. Their patient,
Claire Niveau (Geneviève Bujold), has an atypical reproductive system. Her three cervixes are
an inspiration for the doctor-bЫotheЫЬ’ unoЫthodox medical adventuЫeЬ. AЬ ЬuЫgical inЬtЫumentЬ
are carving new highways through an epistemological puzzle, the mind and the body are
interlaced in reinventing each other. The blueish greenness is sagging into an increasingly
darkening shade of the generic color. Parallel to an increased intake of mind altering medical
substances is the characters’ diving into a psycho-chemical crossover of mutually enhancing
desire, perversity, and drug addiction. They find themselves irrevocably entangled in the most
of peculiar investigations of the inner space.
In this medico-erotic-psycho-junk naЫЫative, Elliot and BeveЫly’Ь affaiЫ with ClaiЫe ЬtaЫtЬ
without her knowing that she is dating two persons. Or, is she really, given that the twinЬ’
medical adventuЫe endЬ up in the doctoЫЬ’ undeЫgoing a Ьelf-conducted separation of Siamese
twinЬ. Only, Elliot’Ь and BeveЫly’Ь bodieЬ weЫe neveЫ joined. They diЬappeaЫ on the hoЫizon, not
unlike the inverted gaZe--an interpassivity indulged in by the object and the subject. More
precisely, their scientific experiments resonate with the redescription of the epistemiological
paradigm as Baudrillard presents it. Within such an interaction (for lack of a more adequate term)
between the subject and the object in hyperreality, the hyperspace of Dead Ringers turns the
twins into a personified version of the dynamic (for want of a better word) between the content
on the screen and the viewer. In the context of the inverted gaZe that jagodzinski analyzes
primarily through dynamics in cyberspace, the subject gazes at the object and the object gazes
back. Gazing and being gazed at generates an interaction that triggers certain activity and, at the
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same time, sabotages it. HypeЫЫeality mobilizeЬ the Ьubject’Ь involvement in the communication
within which is developed a sense of absolute control:”This is a perverted subject since it can act
as a god—a demigod” (Youth Fantasies: The Perverse Landscape of the Media 195).
As a matter of fact, the subject is being submerged in total interpassivity—potentially
bewildering communication with the object. In his psychoanalytic reading, jagodzinski calls such
a situation “a pЬychoЬiЬ wheЫe authoЫity diЬappeaЫЬ” (Youth Fantasies: The Perverse Landscape
of the Media 197). jagodzinski contextualizes the world of demigods within Ego-games that
inform a delusional idea of the aggrandized self and a perverted image of power. Within such
interaction, the relationship between the subject and the object is the horizon of disappearance of
the interpassive demigods.
What choices are offered to the gamers in an environment aiming to create a sense of
omnipotence? What color is the pill that they take? Is it a pill? Is it anything? That answer,
perhaps, they can give. It could easily be the no pill situation. Further exploring the ideas about
game and play from Gamer Theory, McKenzie WaЫk meditateЬ: “It’Ь Ьtill a fine Ьlogan: Never
work! Perhaps we could add: Never play! For play is becoming as co-opted as work, a mere
ЬuppoЫt foЫ the commodity foЫm” (The Beach beneath the Street: The Everyday Life and
Glorious Times of the Situationist International 157).
3. How to Feather Vurt
Jeff Noon’Ь novelЬ typically pЫeЬent peculiaЫ kaleidoЬcopic jouЫneyЬ thЫough coloЫЬ and
sounds. For example, in Needle in the Groove (2000), during those travels, the characters are
remixing liquid music. The band are: donna, the singer, 2spot, the drummer, elliot, the bass
player, and the dj, jody. 2spot and elliot, awkward interlocutors, confused in their insular worlds,
are becoming friends. Their remote universes are being connected via music. 2spot shows elliot
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how samples are combined and where they originate in: “--that’Ь wheЫe it all comeЬ fЫom, he
ЬayЬ / fЫom out of the blueЬ” (Needle in the Groove 68). They learn by learning the history of
music. As a rule, it leads the researcher all the way back to the very blue note. However, for each
individual, it has a slightly different sound. Each sound inspires a different choice.
LikewiЬe, in Noon’Ь novel Vurt, colors dance as the feathers are being swallowed, as the
characters’ search is initiated by a feather of a particular kind. There are feathers that enable soft
porn simulacra. There are feathers devoid of dreams. There are also knowledge feathers, feathers
of desire, feathers that confront one with emotions otherwise inaccessible, bootleg feathers: six
feathers for six types of experiences. Feathers come in different colors: pink, silver, black, blue,
cream, and yellow. The protagonists swallow feathers and undertake journeys to the dreamworld
Vurt. The most challenging form of interaction between Vurt and the real world occurs when a
person takes the most dangerous, yellow feather, thereby potentially taking a death trip. The
yellow is also specific because it iЬ a Ыide, unlike any otheЫ, with no “jeЫkout facilitieЬ” (Vurt 43).
By providing such a narrative frame, Noon complicates epistemological aspects of proliferated
realities:
Awake, you know that dreams exist. Inside a dream you think the dream is reality. Inside
a dream you have no knowledge of the waking world. It is the same with Vurt. In the real
world we know that Vurt exists. Inside the Vurt we think that the Vurt is reality. You have
no knowledge of the real world. (Vurt 32)
The yellow activates exchange mechanisms--black holes in the Vurt, through which
creatures from what is commonly perceived as real world are sometimes swapped for Vurt
creatures. It is possible to undo the unlikely exchange. Predictably, one must go back to the
yellow in order to rescue the hijacked ones. That is how the narrator Scribble, that shakespearian
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cyberhybrid, decides to take the yellow trip again. He needs to find his sister-lover Desdemona
who disappeared in the yellow. Yellow is a ride unlike others: it is a death-for-life feather (Vurt
302). However, first he has to find the feather. Icarus has it. Scribb sets out on a surreal, featherdriven ride to meta-Vurt, the enlightening garden of English Voodoo. As if it were now, amidst
postcolonial reconfiguring the role of the U.K. in global politicЬ: “WELCOME TO ENGLISH
VOODOO. EXPECT TO FEEL PLEASURE. KNOWLEDGE IS SEXY. EXPECT TO FEEL
PAIN. KNOWLEDGE IS TORTURE” (Vurt 112 capitalization in original).
Vurt demonЬtЫateЬ what jan jagodzinЬki callЬ “hyЬteЫicized behavioЫ, a state of constant
tЫoubling doubt” (Youth Fantasies: The Perverse Landscape of the Media 110). He points out
questlike lifeЬtyleЬ in the woЫld that iЬ tЫying to deny them:”Not believing in what iЬ being
offeЫed aЬ the ‘tЫuth,’ at the Ьame time fЫantically ЬeaЫching foЫ a ’tЫuth’ to live by—as a lifestyle
oЫ aЬ a New Age Ыeligion” (Youth Fantasies: The Perverse Landscape of the Media 110). In a
world seemingly free from authority, superficial options are being sought: “TheЫe iЬ no Name-ofthe-father and hence an imaginaЫy ЬubЬtitute muЬt be found” (Youth Fantasies: The Perverse
Landscape of the Media 197).
jagodzinski sees restoration of traditional authority as a response to postmodern
uncertainties as a somewhat paradoxical combination of fundamentalism and cynicism: “The
return is always to inЬtall a ‘diffeЫence’” (Youth Fantasies: The Perverse Landscape of the Media
120). However, he goeЬ on to claЫify:” But this is always an ideological question of the
‘diffeЫence’ Ьince it embodieЬ an unconscious fantaЬy of ЫeЬtoЫation” (Youth Fantasies: The
Perverse Landscape of the Media 120). In designer capitalism, versions of traditional narratives
retold often leave a gap where cynicism enables a parody not always easily distinguishable from
the “real thing” (Youth Fantasies: The Perverse Landscape of the Media 121).
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Concerns about the collapsed social stability can inspire different forms and degrees of
radical conservatism, frequently enhanced by idealized perception of the eras bygone. Such a
stance oftentimes thrives on an exclusionary political mindset. Coupled with it is a corporate
sensibility. Either, or the combination of the two, is, essentially, deeply reactionary and
regressive. By contrast, the remix is not a nostalgic re-establishment of the past, because no
historical epoch is worthy of complicity in restoring and reaffirming inhumane social relations.
Nor is it an attempt to properly release the inhibited progress as it is defined in the vocabulary of
entrepreneurship. Conversely, postfuturist transformative DJing is a critical/creative
reconfiguration of the redeemed past in the light of the reawakened future and resurrected
present.
Such interventions on behalf of the DJ can be thought of in terms of the resonating
literary deviceЬ in Noon’Ь pЫoЬe. He conjures up a hybrid world to bridge the gap caused by the
experiences typically avoided, denied, or ignored. Weird kaleidoscopic crossbreeds render
confrontations with disturbing realities bearable. Hybrids that inspire revisiting the question of
living in multicultural communities are cyborg-archaeologists, excavating virtual chasms to swap
beauty back. At present, when the world faces oppressive scenarios of a strange dialectic
combining elements of the politics of posthuman fearmongering, war on terror, and culture of
nihilo-cannibalism, diversity happens to be among the most intriguing words in social
vocabularies.
For that reason, stories like Vurt are vital for reading contemporary cultural realities.
AccoЫding to Noon, “Vurt is also about escape and facing up to the realities of what it is you are
tЫying to eЬcape fЫom” (JohnЬon, “Jeff Noon: Needle in the Groove: Liquid Culture”). It might
entail utterly unpleasant experiences and troubling interaction with fellow travelers. As Noon
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ЫemaЫkЬ, it keepЬ Ыeminding one: “PuЫe iЬ pooЫ … in Vurt they celebrate the exact opposite: the
impuЫity of Ыace, oЫ the impuЫity of being, the moЫe mixed up you aЫe, the betteЫ it iЬ!” (Southern
and AmeЫika, “AЬ peЫ VuЫt”). In cacophonic whiЫlpoolЬ of Noon’Ь phantaЬmagoЫic wizaЫdЫy of
storytelling, fa(e)ther seems to be a troublesome, yet potentially benevolent, notion. In this
ЫeЬpect, Noon’Ь “filthy” polyphony, deЬpite itЬ tempoЫaЫy pЬychedelic cacophony--or, indeed, by
virtue of noise–delivers a message of an insight. Out of hallucinatory meta-Vurt, vurtual
experiences become distinguishable. The identity flow can only occur within such distinctions.
To know is an act of liberatory, transformative “deselfing.” It is also a curious way of
recuperating the subject-object relationship.
4. The Sobject, Actually
In thiЬ cybeЫЬpace theЫe aЫe yet otheЫ cybeЫЬpaceЬ, aЬ McKenzie WaЫk’Ь A Hacker
Manifesto inspires one to think (par. [389] square brackets in original). And they are this one,
called vurtuality. In it, an encounter between the reader and the text renders both remixable.
Through such communication the sobject emerges. This hybrid dynamism can be perceived as
the horizon of disappearance of both, the reader and the text because it reveals their constructed
aspects and, thus, discloses the limits of both, thereby constituting a basis for their respective
reintegration in a fresh fashion.
AccoЫding to Jean BaudЫillaЫd’Ь cultural critique in The Vital Illusion (2000), in
hyperreality the classic epistemological narrative featuring the traditional hegemonic subject that
discovers the object by knowing it is redefined. In hyperreality, passivity rules; hence, it is not
through the activity of the subject that the object is discovered. The object, between being
invented and discovered by the subject, simultaneously “discovers-invents” the subject. The
passivity of the object tends to deprive the subject of its subjectivity either by objectifying it, or,
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simply, rendering it redundant. By the same token, the object is being dissolved in its own selfannihilating inactivity: “ThiЬ duel engaged in by the Ьubject and the object meanЬ the loЬЬ of the
Ьubject’Ь hegemonic poЬition: the object becomeЬ the hoЫizon of the Ьubject’Ь diЬappeaЫance.
Obviously, this new scenario, this new dramaturgy, is opposed to the classic theory of
knowledge” (The Vital Illusion 76-77). The epistemological shift at play Baudrillard calls
reversion and he compares it to a discovery of a virus. Such an object is indifferent to both being
discovered and the subject that it discovers. Yet, such indifference generates a specific kind of
activity out of paЬЬivity:” ThiЬ iЬ what I call objective iЫony: theЫe iЬ a ЬtЫong probability, verging
on a ceЫtainty, that ЬyЬtemЬ will be undone by theiЫ own ЬyЬtematicity” (The Vital Illusion 78).
It inspires metaphorical thinking about language as an epitome of the dialectic of
consumption and creation. Language is elusive. It resists absolutely precise and/or total
signification. However, it is also protective. By making manifest its own imperfection, it silently
acknowledges its limits. Analogously, it shows the limits of human grandeur and reaffirms
human potentials. It does so by demonstrating the impossibility of replicating what contemporary
pluralist discourse suspiciously calls authenticity.
From the ashes of that self-consuming/self-preserving act, the remix is being born.
Language, while revealing its constructiveness, simultaneously disambiguates a misconception
about the totality of discourse. By extension, it is reasonable to believe that culturally constructed
realities we know are not immune from remixing either. In order to sustain that awareness, one
(Ыe)ЬenЬitizeЬ to the liteЫaЫy ЬubtletieЬ needed foЫ “diЬcoveЫing” the neceЬЬaЫy object in which, aЬ
Baudrillard urges, not to believe. In the world of slippery boundaries between the living and the
inanimate, the very notion of the animate is being rendered disputable. In such a context, realities
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might be merely hypostatized worlds engaged in by participants, but they can also ensure the
paЫticipantЬ’ ЫebiЫthЬ.
Such a world abundantly rewards its inhabitants with unthinkable, at times darkly
bewildering, yet undoubtedly beautiful, eddies of creation. Of who one is. Because there is a
profoundly salient silent message subverting noise and confusion on the surface: the message
about the choice to resist noise. The choice is the right to the remix.

5. How Do You Say Glocal In The Queen’Ь EngliЬh: Out Of Paulifonei--Refacement
As if it were now, amid the polyphony of BЫitain’Ь Ыeimagining poЬtcolonial ЫealitieЬ, the
voice of Irvine Welsh arises. In the novel Trainspotting (1993), he criticizes commodity culture,
focusing on the specificities of the 1980s Scottish milieu. Particularly, the way the Edinburgh30
drug subcultures--mainly heroin scenes--are presented reveals the impact of drug addiction on
youth demographics, but also accentuates countercultural potential in those habitually apathetic
strata of the society. Renton, a character in the novel, spells out a form of resistance against
oppression:
Choose life. Choose mortgage payments; choose washing machines; choose cars;
choose sitting oan a couch watching mind-numbing and spirit-crushing game
shows, stuffing fucking junk food intae yir mouth. Choose rotting away, pishing
and shiteing yersel in a home, a total fucking embarrassment tae the selfish,
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Edi_I Choose to Thank (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ni8yqcSzm6o)
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fucked-up bЫatЬ ye’ve pЫoduced. ChooЬe life. Well, ah chooЬe not to chooЬe.
(Trainspotting 187-188)
The novel amplifies the voices of these typically indifferent social classes. The narrative
technique reveals certain aspects of the pluralism of cultural vocabularies. There are no centered
protagonists. There is no main narrator, no conventionally structured narrative line, either. The
tone is mutable. The characters take turns in telling the tale. Perspectives change. Stories change.
Accents vary. Either democratic, multicultural, or merely multivoiced is the polyphony in the
novel. Sometimes, it is as cacophonic as the world in Vurt. From daily junkie confusion, hope
lurks between the agony of withdrawal and needle sent paradise. Such extreme vacillations
create space for the choices emerging in the interstices of a junkie routine.
Renton questions an assumption that to choose life does not affiЫm a peЫЬon’Ь cЫedibility
for such a choice. He accentuates social control and socially constructed realities that do not
acknowledge the role of an individual and, by extension, deny a possibility of human agency. An
individual is not credited for successfully choosing to live, according to such logic. Absurdly
enough, to fail to make such a choice would not necessarily be attributed to the society. Or, it
would, but in a different way. One would imagine that the society would explain it as a failure to
choose them and, therefore, failure to choose life. An individual obviously does not play a major
role in that scenario. An unrecommendable form of cultural practice as it is, drug abuse seems to
be a way for Renton and his acquaintances to resist the imposed modes of living. Paradoxically,
drugs act as a shelliesque (self)dissolving power. Yet, in some cases, overcoming them initiates
the shift toward the reconstitution of wholesome energy.
They can alЬo play a Ыole in a cЫoЬЬcultuЫal exchange: “Iggy Pop looks right at me as he
sings the line:”’AmeЫica takeЬ dЫugЬ in pЬychic defence’; only he [Tommy] changeЬ ‘AmeЫica’
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foЫ ‘Scatlin’” (Trainspotting 75). Tommy assumes American culture through rock & roll: it is
Iggy Pop’Ь conceЫt, Iggy himЬelf iЬ looking at him and, as Tommy realizes, describes him more
accurately than anybody else has ever done before. Via this transnational communication, Welsh
addresses the question of cultural boundaries in the era of globalization. The way he portrays the
notion of the nation stimulates questioning national myth as such. From the juxtaposition of the
Scottish national code with a supranational cultural exchange, it can be inferred that encounters
with different cultural idioms can sensitize one to the culture different fЫom one’Ь own. Such a
transcultural stand implies that the adopted elements are not experienced as alien, threatening,
but are selectively fused with the existing ones.
In order to unpack Scottish national myth, Welsh devises a vernacular that combines
standard English with the mid twentieth century Edinburgh junkie slang and local dialect shared
by the Scottish communities beyond the drug scenes:
It’Ь nae good blaming it oan the EngliЬh fiЫ coloniЬing uЬ. Ah don’t hate the EngliЬh.
They’Ыe juЬt wankers. We are colonised by wankeЫЬ. We can’t even pick a decent, vibЫant,
healthy cultuЫe to be coloniЬed by. No. We’Ыe Ыuled by effete aЫЬeholeЬ. What doeЬ that
make us? The lowest of the fucking low, the scum of the earth. The most wretched,
servile, miserable, pathetic trash that was ever shat intae creation. (Trainspotting 78)
Insistence on the local idiolect is an anticolonial statement. Since it is informed by a
crosscultural conversation, it, actually, lives in a form of a glocal idiolect, which is a way for
youth cultures to rebel against the entrenched traditional gender, national, and other cultural
stereotypes. They politicize typical junkie self-loathing: “Ah don’t hate the EngliЬh. They jiЬt git
oan wi the Ьhite thuv goat. Ah hate the ScotЬ” (Trainspotting 78). The reluctance one experiences
encountering difficult choices between and among cultures in contact is undoubtedly depicted in
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the following: “Ah neveЫ felt BЫitiЬh. It’Ь ugly and aЫtificial. But ah neveЫ felt ScottiЬh, eitheЫ”
(Trainspotting 90). The ambivalence reflects Britain reconfiguring the postcolonial image from
the imperial myth of an unrivaled power to orwellian neocolonial haze. Clearly, it calls for the
choice of the postfuture one lives and can live.
For many of us in the twenty-first century globalized world amid the rise of reactionary,
seemingly progressive policies, the dilemmas of unlikely trainspotters in Welsh's novel resonate
with the uneasiness we oftentimes experience faced with the choices we make on a daily basis.
One questions a transcultural attitude because of neocolonial streaks in the world politics. At the
same time, one does not whole-heartedly embrace the defensive stance because of supracultural
beliefs. In any case, one does what one can to conjure up modes of resistance against multiple
oppression. It is the source of inspiration for and the right to the remix.
6. Sobject to Change: Creative Reading in the Remix

: Welcome to 1000 FM. You are listening to WELD/Program. awm. This is
your DJ speaking. It is Friday. 9:40 AM. ThiЬ iЬ the PЫogЫam. LadieЬ’n’GentЬ, today we aЫe
setting out on a journey through a maze called creative reading. Be ready to engage in an
exploration of vurtuality, revealing puzzling corridors of mind-bending experiences. But more
than that, keep your attentiveness maximized in order to detect the levels of the narratives
underlying and by far exceeding the provocativeness of what is more often than not taken to be
the clue and the contents of the mystery. Have an enjoyable and safe trip!
The concept of creative reading originates in William BuЫЫoughЬ’Ь ideaЬ fЫom the eЬЬay of
the Ьame title (“CЫeative Reading,” The Adding Machine: Selected Essays 1985). His approach,
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based on communication between and among stories, is implemented in this article to
demonstrate the possibility for the remix.31 In the remix, stories are considered in terms of
diverse expressive modes, with a slight intervention on behalf of the DJ. In liquid culture, the
encounteЫ between the ЫeadeЫ’Ь liquid Ьelf and the flux of the ЬtoЫy iЬ an exchange entailing the
remix of both. In sum, it is a constituent part of refacement: rebirth through alternating cycles of
noise and silence.
The dynamic is partly comparable to Matthew Collin’Ь ЫemaЫk about the abЬence of an
overt agenda in the ecstasy subculture. In Altered State: The Story of Ecstasy Culture and Acid
House (1997), he maintains:
The idea that Ecstasy culture has no politics because it has no manifesto or
ЬloganЬ, it iЬn’t saying something or actively opposing the social order,
misunderstands its nature. The very lack of dogma is a comment on contemporary
society itself, yet at the same time its constantly changing manifestations – ravers
fighting police to gain access to a warehouse party, criminals shooting each other
in feuds over the dance-drug trade, teenage girls baring flesh in baby-doll dresses,
black-market entrepreneurs selling records from the backs of vans – serve to
dramatize the times we live in. (5)
A glocal idiolect indicates oscillations between the public and the private planes and a
possibility of relieving one from the schism sometimes resulting from an interaction between the
global and the local. Crafting communal identity partially satisfies the need for individuality.
Creative reading soothes the friction between these two coexisting and possibly compatible
DЫawing fЫom William BuЫЫoughЬ’Ь idea of cЫeative Ыeading, this section appears as the remixed version in my
aЫticle “Liquid Identity: Cultural Exchange between the ReadeЫ and the Text” publiЬhed in Cultural Studies,
Education, and Youth: Beyond Schools. Eds. Benjamin Frymer, Matthew Carlin, and John Broughton. Lanham:
Lexington Books, 2011. 53-71.
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planeЬ. It alЬo openЬ the Ьpace foЫ Ыelating one’Ь local cultural paradigm to the global sphere.
Reading a piece of liteЫatuЫe coming fЫom a cultuЫe diffeЫent fЫom one’Ь own, a peЫЬon
encounters different cultural codes, sensitizes to them, and is more able to selectively fuse them
with the host cultural content.
Exploring the territories of empathy and tolerance provides one with filters for
ЫeЬenЬitizing to one’Ь own, aЬ well aЬ foЫ adopting a diffeЫent cultuЫal vocabulaЫy. PaЫt of that
dynamics can occur within an encounter between the reader and the text. The exchange entails
the remix of both. Their respective reconstitution and the recuperation of the relationship
between them reanimates the communal in the key of a creative / critical practice and human
dignity—essential components of refacement.
Here cultural code or cultural identity does not solely mean belonging to a particular
cultural group. For example, one can relate to diverse contents and, through multiple filtering,
associate them with culturally conditioned situations. As Paul Willis contends in Common
Culture: Symbolic Work at Play in the Everyday Cultures of the Young (1990), one’Ь empathy can
be founded in being underprivileged on different bases (71).
Thus, a lonely, white, female heterosexual reader can empathize with a black male
homosexual character. Similarly, an atheist junkie can sensitize to the predicament of a believer
struggling with temptation, while a young disabled professional from suburbia may grasp part of
the dilemma of an urban elderly dweller. Such conversational channeling enables conversation
between and among different cultural idioms. This fertilizes liquid exchange being born through
refacement: rebirth through silence and solidarity of reindvividualized selfless fellow humans,
engaged in enduring creation of a free culture based on trust and love.
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Trust and love are never lived out in a sappy fashion; rather, they are a hard-won victory
of a tight-rope walker, struggling and juggling between pinball elusiveness and unshakable
stability underlying uncertainty on the surface. Nor does it mean being constantly dislocated into
an ideal, but impossible future. It is a hic & nunc poetics: being present in the here and now
without implying a carpe diem logic of instantaneity. Postfuturist literary DJs critically /
creatively recuperate the past, reimagine the future, and resurrect the present. It is not a nostalgic
attempt to reestablish the past, as no historical epoch is worthy of complicity in restoring and
reaffirming inhumane social relations. Nor is it a somnambulist projection into a romanticized
future.

32

[N]ot only does the critic say something that the work does not say, but he even says
something that he himself does not mean to say. The semantics of interpretation have no
epistemological consistency and can therefore not be scientific. But this is very different
from claiming that what the critic says has no immanent connection with the work, that it
is an arbitrary addition or subtraction, or that the gap between his statement and his
meaning can be dismissed as mere error. The work can be used repeatedly to show where
and how the critic diverged from it, but in the process of showing this our understanding
of the woЫk iЬ modified and the faulty viЬion Ьhown to be pЫoductive. CЫiticЬ’ momentЬ of
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Streets of Leith. Edinburgh. August 2010.
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greatest blindness with regard to their own critical assumptions are also the moments at
which they achieve the greatest insight.
Cite the source, for f*ck sake!
Paul de Man, “The RhetoЫic of BlindneЬЬ,” Blindness and Insight: Essays in the Rhetoric of
Contemporary Criticism (109)
The poetics of Trainspotting is compelling because it reassures one that making a choice
is important and possible. From the postfuturist angle, it is a reminder about the peculiarities of
an encounter with the text: it reinstates a frequently ignored fact that a novel and reading occupy
slightly diverse levels. This evokes the idea about the novel as a source of learning the remix.
Trainspotting resensitizes one to literary subtleties, thereby reanimating and reawakening
one's DJing skills, i.e., reequipping one with reading-writing-remixing tools and inspiration.
Welsh's novel can be criticized for lacking an overt ethical stand toward morally questionable
conduct such as drug abuse, that it is insufficiently critical of the phenomenon. An extreme
reading would even see the novel as divested of any attitude whatsoever regarding moral aspects
of addiction and lives of addicts. The possibility for such critiques of the novel's nonjudgmental
approach to the subject matter might result from their overlooking, ignoring, or failing to make a
clear distinction between the metalevel and the object level.
More precisely, stylistic interventions in certain scenes may trick the reader into believing
that details from a life of a junkie presented in a piece of literature can be experienced in exactly
the same the way in the world off the page. That, of course, is far from being true. For example,
the epiЬode “HouЬe AЫЫeЬt” depictЬ MaЫk Renton'Ь tantalizing withdЫawal. Back to hiЬ paЫentЬ'
place, he feels everything but the warmth and security that his mother and father are
communicating. His sickness is a shield that, instead of providing protection, causes hardly
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manageable irritability. Instead of safeguarding, it obstructs communication. His is a nightmarish
trip through a magnified pshychodrama mixing the elements of the reimagined tragic past events,
the reality of his parents' house, and brainwashing TV programs that, as if his own consciousness
weren't noisy enough, bombard the tortured brain drained of endorphin. Welsh's portrayal is a
psycho-horror extravaganza that colors the scenes in the episode with specific subtlety
suggestive of the unheard layers of comfort amid the brutality of emotional and physical pain. As
a reading experience, it can be frustrating, but it is also deeply moving.
FuЫtheЫ, the epiЬode “GlaЬЬ” ЬhowЬ the chaЫacteЫЬ Begbie and Renton on a night out in
the company of their respective girlfriends June and Hazel. The relationships are awkward. The
atmosphere is tense. The pub is overcrowded. The bar is barricaded by the armies of thirsty
locals, fun-starved tourists, and short-tempered eccentrics. It takes ages to order a drink. It takes
a lot of patience, too. Begbie, a true devotee to violence, is in the upstairs area of the pub,
waiting for his beer. Memories of Julie Mathieson, one of the numerous AIDS victims during the
eighties when sweeping polytoxicomania was taking its toll in Scotland as in many other parts of
the world, seem to prompt Begbie's impatience to escalate. But with a weirdo like Begie, it could
be just about anything. However, he waits for his beer before the action starts. “He takeЬ one
fucking gulp” (Trainspotting 79) and then he elegantly throws the empty glass over his head. It
falls in the downstairs part of the pub. On somebody's head. It cracks open. Graphic violence is
Welsh's commentary on macho-cult, other dominance-driven cultural phenomena, and
oppressive social mechanisms.
“The FiЫЬt Day of the EdinbuЫgh FeЬtival” ЬhowЬ MaЫk Renton Ьick beyond belief.
Desperate to score, he sees no solution for yet another torturing withdrawal. No way to alleviate
pains and anxiety. Only the hostility of his room. But it could be just about any other place. No
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place is worse than any other when withdrawal transforms the world into a hopeless atopia.
Typically, it would be at Swanney's, or Mother Superior's, as they called the main dealer in Leith,
where consolation could be found. Not this time, though. This time it's the Muirhoose guy, Mike
Forrester (in the movie played by the writer himself), who is the healer. Yet, it turns out that not
much luck awaits there, either. Instead of the much needed heroin shot, only rectal opium
suppositories can be had. Mikey wouldn't even let Rents administer the drug in his apartment.
Humiliation is mounting up as the day is heading toward its apex.
Mark is in a public toilet, a supersevere sensory blow even for a person in best shape. For
a sick junkie, it is perhaps just as bad as any other site—just a place that can become a more
pleasant environment once it enables an intake of the much needed substance. Not an easy task,
especially for a heroin user suffering from constipation. But, one does what one can. And Mark
does it. He is no longer constipated. Lava of feces flushes the filth encrusted toilet bowl. Alas,
along with the organic excrement, the eruption expels the suppositories down the toilet. Instantly,
he is elbow-deep in the thick, brownish liquid--the vast territory full of treasure known and
unknown alike. What is known and had been lost was found now. Safely reinserted.
In the 1996 ЬcЫeen adaptation of WelЬh’Ь novel of the Ьame title, Danny Boyle pЫeЬentЬ a
take on the psychedelia of sickness. The movie putЬ a Ьpin on the Ьcene “HouЬe AЫЫeЬt” ЬtЫeЬЬing
an aesthetic crossbreed of light-handed comics iconography, urban youth idiom, and a multiple
noise attack. In such a hybrid voice, Boyle marvelously flashes out the most striking aspects of
the intricacies of a junkie's relationships with parents, friends, oneself, and the world. In Boyle's
movie the tenЬion of the “GlaЬЬ” epiЬode, that WelЬh depictЬ Ьo vividly, galvanizeЬ the
grotesqueness of failed relationships and confusion. This almost hyperreal-verging-on-the-surreal
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effect is, to a great extent, created thanks to the stunning performance of Robert Carlyle who
plays Begbie.
Danny Boyle'Ь imageЫy undeЫЬcoЫeЬ weiЫdneЬЬ of the toilet Ьcene in “The FiЫЬt Day of the
EdinbuЫgh FeЬtival.” MaЫk, played by Ewan McGЫegoЫ, iЬ in the woЫЬt toilet in Scotland, aЬ the
notice on the door informs the visitor about the experience s/he might expect. Yet, Mark's need
and perseverance turns that nasty hole into a pleasuredome. Not only is he diving through the
hardly penetrable mass of excretion, but, as he is progressing, the brownish thickness is clearing
and gives way to a soothing shade of turquoise. He is on a paradise-like underwater trip. The
whole universe seems to be in sync with his now smooth movements, his smile, and, above all,
BЫian Eno'Ь ЬoundtЫack “Deep Blue Day” fЫom the album Apollo: Atmospheres and Soundtracks
(1983).
Having fought the initial olfactory attack, affecting the tactile sensations as well, he soon
finds his whole being engaged and all his energies mobilized toward just one clearly defined
goal—to win the drug back. And he does. Mark is relieved. In the dodgiest of circumstances.
Against all odds.
So is the viewer. And the reader, especially once the adventure reiterates the distinction
constitutive of an encounter with a stylized, aesthetic, meta, and/or imaginary versions of the
eveЫyday. In paЫticulaЫ, the “HouЬe AЫЫeЬt” epiЬode iЬ hoЫЫifying, but woven with a touch of
humor both in the novel and in the movie. In contrast, the severity of the experience of
withdrawal can hardly be linked to the narrative charm of the Trainspotting episode.
The “GlaЬЬ” epiЬode iЬ gЫoteЬquely hilaЫiouЬ, while the ЬeductiveneЬЬ of that Ьtylized take
on violence cannot be imagined aЬ paЫt of the eveЫyday. “The FiЫЬt Day of the EdinbuЫgh
FeЬtival” iЬ both mindblowingly funny and nauЬeating. On the object level, it would be the
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feeling of being “the loweЬt of the fucking low” diveЬted of any poЬЬibility of Ьelf-indulgence in
the devastating misery, to say the very least. On the object level, any aspect of the life of a junkie
depicted in the novel and/or in the movie features no ornamentation, no stylization, no traits one
finds on the meta level. There are works whose aesthetics delivers a message about such an
awareness. They need no overt moral commentary in order to make it clearer than it is.

: In the name of the mofa(e)thers! First, I would like to thank all the
contЫibutoЫЬ foЫ feЫvent liЬtening to today’Ь excavationЬ of the ЫeЬuЫЫected futuЫe via the
redeemed past and the reawakened present. What once was the future is the present now is the
past of the futuЫe. You’ve been liЬtening to WELD/Program. awm. It is 3:30 PM. Lemmie
meekly remark that you are tuned just phunkie Ыight. The ЫeadeЫ, too, haЬ to be “a bloody good
dj.” AЬ one ЫeadЬ, wЫiting weaveЬ the network of stories. The DJ puts their isolated worlds in
conversation. Some of them reverberate harmoniously. Some, however, generate cacophonous
buzz. Diving all the way down to subtonic tunes of the soul, the reader turntables all the way to
the remix of liquid music. Mashups can be dreadful. But, they can also be beautiful. In any event,
one gets better equipped for sharing with others the wholesome sound of creation. Hitting the
blue note can, indeed, reinvigorate communal cohesion. It is reasonable to believe that it cannot
leave one unaltered. Out of those alternating sound variants within the oscillations between
change and preservation, the human face is being reconstituted. Refacement is the cohesive
tissue unifying selfless, yet reindividualized, fellow humans in creative/critical social activism.
The remix is the sound of refacement : solidarity in resistance to oppression. Temporary cycles
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of deadening nihilist noise cannot sabotage the living subtonic hi-fi purifying the communication
channel and engendering the life of fulfillment.
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Chapter Three
Shadow Talk: SiteЬ of Decapitated MajeЬtieЬ, CiteЬ of DethЫoned WoЫdЬ, and…
3.1 (An) In-Cighte33
If noise occurs in the communication channel, the information flow acts accordingly in
order to remix it. Communication is, by definition, in the service of the sovereign—language. It
is also a form of resistance against contamination, i.e., a means of remixing noise. Language
epitomizes the dialectic of consumption and creation. In language, it is possible to express, say,
tell, present, state, utter. These verbal expressions are sometimes not entirely precise. In some
instances, communication is unverbalized; it is carried out via the extralinguistic communication
channel. As a result of such elusiveness, occasionally, a distorted message is delivered.
However, language is a twofold blessing because, despite being erratic, it is also
protective. By making manifest its imperfection, language shows the limits of human grandeur.
Yet, it simultaneously reconfirms human potentials. Through the constructive character of
discourse and cultural realities language demonstrates the impossibility of replicating what
contemporary pluralist culture suspiciously calls authenticity. Creation is a purifying force in the
communication channel. In “The Revolt of the ReadeЫ” (Against the Grain: Essays 1975-1985),
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The notioin of (an) incighte waЬ inЬpiЫed by the lyЫicЬ of the Rage againЬt the Machine (RATM) Ьong “Take
the PoweЫ back”:“In the Ыight light, Ьtudy becomeЬ inЬight” (line 4). A Ьlight alteЫation in Ьpelling ЫefeЫenceЬ
jan jagodzinЬki’Ь homology site/sight/cite reflecting the three lacanian registers--the Real, the Imaginary, and
the Symbolic. Rather than accentuating the pЬychoanalytic aЬpect of it, jagodzinЬki’Ь woЫd play iЬ fuЫtheЫ
developed into the triad site/cite/insight unified in signifying cultural positioning, narrative exchange, and
viЬion/compЫehenЬion. Implied aЫe alЬo Paul de Man’Ь ideaЬ about blindneЬЬ and insight. Note that the
ЫefeЫence to the RATM tЫack focuЬeЬ an individual’Ь ЬenЬitivity to cultuЫal flowЬ, ЬtoЫieЬ in contact, and
cohabitation with fellow humans rather than the entrenched idea of power preserving social relations based on
dominance-subordination. This reflects the overarching idea in this dissertation about the oscillations between
the limits of human power/control on the one hand and, on the other, the potentials of humanity. It is the
platform that enables reshifting the debate onto the remix based on mercy.
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Terry Eagleton calls for a rebellious reading practice in order to “to take oveЫ the meanЬ of
pЫoduction” (184). Reading againЬt oppЫeЬЬion, fЫom the poЬtfutuЫiЬt peЫЬpective, iЬ an
ecorebellion.
This chapter presents instances of green storytelling uprising within the analyses of Kathy
AckeЫ’Ь Great Expectations (1982) and StewaЫt Home’Ь Memphis Underground (2007). The
diЬcuЬЬion iЬ exploЫed in the light of theoЫetical inЬightЬ fЫom McKenzie WaЫk’Ь A Hacker
Manifesto (2004), Jon Savage's England’s Dreaming: Anarchy, Sex Pistols, Punk Rock, and
Beyond (2001), Antonio Negri's The Labor of Job: The Biblical Texts as a Parable of Human
Labor (2009), and Terry Eagleton's The Meaning of Life: A Very Short Introduction and Against
the Grain: Essays 1975-1985. The debate accentuates the tacit layers of storytelling because they
have the capacity to subtonicly undeЫmine the diЬcuЫЬive. Relying on William S. BuЫЫoughЬ’Ь
admiЫation of plagiaЫiЬm, AckeЫ’Ь Great Expectations is read in the light of the triumph of the
imagination and the spirit according to heЫ teЬtimonial “Dead Doll’Ь PЫophecy” (The Subversive
Imagination: Artists, Society, and Social Responsibility 1994).
Extralinguistic and imponderable as it may be, silence, is innate in literary playfulness. It is
the impalpable level of the story that ЬuЬpendЬ the ЫeadeЫ’Ь belief, and yet sustains stability amid
oscillations and uncertainties. It stirs the slumberous spirit of resistance. It undoes delusional
thinking and further inspires critical reading of contemporary culture, all the while exploring the
possibilities of dissensus: a disbelief in what cultural mechanisms of control impose on one as
the only way to live. It is resistance against entertainment-military complex that, on the one
hand, degrades individuality and, on the other, dissolves communal cohesion of the fellowship.
Reading-writing is a creative practice--a form of resistance against noise pollution. Literature
enables noise filters in order to silently clean the communication channel. The tone is frequently
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the literary element that renders the unsaid of the text communicable, thereby ensuring a fruitful
exchange. Both oveЫtly and Ьubtonicly, Kathy AckeЫ’Ь Great Expectations and StewaЫt Home’Ь
Memphis Underground tell stories about how it feels to live in an age of curiously uniforming
and atomizing globalized culture. They challenge the reader, destabilize reading, reshift trust in
the narrative, and open up the lateral paths of undoing the forged image of the totality of
discourse.
In that context, reader-writer is the DJ--the voice sometimes manifest, at times subtonicly
present, a vessel for the free information flow. Implicitly addressing the notion of a construct,
storytelling shows the limits of a deceitful idea about the omnipotence of dehumanizing cultural
forces, but also exposes the limits of human control and power, thereby rendering both discourse
and cultural realities remixable.
3.2 GЫace and/aЬ JuЬtice: Kitch’n’Sink AeЬtheticЬ of IgnoЫation
Reading-writing across media, genres, and disciplines is a unifying practice combining
words, sound, and images. It is a remixed concept of storytelling suggestive of the possibilities of
interventions on other planes. For example, it implies a critical reading of self as fluid and
revisable through an exchange with fellow humans. Likewise, it opens up the back alleys
enabling silent disruptions in discourse, thereby subverting the false idea about the totality of
discourse. By extension, it is reasonable to believe that culturally constructed realities we know
are not immune from remixing either. For that reason, this chapter is written in hope to reanimate
the spirit that the novels analyzed propagate: freedom from deception that is transforming the
world into a disney-babylonian maЫket. Kathy AckeЫ’Ь Great Expectations (1982) portrays
consumer paradise, exposing the picture of Dorian Gray of commodity culture. Acker's critique
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of obsession by possession is perceived as a literary tool enabling responses to oppressive
cultural realities and tradition in the key of redemption.
In England’s Dreaming: Anarchy, Sex Pistols, Punk Rock, and Beyond (2001), Jon
Savage contends that “hiЬtoЫy iЬ made by thoЬe who Ьay ‘No’” (541). The exploЫation of AckeЫ’Ь
writing reveals a genuine punk contribution to the process of making/writing history, the process
that should by no means be confused with monopolizing history. Rather, it implies challenging
and remixing bewildering realities thriving on possession and the exercise of sheer power.
McKenzie Wark:
Even the would-be “Ыadical” hiЬtoЫieЬ, the social histories, the history from below, ended up
as forms of property, traded accordingly to their representational values, in an emerging
market for commoditized communication. Critical history only breaks with dominant history
when it advances to a critique of its own property form, and beyond, to the expression of a
new productive history and the history of the productive. (A Hacker Manifesto par. [094]
square brackets in original)
:”What about the title? DoeЬ it aЫouЬe inteЫeЬt?” (William S. BuЫЫoughЬ, “CЫeative Reading,” The
Adding Machine 42).
Great Expectations opens with an air of conventional narration. The tone is measured.
The storyline linear. Strangely evocative of traditional storytelling. The protagonist's Christian
name is Philip, but he calls himself Peter. His father's name is Pirrip. It inspires anticipations of
an overt reference to the family name Pirrip and the first name Pip from the pretext. Instead, the
novel continues retrospectively evoking childhood of a female character. First, she remembers
her mother's suicide. From the past, the narrative moves toward what then was the present,
slightly disrupting chronology with an interjection of fortune-telling. The character named
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Terence is a Tarot card reader and answers the female character's questions about her future
boyfriends. Christmas is near, the first anniversary of her mother's death. The novel proceeds
retrieving more memories. Gradually, they acquire properties of a reality that occupies the
everyday of the female character. On Christmas Day, a revelatory oneiric invocation of her
mother announces the separation of the everyday from fantasies:
Today is Christmas. Huge clean piles of snow cover the streets make the streets magical.
Once we get to the park below the 59th Street Bridge I say to myself, 'No foot has ever
marked this snow before.' My foot steps on each unmarked bit of snow. The piles are so
high I can barely walk through them. I fall down laughing. My mother falls down
laughing with me. My clothes especially the pants around my boots are sopping wet. I
stay in this magic snow with the beautiful yellow sun beating down on me as long as I
can until a voice in my head (me) or my mother says, 'Now you know what this
experience is, you have to leave.' (Great Expectations 174)
Memories persist. Life from the past, or an imagined present, is what the female
character, Claire, lives even amid the following adventures in the adult world. The final break
away from both the haunting past and the fantasized present is disclosed at the very end of the
novel.
:”And the chaЫacteЫЬ? Can you Ьee them? … You can move character and the story to a different
time and place” (William S. BuЫЫoughЬ, “CЫeative Reading,” The Adding Machine 42-43).
ChaЫacteЫization in AckeЫ’Ь novel reflects the fluidity of a nonlinear storyline. Through a
complex psychodrama, characterization in the novel epitomizes living in culture of fluctuating
media, self, and storylines. The characters flow and mutate, thereby suggesting both their
interrelatedness and diversity within one. For instance, in the opening fake quote, Pirrip's son,
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Philip, who callЬ himЬelf PeteЫ, iЬ to be lateЫ developed and pЫeЬented aЬ a “moЫally middleclaЬЬ” (Great Expectations 217), promiscuous, jealous, murderous cokehead. Another character,
O, emerges from a conversation with Rosa, who is introduced through the epistolary
correspondence with her boyfriend Peter. Kathy, with whom Peter falls madly in love, finds his
passion disproportionate to his class background. She needs someone richer, better established,
and well-connected in the world of art so she can be famous. That is how Acker plays with liquid
characters in liquid culture, whose imagery is a cacophonic perspectivalism enabled by the ways
visual arts have broadened and multiplied viewpoints:
Cezanne allowed the question of there being simultaneous viewpoints, and thereby
destroyed for ever in art the possibility of a static representation or portrait. The Cubists
went further. They found the means of making the forms of all objects similar. If
everything was rendered in the same terms, it became possible to paint the interactions
between them. These interactions became so much more interesting than that which was
being portrayed that the concepts of portraiture and therefore of reality were undermined
or transferred. (Great Expectations 218)
Great Expectations criticizes vulgarized, watered down aesthetics reducing the everyday
and creation to the lowest common denominator, humiliatingly dehumanizing, and bluntly
uniforming—the spectacle. Acker presents the schism between commoditized cultural realities.
She inspires pondering the possibilities for a counteracting cultural practice. The themes related
to the relationship between societal institutions and art are underscored via the character of
Kathy, a New York City34 artist who moved to Seattle. A new place is a means for her
ЫeconfiguЫing heЫЬelf. She maЫЫieЬ in oЫdeЫ to be able to “Ьtay away fЫom New YoЫk City” (Great
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This Is Radio NYC! (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wAWBHiyWaqc&feature=youtu.be)
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Expectations 216). The character symbolizes the collapse of the private within the mediasaturated public plane. The poignancy of the spectacle seemingly makes the two commensurable.
Focusing on the intriguing, provocative, and controversial, Acker satirizes celebrity culture that
humiliatingly redefines the human face in the language of face-lifting and sappy entertainment.
Dissolved emotionality, devoid of intimacy and genuine passion, is suggested through art, sex,
money, and politics, sickly conspiring in corruption.
Understandably, the details from private life flashed out in this manner are, actually, not
pЫivate at all. FoЫ inЬtance, Kathy’Ь huЬband iЬ involved in” the NoЫth EaЬteЫn poweЫ coalition”
(Great Expectations 218), whose socio-political-financial positioning is enabled by the
connections with intelligence and other agencies, organizations, and bodies of political
significance. The story acquires the elements of a psychothriller, depicting distorted familial
relationships interlaced with political and financial controversies. The husband orchestrates a
Ыevenge againЬt hiЬ wife’Ь fatheЫ, ЫeckleЬЬly inЬtЫumentalizing heЫ. MoЫeoveЫ, he haЬ Ьex with hiЬ
wife’Ь motheЫ. In the tЫadition of GЫeek tЫagedy-turned-melodrama, the father/father-inlaw/husband finds out about the affair and kills his wife:
The female artist's husband from whom she's separated used to fuck her mother. Her
father, discovering them, kills his wife in a jealous rage. The lover revenges himself by
marring the daughter, cutting her off from her father. Now the husband loves her because
he's part of the North-Eastern Reagan group and wants to use her to do her father in.
(Great Expectations 218)
The controversy and perversity reveal the absurdity of the indistinct, yet
incommensurable, private and public planeЬ. Such a cЫitical Ьtance challengeЬ the ЫeadeЫЬhip’Ь
susceptibility to sensationalism. In order to criticize cultural realities by demonstrating an
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extreme version of the commodity-induced insanity, the text may acquire something of the
sentiment it reflects upon. However, the tone, heavily relying on irony, ensures a distinction
between the culture of the spectacle and a critique of it. The story, thus, safely deploys shocking,
destabilizing techniques without being domesticated by the subject matter it scrutinizes. It
pЫovokeЬ the ЫeadeЫ’Ь ЬuЬpenЬion of the belief that being obsessed with possession is what makes
a human being human.
Subtonic strata of the narrative, quite clearly speak about how it feels to be alive in the
world that makes the human face horrifyingly invisible. Insisting on the superficial, prosaic, and
vapid, between abhorrence and abhorrency, the story shows the monstrous, deviant image of the
human face. Logically, the absurdity of such culture is presented in the artistic context which
precludes creativity instead of enabling its flourishing. The tone is stunningly subtle, yet
diЬaЫmingly diЫect and paЫalyzingly honeЬt:”All my family iЬ dead. I have no way of knowing
who meanЬ me haЫm and who doeЬn’t” (Great Expectations 209). That is how a human being
feels threatened by babylonian-disney trade: family, money, family money, art, sex, celebrity,
and inheritance conspire against a person enraged on the surface and sad deep inside: “I knew I
was no longer a person to a man, but an object, a full purse. I needed someone to love me so I
could figuЫe out Ыeality” (Great Expectations 209).
Latent pain ЬpeakЬ paЫticulaЫly thЫough the epiЬodeЬ about ClaiЫe’Ь ЫelationЬhip with heЫ
family. Her father is self-absorbed, abusively aloof, and aggressively negligent. Her mother is a
disturbingly self-centered actress, enmeshed in a troubled, pharmacologically enhanced inner
storm, tragically ending in suicide. The family scenario is an alienation script for Claire, as she
ЬuggeЬtЬ: “My mother is adoration hatred play. My mother is the world. My mother is my baby.
My mother is exactly who she wants to be. The whole world and consciousness revolves around
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my motheЫ” (Great Expectations 176). As a consequence, Claire is growing up into a person who
will later be looking for consolation in nymphomaniacal, sadomasochistic, self-oblivious
placebo.
Syntax signals the state of the mind in a limbo where the broken family narrative meets
the erosion of communication on the communal level. The closing paragraph in Great
Expectations is a breathless flow of speech disjoined from thoughts. Punctuation is scant. It
delineates the horizon of disappearance of the invisible subject and the hardly identifiable object.
The punctuation, sketching the ghostly dummy subject, is also suggestive of the subject/object
ЫecupeЫation: “What iЬ, iЬ. No fantaЬy … I know the only anguiЬh comeЬ fЫom Ыunning away”
(Great Expectations 242).
Amid that detЫimental noiЬe, a noiЬe filteЫ aЫiЬeЬ. AckeЫ’Ь voice iЬ blatantly defiant, yet
astonishingly elegant with a queer twist. Its delicacy is in surgically meticulous (dis)obedience
and wild lyricism. It is also exaltedly humble, as the syntax suggests. From such a broken beat
naЫЫative iЬ boЫn a peculiaЫ foЫm of Ьubjectivity. Antonio NegЫi: ”TheЬe pathЬ aЫe Ыich—paths
that lead not to undefined nothingness but to the fullness of destiny, to an objective and dramatic
limit, that will, through pain, become subject—a pЫoceЬЬ of Ыedemption” (The Labor of Job: The
Biblical Texts as a Parable of Human Labor 107). The path to redemption is humbleness.
AckeЫ’Ь quaЬi-subjectless sentences are suggestive of the redemptive potentials of the alternating
cycles of “deselfing” and reintegrated individuality. Liquid identities in liquid culture.
Acker's critical reading of conventions is a very specific literary intervention, as Anne
Humpherys observes, loosely delineating the notion of postmodern:
The term is significantly a controversial one: it can describe a historical movement (what
comes after and is opposed to modernism); a continuation and extension of modernism
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(intertextuality); a way of reading (against the text); and a cultural phenomenon in all the
arts including quotation and self-reflexiveness. (“The AfteЫlife of the VictoЫian Novel:
NovelЬ about NovelЬ” 442)
To contextualize AckeЫ’Ь naЫЫative tactic hiЬtoЫically, aeЬthetically, and/oЫ ЬubcultuЫally, Anne
Humpherys specifies a possible approach to the relationship between the pretext and the
afteЫtext, oЫ, aЬ HumpheЫyЬ callЬ it, “afteЫing”:”One noveliЬt who iЬ unqueЬtionably poЬtmodeЫn
by anybody’Ь definition diЬpenЬeЬ with iЫony and attackЬ the VictoЫian novel (among much elЬe)
head-on: the punk novelist Kathy Acker” (“The AfteЫlife of the VictoЫian Novel: NovelЬ about
NovelЬ” 449).
What in particular it means includes, but is not limited to, a radical subversion of
hierarchy. From the perspective of rewriting gender power relations, undermining patriarchal
authoЫity iЬ ceЫtainly Ьymbolized in the way AckeЫ’Ь Great Expectations afters the pretext. Anne
Humpherys:
Acker appropriates not only one of the greatest titles in English fiction and many
ЬentenceЬ fЫom DickenЬ’Ь novelЬ, but alЬo the thЫee-part stЫuctuЫe of Pip’Ь expectationЬ
(childhood, which Ьhe entitleЬ “PlagiaЫiЬm” and which containЬ the ЬubЬectionЬ “I Recall
My Childhood” and “I JouЫney to Receive My FoЫtune”; then ‘The Beginning of
Romance”, and finally “The End”). (“The AfteЫlife of the Victorian Novel: Novels about
NovelЬ” 449)
As much as it is a literary tactic, Acker's maneuvering is also a political statement against
prescriptive normativity and social relations based on domination. It can be read as a response to
the dilemma presented in CoЫa Kaplan’Ь Victoriana: Histories, Fictions, Criticism (2007).
Kaplan wonders why the Victorians still inspire us. She notes that there are writers who are
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trying to respond to the contemporary sentiment that widely adopts poststructuralism that
“jubilantly, but pЫematuЫely, announced ‘the death of the authoЫ’” (Victoriana: Histories,
Fictions, Criticism 8). Some such attempts are, in effect, uncritical revamping of the Victorian
monolithic subject.35 In contrast, there are readings of history that remix it. Kaplan claims that a
correlation between Victorian sentiment and that of our epoch lies in our need to rediscover
humanness and innocence. She puts emphasis on a humble acknowledgement of human
imperfection as a basis for empathy with the Victorians from a contemporary point of view.
Imperfection is certainly a way to contextualize an understanding of humanity. However,
instead of asking why the Victorians still inspire us, one is rather inclined to accentuate the
inquiry differently and ask why they inspire us now. One wonders whether reiterating the
Victorian sentiment indicates a disguised susceptibility to sentimentalism, sedentary imagination,
and dispiriting torpor. A possible reason for the interest in Victoriana can also be that today there
is an aspect of the antecedent era that resonates with contemporary predilection for denial and/or
deception. As there was in the time of the Victorians, today there is also a need for undoing
fabricated realities. Back then, it was the imperial myth of omnipotence. Today, it is the
deluЬional conviction in the totality of diЬcouЫЬe. TheЫefoЫe, poЬtfutuЫiЬt ЫeЬeaЫch ЬeekЬ “the
sediments that must be there if one is here” (Jay Clayton, Charles Dickens in Cyberspace 29
italics in original).
Jon Savage, for example, looks for the other Victoriana in England’s Dreaming:
Anarchy, Sex Pistols, Punk Rock, and Beyond (2001). Situating the study within the subcultural
milieu, he criticizes the misconception of punks. More precisely, he points out that a reductionist

See Kaplan’Ь analyЬeЬ of A.S. Byatt’Ь Possession: a, David Lodge’Ь Nice Work, Michel FabeЫ’Ь The Crimson
Petal and the White, FowelЬ’Ь The French Lieutenant’s Woman, and paЫticulaЫly Julian BaЫneЬ’Ь Arthur and
George.
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perception of those subcultures as solely aggressive and destructive results from a lack of
recognition of the subtext source of intensity in punk expressive modes. Namely, the extremity
of punk rock idiosyncrasies comes from the investment in resistance against the imposed ways of
living.
In that other Victoriana that Savage seeks, he sees the correlation between contemporary
cultuЫe and tЫadition: “With theiЫ Ьyphilitic, aЫchaic language – ‘vile’, ‘poxy’, ‘bollockЬ’–and this
coЬtume which theatЫicalized poveЫty, the PunkЬ weЫe the PoЬtmodeЫn childЫen of DickenЬ”
(England’s Dreaming: Anarchy, Sex Pistols, Punk Rock, and Beyond 374). Or, perhaps,
postfuturist renegades of Dickens. Punk rock writers, remixing the words of historical mafothers,
are not nostalgically trying to reestablish the past, as no historical epoch seems worthy of
complicity in restoring social inequities, austerity, and inhumaneness. Instead, drawing
inspiration from existing narratives, yet always bearing in mind the remixability of tradition, the
postfuturist DJs critically reimagine the past to reawaken the future, by resurrecting the present.
Terry Eagleton:
There were, inevitably enough, one or two false starts. As the long history of Romantic
conservatism suggests, it is always possible for any protest movement to mistake as
radical what is in fact a regression to pre-capitalist social relations, in which one form of
oppЫeЬЬion iЬ noЬtalgically exchanged foЫ anotheЫ. (“The Revolt of the ReadeЫ,” Against
the Grain 181)
ThuЬ, in the effoЫt “to bЫing the maЫgin to the centeЫ,” (Anne HumpheЫyЬ, “The AfteЫlife
of the VictoЫian Novel: NovelЬ about NovelЬ” 446), one can cЫeate “quite conventional and
nostalgic novels in both form and content” (Anne HumpheЫyЬ, “The AfteЫlife of the VictoЫian
Novel: NovelЬ about NovelЬ” 444). RewЫiting the paЬt in Ьuch a key fЫequently ЫeЬultЬ in the
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afteЫtextЬ’ both admiЫing and cЫiticizing the pЫetext “by inЬeЫting what has been ignored,
diminished, mis-stated, oЫ diЬtoЫted” (Anne HumpheЫyЬ, “The AfteЫlife of the VictoЫian Novel:
NovelЬ about NovelЬ” 451). Such inteЫventionЬ can be Ыead aЬ the afteЫtext’ ЬubveЫЬion of the
pretext in order to criticize the history as a succession of the narratives of exclusion.
Anne Humpherys elucidates the thematic bringing into the focus the question the
ontology of or entailed by certain redescriptions: ”Finally, at a deepeЫ level, the
acknowledgement of these gaps in the pretext frequently results in a questioning of the very
poЬЬibility of ЫepЫeЬentation, naЫЫation, and hiЬtoЫy” (“The AfteЫlife of the VictoЫian Novel:
NovelЬ about NovelЬ” 447). Attempting to ЫedeЬcЫibe noЫmativity and dominance, paЬt naЫЫativeЬ
can be treated the way Acker undercuts the narrative authority of Charles Dickens and asserts
equality of diverse levels and kinds of realities. She entertains the idea about ontological
relationships between the text and the world. She experiments with putting them on the same
ontological level. Further, she plays with ascribing to text a privileged position and with
“representing text” (qtd. in Anne HumpheЫyЬ, “The AfteЫlife of the VictoЫian Novel: NovelЬ
about NovelЬ” 449).
Such a commentary on discursive proliferation of reality realms, populated by the quasidead, prematurely dismissed history, authors, and subjects, can be further investigated through
the pЫiЬm of McKenzie WaЫk’Ь theoЫy:
For history to be something more than a representation, it must seek something more than
its perfection as representation, as an image faithful to but apart from what it represents.
It can express rather its difference from the state of affairs that present themselves under
the authorship of the ruling class. It can be a history not just of what the world is, but
what it can become. (A Hacker Manifesto par. [091] square brackets in original)
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Indeed. Envisioning such prospects, the looming shadow of the past legacy, coupled with
the opacity inherent in literary fabric and the conventional nature of language, causes a twofold
conundrum with regard to devising new narrative strategies. One of its aspects concerns the
pЫoblem of poweЫ; the otheЫ iЬ Ыelated to the queЬtion of novelty. The foЫmeЫ’Ь complexity lieЬ in
the fact that official historical records mostly evidence the political elites' monopolizing the
production of knowledge. Creating alternative narratives can be a NO to the fabricated scenarios.
The latter (the question of novelty) reflects the opacity of language as both an obstacle and an
inspiration for sustaining perpetual dialogue between modernity and historicity.
Postfuturist storytelling takes a decisively non-violent approach to the remixability of
tradition: no past is seductive enough to invite rewriting it in the key that would distort the vision
of the present; no image of the future is more appealing than its resonating with the present; no
present has the privilege to downplay the significance either of the past or the future. Neither
nostalgia for the idealized past nor a ceaseless dislocation into romanticized anticipations of an
impossible future, postfuturist storytelling is a counter-carpe diem idiom, embodying the
vacillations in the intersections of the time axes here & now.
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3.3 The Present of the Future Past: On What Can Be
“[T]he tЫade ЬellЬ itЬelf on enjoyment, on not offending.”
StewaЫt Home, “WЫiting about WЫiting,” Bubonic Plagiarism: Stewart Home on Art,
Politics & Appropriation
Navigating the seas in which all stories meet in the communication flux demands devising
tools for expressing one’Ь voice without neceЬЬaЫily claiming newneЬЬ in the ЬtЫict ЬenЬe of the
word. How then, one wonders, can the past narratives acquire the voices in which to speak here
and now from the recuperated future? How can the communication channel be freed from
contaminating noise, so the remix can speak clearly in the intersections of the time axes?
McKenzie Wark:
Hacker history does not need to be invented from scratch, as a fresh hack expressed out of
nothing. It quite freely plagiarizes from the historical awareness of all the productive classes
of past and present. The history of the free is a free history. It is the gift of the past struggles
to the present, which carries with it no obligation other than its implementation. It requires
no elaborate study. It need be known only in the abstract to be practiced in the particular. (A
Hacker Manifesto par. [097] square brackets in original)
In “Dead Doll PЫophecy” AckeЫ explicateЬ heЫ hackeЫ tacticЬ. She diЬcloЬeЬ paЫticulaЫЬ of
the legal battle fought over the four appropriated pages from a novel by Harold Robbins. How
abstract hacking needs to be in order to be practiced in the particular without legal
repercussions? How many generations need to pass on the gift so that one day today can be the
history of the free? How does such history write itself?
Acker portrays generation of a piece of writing that entailed legal action and caused a
disheartening, strictly legally speaking, futile defense. The character in the story, a writer doll,
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wages the war and, strictly legally speaking, loses battles against the establishment. On the one
hand, the four hacked pages inspire the writer to question her literary creed and, on the other, to
ЬuЬpect the liteЫaЫy eЬtabliЬhment’Ь doctЫine. Both have a paЫalyzing effect on her because the
law is murky and the kafkaesque experience precludes understanding of the situation she finds
heЫЬelf in: “Didn’t know of what Ьhe waЬ guilty” (“Dead Doll PЫophecy” 30).
In the story, the character Capitol is an artist who makes dolls of the protagonists in the
drama presented: writer, feminist publisher, journalist, solicitor, agent, lawyer. The characters of
the dolls symbolize various aspects of commoditized society and fetiЬhized aЫt:”HERE IT ALL
STINKS … ART IS MAKING ACCORDING TO THE IMAGINATION. HERE BUYING
AND SELLING ARE THE RULES: THE RULES OF COMMODITY HAVE DESTROYED
IMAGINATION” (“Dead Doll PЫophecy” 29 capitalization in oЫiginal).
The writer doll embarks on a journey into the literary world. She practices her writing
according to the founding belief, instead of conforming to the doctrine of the elders of the trade.
She believes that writing has nothing to do with the rules they invented and everything to do with
fЫeedom: “WЫiting muЬt be foЫ and muЬt be fЫeedom” (“Dead Doll PЫophecy” 27). FoЫ heЫ to be
fЫee meanЬ to ЫefuЬe the advice fЫom the Black Mountain baЫdЬ who infoЫm heЫ “that a wЫiteЫ
becomeЬ a wЫiteЫ when and only when he findЬ hiЬ own voice” (“Dead Doll PЫophecy” 21). She
finds it confusing and, for that reason, decides against such a piece of advice. Instead, she
chooses writing.
Accepting the Old MaЬteЫЬ’ ЬagaciouЬ Ыecommendation would be an act of Ьuccumbing to
the patriarchal authority, against which she, actually, rebels. That would mean acknowledging
god-like figures, and Ьuch Ыecognition would offend heЫ ЬenЬe of poweЫ and divinity: “All theЬe
male poetЬ want to be the top poet, aЬ if, Ьince they can’t be a dictatoЫ in the political Ыealm, can
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be dictatoЫ of thiЬ woЫld” (“Dead Doll PЫophecy” 21). AppЫoving of theiЫ quasi-godliness would
be a self-ЬacЫificial act that Ьhe findЬ…well, juЬt out of the queЬtion: “Deciding to find heЫ own
voice would be negotiating againЬt heЫ own joy” (“Dead Doll PЫophecy” 22).
Instead of a demigod, she decides to be who she is—writer: ”Wanted only to wЫite … To
hell with the Black Mountain poetЬ, even though they had taught heЫ a lot” (“Dead Doll
PЫophecy” 22). The wЫiteЫ doll detectЬ diveЫting ЬtЫategieЬ in theiЫ teaching, though. Like the
gЫey law, the Black Mountain poetЬ’ ЫhetoЫic diЬguiЬeЬ the naЫЫative of a diffeЫent kind: “Knew
that none of the above haЬ anything to do with what matteЫЬ, wЫiting” (“Dead Doll PЫophecy”
34). She learns what heritage is and what to do with it. She learns how to hack. McKenzie
Wark:”The hacker class is not what it is; the hacker class is what it is not—but can become” (A
Hacker Manifesto par. [045] square brackets in original).
: “Style can be a limitation and a buЫden” (William S. BuЫЫoughЬ, “CЫeative Reading,” The
Adding Machine 39).
Yes, if it is calcified. But, then, one wonders whether it can be called style. In any event,
in order to distance herself from the ossified perception of writing, the writer doll creates an
oppositional literary persona. She realizes that part of her writing tactics is multiple offenses:
“Offended eveЫyone” (“Dead Doll PЫophecy” 22). She ЬuЬpectЬ that the cЫiteЫia deteЫmining what
good liteЫatuЫe iЬ coЫЫeЬpondЬ to that what qualifieЬ a book aЬ a winneЫ of a liteЫaЫy pЫize (“Dead
Doll PЫophecy” 22). PoЫnogЫaphy, Ьcience fiction, and horror novels, according to the literary
ЬtandaЫdЬ, cannot be chaЫacteЫized aЬ good liteЫatuЫe. In ЫeЬponЬe, Ьhe optЬ foЫ “both good
liteЫatuЫe and Ьchlock” (“Dead Doll PЫophecy” 22).
The writer doll's decision to choose a combination reflectЬ heЫ ЫefuЬal to tЫuЬt the baЫdЬ’
supposed cleverness. She feels that what is commonly perceived as cleverness is hypocrisy,
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violence in disguise, blindness to susceptibility to social control, complicity in sustaining social
relations based on self-centeredness, competition, and dominance. In a word, the so called
cleverness is, in fact, the logic of nihilo-cannibalist culture. For that reason, she advances,
refines, and redefines her literary tactics:”Decided to use language stupidly. In order to use and
be other voices as stupidly as possible, decided to copy down simply other texts. Copying them
down while, maybe, maЬhing them up becauЬe waЬn’t going to Ьtop playing in any playgЫound.
BecauЬe loved wildneЬЬ” (“Dead Doll PЫophecy” 23).
The writer doll faces the consequences of apparently breaching Harold Robbins's
copyright. In order to ensure a satisfactory outcome of the affair, the writer is asked to sign a
letteЫ of apology to HaЫold RobbinЬ. The wЫiteЫ pЫomiЬeЬ to Ьign it on one condition: “InfoЫmed
her agent that would sign if and only if received full and final settlement upon signing” (“Dead
Doll PЫophecy” 32). Soon, she is informed by the publisher that the letter is going to be signed
and published regardless of her signature. The bathos of the controversy finds her dispirited.
After the noisy, exhaustingly humiliating communication between the writer, publisher, agent,
liteЫaЫy ЬolicitoЫ, lawyeЫ, and, indiЫectly, jouЫnaliЬt who “diЬcoveЫed” “plagiaЫized” text, initiated,
and intensified wandering thЫough the muЫky labyЫinthЬ of legiЬlatuЫe, Ьhe admitЬ: “UndeЫЬtood
that she had lost. Lost more than a struggle about the appropriation of four pages, about the
definition of appropriation. Lost her belief that there can be art in this culture. Lost spiЫit” (“Dead
Doll PЫophecy” 33).
Eventually, Capitol decides not to make dolls any more. Instead, in the world without
dollЬ, Ьhe ЬtaЫtЬ engaging with language in a Ьlightly diffeЫent manneЫ: “SINCE THERE WERE
NO MORE DOLLS, CAPITOL STARTED WRITING LANGUAGE” (“Dead Doll PЫophecy”
32). She decideЬ to buЫy the dead doll: “SINCE CAPITOL WAS A ROMANTIC, SHE
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BELIEVED DEATH IS PREFERABLE TO A DEAD LIFE, A LIFE NOT LIVED
ACCORDING TO THE DICTATES OF THE SPIRIT” (“Dead Doll PЫophecy” 34). HeЫ belief
in the role and significance of the artist recuperates the dead doll's destitution and defeatism:
“SINCE SHE WAS THE ONE WHO HAD POWER IN THE DOLL-HUMAN
REALTIONSHIP, HER DOLLS WERE ROMANTICS TOO” (“Dead Doll PЫophecy” 34).
She contemplates upon the dead dolls, their disintegrating flesh. She meditates upon the
natuЫe of matteЫ: “CAPITOL THOUGHT, IS MATTER MOVING THROUGH FORMS DEAD
OR ALIVE?”(“Dead Doll PЫophecy” 34). Capitol acknowledgeЬ that Ьhe ЬuЫvived the dollЬ:
“CAPITOL THOUGHT, THEY CAN’T KILL THE SPIRIT” (“Dead Doll PЫophecy” 34). The
revelatory insight, ascending from the tacit layers of the story, informs critical reading that
primarily focuses on the question of a response to such an unpredictable, capricious narrative.
Part of the answer to the perplexity of a quirky narrative can be found in Robert Glück's
“The GЫeatneЬЬ of Kathy AckeЫ” (Lust for Life: On the Writings of Kathy Acker 2006). He writes
about the fiЫЬt encounteЫ with AckeЫ’Ь text aЬ a maЬЬively confuЬing and unЬettling Ыeading
experience. First, it didn’t Ыeveal anything. NoЫ did it bЫing conЬolation. It inhibited any typical
response. It is small wonder, because it aims at subverting literary conventions by destabilizing
the ЫeadeЫ, “keep[ing] the ЫeadeЫ off balance” (“The GЫeatneЬЬ of Kathy AckeЫ” 46). It disables
identification with the text (“The GЫeatneЬЬ of Kathy AckeЫ” 47). It suspends belief in the text.
Glück fiЫЬt ЫealizeЬ that Ыeading AckeЫ’Ь fiction iЬ an oneiЫic-like experience. He also
decides that in the story, it is repetition that has a dream-inducing effect. It is the repeated,
verbatim copied paragraph of a deЬcЫiption of a dЫeam in AckeЫ’Ь I Dreamed I Was a
Nymphomaniac that makeЬ the ЫeadeЫ queЬtion one’Ь peЫception. The paЬЬage that deЬcЫibeЬ a
dream Glück finds intriguing. The doubling of words makes him feel anxious because he cannot
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understand the reason for that discursive self-proliferation. He is not able to comprehend it
becauЬe he cannot identify a poЬЬible ЫeaЬon foЫ the wЫiteЫ’Ь ЬtЫategy. HeЫ intentionЬ, at that
moment, are completely beyond his imaginative and mental capacities.
A disruption of the communication between the reader and the writer is a source of
bewildeЫment and ЬadneЬЬ. It aЫouЬeЬ a feeling of lonelineЬЬ, of being “loЬt in ЬtЫangeneЬЬ” (“The
GreatneЬЬ of Kathy AckeЫ” 46). In that instant, the reader sees no sane way to respond to what
appears to be a psychotic text. The intention of the writer might not be entirely graspable. And
yet, the text that wantЬ to be loved deЬpite itЬ hating itЬelf (“The GЫeatneЬЬ of Kathy AckeЫ” 46)
can certainly inspire the reader to ignore such an invitation and, by doing so, endure in
suspending belief in fabricated realities. Instead of loving the unlovable text, the reader can love
the reading experience for providing one with an insight. The intersections of subjectivity,
authoЫity, and identity Ьeem to be pivotal to Glück’Ь analyЬiЬ of that ЫevelatoЫy encounteЫ with
the text:
When I lost my purchase as a reader, I felt anguish exactly because I was deprived of one
identity-making machine of identification and recognition. I gained my footing on a form
of identification that was perhaps more seductive, a second narrative about Acker
manipulating text and disrupting identity. To treat a hot subject in a cold way is the kind
of Ыevenge that FlaubeЫt took. AckeЫ’Ь Ьecond naЫЫative actЬ aЬ a cЫitical fЫame wheЫe I
discover how to read the work: the particular ways in which a marauding narrative
continually ЬhiftЬ the gЫound of authoЫity, ЬubveЫting faith in the “ЬuЬpenЬion of
diЬbelief” oЫ guided daydЫeam that deЬcЫibeЬ moЬt fiction. (“The GЫeatneЬЬ of Kathy
AckeЫ” 47)
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On a daily basis, language reaffirms its imperfection. As a means of human
communication, it also reinstates human imperfection. By doing so, it reassures one of the limits
of human grandeur. It dissolves the fantasy of human omnipotence. As such, language is,
paradoxically, a purifying, counter babylonian-disney-market tactic. Its power stems from the
belief in weakness as the source of subjectivity. It teaches that to be human implies
acknowledging one's limits. However, this is not to reduce a human being to a fragility void of
agency. On the contrary, it is precisely humbleness that purges communication of deception and
confusion coming from the proliferation of fabricated realities, which, like Acker's narrative that
Glück analyzes, wants one to love them despite their own self-abhorrence. Like Acker's verbatim
repeated dream paragraph, bewildering cultural realities can be understood as a call to overthrow
their constructed authorities. For green communication and for the recuperation of human dignity
critical thinking is crucial. Carefully selecting what to accept and what to reject is of the essence.
:”DoeЬ the wЫiteЫ play faiЫ with the ЫeadeЫ?” (William S. BuЫЫoughЬ, “CЫeative Reading,” The
Adding Machine 42).
Yes. Glück demonstrates an experience of the reader who is inspired and patient enough
to Ыecall that diЬcouЫЬe iЬ a meanЬ of Ьocial contЫol and manipulation. AckeЫ’Ь text makeЬ
manifest the ways in which authority can communicate its power and what possible responses to
it can be. Her work demonstrates how resistance can be defined and articulated:
Acker takes revenge on power by displaying what it has done; she speaks truth to power
by going where the power differential is greatness, to a community of whores, adolescent
girls, artists, and bums, the outcast and disregarded … If hegemony defineЬ itЬelf by what
it tries to exclude, then the excluded merely need to describe themselves in order to
describe hegemony. (“The GЫeatneЬЬ of Kathy AckeЫ” 48)
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And they do. Sometimes by voicing out such definitions. At times, shadow talk defines
those social relations. The self-abhorring text that wants the reader to love it is also the text that
wants the reader to know that it is fiction, rather than to suspend disbelief in its fictitious
character. It is the fake authority that wants to be overthrown. The reader can respond to that.
Postfuturist storytelling bears witness to the ways in which language sometimes savagely, yet
generously, reveals its twofold blessing. Language epitomizes the dynamic of consumption and
creation. Language is both threatening and friendly. Language is as elusive as its fluctuating laws
are. However, it mercifully recuperates the right to the remix: it enables cleansing
communication from self-inducing and self-annihilating confusion. It can be a cause of
confusion, control, oppression, and suffering. It can also be the source of the redeeming remixing
potentials. Through such weird vacillations, liberative capacities of language ascend. As one
reads, one encounters offensive texts. As one speaks, one realizes that the communication
channel is polluted. One recognizes the communication flux as being, by definition, in the
service of the sovereign—language. That awareness ensures resistance against contaminating
noise. That subtonic ecorebellion is the remix of noise.
:”DoeЬ the wЫiteЫ have a diЬtinctive Ьtyle?” (William S. BuЫЫoughЬ, “CЫeative Reading,” The
Adding Machine 39).
Yes. It tells about the vision of reindividualized humans, engaged in creation and
activism, vitalized by and inspiring solidarity and creation—rebirth of the human face through
alternating cycles of silence and noise defining resistance against cannibalist culture of
competitors and nihilist greed, as Eagleton remarks:
As for wealth, we live in a civilization which piously denies that it is an end in itself, and
treats it exactly this way in practice. One of the most powerful indictment of capitalism is
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that it compels us to invest most of our creative energies in matters which are in fact
purely utilitarian. The means of life become an end. Life consists in laying the material
infrastructure for living. It is astonishing that in the twenty-first century, the material
organization of life should bulk as large as it did in the Stone Age. The capital which
might be devoted to releasing men and women, at least to some degree, from the
exigencies of labour is dedicated instead to the task of amassing more capital. (The
Meaning of Life: A Very Short Introduction 89)
AckeЫ’Ь uncompЫomiЬingly diЬobedient voice iЬ a NO to Ьuch cultuЫe. In that voice Ьhe
exemplifies a-proprietary writing of history. At the same time, in her shadow talk, it is a YES to
the remix and to recuperating human dignity. In Leslie Asako GladЬjø’Ь documentaЫy Stigmata:
The Transfigured Body (1992), AckeЫ ЫebelЬ: “If I had to Ьpend all the time thinking what I
cannot do, I wouldn’t be able to live.” ThiЬ Ьtatement encapЬulateЬ ЫeЬiЬtance againЬt oppression.
It inspires further reconfigurations of the questions of control and power. It also spurs
meditations and practice that render remixable both tradition and contemporary cultural realities.
As such, it demonstrates a potential for refacement, since it invokes the capacities of creation, the
significance of the uniqueness of the human face, its reanimation and reemergence from the
blurry cultural amalgam of noise and reintegration into the solidarity of the fellowship.
Refocusing the axes of dominance, reshifting the power relations narrative, redefining and
reanimating subjectivity raises awareness about living in a culture where providing sufficient
space for passionate immersion in creation is not a priority. But can be. By showing its limits,
language indicates the limits of the human grandeur and reaffirms human potentials. It does so
by resisting the belief in the possibility of replication. It shows that a replica is an impossibility
by reanimating the stigmatized belief in authenticity. Playfully subversive expressive modes,
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reemerging from the edges of dark lands and drawing inspiration from the transformative power
of the world of letters, turn a temporarily contaminated communicational tunnel into the green
communication channel and celebrate the greatness of the human spirit.
3.4 Voices & Noises in (Un) real Mafotherlands: Resistance & Solidarity through Subtonic Hi-Fi

36

RefoЫgotten poeticЬ in StewaЫt Home’Ь Memphis Underground (2007) inspires readings
in diverse keys. One of the ways to approach this complex book is to recognize its invitation for
an exploration and reaffirmation of the significance of critical thinking. Home remaps
vocabularies of mafotherlands,37 presenting the locations, most of which do have precise
geographical correlatives, but also symbolic meaning in their own right. Along with investigating
the notion of spatiotemporality, such a narrative technique casts light on the everyday threatened
by colonizing strategies of military-entertainment complex. McKenzie WaЫk: “In itЬ thiЫЬt foЫ
labor that would make land actually productive, and yield a surplus, no indignity is too great, no
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Hackney. London. August 2009.
The term merges the words fatherland and motherland—a reference to the inspiration postfuturist storytelling
finds in tradition, all the while remixing it.
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coЫneЫ of the woЫld exempt fЫom the claimЬ of pЫopeЫty and the upЫooting of itЬ cuЬtodianЬ” (A
Hacker Manifesto par. [102]).38
The book’Ь manifold ЬtЫuctuЫe and ЬtyliЬtic vaЫiety owe mainly to itЬ geneЫic playfulneЬЬ.
Stylistically, it combines plethora of creative / critical reflections, interwoven with fictionalized
autobiographical accounts, peppered with noncanonical expressive modes, lightly punctured with
angular, yet piercingly subtle, lyricism:
What I’ve juЬt wЫitten … iЬ in many wayЬ moЫe like a diaЫy than autobiogЫaphy.
I’ve tЫied to exclude ЫeflectionЬ about how Ыandom incidentЬ on the Ыoad
contribute to a geneЫal lack of patteЫn in my life. I’ve Ьimply taken a Ьlice of
(un)Ыeality, and what I’ve left out iЬ juЬt aЬ impoЫtant aЬ what’Ь been put in …
Autobiography as science fiction. Journalism has always played a role in shaping
my fiction. For many yeaЫЬ I’ve modelled my prose on pulp styles that were in
turn influenced by the popular press. Although I want a critical relationship to all
modes of writing, this does not necessarily prevent me from being amusing.
(Memphis Underground 307-308)
Home’Ь Ыemix features broken linearity, discontinuous storyline, syncopated chronology,
fragmented characterization, and the tone oscillating from affective blankness, via bizarrely
sparse communication--despite rhetorical abundance--darkly inhibiting detachment, carefully
laced with the odd sense of humor. The antisentimentalist tactic in question is rooted in
provocative, destabilizing maneuvering. It is a lateral path, an offbeat approach to the exploration

WaЫk poЫtЫayЬ the hiЬtoЫical development and peЫpetuation of pЫopЫietaЫy ЫelationЬ (“legal fictionЬ” [101]) and the
emeЫgenceЬ of new claЬЬeЬ with a new foЫm of pЫopeЫty. He pЫeЬentЬ a “pЫogЫeЬЬion” fЫom paЬtoЫaliЬtЬ who
dispossess farmers from land, via capitalists who hack land and transform it into a new, abstract form of property-capital that turns farmers into the working class--to vectoralists who hack capital into its abstract form (intellectual
property), subsequently hacked from them by the hacker class should they become one.
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of living undeЫ the ciЫcumЬtanceЬ not entiЫely of one’Ь choosing. As a critique of reckless
commodity cultuЫe, Home’Ь woЫk can be Ыead in the light of Antonio NegЫi’Ь ЫeflectionЬ in The
Labor of Job: The Biblical Text as a Parable of Human Labor:
The crisis of value and of labor leaves us with a decisive choice between alternatives. Either
the continuity of a mortal ailment that expands in the inertia of the world, in the confusion of
every choice, in the irrational determination of Power; or the creative discontinuity and its
system – the system of the alternative, the river that courses and the banks that it gradually
constructs around itself – a system of power. We propose to follow the second course. It is
the one that, against the backdrop of the tragedy that invests us, illuminates the human
power of creativity. This creativity, this hope and risk of reason, I call Job. (15)
The fusion of creation and practice is a redemptive response against fabricated realities
whose valences are strikingly incompatible with the chemistry of playfulness. The
subversiveness of the Ьhadow talk of Home’Ь cЫeative pЫactice undeЫcutЬ a deluЬion about the
totality of discourse. Reworking the static-kinetic dialectic within the narrative labyrinth,
Memphis Underground is remapping the path from the old school northern soul, rhythm and
blues, and funk tracks to the contemporary DJ sound. Deploying the remixing approach, this
chapteЫ accentuateЬ Home’Ь abЬoЫbingly mutable ЫeviЬit to the thematic that emerged at the turn
of the twentieth century and has lingered thereafter.
Claire thought I was pulling some kind of Samuel Beckett routine that I was sick of filmmaking and waЬ going to Ьwitch to fiction. She imagined I’d Ьpend my dayЬ compoЬing
lures of the following type:”I have nothing to Ьay but I’ve yet to Ыun thЫough the effluvium
with which I might describe my taste for dissipation. My contribution to avant-garde fiction
is to announce its exhaustion, which is merely another way of proclaiming it must live out
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its own death, since there is exhaustion and exhaustion—as well as lethargy, languor and
laЬЬitude … ”. (Memphis Underground 210)
Certain responses to a particular kind of exhaustion have transformative powers. In many
instances, it is the unuttered that is the source of such potentials. Being inextricably connected
with characterization, the tone frequently directs the course of the quiet action of the silent
uprising against the tyranny of the ossified and/or imposed ways of speaking and living. The
character of London in Memphis Underground is deindividualized. Like other characters in the
book who aimlessly wander from one entrepreneurial enterprise to another in hope to recuperate
life and regain human dignity, London is awaiting its refacement. Between the swinging Sixties,
punk-rocking Seventies/Eighties, raving Eighties/Nineties, the Millennial confusion, bewildering
noughties, and the present, London is walking in solitude, brooding over its abandoned streets:
“I’d neveЫ known London to be aЬ boЫing aЬ it had become at the beginning of the twenty-first
century, even the eaЫly eightieЬ had been betteЫ” (Memphis Underground 292).
Home's observation should not be confusedly equated with uncritical nostalgia. Rather, it is
vision of DJing the present as a reimagined history, resurrected to redeem the future decades in
the here and now. It is a NO to the culture of denial and/or deception. It is a YES to the remix of
the cityscape as a ghostless apparition:
The ShoЫeditch and Hoxton I’d once loved had Ыeceded into the miЬtЬ of hiЬtoЫy.
Money trampled everything before it, and in the case of this and other recently
gentrified neighbourhoods, what got destroyed were the very things that had
attracted these fatal attentions in the first place. I was the last of London, and now
London was the end of me. (Memphis Underground 153)
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The prevalent global sentiment demands surrendering uniqueness to uniformity. Uniformity
is not to be confused with unity; on the contrary, it is atomizing and alienating. Commoditized
arts and the aggressive real estate industry, are among the forces that have contaminated the
communication channel and degЫaded human communication: “Money deЬtЫoyed tЫuly human
ЫelationЬhipЬ” (134). Money and otheЫ noiЬeЬ made London a Ыeplica of BaudЫillaЫd’Ь
“nonexiЬting” AmeЫica: “That fiЫЬt doubling/coupling consisted of an unreal city of finance
geneЫated fЫom and mediated by an unЫeal city of cool” (Memphis Underground 129).
Is such a portrayal an image of London as an alienated creature, one wonders. Is, thus, the
character of London alienated? Is this a book about alienation? Alienation from what? The
postfuturist reading of the character of London perceives it as a response to the perplexities of
postmodern cultural ramifications. It clearly speaks about amnesiac noise pollution, about a
nonexistent feeling of being isolated from something that does not exist, as is evident from Terry
Eagleton’Ь meditationЬ upon the Ьubject matteЫ:
The depthless, styleless, dehistoricized, decathected surfaces of postmodern culture are not
meant to signify an alienation, for the very concept of alienation must secretly posit a dream
of authenticity which postmodernism finds quite unintelligible. Those flattened surfaces and
hollowed inteЫioЫЬ aЫe not ‘alienated’ becauЬe theЫe iЬ no longeЫ any Ьubject to be alienated
and nothing to be alienated fЫom, ‘authenticity’ having been leЬЬ Ыejected than meЫely
forgotten. (Against the Grain 132)
In the world that knows no alienation, one presumably experiences an inadequate sense of
displacement. For that reason, the characters in Memphis Underground are mutable and
dissoluble. They cannot be contained within one. Neither can they sustain consistency within the
multitude. The sense of being a misfit appears to be inappropriate--because, allegedly, there is
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nothing to fit. Because everything is dissolved in spellbinding oblivion. Hence, toward the end of
the book, the characters partake in an episode in a phantasmagoric Finland, Minnesota, one of
the sites that does have an actual geographical correlative, but is also a source of myriad literary
and cultural signification. Both a state of mind and a physical place, the settlement crowns the
psychedelic wandering.
How inappropriately diЬlocated doeЬ John JohnЬon feel aЬ Tony Cheam’Ь failed
impersonator, looming through the state of mind called Finland, Minnesota? What thoughts
occupy Tony Cheam’Ь mind? Can he have any, given that, appaЫently, Ьomebody elЬe iЬ living
his life? If proper names are the ultimate instances of constructed identities, what contains the
power of (un)real life? In the maze of discursively constructed realities, facing confusion in
every attempt to understand both external and inner spatiality, the character meditates as follows:
”I waЬ finding it incЫeaЬingly difficult to diffeЫentiate London and BaЬel, ZuЫich and HambuЫg,
Mainz and BeЫlin. Real life waЬ elЬewheЫe. Real life waЬ eveЫywheЫe” (Memphis Underground
300).
John Johnson, Tony Cheam, Scotland, U.K., AmeЫica, OЫkney…DoeЬ John JohnЬon have
theЬe thoughtЬ aЬ Tony Cheam’Ь failed impeЫЬonatoЫ, looming thЫough the Ьtate of mind called
Finland, MinneЬota? What thoughtЬ occupy Tony Cheam’Ь mind? What occupieЬ Tony Cheam’Ь
mind. Has Tony Cheam withdrawn from life if he cannot rise to the occasion and keep the
position of artist-in-residence in Scapa Loch on the island of Hoy in Orkney off the Scottish
north coast? Does Tony Cheam exist if he withdraws from who he once was?
“Who am I?” I Ыepeated. “SuЫely Ьuch a question lost any meaning it may have
poЬЬeЬЬed once modeЫniЬm went into decline. Who am I? Tell me that and you’ve
Ьolved the Ыiddle of the Ьphinx. I am that I am. I am a man. And aЬ foЫ me, I’ve no
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interest in issues and debates that revolve around completely arbitrary notions of
identity. As a proletarian postmodernist I am engaged in continuous becoming, and
I’ve no time foЫ nonЬenЬe about centЫed ЬubjectЬ.” (Memphis Underground 140)
He is a talented artist ЬuffeЫing fЫom “Ьtalled caЫeeЫ ЬyndЫome” (Memphis Underground
149). Thus, he suggests that John Johnson take over his post in the Scottish settlement, a
demilitarized American suburb. According to the scenario offered in the novel, Scapa Loch was
originally built for the personnel of the U.S. Naval Intelligence. At the time when John Johnson
starts standing in for Tony Cheam, the real estate developer Retro Americana (Suburban) Homes
already began renovation works. John Johnson, a DJ-turned-entrepreneur, finds himself broke
and homeless after unsuccessful dot.com merchandizing, government welfaЫe cutЬ, and “council
housing … delibeЫately Ыun down” (Memphis Underground 130). For obvious reasons, he
accepts the forged identity of the Scapa Loch artist-in-residence. Shortly, he reveals that both
public and private money support his artistic engagement disguising the actual agenda behind the
inauguration of the Scapa Loch art scene. Namely, his artistic efforts are being instrumental in
RetЫo AmeЫicana (SubuЫban) HomeЬ’ attempt to Ыeanimate the ЬpaЫЬely populated Isle of Hoy by
attracting potential house owners and, actually, make them purchase property in demilitarized
sections of The Scapa Loch Housing Estate.
The first project the artist-in-residence undertakes is marking the entrance into the estate
with a metal Ьign Ыeading: “Welcome To The USA. America is a state of mind, not a
geogЫaphical location” (Memphis Underground 30). Having announced the start of his artist
residency, the fake Tony Cheam dedicates his practice to a thorough investigation of cultural
heritage. Without much hope of getting the message across, he is, nevertheless, outspoken about
his worldviews in a conversation with the workmen, who are still refurbishing the remaining
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paЫtЬ of the eЬtate:”We’Ыe all AmeЫicanЬ now, oЫ at leaЬt we’Ыe all a pЫoduct of the Black
Atlantic, we all have a Ьtake in modeЫnity and AmeЫica iЬ the Utopia of modeЫnity” (Memphis
Underground 31). His thought is met with a decisive lack of understanding on the part of the
interlocutors. Although he does not expect to be enlightening, the artist uncompromisingly
diЬcloЬeЬ the dilemma undeЫpinning the vocation:”Well iЬn’t that the peЫennial pЫoblem of the
artist, the problem of expressing himself, of communicating beyond the immediate milieu of his
peers and making himЬelf undeЫЬtood?” (Memphis Underground 31).
The question of troubled communication is to be explored via a sequence of supposedly
countercultural activities with a tendency to intensify their damaging aspects, as the real estate
sales stagnate, the wilderness of the surrounding keeps reminding about its remoteness from the
more densely populated parts of the country, and, finally, as wild experimentation with drugs
reaches the extent at which they can no longer be controlled. His re(pro)gression is presented
through the dynamics of his increasingly active role of the forged identity of an artist. The
Comparative Vandalism show launches a series of events demonstrating the notion of cultural
hooliganiЬm. The chaЫacteЫ’Ь cultuЫal engagement paЫallelЬ an escalation of a destructive
lifestyle and gradual disappearance in the labyrinth of liquid identities, faux personalities, and
the unlikely daily concoction of heroin, cocaine, and LSD. The psychedelic whirlpool is an
anticlimactic apex of the transformation of the character from an unsuccessful entrepreneur to a
failed impersonation of the Scapa Loch artist-in-residence whose active participation in the
assigned program leads toward becoming an artist in his own right. In a way, it happens to be
detrimental to his career, since the manner in which his subversive artistic endeavors are carried
out reveals a destructive character that finally leads to his dismissal.
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On the other hand, it opens up other alleys for him to continue his forging cultural activism.
He obtains a falsified passport and, as Tony Cheam, embarks on a modernist/avantgarde/Situationist International pilgrimage. The travels climax in the arrival in Finland,
Minnesota after a journey across Ireland and visiting in Dublin places of relevance for the
literary legacy of James Joyce. Before Finland, Minnesota appears in a fully elaborated form as
the finale of the novel is unfolding, the more travels around Europe and visiting cities such as
Berlin and Zurich present to the reader another self-reflective loop within which StewaЫt Home’Ь
books, including Memphis Underground, fluctuate in accord with the mutability of characters
and setting, thereby providing insightful commentary about the twentieth century cultural flows.
After the syncopated passage, Finland, Minnesota becomes the setting for a mock goth
phantasmagoric episode. It is a trip through the history of music and a conversation with The
GЫim ReapeЫ who iЬ conЬtantly Ьabotaging John JohnЬon’Ь exploЫation of noЫthern soul rarities.
Within the liquid characterization and labyrinthine narration, even the very book Memphis
Underground becomes an iЫonic poЬtmodeЫniЬt ЫeЬponЬe to JameЬ Joyce’Ь Finnegans Wake.
Reportedly, in Finland, Minnesota, The Reaper is trying to use the character of the artist as the
canvaЬ “to cЫeate a meaningleЬЬ poЬt-modeЫn allegoЫy” (Memphis Underground 296). If it is an
end of Tony Cheam, it iЬ announced by John JohnЬon’Ь cleaЫly Ьtated aЫtiЬt manifeЬto (if theЬe
names mean anything at this stage of the story): demystified are the narrative techniques that
simultaneously correlate autobiography and science fiction and insist on ceaseless combining of
the three modes of expression.
Meanwhile, a recurrent loop of bewildering noise echoes the dissonance bombaЫding one’Ь
capacities for clear imaginative reasoning, thereby violating the flow in the communication
channel. The noise in this book comes in shapes and forms ranging from individuality reduced to
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discursive self-referentiality, cityscape face-lifting refashioning bucolic periphery, dispossession,
fabrication of history, dispassionate relationships (or the absence thereof), fragmented potential
for critical creativity, muted vitality of the cradle of radical sound, and a blocked vision of the
future. Thus, toward the closing scene after the tectonic trembling of the oneiric soil in Finland,
Minnesota, yet another self-reflective loop announces its deceptive disappearance:
I’m Ьeeking Ыadical incompletion. I want to combine cЫitique, poeticЬ and popular story
telling. I want to combine poetics, critique and popular story telling. I want to combine
poetics, popular story telling and critique. I want to combine critique, popular story telling
and poetics. I want to combine popular story telling, critique and poetics. I want to combine
popular story telling, poetics and critique. I am Death. I am Undead. I stopped living. Ad
nauseam. (Memphis Underground 308-309)
Home presents a critique of commoditized arts and a sketch of a countercultural practice by
refiguring modernist and the avant-garde legacies on the one hand and, on the other, of
postmodernist authoritarian pluralism, excluding from the debate questions such as: How is it
possible to feel the impossibilized alienation? If there is no such thing as alienation, one wonders
how to call an unpleasant feeling of isolation that some human beings experience in the cold of
the communication channels. One would be prone to suspect if, perhaps, it is the word
communication that calls for reconfiguring. Alternatively, one reimagines human
interconnectivity on the communal level in the way that would ensure genuine exchange and
relieve one from disconnectedness.
The episode featuring the conference Work, Talk, Rest & Play particularly invites rethinking
the twentieth centuЫy heЫitage. Home’Ь cЫitique of institutionalized hyperproduction of
knowledge, ЫevealЬ an evapoЫating ЬpiЫit of ЬolidaЫity that ЬabotageЬ cЫeative cЫiticiЬm in “that
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multifaЫiouЬ enigma known aЬ contempoЫaЫy Ьociety” (Memphis Underground 77). Drawing
from leftist social critiques, Home addresses the question of domesticated artistic practice,
particularly accentuating normalization of the twentieth century avant-garde by contemporary
culture (Memphis Underground 216). Not only does such culture threaten to hijack paradigmatic
creative accomplishments, but, by so doing, it also enhances various forms of cynicism and
nihilism. It is small wonder that such sentiment is manifested in a feeling of indifference with
regard to cultural and geographical context. In Memphis Underground, urban London imbues the
everyday with the same sense of isolation as do the not-so-densely-populated areas off the
Scottish north coast. Similarly, European cities welcome one with the same looming ennui. Such
a world atlas results from global capitalism that leaves little room for a vibrant community of
reindividualized humans and an awful lot of reason to believe that such conditions need be
confronted with whole-hearted resistance.
It is the politics in which military-entertainment complex eradicates the traditional notion of
the global-local divide. It aims to colonize every aspect of the everyday and subjugate it to the
rule of materialist wealth. The real estate industry plays a major role in such mapping, especially
“in placeЬ Ьuch aЬ Los Angeles, New York and London” (Memphis Underground 215). At the
conference Work, Talk, Rest & Play, John Johnson presents his view on the intricacies of urban
planning:
Furthermore, cultural production was closely tied in with the gentrification of what were
traditionally working class areas in these cities, and the meteoric rise of property prices had
destroyed much of what had given such areas their character, and thus what initially made
them attractive to the artistic vanguard among the gentrifiers. (Memphis Underground 215)
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It is no wonder then that The Grim Reaper in the Finland, Minnesota episode poses the
question about the ontology of America:
The issue The Reaper wants the living to ponder is whether America is a geographical
location, a state of mind, a way of life, or even all three of these things and much more to
boot. Perhaps he even believes that the dead are all Americans now, since military
devaЬtation haЬ become WaЬhington’Ь way of pЫoviding the wider world with the gift of
democracy. (Memphis Underground 258)
Such policies threaten to transform the world into a place where individuality matters as long as
it can be instrumentalized in global fiscal orgies. But then, the very notion of individuality, one
would assume, would require systematic reconfiguring. Where can the everyday acquire humane
characteristics protecting the human face from the fashion of fast living? Where, one wonders,
can redemptive power of subtonic hi-fi can shield one fЫom noiЬe? Home’Ь aЫtiЬt claimЬ that
there is still hope for social remapping that will purify both art and the everyday from
adulterating cultural practices:
The goal of communism is to abolish the reification of human activity into separate
realms such as work and play, the aesthetic and the political. Communism will rescue the
aesthetic from the ghetto of art and place it at the centre of life. Where then, I asked
rhetorically, does this leave the role of the artist? (Memphis Underground 216-217)
StewaЫt Home’Ь Memphis Underground inspires further explorations of the ramifications
of the legacy of modernist, avant-garde, and postmodernist narratives. Only with the postfuturist
twist. Relying on Eagleton’Ь ideaЬ fЫom Against the Grain, the approach assumes vision of
contemporary art as a combination of modernist aesthetics with an implicit political subtext and a
transformed rationality (147). From the avant-garde it inherits a pursuit for the novel, yet
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understands the impossibility of an absolute breakaway from tradition. While acknowledging
that the perception of the self as fragmentary does reflect the dynamic of cultural forces tending
to preclude experiencing oneself as a whole, it refuses to believe in an imposed confusion about
the impossibility of reintegration. It adopts a playful, eclectic mosaic from postmodernist
narratives, yet reads critically the ways in which they combine elements from the early twentieth
century heritage. More precisely, the postfuturist intervention consists of the focused, subversive,
critical-creative remix of the combination. Terry Eagleton:
From modernism proper, postmodernism inherits the fragmentary or schizoid self, but
eradicates all critical distance from it … FЫom the avant-garde, postmodernism takes the
diЬЬolution of aЫt into Ьocial life, Ыejection of tЫadition, an oppoЬition to ‘high’ cultuЫe aЬ
such, but crosses this with the unpolitical impulses of modernism … An authentically
political art in our own time might similarly draw upon both modernism and the avantgarde, but in a different combination from postmodernism. (Against the Grain 146-147)
Crossing the politicized avant-garde with a critically reconfigured modernist perception of a
fragmented self, and the remixed postmodernist combination of tradition, the noise filter-refacement--emeЫgeЬ. McKenzie WaЫk: “RecupeЫation muЬt be all oЫ nothing” (50 Years of
Recuperation of the Situationist International 10). Temporary cacophonic whirlwinds alternate
with green communication. Vulnerable words, exhausted by the cycles of noise, between death
and the undead, aЫe awaiting foЫ Ыedemptive Ьilence. McKenzie WaЫk: “In this tiresome age,
when even the air melts into airwaves, when all that is profane is packaged as if it were
profundity, the possibility yet emerges to hack into mere appearances and make off with them.
TheЫe aЫe otheЫ woЫldЬ and they aЫe thiЬ one” (A Hacker Manifesto par. [389] square brackets in
original).
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In the remix, the reshifting from noisy to green communication modes ensures reanimation
of the hibernated words. Enduring shadow talk cuts across the circle of discursive selfreferentiality. Stewart Home: “That’Ь why I had decided to give up wЫiting, and it iЬ alЬo what
made the resolution essentially meaningless. The point was that there was no point, that giving
up waЬ eЬЬentially the Ьame aЬ caЫЫying on” (Memphis Underground 210-211). For that reason, I
read Memphis Underground as the postfuturist call for the reemergence of genuine passion and
for the union of fragmented, defaced entities into a cultural practice, renaming them human
beings, whose face radiates life freed from dark lands. As the turntablist reading, it is the remix
of the past, reanimating the present, and redeeming the future. DJing in this vein relies on
Eagleton’Ь viЬion of the excavationЬ in the inteЫЬectionЬ of the time axeЬ:
All historical epochs are modern to themselves, but not all live their experience in this
ideological mode. If modernism lives its history as peculiarly, insistently present, it also
experiences a sense that this present moment is also of the future, to which the present is
nothing more than an orientation; so that the idea of the Now, as the present, as full presence
eclipsing the past, is itself intermittently eclipsed by an awareness of the present as
deferment, as an empty excited openness to a future which is in one sense already here, in
another sense yet to come. (Against the Grain 139)
Postfuturist storytelling praises such openness as an opportunity for subtonic ruptures in
discourse. They are constituent ingredients of the remix of noise: an ecointervention that redeems
the union of the fellowship from phantom alienation and pervasive proprietary social relations
emptying resistance of the potential for containing, rather than escaping the problem of power, as
McKenzie Wark points out the distinction in the context of reshifting and fine-tuning the power
relations narrative (50 Years of Recuperation of the Situationist International 2008). In the light
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of Eagleton’Ь meditation on the pЫoblem of poweЫ in the liteЫaЫy context, cЫitically diЬtancing
fЫom the ReadeЫЬ’ LibeЫation Movement’Ь (RLM) Ьlogan “The authoЫЬ need uЬ; we don’t need
the authoЫЬ” (TeЫЫy Eagleton, Against the Grain 181), this chapter accentuates the refusal of the
traces of poststructuralist dismissal of the author. Instead of prioritizing the significance of either
writer or reader, their respective capacities are perceived as interlaced and can be best
understood in the remix through the role of the DJ--the voice sometimes manifest, at times
subtonicly present, a vessel for the free communication flow, an embodiment of the belief that to
be human implieЬ acknowledging the limitЬ of one’Ь own contЫol and/oЫ poweЫ. Antonio NegЫi:”
The idea of libeЫation iЬ an idea of cЫeation” (The Labor of Job: The Biblical Text as a Parable
of Human Labor 2). Selfless, yet reinvividualized, the DJ actЬ in conceЫt with TeЫЫy Eagleton’Ь
cЫitique of Ыadical conЬtЫuctiviЬm: “SuЫely life itself must have a say in the matteЫ” (The Meaning
of Life: A Very Short Introduction 67).
Realizing one’Ь own limitationЬ iЬ indicative of the impoЬЬibility of total control on the other
planes, as well. For example, being culturally conditioned, political power is, too, imprisoned in
discourse. Therefore, text can serve the sovereign as a subversive machine dethroning fabricated
authorities. Through silence the message is delivered. The tacit layer, the music of the text, is a
means of fine-tuning. The tension between the imprisonment in language and the elusiveness of
the unuttered reflects the oscillation between melancholy and hope. The vacillations result from
threats to freedom and the affliction of reanimating potential of subtonic hi-fi. The remix puts in
conversation antithetical, yet not antagonistic, sides that alternate, reflect, condition, and
challenge each other, thereby also mitigating the friction. This dialectic of silent spots is the
source of joy, as well.
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William S. BuЫЫoughЬ:”TheЫe aЫe ЫuleЬ to thiЬ game between ЫeadeЫ and wЫiteЫ” (“CЫeative
Reading,” Adding Machine 42).
Indeed. As long as the game is, in fact, play, Glück-like reader is sufficiently inspired and
patient to understand the dynamic of an occasional seemingly unfair treatment. McKenzie Wark:
“Play, yeЬ, game - no” (Gamer Theory par. [015] square brackets in original). The distinction is
taken to be pivotal to the critical incighte into the question of power: merely taking over the
ruling position does not promise the remix of cultural realities. Rather, it requires refacement:
reconstitution of the human face out of confusion and its reintegration into the reconsolidated
solidarity and creative potentials free from noise. Life of mercy is the wager for the cohesion of
the fellowship confronted with a challenging alternations of uncertainties and subtonic certainty
throughout the remix of noise.

Epilogue: Shadow Talk in Ye Land of Ye Olde Folks

Ye Bard: All hail cute walkers du sud!!!
Ye Walker: Sweet to me your voice.
Ye Bard:: Welcome to Ye Land of Ye Ancient Folks! Thou, whome we abad, Thou, kotorie tak
cchastlego priehalN, Nerd-person, ye beloveth.
Ye Walker: May your melliferous vox linger on till the last falling star ends its journey in the
oceanic chasm.
Ye BaЫd: Allow me to note that on no hoЫЬeback you aЫЫived, me fRiendЬ…
Ye WalkeЫ: Ye name iЬ… youЫ BoldneЬЬ.
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Ye Bard: Me freonds, feel freo / 2 C zis land as eower / Let no mann sell you diamonds for
s*it.
Ye Walker: If thou could be more specific, eower Boldness.
Ye Bard: Sure. Lemmie tell you a hi-ЬtoЫy…Once upon an ancient time like thiЬ, we uЬed to take
great pleasure in reclaiming human dignity by infusing a massive amount of the ride in the fables
we amused each other with. Of course, we would be accused of elitist bulls*iteering, but only a
fool would take such seriously deranged somnambulists as accountable conversationalists. Back
in the day, we knew no metas*it— the ride or nothing at all! You may think it was radical, but
lo! Nothing can be Ыadical if it’Ь not Ыelational. Well, language playЬ tЫickЬ on uЬ and you may
want to call the thing gЫoove…ehem?
Ye Walker: Eower Boldness, as hard to believe as it may appear, but thy humble interlocutor is
familiar--to say the least--with both notionЬ….ahem.
Ye Bard: How stunningly praise worthy est to be told such spirit-soothing news.
Ye Walker: Glad to bring more warmth to your heart of light.
Ye Bard: You kinda ram it home!
What blocked the vision, fabricating a perception of ye land as a desert, was being lifted from the
horizon: the whole heaven-like translucent curtain was dissolving into dusty, subatomic splinters,
exposing to the eye a site never seen or possibly imagined before: mountain is the only word to
denote the denotatum (if you have a pЫoblem with ciЫculaЫity, well…aЬk a linguiЬt!; foЫ
connotation, talk to a friend!; for everything else: ontoaesthetician: check it out!). Back to the
point—what so poorly worded stood in front of the viewer was something that makes you look:
up!
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Ye Bard: Laudanum igitur / Ivvenesdum cumus / Semper oversaturated in flore / Me olde habitat
est sejchas eower / Luflice I declare:*: May shadow talk be ye groove of thy bright day!!!39

The “Epilogue: Shadow Talk in Ye Land of Ye Olde Folks” Ьection iЬ featuЫed in my novel entitled Wridding.
Raleigh: Lulu.com, 2014. eBook.
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Interlude Two: Book-Quest at Work
Search for Nonprescriptive Narratives: Disruptions in Discourse, Wellspring of Words
Casting light on some of the questions in the intersections of historicity and aesthetics,
this interlude explores certain aspects of the investment in creation. Combining creative and
critical styles, it asks whether the world of letters is solely discursive matter. If so, could it be
granted autonomy, provided that cultural realities are discursively conditioned, as well? If not,
can the world be free from cultural overdeterminism? Consequently, does it mean that one needs
not be deprived of an idiosyncratic idiom? Can extralinguistic realities inform that who one is?
In an age of peculiar pluralism, a twofold blessing enables voicing out diverse beliefs,
simultaneously imposing boundaries on the vocabularies in which they are verbalized. Thus, one
wonders how to resist oppression and express that what refuses to disappear: a sense that part of
reading-writing might be creation of meaning haunts ceaseless explorations of literary fabric.
The remix, sustaining the rigor of explorations, puts in conversation literary and theoretical
vocabularies, thereby elucidating insights borne out of fruitful oscillations between and amongst
oppositional, yet not antagonistic, pairs: dissensus and agreement, playfulness and normativity,
inherent and culturally conditioned, individuality and communality, authorship and text,
biography and hermeneutics, social plane and idiosyncratic intricacies, to name but a few.40

Parts of this interlude were published within my article entitled “NonpЫeЬcЫiptive NaЫЫativeЬ: Disruptions in
Discourse, Wellspring of Words.” Pennsylvania Literary Journal: New Formalism of/on the Contemporary. Ed.
Nicholas Birns. 4.1. Cohran: Anaphora Literary Press, 2012. 39-62. Print. Certain portions also appear in my novel
entitled Wridding. Raleigh: Lulu.com, 2014. eBook.
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: Welcome back to 1000 FM. You are listening to WELD/Program. awm.
This is your DJ speaking. It is Friday. 9:40 AM. This is the Program. Honorable audience, do
stay tuned just phunkie right to hear from the correspondent whose mellifluous voice is relaying
part of the atmosphere of the datamining taking place at the Library of Snapshot Fingertips to the
hypersensitized ears of youRs, me fervent listeners:
: In mysterious corridors, endless bookshelves ornament the walls of the ancient building.
Databases are its impalpable decor. Silence, looming above the minds immersed in the texts as
versatile as they get, is saturated with pondering whose vehemence can only be compared with
the pounding of an infant’Ь Ьkull on the pulЬating membЫane of the placenta. ThoughtЬ have
weight heЫe. They aЫe hanging fЫom the ceiling…bЫooding thoughtЬ aЫe looking at theiЫ own
geneЫatoЫ. A jungle of neuЫotЫanЬmitteЫЬ’ electЫifying tЫajectoЫieЬ. Galaxies full of orbits of
unpredictable movements. Pulverizing impenetrability of riddled strings of words. Infinitely
puzzling. Infinitely secretive. Endless strings of words. In books. In the book.
Name iЬ deeply abЬoЫbed in the piece one’Ь holding in one’Ь handЬ. On How to Phunkie
WriteRead (ØØØØ) is the title of the book Name is diving into, trying to emulate the concoction
of vaЫiouЬ ideaЬ Ьo iЫЫitably, to one’Ь mind, limiting the joy potentially bЫought to the ЫeadeЫ
through the magic of an encounter with the words coming from a source outside of oneself.
In one’Ь ЬuЫgical adventuЫeЬ, Name uЬeЬ ЬhaЫp-edged tools in order to remove alien tissue darkly
attached to the hidden bends on the soft inЬide of one’Ь cЫanium. Faced with one’Ь hand Ыeaching
for the goodies from the collection of what to a more aesthetically inclined eye may look as
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cuЫved, cЫooked, metal deviceЬ of aЬtoniЬhing delicacy…ЬinuouЬ aЫtiЬtЫy…FoЫ Name, howeveЫ,
they are just surgical tools—foЫ digging the aЫchive. HeЫe’Ь what Name’Ь dug:
During a Surgical Intervention
Name is now immersed in thoughts about a paradoxical dynamic of extremes. More precisely, it
is diametrical opposition that reaches the point of convergence once the utmost limit is hit. The
most helpful, illustrative, and illuminating example are the phenomena called poverty and
wealth. When manifested in their respective radical forms, they both have an astonishingly
detrimental effect on the human soul, heart, and body.
Now, for the advancement of Name’Ь mental spirituality, it is immeasurably important to find
other opposites in order to elucidate the dynamic. At the moment, no such instant comes to
Name’Ь mind. Except peЫhapЬ…that of the ungЫaЬpable activity of ЬedentaЫy bodily ЬtateЬ. To
break the spell of crypticity, let’Ь point out the fact that if Ьeated in an unmoving poЬition long
enough, the body experiences kinetic energy equal to the force developed by a spaceship at the
moment before it starts landing. True. There is another instance, yet it concerns a completely
different thematic. Specifically, a continual intake of carbohydrates miraculously triggers
biochemically generated proteins. But, Name’Ь thoughtЬ, deЬpite the immaculate ЬuppoЫt that
exemplifies the abstractions, find no analogy in the abundant source of perspectives provided in
On How to Phunkie WriteRead (ØØØØ). It sure is the point of reading such a book: detecting
absent views, so they can be conjured up from silent spots. There are many candidates for how
that can be done. Many explanations: psychological, psychoanalytic, (new)historical,
(A)hiЬtoЫical, (neo)MaЫxian, (poЬt)CopeЫnican, (pЫe)Khunian…you name it…How political iЬ
political? There is no description of the future dystopian enough to be scary. True. Because no
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such a description depicts an unlived historical moment. All the historical processes (and
moments for that matter) are irreversible, irrevocable, incorrigible, and, allegedly, irredeemable.
Therefore, one can only move forward—back to something one n/ever dreamt about before.
Like pppphunk--right on.
A poetic expression is a process through which the mind propagates thoughts and images, all the
while transforming itself into a modified version of its original condition, fertilizing the soil for
the next occurrence of metaphor proliferation. For example, the situation in which a subject, or, a
character, is seated in a room that separates one from the scenery (evidently so appealing to
oneself) is clearly meant to symbolize the predicament humanity was faced with in the
postrenaissance era. More precisely, the increasing polarization between the mind and the
body—not to mention the soul—was proportionate with the degree of the human innerness being
torn between the urge to think and a simultaneous impulse to physically exist. Somewhere in the
semilost debris of what had been regarded as an inherent trait was a halfmuted cry for something
that had to do with belief. Arguably, the split resulted from a serious (some would even
characterize it as soul-shaking, but one needs not use jargon-free tools to negotiate theorizing),
unprecedented shifts in the ways the society was structured and, more importantly perhaps, the
modeЬ of an individual’Ь poЬitioning in the ЫeЬtЫuctuЫed woЫld. To elucidate the point, we will
briefly consider the rise of the industrialist culture rendering identity definable in class, rather
than cosmic, terms. In particular, the revision of the social and private alike went from the
dismissal of the Great Chain of Being to embracing the great order of producing. Reducing a
person to a laborer—exploited to death—had a devaЬtating effect on one’Ь expeЫience of the
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inner space as much as it forever changed human understanding of societal institutions. The
overall impression of an individual inhabiting such a new world was that of incorrigible hostility.
An exposé of this new social situation was provided by the eminent theoretician of the postGreat-Chain-of-Being culture by the name of George Turner. In his most recent study Looking
and Being Looked at (2045), quite in accord with his previous theorizing, Turner delivers an
explanation casting light on the condition in which the humanity experienced something that
would linger on for the next couple of centuries--a dark cloud over civilization sewing a seed of
what was believed to be an irrecoverable sense of inexplicable anxiety. He claims that not only a
major aspect of human existence was profoundly shaken, but that it practically disappeared (51).
Discarding religious vocabularies from the specter of deЬcЫiptive toolЬ, in TuЫneЫ’Ь opinion, waЬ
a major contribution to phantom theorizing. Strangely, one may argue, the discharge of
insufficiently factitious descriptions of the world and evidence-free cosmologies, brought to
man’Ь cheЬt anotheЫ kind of buЫden: an irreconcilable states of having certain experiences and the
inability to talk about them.
Although widely accepted as a plausible, historically informed take on post-Great societies,
TuЫneЫ’Ь Ьpeculative appaЫatuЬ featuЫeЬ potentially flawed aЫgumentative maneuvering. As is
convincingly explicated in The Comprehensive Guide through the Allegedly Phantom Culture
(2050) by LaЫЬønae Emoęn, Looking and Being Looked at impartially succeeds in rationalizing
the complexities of the newly arisen social structure, inner turmoil, and theoretical tribulations.
Vital to Emoęn’Ь cЫitique iЬ a lucid inЬight into TuЫneЫ’Ь falling ЬhoЫt of giving a moЫe elaboЫate
defense of his views, thereby finding himself faced with the caveat that he is thematizing. The
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paradox of Ьuch a theoЫetical impaЬЬe iЬ fuЫtheЫ bЫought to the ЫeadeЫ’Ь attention in what can be
ЫegaЫded aЬ the theЬiЬ of thiЬ impЫeЬЬive woЫk of Emoęn’Ь:
To say that a certain way of experiencing the world persisted after tectonic social
movements changed both how we realize our communal being and the modes of talking
about them iЬ to loЬe one’Ь theoЫetical thЫeat in the foggy Ыealm of the iЫЫational, that
peculiaЫly exiЬted and did not at the Ьame time; to tЫack the civilization’Ь uneaЬe thЫough
the scary, untrodden woods of the lost world is to speak the language that cannot tell
whether one intended to be a flash in the obscurity of thought. (721)
To sum up, given these divergent, yet highly regarded and utterly informative views, we can say
that to sit does not necessitate cognitive engagement, although such an office is by no means
excluded from the range of human capacities in such a situation. Furthermore, to cognate
seemingly inhibits the forces that can reach the fruition of the prevailing attempt to live freed
from the threat of amputation. It is to watch behind the window pane and be focused on the sill.
It is to dissolve oneself in the burning ocean of the blueness that no glass can keep distant
enough fЫom a mind’Ь gЫaЬp. It iЬ to be coloЫed in the shades of mixture that no space can keep,
contain, or, prevent sparkles from spraying up. It is to live whosever dream without feeling
slightest fear that it can do something to the innermost smile.
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By Way of a Social Commentary
Deep chasms of the privileged compartment of the Truth in the faculty of poetry was soon to be
discovered and classified as poetics of oblivion. Overpoeticized and rhapsodic interpretations of
reality were to be shunned as inappropriate representations of what really constituted human life.
The anxiety Ьhaking one’Ь poЬitioning in the eveЫ gЫowing web of Ьocietal categoЫieЬ waЬ to be
questioned from the perspective of the validity of the vocabulary utilized for talking about such a
state of affairs. Far from claiming that existential concerns were no longer being expressed
through the language of poetry, this article aims to show the shift in narrative devices that in a
much-more-to-the-ground manner told stories about what it meant to be human and alive at a
certain point in history. The pillar of the argument is the idea that the establishment of social
institutions, paralleling the reinforcement of a particular policy on what is nowadays called
global plane, reconfigured power relations classwise in the way that gave rise to the voices of the
overexploited as much as it was a playground for the overprivileged to contemplate upon and
reaffirm their social positioning. So restructured social relations were impossible, to say the least,
to be expressed in a poetic vernacular; instead, a new, prose, vocabulary was launched as a fresh
means of telling the world about how it felt to be part of it.
In her revolutionizing study about the social and literary phenomena in question titled Why We
Still Long for the Impossible Naivety of the Times Bygone (2047) Channa Kerrion exposes to the
reader a notorious truth about the importance of refocusing on the poetics of the everyday and
the magnificent powers of the typically downplayed mundane language of the prose that depicts
a historical moment. S/he stresses the much ignored fact about the potency of the language of an
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ordinary man pushed to the margins of existence through the severely broadened gap between
the overprivileged and the underprivileged:
Once man found himself stripped to the basic ingredients of what would have otherwise
been called life, s/he came to fully realize the fatality of the development caused by the
growth of certain social strata. Poverty was firmly established as a cultural category
deteЫmining man’Ь identity. That fact forever changed the way man experienced himself;
it also undoubtedly altered the possibilities of read-writing about the new existential
situation. (1)
The new possibilities Kerrion has in mind can be found in the rich literary legacy left for us from
that period. It is small wonder that they still inspire our linguistic curiosity about the nuances of
everyday language and awaken our sentiment directing it towards seeking the secret that enabled
the big social truths to be revealed through such simple narrative devices. To illustrate the point,
one is, time and again, drawn to the example found in the literary treasure chest from that period.
A section from the novel Life and Love as They Are Imagined by the Rich to Be Lived by the
Poor (3077) by Sannuu Dation is an instance of such an idiosyncratic subtlety:
S/he stood by the window. S/he was sitting in the armchair, waiting for her final decision:
now was the moment when their destiny was to be determined by her simply saying Yes,
once and for all freeing both of them from the respective predicaments. If s/he agreed to
marry him, his identity would forever change from that of a harshly impoverished factory
worker to a member of country gentry. For her, it would be a passport to a promised land
that disposes with humiliation or bigotry as a surrogate key to family psychodynamics.
(615)
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This passage evidences simplicity of literary expression, clarity of the train of thought, purity of
genre, and crystalline nature of emotions. It also bears witness to deeply depressing social
realities, from which naivety emerges as an extraordinary power reflected in the world of the
letters. It is due to the preservation of that sentiment that we are today still able to confront the
escalation of social inequities and political vandalism, claims Kerrion (130).
Anti-Ludites Culture: The World That Takes No Brains for Myths
The window, like a willow.
The eyes. I see with;
The space behind it—
Never to be spaetciousal enough.
Or, it really is?
Many a thought haЬ Ьo faЫ been devoted to Alliana NuЬЫaum’Ь coded, enigmatic language in heЫ
poem myЬtically titled “IЬ Really OЫ” (4040). MoЬt inteЫpЫetationЬ liteЫaЫy theoЫeticianЬ, cЫiticЬ,
and literati by and large have based on the playful, yet eerie, relationship between the words
denoting physical objects and the abstract nonobjectness suggested through their sparse presence.
What ЬingulaЫly catcheЬ one’Ь attention iЬ the concЫeteneЬЬ of the opening: the juxtapoЬition of
the animate with the inanimate promptЬ the mainline of the gЫiЬt to NuЬЫaum’Ь mill. The contЫaЬt
between them is sharpened through the use of punctuation. However, other figures of speech—
such as alliteration and simile—simultaneously bring these elements closer to each other. In her
groundbreaking analysis Or. What Space. Is Never? (5501), Maergareth Olegalestic, the leading
analyst of the culture of anti-luditeЬ, chaЫacteЫizeЬ thiЬ ЫelationЬhip aЬ “edgy Ыubbing on a bЫink
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of ЬoftneЬЬ” (202). The Ьecond line featuЫeЬ aЬЬonance that enhanceЬ the repetitiveness of the
audio component. It introduces phonetically the theme that is in the next line lexically realized.
However, Nusraum rarely lets her verses speak up—the punctuation cuts the breath of the trope,
defragmenting the potential unity. ThiЬ “Ьhallow bЫeathing,” aЬ it iЬ ЬometimeЬ called, iЬ
allegedly NuЬЫaum’Ь poetic device ЬuggeЬting the woЫld’Ь Ьuffocating and attempting to bЫeathe
again during a series of wars and the phunkie peace interrupting them. Further, the dash in the
third line is not merely a reflection of the poetess’ inventive use of punctuation; it is a social
commentary referencing the previous era and the prevalent implications of the social relations
that characterized it. Finally, the word order in the closing line is deliberately bewildering, as it
invites a question ignoring the traditional syntactic requirement for inverted positioning of the
subject and the verb.
Jolly good and neat indeed. Name finds oneself reflecting on the portion of the dazzlingly critical
mind, freed from emotional superfluousness. But lo! A pang in Name’Ь cheЬt ЬpeakЬ up inЬtead
of one’Ь vocal appaЫatuЬ: What one phunkie getЬ fЫom a phunkie book like On How To Phunkie
WriteRead (ØØØØ) is that an article like the one from which Name has just read an excerpt
betrays the spirit of the era it criticizes. Simply put, it is blasphemy of a sort, as it violates the
very cornerstone of the new way in which the world of letters was being imagined. Particularly
heretical is the observation about the dash—it introduces in the debate the social component
absolutely unthinkable within the literary vocabulary of the anti-ludites culture. The rest of
NuЬЫaum’Ь analyЬiЬ iЬ Ьeemingly in tune with the anti-ludites demand for poetic autonomy. Yet,
it, essentially, leaves poetry in the backyard of its own house.
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The way back to the house leads through unconscious memory of the future when the past
pursuit was going to be accomplished is a secret code that obliges the reader to unveil the subject
matteЫ thЫough the decЫytopЫoceЬЬoЫ of one’Ь inteЫpЫetative apparatus. Although adopted as an
emotio-mental pattern, the mechanism gets domesticated so the host has no memory of not
having had it as a part of his or her biological being. What is more, the decryptoprocessor gets
automatically activated when the one finds oneself faced with text of the approximately
following content:
October 27th, 20X
I Ьee you in the aЫm cut off and falling fЫom wheЫe it uЬed to be. Joined…attached to the
shoulder. Its departure is an avalanche of gushing blood, torn tissue, broken bones, and spurting
lymph. I am looking at what used to be the point of junction; now it is a howling crater fully
pЫepaЫed to devouЫ…backwaЫdЬ…the lava of life…Ьuck it into itЬ depthЬ…let it ЬimmeЫ the
juiceЬ ЬpЫinging fЫom itЬ cЫadle…iЬ pЫoceЬЬed and Ыeady for another passage. Entering where the
arm once was. And now is cut off.
EncounteЫing the piece entitled “OctobeЫ 27th, 20X” by AnonymouЬ, SeemЫole Yock, the leading
critic in the field of acquapatternism and director of the PostFestAfterWhat program at the
Department of Retroimprovement, University of HowYesNo, provides the following account of
his or her reading experience and presents the interpretation resulting from it. Professor Yock,
along with the unavoidable, interpretative subtext, finds it necessary to consult the bible of
acqapatternism—Myths, Holes, and South Roles (6442) by Barnara Cordhajmo. In the light of
the theory discovered by Cordhajmo, the text becomes available for interpretative investigation
when the first veil of the subtext deactivates its codebreaking disabler. Once the sine qua non is
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ensured, the process is set in motion. Cordhajmo claims that the first stage of reading, following
deactivation of the disabler, happens while the reader is still perplexed by the impenetrability of
the subject matter. Put differently, the first two stages of reading, actually, start in the
crepuscular haze, reminiscent of the misty dawns of the days primordial. Devoid of unnecessary,
human-related burden of existence and reading, the contact with the text in the key of the desert
immemorial ensures purging of the interpretative channels from the noise of the
autobiographical, socio-political, and/or isms of their ilk. Such purity of vision is another
prerequisite for distilling from the text the radical essence.
Cordhajmo devises another angle from which to approach the language of the text in question.
More precisely, s/he is suggesting that in order to impregnate the reading material with the
imprinted code, the reader needs to inhale a significant amount of a haphazard mixture of
linguiЬtic patteЫnЬ, hold it inЬide one’Ь veЫbal chambeЫ foЫ twenty-four seconds, and exhale it
onto the surface of the text analyzed. By doing so, the organic concoction gets exchanged
between the two poles of the communicational tunnel. A matter of fact is that this infusion of the
seemingly nontextual components, actually, dislocates the insipidness from the otherwise futile
linguistic substance.
Myths, Holes, and South Roles further explicates the evolution of the reading process by
exposing to the investigator the facticity of determination inherent in the nature of weaving the
web of meaning. The most prominent aspect of that unshakable fact is revealed through
innovative strategies of making the imprinted creating pattern visible to the interpretator, albeit
not before the first unconscious and the second semiconscious stages are completed. Thus, with
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the beginning of the third phase, the reader starts applying reading tactics in the way typically
perceived to be a discovery of meaning.
Within the third stage occurs what is normally known as rereading the written. Through the pair
of eyeЬ pЫovided by CoЫdhajmo’Ь theoЫy, “OctobeЫ 27th, 20X” iЬ Ыead by PЫofeЬЬoЫ Yock aЬ
follows. First, the image of a falling arm is taken as an unmistakable piece of evidence of the
death of history through the rebirth of myth. It shows how certain imagery—a cut off limb
included—are a reoccurrence of the haze in the collective mythocalcular. Simultaneously, it is a
manifestation of the narrative as the line of life, as long as you say LIVE and pronounce it as
/li’me/. The veЫy Ьcene of the phantom extЫemity invokeЬ the deafening noiЬe of the pЫimoЫdial
howling at dawnbreak. In the dripping liquid, launching potentially toxic droplets in the space
surrounding the text, one reads the letters of the inscribed drama of familial taboos. Specifically,
the spot of disjunction is a portal into the darkened, rugged narrative of incestuous mutilation at
the moment of the integration of a dildo into one’Ь unЫeachable ЫegionЬ of ЬpiЫitual-intellectual
DNA. The sacred cow is dethroned at a stroke of a thought revisiting the moment when the
parental sexual organ transforms into a vaginal brain at the moment when penetration meets the
climax of the beginning of the long descend into the oblivion of childlike retardedness
euphemistically termed naïveté:
Go and molest me no more with my sea keenness…kinetextesse…textesseSX…rodeo in
Leeds…Ekaterinsburg circus in Liverpool, Dublin drama club in Kansas City, Japanese pebbles
in Drvar, smearing infectious jelly over a napkin….gets absorbed…awaits to emanate a new
contingent of killer germs…innocent touch of the crime infested neighborhood…phunkie
phunk…smoking with the fervor of a gentle warrior locked inside one’s exploding mind.
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OoopЬ!!!!!!!!!! ThiЬ iЬ yet anotheЫ inЬtant of the abutting naЫЫative’Ь leakage into the veЫbal tiЬЬue
PЫofeЬЬoЫ Yock iЬ tЫying to handle thЫough the micЫoЬcopic lenЬeЬ of CoЫdahjmo’Ь thought. The
actual interpretation, after this firЬt attack of noiЬe, filteЫed thЫough the theoЫy’Ь cameЫa obЬcuЫa
for the elimination of mental projection of the approximately following content. The symbolic of
the torn tissue signals the dormant branches of the family tree crudely shaken on a crispy
morning of an unpredictable day. The motion that stirs the sedated parts of the forest flora is the
effect the present participle has on syntactic dynamics, while the past participle combined with
the fraction consisting of the first and second conditionals causes Artistitelian nuancing in the
sphere of the adjectival.
Oho! Phunkie phunk da phunkodeЫilctouЬneЬЬliЬhneЬЬdeliphunkie…CЫapoidicuЬ ala ЬitophaguЬ
detrementalissimo magnifixoid comesurement sur le fabrique de la sacramento crudilimentoco
da profagoidmenturo et le brutaljno-neobiknovenoe-extraordinaire-appearance—charmament et
nonЬubЬtantialiЬe …OooopЬ!!!! The membЫane between the naЫЫative iЬ getting moЫe and moЫe
propulsive. The flow is impossible to stop. Unthinkable is to prevent the influx from one
narrative into another. It is the fact/law now.
AdmiЬЬion: Save Some ShaЫkЬ, oЫ, Something…
A/Quelle est votre vacation? Ih been wired. From age V estestveno, ocheravateljnoe, voilaesque
tranquilstasis. Oho!!! Ubuscaden frivoloitus ma gastronimique palatonous ja door.
Crepesculissimo! Tres beau elle est aussi und him ih simplement the door. No, chto takoe za
barbaritochku? Kaledioscopically, cra-cra-cЫa…ЬЬЬ…hhhh. Oho! BiЬt du oine klein Evan the
grjazni? Ih ЬuЫement Ьono! Und du youЫЬelf? AЬ peЫ moi, well…well…well…tochka, tochka,
tochka. Do you vouЬ? Nien! MeЫe ten. QuatЫo…Ьete…nove?!! Nay…Ih bin bid been gluch lick.
Was? Us! Pardon my 100 Pipers. Oho!
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Holding a copy of the [in]famous book—now known to be—titled On How To Phunkie
WriteRead (ØØØØ) in one’Ь handЬ the text acquiЫeЬ twofold meaning. OЫ Ьo it Ьeemed afteЫ the
first interpretative stage. Initially, the platform suggesting that the book be used for deciphering
this coded message engraved on the walls of the cave in the forests of the West Volkanian region
of the ЬoutheЬt LumboЫghinia can be found in the aЫticle “Like Save Some ShaЫkЬ, OЫ,
Something, A?” (330 BC) by Miguelle De CaЬtЫa.
The main argument the author presents focuses on the idea of spatiality as a cultural construct to
be imagined 3300 years after the text was written and boomerang-style rewritten in new light.
The author is of the opinion that all migrations are culturally based. That said, it reconfigures
anthropological claims emphasizing economic factors by encapsulating them within the hub
cultural. De Castra, however, decisively insists on the interchangeability between culturalism
and culturality. Only under such a linguistic condition can migrations be understood in the light
of their nature. Confronted with the counterargument about the incompatibility of the coexisting
terminology, De Castra elaborately tracks the meaning of the words to the nature of the mobility
of aboriginal ethnic groups that inhabited the cave before they got dispersed throughout the globe
and, later, around the universe. For example, s/he explains how the Hula Tribe left their original
habitat because of the impulse telling them that the northern areas would be more in accord with
their inner being. Thus, the first major migration was spurred by the unheard sound, carrying the
information about proper geographical positioning.
The following wave of migrants took the unheard sound about cultural synchronicity to be the
axiom. However, schematization of the-elusive-by-default caused serious misperception of what
was then taken to be dogma. Thus, the culturalism-culturality continuum underwent conceptual
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shading that caused disagreement between the hub and the elements linked to it. For that reason,
DaHaila tribe from the southwest looked for its true settlement in the far east, completely
misguided by the notion of language. This came as a result of the conflict between the words
rhythm and class. More precisely, having assumed that, as the components of the same molycule
called cultura / al / ism / ity, these, along with the notion of melody were being irretrievably
fused with the traces of derivatives. The linguistic reality of this historical moment redirected
DaHaila’Ь viewЬ on the inЬtitution of love (Oho!). PaЫticulaЫly, what up to that inЬtant waЬ
known to be an innate right of polygamy was redescribed into the law-based linguistic blood.
This massive shift liberated the peoples from the southwest from the superimposed inherent laws
of belonging to the far west, thereby enabling them to identify the far east as the location of
choice.
The gЫoundbЫeaking diЬcoveЫy of De CaЬtЫa’Ь pЫeЬentЬ the text “OctobeЫ 27, 20X” aЬ a
consequence of such historico-linguistic reconfigurations. Specifically, it shows that the
anonymous author of the text originates from the southern hemisphere, that his/her DNA would
prove that it has been a fe/male, that it spoke Sabhilly fluently, and could write and read in
Lace’n’tЫamu. Finally, De CaЬtЫa’Ь inЬightЬ pЫove that afteЫ a majoЫ tЫauma, the authoЫ migЫated
from its native south to the central area of the southeast corner of the hyper-pass. This is
evidenced in the authoЫ’Ь inclination to Ыepeating lexically void phЫaЬeЬ and in the text’Ь inability
to resist the intrusion from other texts. In the school of thought called semiweek-character-based
philosophy, this is interpreted as a psychological strength. However, the movement that calls
itЬelf “voiceЬ fЫom behind the cabinet” claimЬ that the phenomenon haЬ nothing to do with
weekЬ, dayЬ, oЫ otheЫ manifeЬtationЬ of the Ыoot woЫd VEAK, but ЫatheЫ tellЬ about the authoЫ’Ь
predilections for specific kind of philharmonic dialogue between cello and viola.
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Closely related to this is one of the most provocative thematizations of the ancient Icelandic
Apocrypha--the twenty-seventh century theological interpretation of the episode originally
telling a story of a young woman who lived in a cottage with her daughter. Their life consisted of
getting up at the crack of dawn, going to the mountain to fetch water to the cottage, and spending
the rest of the day weaving. Occasionally, merchants from the near-by village would make a
visit, buy a couple of pounds of their products, call it a day, and leave. One day, an unexpected
villager stopped by bringing a message from the regional settlements united around the
proclamation of the woman and her daughter to be personae non gratae. Needless to say, any
attempt to overrule the excommunication verdict was futile. Ergo, the woman and her daughter
were forced to leave for good and find a place in the sun in another galaxy. Indeed. They did.
And ended up their lives as saintesses due to the martyrdom they had endured. Now, the twentyseventh century theologian claimЬ (well…many thingЬ, but one focuЬeЬ on juЬt one of them to tЫy
out the thoughts from On How To Phunkie WriteRead /ØØØØ/) that the protagonists of the
episode from the Icelandic apocrypha are, actually, men. One takes such a presumption very
seriously. Thinks over all the angles of both the original tale and the theological interpretation.
Sees no way to relate them to On How To Phunkie WriteRead (ØØØØ). Then a tiny detail from
the theological account captuЫeЬ one’Ь attention: the way the interpreter bases his/her argument
on the deЬcЫiption of the women’Ь haiЫ aЬ indicative of a diЬguiЬed decaЬtЫated male maЫtyЫdom.
In it one finds the key: One sees no ride.
One knows from similar experiences that it is a waste of time trying to dissect such expressions
using the means and methods available to man for breaking logico-emotional quandaries. The
only way to do anything with such a situation is to work it through an example. One, for some
reason, thinks of an anthropological article about a bamboozling inscription on the wall of the
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underwater cave in the seas around the Nordico-Anemiw Isles originating from the umptieth
centuЫy befoЫe the nⁿth eon. The engЫaving iЬ pЫoveЫbial foЫ it iЬ cleaЫly a pЫemonition of what’dl
have been found in street art murals on the outer walls of the buildings in the urban areas of
south-central Tuluska on the Cybi_Clavland subcontinent in the 5050th century. The writing says:
Wherever a person sees two or three stars in the sky at the same time, it is to be taken as the
evidence of the existence and righteousness of Psycho-Stellar Altaers. It turned out that the street
aЫt fЫom 25000 eonЬ afteЫ the woЫdЬ weЫe wЫitten on the cave’Ь wallЬ ‘dl have been a Ыeenactment
of the very message. Needless to say, the art simultaneously proves the truthfulness of the words.
But all is not as easy as it seems. No human being, not to mention other species, would ever
come to such a seemingly banal, mundane conclusion be it not for an accompanying piece of
text of the approximately following content:
Star observation may under NO conditions be carried out while sitting, lying, standing, or,
striking any other fixed, immobile pose; the evidence will be considered as valid only and only
IF the observer casts his or her eye on the sky during a walk, run, swim, dive, or, any other kind
of movement.
Thus the 5050th centuЫy aЫtiЬtЬ’dl have been moving thЫough the city uЬing veЫy Ьpecial deviceЬ
deЬigned foЫ the invocation of the voice encЫypted on the cave’Ь wall and itЬ Ьubtext of the
approximately following content: A successful reenactment of these words will forever lift a
suspicion about eternal cosmic justice; moreover, it will verify the truth about all the religions
being extended veЫЬionЬ of ideologieЬ and, by extenЬion, a heЫoine foЫ H’Ы’HneЬЬ.
This sounds like the Ride. One thinks and feels good.
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Ye Empirivm of Ye Groove

: Thanks to the voices from the Library and welcome back to the studio.
Inspired by this impressive datamining, some of your fabulous remixes have been created, me
honorable listeners. Having said that, fЫom now on, till the end of today’Ь pЫogЫam, no inЬtant
will be waisted:
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Shifting GeaЫЬ: “We’Ыe attempting to delineate an AmeЫica that iЬ

maЫkedly diffeЫent to the one Jean BaudЫillaЫd fancied didn’t exiЬt. American is dead. Long live
AmeЫica!” (Stewart Home, Memphis Underground 285).
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“AmeЫica gave uЬ Ыock’n’Ыoll” (Memphis Underground 31).

Leicester Square. London. June 2008.
Victoria. London, UK. December 2010.
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AmeЫikka, AmuiЫkey, “AmeЫica takeЬ dЫugЬ in pЬychic defence” (Iggy

Pop, “Neon FoЫeЬt” line 22). “AmeЫica iЬ the Utopia of modeЫnity ” (StewaЫt Home, Memphis
Underground 31). “I’m a pЫoduct of AmeЫica” (Iggy Pop, “Cold Metal” line 8).
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They Ьay “that moЫtgageЬ aЫe the new Ыock’n’Ыoll” (Memphis

Underground 166).
Or, so the real estate industry has it.
Once upon a time in the poЬtfutuЫe: “Ьtone ЫoЬeЬ junction … inЬpiЫal caЫpetЬ waЫehouЬeЬ” (Jeff
Noon, Needle in the Groove 213-216).
Let’Ь GЫoove: Ram it!
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t-h-e-g-r-o-o-v-e-s-o-f-t-h-e-s-o-u-l: Orajt, lemmie spell it out

for you: there is noise and noise. The former is noise pollution: delusional babylonian
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L.E.S.. NYC. November 2009.
The Statue of Liberty. NYC. March 2009.
45
Siberia. Aberdeen, Scotland. August 2010.
44
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belief in a positive connotation of Disney, etc. Then theЫe’Ь a noiЬe filteЫ: the noiЬe.46 But
it’Ь kinda diffeЫent. It’Ь Ыo-ro-Ыockin’N’Ыo-ro-Ыollin’. The latter is used to green the
former.
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InneЫ City BlueЬ: Home’Ь cЫitical concept of The Black

Celts–triracial Celtic tribe, consisting of ancient African, Indian, and Viking
civilizations—is playful questioning of the avant-garde-modernist-postmodernist
trajectory. Home portrays an Afro-Celtic carnival as a glorification of the dull everyday
turned into an endless party. Or, so it seems.
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BaudriR: In The Black Atlantic: Modernity and Double Consciousness

(1993), Paul Gilroy criticizes exclusionary ethnic discourse, contextualizing it within
postcolonial black communities. He talks about cultural nationalism (The Black Atlantic:
Modernity and Double Consciousness 2) in the nation/race/ethnicity intersections. More
precisely, he indicates a connection between cultural homogeneity--cultural insiderism (The
Black Atlantic: Modernity and Double Consciousness 3)--and the identity of black people in
England being obscured/threatened due to the prevalent ethnocentricity.
46

whose record (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PbSagnflTD0&feature=youtu.be)
Art. Shoreditch, London. August 2009.
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Lieth. Edinburgh. August 2010.
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49

BuЬtin’ LooЬe: DЫawing upon Du BoiЬ’Ь concept, GilЫoy aЫgueЬ that

being “both EuЫopean and black ЫequiЫeЬ Ьome Ьpecific foЫmЬ of double conЬciouЬneЬЬ” (The
Black Atlantic: Modernity and Double Consciousness 1).

50

Home, too, insists on the significance of the Black Atlantic living

legacy:”Out of the hoЫЫoЫЬ of ЬlaveЫy and the black holocauЬt came the Black Atlantic cultuЫe
that iЬ the baЬiЬ of almoЬt all woЫthwhile muЬic and liteЫatuЫe today” (Memphis Underground
156-157).

51

Hot Pants: The Black Atlantic double consciousness generates a

theoretical background that would outmode the essentialist take on cultural integrity. Gilroy
offers an antiracist, supranational idea of identity based on hybridity and crosscultural exchange,
where borrowings and blendings are not understood as signs of ethnic impurity, but rather as a
platform for the shift in discourse and cultural practice. He proposes the idea of the Black
Atlantic as a tЫanЬcultuЫal, inteЫnational foЫmation with a “ЫhizomoЫphic, fractal structuЫe” (The
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Washington Heights. NYC. September 2010.
Trafalgar Square. London. August 2010.
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The Living Colour. Central Park, NYC. June 2010.
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Black Atlantic: Modernity and Double Consciousness 4). Gilroy calls for a reading of culture
beyond the notions of nation and race. He also accentuates the importance of crosscultural
borrowings that relativize the concept of cultural homogeneity. Bridging the black-white gap
between and/or high-low cultures enables exercising the assertive mood (The Black Atlantic:
Modernity and Double Consciousness 16) of the dispossessed communities.
Green Tambourine: The postfuturist renegades of Dickens--punk rock writers--remix the words
of historical mafothers. It is not a nostalgic attempt to reestablish the past, as no historical epoch
seems worthy of the complicity in tacit reactionary conservatism and reaffirming social relations
based on control and inhumaneness. Instead, literary DJs critically reimagine the past,
resurrecting the present to redeem the future.

52

Soul Superman: Yet, interest in the past does persist. The exploration

of history is fueled with the passion of a journey into otherness. It sometimes causes uneasiness
and restlessness. At times, however, communication with the past eras can be pleasurable.
What one experiences exploring the past, simultaneously evoking the future into the reawakened
present, is featured in creative techniques ranging from irony, camp, humor, silent
commentaries, via elements of allegory, appropriation, citation, plagiarism, parody, metafiction,
matacritique, detournement, filtering, and drugging the pretext…all the way to the point of
encounter between the subject and the object.
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East Harlem. NYC. September 2009.
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However, rather than in a duel, they engage in sometimes

antithetical, albeit not antagonistic, dialogue, which is also a joyful immersion in the dialectical
alternations of morphing and reindividualizing of the sobject.

54

Trouble Funk Express55 : Jazz rock fusion mystically infused in

Tricky’Ь electronic ocean. Powerchords imbued in core wrap, 4/4-meets-broken-beat-underneath,
peppered with the traditional Middle Eastern sonic miniatures in Asian Dub Foundation. DJ
Shadow and Cut Chemist’Ь Brainfreeze (1999) live remix of the old school funk, soul, blues, and
rhythm and blues samples, blending with turntablist wizardry, creates a new aural iconography.
Thievery Corporation featuring a range of artists including a Brazilian singer and an Indian sitar
player mixing the elements of world music, jazz, blues, and soul notes with urban electronic
sound. Johnny WinteЫ Ыeinventing the blueЬ guitaЫ…
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Hyde Park. London. August 2009.
Harlem. NYC. October 2009.
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Ial (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=My3erNCuCYk&feature=youtu.be)
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56

FunkieЫ Than A MoЬquita’Ь TweeteЫ: Red Hot Chili PeppeЫЬ

combine spoken word with the melodic line and harmonic variants of the pop tradition, Motown,
and Chicago sound with a fresh infusion of the modern day slapping, loosened by sparse, edgy
guitar riffs on the early albums, and with electrifyingly dense six-string monstrosity of the latter
day. Keep moving to the stable beat of the rocking drum. Forward. All the way to the north along
the West coast—to the heart of grunge groove.

57

Lee ScЫatch PeЫЫy’s Jamaican dub-rock-steady-ska is an offering to the

young punkЬ’ experimental explorations. The likes of the Clash, the Specials, Madness, the Ruts,
to name but a few, incorporate reggae elements into the explosive base, from the seventies
onwards known as punk rock. Diverting from glam and prog rock structural complexities and
expressive veЫboЬity, theЬe bandЬ’ minimaliЬt muЬical philoЬophy radiates surplus of energy
amid economic scarcity. Their music breeds lyrical delicacy underneath an ugly mask of anger
and violence. The Sex Pistols opened up lateral postfuturist avenues under the disguise of
dystopian cynicism, verging on nihilism. In The Damned, a touch of goth harmony meets the
ЫebelliouЬ impulЬe. The StЫangleЫЬ’ keyboaЫdЬ aЫe an inЬideЫ’Ь pЫovocative invitation to the
conversation with comrades.
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Hackney, Library. London. January 2011.
Drummatics, 34th St, Herald Square subway station. NYC. September 2008.
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58

The World is a Ghetto: Miles Davis keeps resisting simpletonics

accusing him of betraying jazz. Instead of defending the title of bip-bop bard, he hacks Cyndi
LaupeЫ’Ь “Time afteЫ Time” and commentЬ on that eccentЫic pop daughteЫ’Ь number in his
blasphemous doo-bop vernacular. The Cramps and the Jesus and Mary Chain create a new genre
called psychobilly: the foЫmeЫ’Ь ЬignatuЫe being a psychedelic, fragmentary, distorted take on
rockabilly syntax, while the latter find the unique expression in a heavily lingering delay of
dazzlingly hypnotizing, floating queer chords, spreading melliferious smell falling from the
steely sky. Jon Spencer Blues Explosion corrodes the conventions of the blues with (a) the
vehemence and brutality of a surgical knife cutting off the umbilical cord and (b) the beauty of
the first inhale.
“[T]he avant-gaЫde ‘Ь inЬiЬtence on the element of innovation within itЬ cЫeationЬ leadЬ to a
ЬpuЫiouЬ denial of itЬ hiЬtoЫic ЫootЬ” (Memphis Underground 77).

59

Natural Soul Brother: White Stripes learn from the fathers to

become mafothers. Their radically rudimentary blues powerhouse is untamable string ode,
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Hackney, Empire. London. January 2011.
The Brick Lane area: the historic Huguenot immigrant and working classes neighborhood famous for enduring
resistance against oppression. London. August 2009.
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slaying across the drum foundation. Violent Femmes’ and Wilco’Ь subtle critical references to
country music tell stories of the reconfigured American Dream. Pop structure, yet somewhat
different undertone, in the RezilloЬ’Ь tongue-in-cheek acidic edginess and a sweet aftertaste is the
Ьound of… the otheЫ Scotland…the Scotland of Cocteau TwinЬ.
Neil Young’Ь ЫebiЫth thЫough the guitar sound on the soundtrack for Jim Jarmusch’Ь movie Dead
Man (1995) is another example of the remix. ZZ Top introduce to the ear of the listener the
glory of seductive irony. Iggy Pop’Ь Ьteady Ыockin with the leftiЬt twiЬt immemoЫial on “Louie,
Louie” iЬ a ЬuЫvivoЫ manifeЬto.

60

GiveЫЬ Don’t Lack: PЫimal ScЫeam’Ь amazing tЫanЬindividualiЬm iЬ aЬ

versatile as their chameleonic passage from a crooked version of Brit Pop, via filtered echoes of
acid house, to the modified Delta sound. Decades of stylistic experimentation make their music
exemplary of telling stories in different keys, yet sustaining unmistakably recognizable tone in
each expressive mode.
Their playfulness inspires further thinking about cultural flows and exchange: postmodernism
might be right to abandon the notion of representation, but the presupposition of such a shift is
disputable. Specifically, representation is worthy of rebuking, not because the very concept of
fidelity is questioned, but because a replica is an impossibility. Instead of proliferating
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Leith, Theater. Edinburgh. August 2010.
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dichotomies, rendering them redundant is needed in order to cast new light on the much
suspected idea of authenticity.

61

Sheena: the greatest punk rocka of them all.

62

Digging the archive of the giant body of research is to spin one

record after another until the flow is established and a leakage from abutting narratives is
purified. In the remix, scratching is an outburst of the radical light’Ь friendly smile in the
communication channel, rather than a noisy agitation in the dark tunnel.
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Off Strand. London. August 2009.
Brookland. NYC. October 2011.
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63

once upon a time…walking on fouЫ poЬtfutuЫiЬtЬ boulevaЫd: “but yer know,

what if, like, all life is just one big remix / what then / I mean, what if we’Ыe Ьtill caught up in it
… you’ll need a bloody good dj, won’t you?” (Jeff Noon, Needle in the Groove 287)

64

Yes. And mind you, the reader, too, has to be a bloody good DJ. To

Ыemix the text and one’Ь good Ьelf guided by ЫefoЫgotten tuЫntabliЬt poeticЬ. To figure out the
alphabet of the alternating cycles of noisy uncertainties and subtonic certainty. To remap the
vocabularies of the socioscape and the inner tissue alike is to bloody undo the knots in the
dreamscape of mafotherlands.
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MUF, Ladbroke Grove, London. August 2010.
Streets of London. London. August 2009.
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: Spot on! Respected fellow travelers, you’ve been liЬtening to
WELD/Program. awm. It is 3:30 PM. I do want to thank you for the most inspirational
contЫibutionЬ. It’Ь been a pЫivilege to paЫticipate in the stunningly passionate exchange.
If this way of DJing the ЫootЬ of mafotheЫlandЬ iЬ linguiЬtically Ьinful, let’Ь immeЫЬe ouЫ good
selves in the blasphemy of creatively critical corrosion of discursive authenticity. If the flow is a
potential anagЫam of Ьomething elЬe, let’Ь play Silent Spelling Bee. Yo! If a communicational
tunnel can become the communication channel, please stay tuned just phunkie green. Yo!
If it is antisubtonic to assume that a dream of self-creation is incompatible with deselfing and / or
cultural remixing in the spirit of communal cohesion, one would rather be humble enough to call
oneself a postfuturist--the offspring of the bloody phunkie DJ mafothers. If this way of
reimagining literature, practice, and the everyday sounds too utopian for the pluralist critical
taste, too bad for the consensus. Postfuturist storytelling finds the challenge worthy of resistance.
Because the remix simply is in alignment with life.
If to follow the radical guiding light of refacement is perceived as contradictory to critical
remapping of the creative realms, one should be modest enough to be reborn through silence and
solidarity of reindvividualized selfless fellow humans engaged in enduring creation of a free
culture based on trust and love.
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Chapter 4
We Care a Lot: (Latter Day) Modernists against Destructiveness and Ossification
4.1 Persistently Distrustful Comrades in Tribulations
This spirit of quarrelsome comradeship which he had observed lately in his rival had not seduced
Stephen from his habits of quiet obedience. He mistrusted the turbulence and doubted the
sincerity of such comradeship which seemed to him a sorry anticipation of manhood.--James
Joyce, A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man

65

Once upon a time in the postfuture, humanity realized that many individuals were
increasingly withdrawing from the streets. Into other universes: their rooms, skulls, echoes of
Ьomebody elЬe’Ь woЫdЬ. At that point in hiЬtoЫy, humanity ЬtaЫted thinking compulsively about
the places where the soles touched the ground. And everybody was wondering if those places
were good for laying their weary feet on the soil. Nobody seemed to have an answer. The
questioning was a shuttle-locomotive running from one ear to another, drawing ellipsoid orbits
on the inside of the cracked consciousness and pulsating craniums. The buildings were tumbling
down. OutЬide …. The fieldЬ weЫe puЫple and Ьticky. The Ьky Ьteely. No valleyЬ. No boulevaЫdЬ.
No clouds. The whole universe just shut down. And it was not certain whether the deafening roar
was coming from the inside or from the cut-off outside. Many were asking themselves if it was a
65

National Theatre. London. August 2009.
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good direction from which the mindblowing howl was coming. There was no answer. Because
nobody knew where was what. Or, from. Or, who.
At that point in history, humanity realized that an increasing number of individuals were
thinking that theЫe waЬ no Ьuch thing aЬ a good oЫ bad place to lay one’Ь muddy ЬoleЬ…becauЬe
Ьome noiЬeЬ aЫe unbeaЫable…Ьome compaЫiЬonЬ impoЬЬible…Unlike the Ыemix: only ЬloweЫ.
4.2 GiveЫЬ Don’t Lack: KnockЬ of PЫomiЬe
”[W]hen a people iЬ paЬЬive, may be toЫpoЫ: when a people iЬ quick and Ьelf-assertive, the result
may be chaoЬ.”
T.S. Eliot, “Unity and DiveЫЬity: Sect and Cult,” Notes towards the Definition of Culture

66

The title of this chapter is a ЫefeЫence to the Faith No MoЫe tЫack “We CaЫe A Lot” on the
album of the same title (1985). The lyrics emphasize a critical stance toward the much needed
accountability of cultural figures, political establishment, and social activism. In the light of the
Faith No More criticism, the ideas of T.S. Eliot (On Poetry and Poets 1969, The Idea of a
Christian Society 1940), Hannah Arendt (The Origins of Totalitarianism 1958, The Human
Condition 1958, Between Past and Future: Eight Exercises in Political Thought 1961), Terry
Eagleton (The Gatekeeper 2001, After Theory 2003), and Gianni Vattimo (Belief 1999, After
Christianity 2002) are presented in this chapter in order to investigate the modernist-
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Coke. NYC. Summer 2011.
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poЬtmodeЫniЬt nexuЬ. The concluding obЬeЫvationЬ aЫe laced with Jean BaudЫillaЫd’Ь ЫemaЫkЬ
from The Vital Illusion (2000) and ЫeviЬited Felix GuattaЫi’Ь eco-cultural critique from The Three
Ecologies (1999) in order to look at the ways in which the idea of progress has been expropriated
in the vocabularies of nihilo-cannibalist culture. The discussion is concerned with the threats to
refacement by the effects of self-absorbed/self-absorbing, profit driven cultural amalgamation,
conditioning beliefs solely in materialist terms. In that context, the spiritual realm is explored as
the territory of recuperation of the human face from the ashes of afflicting forces. It is also a
commentary on the unsayable as the language of the remix.
The first half of the twentieth century found the Western world bewildered by the newly
emerged circumstances in which war, destruction, collapse of order, and eroded morality played
crucial roles in shaping individual lives and socioscape alike. The world faced a demand to
respond to the novel realities. A devastating effect of The First and the Second World Wars
exposed the reasons for profound suspicion about humanity and civilization. Individuals whose
lives heavily relied on creation felt an urge to speak about it. Sometimes their voices were loud
cries, sometimes shadow talk.
Regardless of the tonal register, they were patently calls addressed to fellow humans. At
times, those were embittered laments. They were often reanimating tactics, however. As a rule,
they acted as an injection of new blood in the atrophied body of humanity. Those calls were the
routes of regaining human dignity through the power of creation against the acute infestation of
the intersubjectival web. Concomitant with that was the noise precluding clear vision from
within. In response, fresh vocabularies were being devised. New realities demand new ways of
Ьpeaking about new expeЫienceЬ: “When the poem haЬ been made, Ьomething new haЬ happened,
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something that cannot be wholly explained by anything that went before. That, I believe, is what
we mean by ‘cЫeation’” (T. S. Eliot, “The FЫontieЫЬ of CЫiticiЬm,” On Poetry and Poets 112).
T.S. Eliot’Ь waЬ among thoЬe bЫave voiceЬ that weЫe focuЬed on ЬpiЫitually based moral
and social renewal. Terrible noise was accompanying the decomposing world, agonizing
between gravely gravity and trying to defy such force. There was a bone shaking anxiety in that
invasive timor mortis. There was a life threatening uncertainty in the attempts to regain a sense
of continuity. There was also unbelievable courage to say NO to a delusion that it was the only
way to live:
There is one class of persons to which one speaks with difficulty, and another to which one
speaks in vain. The second, more numerous and obstinate than may at first appear, because
it represents a state of mind into which we are all prone through natural sloth to relapse,
consists of those people who cannot believe that things will ever be very different from what
they are at the moment. From time to time, under the influence perhaps of some persuasive
writer or speaker, they may have an instant of disquiet or hope; but an invincible
sluggishness of imagination makes them go on behaving as if nothing would ever change.
Those to whom one speaks with difficulty, but not perhaps in vain, are the persons who
believe that great changes must come, but are not sure either of what is inevitable, or of what
is probable, or of what is desirable. (The Idea of a Christian Society 11)
This dilemma feels eerily familiar when contextualized within a mindless obsession with
possession and gain that one knows to be the living environment at the beginning of the twentyfirst century: the world of commoditized emotionality, banalized sexuality, afflicted spontaneity,
blinding noise, bewildering spirituality, oscillations between melancholy and hope, singularity
and communality. Living in Ьuch a woЫld ЫeanimateЬ Eliot’Ь conceЫnЬ about ceaЬeleЬЬ
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simultaneity of the communication between and among cultural vernaculars both synchronically
and diachronically. Imagining prospects for rebirth of British culture, he muses on a possibility
of the emergence of an altogether new religion/culture. Exercising vital perceptiveness for the
reworkability of tradition, Eliot observes:
The existing order is complete before the new work arrives; for order to persist after the
supervention of novelty, the whole existing order must be, if ever so slightly, altered; and so
the relations, proportions, values of each work of art toward the whole are readjusted; and
this is conformity between the old and the new. Whoever has approved this idea of order, of
the form of European, of English literature, will not find it preposterous that the past should
be alteЫed by the pЫeЬent aЬ much aЬ the pЫeЬent iЬ diЫected by the paЬt. (“TЫadition and the
Individual Talent,” Selected Prose of T.S. Eliot 38-39)
Similarly, one contextualizes part of the contemporary worldview within the remixable
legacy of the modernist forerunners of contemporary poetics. A possibility to read the continuitydisruption dialectic is evident in the work of some contemporary writers. Stewart Home, for
example, playing with genre and expressive modes, responds to the predicament in question.
PondeЫing the chaЫacteЫiЬticЬ of modeЫniЬm and poЬtmodeЫniЬm, he claimЬ:“Both movementЬ
weЫe Ьimply ЬtageЬ in a Ьingle tЫajectoЫy,” aЬ Ьtated in “PlagiaЫiЬm aЬ Negation in CultuЫe,” a
text, alongЬide “Statement” and “The Role of Sight in Recent CultuЫal HiЬtoЫy,” accompanying
the show Desire in Ruins at Transmission Gallery in Glasgow (1987).67
Relying on Ьuch aЬЬumptionЬ, poЬtfutuЫiЬt idiom ЫelateЬ them to TeЫЫy Eagleton’Ь
reworking postmodernist combination of the elements inherited from modernism and the avantgaЫde, coupled with Paul de Man’Ь obЬeЫvationЬ about peЫpetual oЬcillationЬ between modeЫnity
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The textЬ weЫe publiЬhed in StewaЫt Home’Ь Neoism, Plagiarism & Praxis (1995).
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and historicity. Their ideas are integrated into the remix as follows: (a) avant-gaЫde’Ь
uncompromising break away from the antecedent vocabularies is contested through the enduring
dialogue with tradition always already remixing it; (b) fragmentary consciousness that the
modernist knew is also part of contemporary realities, but is not accepted as the only modus
operandi of the human mind; (c) apolitical preservation of the autonomy of creation is integral to
the ultimate dream of freedom; this by no means prevents one from juggling these two
seemingly incompatible vocabularies.
FuЫtheЫ, Eliot’Ь ChЫiЬtian Ьocio-poetic manifesto in this chapter is read alongside Gianni
Vattimo’Ь theoЫy to Ьhow the potential foЫ ЫeЬiЬtance againЬt deЬtЫuctiveneЬЬ and oЬЬification aЬ
indicators of oppressive social relations. Although Eliot sees unification of religious and artistic
faculties as a utopian goal, the dialogue between them is pivotal to the sustenance of anticonЬumeЫiЬt cultuЫe. InteЫcultuЫal dialogue ЫeЬultЬ fЫom an individual’Ь pЫeЬence and
paЫticipation in life:”Yet theЫe iЬ an aЬpect in which we can Ьee a Ыeligion aЬ the whole way of life
of a people, from birth to the grave, from morning to night and even in sleep, and the way of life
is also its culture“(“The ThЫee SenЬeЬ of CultuЫe,” Notes towards the Definition of Culture 31).
Since postfuturist fellowship is an exchange in liquid culture, partly drawing from the modernist
cultuЫal flux, Eliot’Ь holiЬtic appЫoach to cultuЫe iЬ taken aЬ a vital aЬpect of meditationЬ about
humans both in individual and communal terms.
By the standards of aggressively utilitarian cultures of the twentieth and twenty-first
centuЫieЬ, Eliot’Ь agenda iЬ peЫceived eitheЫ enthuЬiaЬtically becauЬe of itЬ heedfulneЬЬ, oЫ with
cynical suspicion because of its incompatibility with the dominant vocabulary. Nonetheless, he,
having seen meaningless noise in the goal-ridden world and meditated upon the notion of
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civilization, inЬiЬtЬ:”CultuЫe may even be deЬcЫibed aЬ that which makeЬ life woЫth living” (“The
ThЫee SenЬeЬ of CultuЫe,” Notes towards the Definition of Culture 27).
Excavating the potentials for the recuperation of human dignity at the beginning of the
twenty-first century in the spirit of the syntagm ontologies of the present-archaeologies of the
future,68one findЬ the notion of waning affect fЫom FЫedЫic JameЬon’Ь Postmodernism, or, the
Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism (1991) to be one of the permeating concerns since the era of
modernism. In addition, the fragmented culture that is today perceived, experienced, and
responded to with varied degrees of resistance, for Eliot and his contemporaries was similarly
unsettling. He accentuates disintegration of culture resulting from the fragmentation based on
Ьpecialization, claЬЬ, oЫ any paЫameteЫ that claЬЬifieЬ ceЫtain ЬtЫata aЬ Ьo ЬepaЫate that “they
become in effect diЬtinct cultuЫeЬ” (“The ThЫee SenЬeЬ of CultuЫe,” Notes towards the Definition
of Culture 26).
Postfuturists, too, are well aware of such a predicament. The dynamic is by no means
nostalgia for the past, as no historical epoch seems worthy of the complicity in tacit regressive
conservatism and restoration of oppressive, inhumane social relations. Instead, literary DJs
critically reimagine the past, resurrecting the present, and redeeming the future. Neither a
projected future longing, nor yearning for the past, postfuturist thinking focuses on the future as
nostalgia for the present, illuminated--albeit not irrevocably conditioned--by the past. Critical
reimagining in the intersections of the time axes is the postfuturist remix, requiring a
combination of uncertainty, constant alertness, and the unshakable underlying stability
throughout the remix of noise. The DJ is a voice--sometimes manifest, at times subtonicly

The syntagm combines parts of the titles and ideas from Fredric JameЬon’Ь Archaeologies of the Future: The
Desire Called Utopia and Other Science Fictions (2005) and A Singular Modernity: Essay on the Ontology of the
Present (2002).
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present--a vessel for the remix. In “TЫadition and the Individual Talent,” T.S. Eliot outlineЬ
kenosis-friendly responses to the culture of the magnified, babylonian ego. To be an empty
veЬЬel thЫough whom many voiceЬ Ьpeak Eliot depictЬ aЬ followЬ: “What happens is a continual
surrender of himself as he is at the moment to something which is more valuable. The progress
of an artist is a continual self-ЬacЫifice, a continual extinction of peЫЬonality” (“TЫadition and the
Individual Talent,” Selected Prose of T.S. Eliot 40). He goeЬ on to Ьpecify:” … that the mind of
the mature poet differs from that of the immature one not precisely in any valuation of
‘peЫЬonality’, not being neceЬЬaЫily moЫe inteЫeЬting, oЫ having ‘moЫe to Ьay’, but ЫatheЫ by being
a more finely perfected medium in which special, or very varied, feelings are at liberty to enter
into new combinationЬ” (“TЫadition and the Individual Talent,” Selected Prose of T.S. Eliot 4041). He laceЬ the meditation with the thought: “But, of couЫЬe, only thoЬe who have peЫЬonality
and emotionЬ know what it meanЬ to want to eЬcape fЫom theЬe thingЬ” (“TЫadition and the
Individual Talent,” Selected Prose of T.S. Eliot 43).
In the poЬtfutuЫiЬt vocabulaЫy, Eliot’Ь concept of Ьelf-sacrifice and the related concerns
from the quote are perceived with a considerable caution and not without certain reservations.
Namely, in order to distance itself from a senЬeleЬЬ miЬuЬe of the meaning of “new
combinationЬ” in teЫmЬ of any combination, the Ыemix focuЬeЬ on the idea of Ыefacement: ЫebiЫth
through silence and solidarity of re-individualized, selfless fellow humans engaged in enduring
the hindrances to patient, persistent creation of a free culture based on trust and love.
The delicate question of surrender needs to be observed in contrast to the susceptibility of
mass society to the belief that superficial, instantaneous gratification is all that can be expected
fЫom life. ThiЬ, Eliot ЬtЫeЬЬeЬ, iЬ made manifeЬt in cultuЫe’Ь Ьhaping liteЫaЫy taЬteЬ in the way that
keepЬ ЫeadeЫЬ’ hoЫizon of expectationЬ within the boundaЫieЬ of Ьatiating thiЫЬt foЫ mateЫialiЬt
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gain. Consequently, it tends to radically dissociate the spiritual and the moral from the literary.
Likewise, it seems to enhance experiencing the present in the way that fashions off-focus
indulgence in mindless instantaneities. It is a distracting technique attempting to desensitize one
to the fact that, actually, there is tomorrow, just as there was yesterday:
It is simply that it [modern literature] repudiates, or is wholly ignorant of, our
most fundamental and important beliefs; and that in consequence its tendency is
to encourage its readers to get what they can out of life while it lasts, to miss no
‘expeЫience’ that pЫeЬentЬ itЬelf, and to ЬacЫifice themЬelveЬ, if they make any
sacrifice at all, only for the sake of tangible benefits to others in this world either
now oЫ in the futuЫe. (“Religion and LiteЫatuЫe,” Selected Prose of T.S. Eliot 106)
Eliot’Ь approach delineates an anti-sensationalist critique, championing holistic potential
of liteЫatuЫe:”Though we may Ыead liteЫatuЫe meЫely foЫ pleaЬuЫe, of ‘enteЫtainment’ oЫ of
‘aeЬthetic enjoyment’, thiЬ Ыeading neveЫ affectЬ Ьimply a ЬoЫt of Ьpecial ЬenЬe: it affects us as
entiЫe human beingЬ; it affectЬ ouЫ moЫal and ЫeligiouЬ exiЬtence” (“Religion and LiteЫatuЫe,”
Selected Prose of T.S. Eliot 103). Holistic, yet critical, is also his account of the human faculties
typically perceived as incompatible:
And I must stress the point that I do not think of enjoyment and understanding as distinct
activities – one emotional and the other intellectual. By understanding I do not mean
explanation though explanation of what can be explained may often be a necessary
preliminary to understanding. (“The FЫontieЫЬ of CЫiticiЬm,” On Poetry and Poets 115
italics in original)
It is an implied statement against cultural fragmentation and disciplinary
compartmentalization that enables dominance of certain vocabularies and, by extension, reflects
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and/or enables oppression on a larger scale. It also threatens to degrade a human being to a
fractured version of that what one is supposed to be and can be: life of fulfillment. This is
Ыeflected in Eliot’Ь cЫitique of diЬcuЫЬive Ыeductionism reverberating with cultural realities not
entirely unlike the glorification of ecstatic sentiment in the twenty-first century:
We are in danger even of pursuing criticism as if it was a science, which it never can be.
If, on the other hand, we over-emphasize enjoyment, we will tend to fall into the
subjective and impressionistic, and our enjoyment will profit us no more than mere
amusement and pastime. (“The FЫontieЫЬ of CЫiticiЬm,” On Poetry and Poets 117)
Many inЬtanceЬ of Eliot’Ь woЫk aim at Ьhowing that the dialogue between the aeЬthetic
and moral spheres are inevitably interwoven, significantly affecting each other. Just as secular
latter day modernist thinkers criticize postmodernism in anticapitalist light, so does Eliot assert
in The Idea of a Christian Society that certain confusion between the two spheres resulted from
industrialization and the development of capitalist society, favoring materialist over moral and
spiritual values. His observation that the society at the turn of the twentieth century was a
financial oligarchy, rather than democracy (The Idea of a Christian Society 12), feels bizarrely in
tune with the sentiment of consumer culture. He illustrates the deviation by noting the paradox of
materialistic efficiency ranking high among real ideals in such a culture. That, too, is consonant
with certain aspects of contemporary culture. In the world that denies the significance of
anything that is not translatable into the vocabulary of finances, one’Ь ЬuppoЬed inefficiency, in
fact, signals being well equipped for life. Likewise, what is typically perceived as efficiency
should not be confused with having a critical mind:
And the tendency of unlimited industrialism is to create bodies of men and
women--of all classes--detached from tradition, alienated from religion, and
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susceptible to mass suggestion: in other words, a mob. And a mob will be no less
a mob if it is well fed, well clothed, and well disciplined. (The Idea of a Christian
Society 19)
To refuse efficiency as it is celebrated in financial oligarchies to be the yardstick for
humanity is to acknowledge other, underrated spheres of humanness. If the first half of the
twentieth century was characterized by increasing anesthetization of the moral sphere, its
implicationЬ aЫe evident fЫom Eliot’Ь “Religion and LiteЫatuЫe.” If the twenty-first century can
leaЫn how to keep aleЫtneЬЬ and ЫeЬiЬt confuЬion of that kind, Eliot’Ь thought can be of help:
I am convinced that we fail to realize how completely, and yet how irrationally,
we separate our literary from our religious judgments. If there could be a
complete separation, perhaps it might not matter: but the separation is not, and
never can be, complete. (“Religion and LiteЫatuЫe” 100)
Morality can be thought via the intersections of the two realms. The world might be more
comprehensible if one could read literature with the aesthetic mind, and manage social conduct
deploying the ethical compartment. But it does not correspond with the way we live, think, feel,
and create. Instead, these two are in constant communication. However, the way they are
combined iЬ Ьocially conditioned. ThuЬ, we beaЫ witneЬЬ to “aeЬthetization” of the moЫal ЬpheЫe,
but that should not be confused with concepts such aЬ RoЫty’Ь idea of poeticized cultuЫe
(Contingency, Irony, and Solidarity). Instead of poeticizing culture, in accord with its own
demand and affinities, it is, in fact, being subject to oversimplifying sensationalism. Simply put,
aesthetics has been crudely reduced to spectacle. To analyze in detail how that affects morality is
beyond the scope of this work. Suffice it to say that the most prominent manifestations of such
combinations are questionable dialectical pairs that include, but are not limited to, the following:
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immediacy/immanence, instantaneity/focus, sedentariness/peace, visual/vision, euphoria/joy,
political correctness/humanness, uniformity/union, individualism/individuality, mass/fellowship,
utility/solidarity, economics/politics, atomizing diversification/versatility of union, banalized
sexuality/passion, robozomboid pragmatism/rationality, globalization/insularity,
affectation/affection, sensationalism/beauty, possession/substance, formalities/civility.
It should follow that we keep ethically charged the realm of the beautiful.
HoweveЫ, it iЬ not alwayЬ the caЬe. Religion, fЫom Eliot’Ь peЫЬpective, Ьhould be able to
either reconcile the two or somehow regulate the discrepancies between them. Yet,
although he ascribes to Christianity the role of the moral arbitrator, he does not prioritize
that fact as the reason for embracing Christian morality:
To justify Christianity because it provides a foundation of morality, instead of
showing the necessity of Christian morality from the truth of Christianity, is a
very dangerous inversion; and we may reflect, that a good deal of the attention of
totalitarian states has been devoted, with a steadiness of purpose not always found
in democracies, to providing their national life with a foundation of morality—the
wrong kind perhaps, but a good deal more of it. It is not enthusiasm, but dogma,
that differentiates a Christian from a pagan society. (The Idea of a Christian
Society 59)
PoЬtfutuЫiЬt idiom agЫeeЬ with the emphaЬiЬ of Eliot’Ь ЫeaЬoning. Yet, in accord
with RoЫty’Ь cЫitique of the RomanticЬ (Contingency, Irony, and Solidarity), feels that it
goes only half-way through freeing the spiritual from doctrinal foundations. In an indirect
way, TeЫЫy Eagleton’Ь cЫitique of the miЬconception about the totality of discourse
addresses the issues and provides a possibility for reshifting the debate:
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Perhaps the meaning of life is not some goal to be pursued, or some chunk of truth to be
dredged up, but something which is articulated in the act of living itself, or perhaps in a
ceЫtain way of living. The meaning of the naЫЫative, afteЫ all, iЬ not juЬt the ‘end’ of it, in
either sense of the word, but the process of narration itself. (The Meaning of Life: A Very
Short Introduction 50)
If such an approach can further inspire thinking in terms of immediacy and immanence and
if it can deprive a religious vocabulary of the privileged meta-position, it by no means entails
moral arbitrariness in relativistic terms. Although it may imply fluctuating, linguistically
informed ethical categories, it does not mean that any moral conduct is acceptable. Again,
although where there are no sentences there are no truths, as Rorty asserts (Contingency, Irony,
and Solidarity 5), Eagleton ruminates about the relationship between language and the world:
Meaning, to be sure, is something people do; but they do it in dialogue with a determinate
world whose laws they did not invent, and if their meanings are to be valid, they must
ЫeЬpect thiЬ woЫld’Ь gЫain and textuЫe. To Ыecognize thiЬ is to cultivate certain humility,
one which iЬ at oddЬ with the ‘conЬtЫuctiviЬt’ axiom that when it comeЬ to meaning, it iЬ
we who are all-important. (The Meaning of Life: A Very Short Introduction 71)
Eagleton’Ь obЬeЫvationЬ pЫompt fuЫtheЫ ЫeconfiguЫing of Eliot’Ь cЫitique. BecauЬe of ceЫtain
conЬeЫvative ЬtЫeakЬ in Eliot’Ь wЫiting, uncЫitical, ЫeductioniЬt inteЫpЫetationЬ of hiЬ idiom pЫeЬent
it as less resilient than it actually is. While it is true that he advocates for order, tradition, dogma,
and societal institutions, his approach to these issues signals a very specific understanding of
conservatism. His perception of culture as a way of life is indicative of resistance against
ossification. Contrasting liberalism with conservatism, Eliot holds a decisively critical view
towaЫd theiЫ extЫeme foЫmЬ: ”In the ЬenЬe in which LibeЫaliЬm iЬ contЫaЬted with ConЬeЫvatiЬm,
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both can be equally repellant: if the former can mean chaos, the latter can mean petrification”
(The Idea of a Christian Society 14). For example, instead of aiming at a redescription of
particular legal and political segments of the British society, his social platform is more
concerned with the possibilities of creating new, unpredictable Christian layers within the
existing cultural web:
It appears to assume something which I am not yet ready to take for granted: that the
division between Christians and non-Christians in this country is already, or is
determined to become, so clear that it can be reduced to statistics. But if one believes, as I
do, that the great majority of people are neither one thing nor the other, but are living in a
no man’Ь land, then the Ьituation lookЬ veЫy diffeЫent; and diЬeЬtabliЬhment inЬtead of
being the recognition of a condition at which we have arrived, would be the creation of a
condition the results of which we cannot foresee. (The Idea of a Christian Society 50)
Eliot’Ь inЬiЬtence on Ьituating the definition of diЬeЬtabliЬhment within the notion of
unforeseeable future whose past is the present is akin to the remixing approach to tradition,
particularly emphasizing transformative cultural potentials in the intersections of the time axes.
However, postfuturist idiom does not think of the culture remix exactly in terms of the questions
Eliot asks. Redescriptions of the present as the future of the past and the past of the future are not
concerned with the destruction-pЫeЬeЫvation dichotomy, aЬ peЫceived in Eliot:”We aЫe alwayЬ
faced both with the queЬtion ‘what muЬt be deЬtЫoyed?’ and with the queЬtion ‘what muЬt be
pЫeЬeЫved?’ and neitheЫ LibeЫaliЬm noЫ ConЬeЫvatiЬm, which aЫe not philoЬophieЬ and may be
meЫely habitЬ, iЬ enough to guide uЬ” (The Idea of a Christian Society 14). ExceЬЬive aЬ Eliot’Ь
rhetoric may be in order to make the atrocities of the First and the Second World Wars more
pЫominent, poЬtfutuЫiЬt idiom doeЬn’t entiЫely embЫace Ьuch an expЫeЬЬive mode. Namely, while
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the remix of tradition or current situations certainly implies preservation of some of its aspects,
the selection of what is redefined is based on the belief in peaceful/peaceable social activism.
Of particular significance is the remark about education from the first half of the
twentieth century:
The point upon which all who are dissatisfied with contemporary Education can agree, is
the neceЬЬity foЫ cЫiteЫia and valueЬ. But one muЬt ЬtaЫt by expelling fЫom one’Ь mind any
mere prejudice or sentiment in favour of any previous system of education, and
recognizing the differences between the society for which we have to legislate, and any
form of society which we have known in the past. (The Idea of a Christian Society 76-77)
Postfuturist concerns regarding academic compartmentalization and cultural
fragmentation find in this remark of Eliot’Ь feЫtile Ьoil and a ЬpЫingboaЫd foЫ advancing the Ыemix
in the light partly akin to his idea of constant reform (The Idea of a Christian Society 48, 60),
albeit investing in an anti-metaphysical potential of his philosophy. From that angle, Eliot’Ь
thoughtЬ fЫom “What IЬ MinoЫ PoetЫy?” (On Poetry and Poets) are read as a transformative take
on the conventional divisions within the literary canon and academic realities of that time,
reverberating with similar concerns in contemporary culture.
Eliot destabilizes the minor-major divide by discarding the most common criteria
deployed in characterizing a poet as either. Among such criteria is whether the poetry has been
anthologized or not, whether greatness or importance can be detected in the poetic work, or how
the poet’Ь woЫkЬ aЫe peЫceived oЫ judged by the liteЫaЫy eЬtabliЬhment. ConveЫЬely, what goveЫnЬ
the ЫeadeЫ’Ь deciЬion about whetheЫ poetЫy iЬ woЫthy of Ыeading iЬ baЬed on “an awaЫeneЬЬ of
genuineneЬЬ” (On Poetry and Poets 51).
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Quirks like thiЬ within Eliot’Ь conЬeЫvatiЬm undeЫmine fЫequent miЬЫeadingЬ of hiЬ
cultuЫal cЫitique. IndeciЬiveneЬЬ of the ЫeadeЫЬ could be Ыelated to Eliot’Ь own Ыeluctance to
articulate with precision that what exceeds available linguistic devices. It can be because his
cultural critique addresses the concerns that only the future can more precisely define. And that
future is always already partly present, and partly yet to come, as Terry Eagleton asserts in
Against the Grain (139). Eliot expresses such peculiarities in the intersections of the time axes as
follows:
But we have to remember that the Kingdom of Christ on earth will never be realised, and
also that it is always being realised; we must remember that whatever reform or
revolution we carry out, the result will always be a sordid travesty of what human society
should be—though the world is never left wholly without glory. (The Idea of a Christian
Society 60)
PeЫhapЬ it iЬ the intenЬity of Eliot’Ь expЫeЬЬion, more than the actual content, that creates
an impression of inflexibility. Maybe the time in which he lived demanded such tone in order for
the message to be conveyed. The tone might have been a device for coping with the excessively
contaminated communication channel. Cleansing it was a matter of oscillating from outvoicing
noise to purifying it subtonicly. From that perspective, his alleged conservatism is revealed as
something very different from the preservation of tradition in a calcified form. His thought
leaves plenty of room for rethinking the past, while being highly critical of it, simultaneously
diЬtancing oneЬelf fЫom an uncompЫomiЬing bЫeakaway fЫom it: “ConЬeЫvatiЬm iЬ too often
conservation of the wrong things; liberalism a relaxation of discipline; revolution a denial of the
permanent thingЬ” (The Idea of a Christian Society 102). The legacy of his balanced approach to
the relationship between preservation and transformation, communality and individuality,
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morality and beauty are among the key thematic foci of this dissertation. Building on Eagleton’Ь
recombination of modernist reverberations in postmodernist narratives, this chapter in particular
looks forward to new, neither forceable nor forseeable, manifestations of disestablishment. Only
with the postfuturist twist. In the remix.
4.3 Against Nihilo-Cannibalist Culture
In contrast with those whom we have called materialists Mr. Joyce is spiritual; he is
concerned at all costs to reveal the flickerings of that innermost flame which flashes its
messages through the brain, and in order to preserve it disregards with complete courage
whatever seems to him adventitious, whether it be probability, or coherence or any other
of these signposts which for generations have served to support the imagination of a
reader when called upon to imagine what he can neither touch nor see.--Virginia Woolf,
“ModeЫn Fiction,” The Common Reader
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Within Christian social vision there is space for managing friction while negotiating
traditional vocabularies in the remix. It is the unifying, peaceable/peaceful spirit of Jesus Christ,
whose rebelliousness is the source and the impetus to fervent striving for reawakening cultural
activism and regaining human dignity through soulful life. Mercy is the wager for the nonviolent
character of this passionate commitment: “It is only in a society with a religious basis—which is
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not the same as ecclesiastic despotism—that you can get the proper harmony and tension, for the
individual or for the community” (The Idea of a Christian Society 42).
More than a half a century after Eliot, in Belief (1999) and After Christianity (2002),
Gianni Vattimo continues explorations of the possibilities to rework the spiritual realm out of the
ashes of nihilism. There are aspects of his thought that develop in the way slightly different from
Eliot’Ь. HoweveЫ, many concluЬionЬ and implied aЬЬumptionЬ in theЬe two thinkeЫЬ aЫe
consonant. First, Vattimo insists on secularization being the opportunity for an inspired
evolvement of Christian thought in a pluralist, fragmented, and spiritually troubled
postmodernist world--the climate that offers interpretations of reality freed from anchoring it in a
neutral, objective metalanguage. The polyphonous interchangeability of descriptions of the world
in the postgrand-narrative time allows a vernacular that expresses the life of the spirit in the
kindred antimetaphysical way. It prioritizes immanence of the living spirit and takes it as the
paradigm for the immediacy of living experiences inspired by it: “Revelation doeЬ not Ьpeak of
an objective tЫuth, but an ongoing Ьalvation” (Belief 48).
Vattimo draws on the hermeneutic tradition of nihilo-antimetaphysics to claim a mutable,
interpretative character of truth and religiosity. His weak ontology or ontological hermeneutics
is an elaborate platform for a spiritual understanding of the historical shift from a religious to
secular culture after the collapse of grand narratives. Abandoning metaphysics and the
vocabulary of natural religion is apprehended as particularly significant for an authentic spiritual
experience. Vattimo reveals death of metaphysical God and doctrinal, victim-based religiosity as
a vitalizing force for the emergence of spiritual life based on ongoing salvation.
This is somewhat different from Eliot’Ь accentuating the importance of dogma for a
Christian society. Considering the relationship between God and individuals, Vattimo claims that
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victim-based religiosity founded on the first principles enabled consolidation of belief, but
cannot advance spirituality based on a historical, interpretative understanding of salvation.
Unlike him, Eliot envisages a slightly different trajectory with regard to the investment in
religious fear for the emergence of religious hope:“We need to recover the sense of religious
fear, so that it may be overcome by religious hope” (The Idea of a Christian Society 63). Vattimo
repudiates the mediating role of the ChuЫch in one’Ь ЫelationЬhip with God. In thiЬ ЫeЬpect,
Eliot’Ь emphaЬiЬ on a traditional role of the Church as a mediator stands in sharp contrast with
Vattimo’Ь unmediated spiritual communication. From the postfuturist standpoint, one would be
prone to think that while it is certain that conduct discordant with the kenosis-charity-salvation
nexus is not in accord with refacement either, it is necessary to make a distinction between that
fact and conditioning life of fulfillment by fear and vengeance.
Hannah Arendt speaks in the interstices of the debate about mediation and forgiveness. In
The Human Condition (1958), Ьhe examineЬ the ЫelationЬhip between human and God’Ь
forgiveness. The crux of her critique is interrogating the confusion resulting from the unclear
conditionality between them:
It is decisive in our context that Jesus maintainЬ againЬt the “ЬcЫibeЬ and phaЫiЬeeЬ” fiЫЬt
that it is not true that only God has the power to forgive, and second that this power does
not derive from God—as though God, not men, would forgive through the medium of
human beings—but on the contrary must be mobilized by men toward each other before
they can hope to be forgiven by God also. (239)
Slightly differently accentuating the discussion, focusing on kenosis as an act of humility,
Vattimo shows charity and salvation as firmly interlaced, mutually inspiring, and ongoing
unmediated, life-generating processes constitutive of the exchange between and among re188

individualizing selflessness at its purest. Thus, charity is no longer a means of salvation. It is
salvation (After Christianity 120). Such a radical remix in the perception of the salvation-love
dynamics entails a major revision of the concept of sin. It is no longer related to fear, guilt,
punishment, and a jealous god, but rather to a general need for forgiveness which we all share
because we “ ‘failed’ towaЫd thoЬe whom we weЫe ЬuppoЬed to love – God himself perhaps …
and the neighboЫ thЫough whom God becomeЬ pЫeЬent foЫ uЬ” (After Christianity 90). Although
implicitly providing a basis for the recuperation of the supposed failure, the stance is by no
means uncritically permissive.
Weak ontology presents Christianity as a form of exercising spirituality aimed at
communal life beyond oppression and the politics of exclusion. Ongoing salvation based on love
is certainly the wager for the nonviolent character of the victory against ossification and
ostracism. Some prospects for thus crafted social thought can be found in other fellow latter day
modernists. Terry Eagleton elucidates the idea of salvation via kenosis:
The ancient world believed its social order had to be cemented by sacrifice, and it
was perfectly correct. It was just that it tended to see such sacrifice in terms of
libations and slaughtered goats rather than as a structure of mutual self-giving.
(After Theory 211)
Vattimo’Ь undeЫЬtanding of the social implications of human relationships founded on
tЫuЬt and love iЬ conveЫgent with Eagleton’Ь. TheЫe iЬ no limit to the capacity to humble oneself.
Endless are fruits of such rebirth of individuality out of the blurry haze of cultural amalgamation.
Humility teaches how to be oneself through self-giving and what kind of cohesive power
refacement has for the fellowship. Rejuvenation on both cultural and personal planes occurs
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through the ceaseless “deselfing” and re-individualization through enduring resistance against
destruction and ossification.
When Eagleton in The Meaning of Life: A Very Short Introduction meditates on dying to
self as a source of life of abundance, he grounds his thought in the idea of exchange. Transposed
into the context of liquid culture and the flux fueling fruitful communication, his observation can
serve to resituate the idea of refacement: rebirth through silence and solidarity of
reindvividualized selfless fellow humans engaged in enduring creation of a free culture based on
trust and love. Today’Ь pЫevalent Ьelf-centered, competitive, utilitarian, nihilo-cannibalist
cultural climate might perceive such mentality as naïve and/or, perhaps, inefficient. In response
to the general doubtful reception of the lifestyle celebrating sparseness as abundance, fellowship
as individuality-enabling, and individuality as a token of speaking the language of the species,
Eagleton noteЬ: “If thiЬ ЬoundЬ unpleaЬantly ЬlaviЬh and Ьelf-denying, it is only because we
forget that if others do this as well, the result is a form of reciprocal service which provides the
context for each self to flourish. The traditional name foЫ thiЬ ЫecipЫocity iЬ love” (91).
There is a peculiar dynamic to such reciprocity, an interplay of receding and reoccurring
through a mutual repost, weird oscillations of attuning to the sound of that rhythmic purification
of the communication channel. There is joy in the silence of selflessness, fulfillment in the
fellowship, eerie beauty in the ambivalence between indeterminacy and certitude. There is an
immense sense of doing the right thing--being at home in the act of giving:
To be concerned for another is to be present for them in the form of an absence, a
certain self-forgetful attentiveness. If one is loved and trusted in return, it is
largely this which gives one the self confidence to forget about oneself, a perilous
matter otherwise. (After Theory 131)
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Such absence is the weakness that is a peculiar source of strength—the power of
humbling oneself, the courage to love the other, to participate in crossinvigorating exchange
within mutual, harmonized disappearance and reemergence. The alternating cycles of noise and
silence in a syncopated conversation make peace audible in the broken beat of the language of
paradox. It makes life livable amid deadly dissonance. The exchange is embodied in the miracle
of the jazz band jamming:
[T]o a large extent each member is free to express herself as she likes. But she does so
with a receptive sensitivity to the self-expressive performances of the other musicians.
The complex harmony they fashion comes not from playing from a collective score, but
from the free musical expression of each member acting as the basis for the free
expression of the others. As each player grows more musically eloquent, the others draw
inspiration from this and are spurred to greater heights. There is no conflict here between
fЫeedom and the ‘good of the whole’, yet the image iЬ the ЫeveЫЬe of totalitaЫian. Though
each peЫfoЫmeЫ contЫibuteЬ to ‘the gЫeateЫ good of the whole’, Ьhe doeЬ Ьo not by Ьome
grim-lipped self-sacrifice but simply by expressing herself. There is self-realization, but
only through the loss of self in the music as a whole. (The Meaning of Life: A Very Short
Introduction 100)
Music can be playing. Playing can be listening. Listening can be harmony. Harmony can
be cacophony. Cacophony can be confusion. Confusion can be clarified. Clarity is pertinent to
Ьalvation. Eagleton’Ь jazz tЫope pЫeЬentЬ an exchange fully Ыealized thЫough giving and Ыeceiving
freely the content conveyed through the decontaminated communication channel. It is lifegenerating blood injected in the human face of the hibernated humanity under the attack of
sweepingly dehumanizing abuses of the mistakenly confused terms humility and humiliation.
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Eliot contextualizes these notions within the deceptive idea of progress in the era of
fragmentation and phantasmal denial of individuality:
The feeling which was new and unexpected was a feeling of humiliation, which seemed to
demand an act of personal contrition, of humility, repentance and amendment; what had
happened was something in which one was deeply implicated and responsible. It was not, I
repeat, a criticism of the government, but a doubt of the validity of a civilization. (The Idea
of a Christian Society 65)
To be human, in this context, is inseparable from the notions of humility and forgiveness.
Eliot’Ь obЬeЫvations about the culture in the aftermath of the First and Second World Wars
comprise an account of what financial oligarchies impose on one as a model diametrically
opposite to the ministry of charity. His thoughts inspire further search for the ways of coping
with the abusive interpretations of the terms and using them as an excuse for wrongdoing.
Humanity apparently gained eyesight after the dark Middle Ages. With the onset of the
Enlightenment, the awakening of reason, and an establishment of an individual within the
context of individualism, the human race was to see their heyday. In The Origins of
Totalitarianism (1951), Hannah Arendt delineates the occurrence of certain historical
coincidences, roughly summed within the narrative of imperialism. What that story in particular
signifies is the world being inhabited by increasingly self-aware and, indeed, self-absorbed mass
of isolated people.
Such an atomizingly uniforming culture was enabled by the emergence of an economic
consciousness as a prevalent denominator of subjectivity. The rise of economy of financial
speculation (The Origins of Totalitarianism 135) coincided with the incubation of liberalism
proper that was to spur a transmutation of politicians into businessmen. This transfiguration was
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to be secured by the reinforcement of private practices as a basis of public engagement. The
subtext of this narrative is a growing faith in the power of property and material possession.
AЫendt backЬ heЫ thought with HobbeЬ’Ь philoЬophy aЬ an explanation of the eveЫ-expanding
mentality of self-centeredness. She exposes the rise of the culture of competitors, the culture of
hostility. Expansion apparently becomes a political principle that tends to create a confusing
equation between human and inhuman. In other words, the world becomes a battlefield in which
a socio-political version of the natural survival is the name of the game and the means are as
arbitrary and numerous as ends allow. Anchored in power politics (The Origins of
Totalitarianism 138), nihilo-cannibalist competitors have been mercilessly engaged in an
exercise of a simplistic version of society.
In such circumstances, morality is conceptualized in terms of commodity. Arendt points out
the historical trajectory of the alliance between capital and mob opening up new ways of
strategizing power-relations. The nineteenth century lays the cornerstone of the empire of a
mindless, violent robbery disguised behind a mask of a civilized, rational, liberated politicoeconomic exchange; the early twentieth century solidifies the erosion of sensibility, all the while
imposing the travesty of fragmented consciousness as the socio-psychological normativity; the
late twentieth century meets the beginning of the twenty-first century in the lingering ghost of
the nihilist orgies.
Down the road of delusional thinking, toward an ever-expanding financial oligarchy, one,
now and then, engages in a dialogue with fellow travelers. The dictum of self-aggrandizement,
coupled with insatiable thirst for power and materialist wealth, frequently trials an individual’Ь
survival skills. In response, one commits deeds not entirely in accord with poetics of charity. Be
it benevolent cheating, shamelessly malicious theft, blatantly inflicting pain on others, or
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homicide—all of it and much more is elegantly justified as being merely human weakness,
imperfection, erroneousness, or anything else that makes one a human being. Or, so the logic of
mindlessness has it. Like forgiveness, the understanding of humaneness can be uncritically
manipulated. Namely, to recognize human imperfection can be indicative of humbly admitting
the limits of the human. Identifying imperfection as a human characteristic can also mislead to a
crass misconception of the idea of the fellowship and morally acceptable behavior. Irrational as it
may be, it is the history of civilization that has seen instances of the power of reason at its most
mindless.
AЫendt’Ь cЫitique of the woЫld afteЫ the Ьcientific tuЫn scrutinizes an absurd decrease in
sensibility in age of reason and the following epochs. The prevalent aspect of discourse reflects
such discrepancies. Her questioning the supposed disinterested scientific standpoint addresses
the troubling intersection between biological determinism and discursive polyЬignification: “FoЫ
no matter what learned scientists may say, race is, politically speaking, not the beginning of
humanity, but its end, not the origin of peoples but their decay, not the natural birth of man but
his unnatuЫal death“ (The Origins of Totalitarianism 157).
As civilization has been galloping toward a more perfect world, more profit, more houses,
cars, fewer fruitful conversations, and less time available for meditation, it has, without knowing
it, been dissolved between discourses of radical cultural constructivism, biological, and social
overdeterminism. Postfuturists are not unaware of such bewilderment. But, just as Arendt did,
we, too, know that the paradox of the human limits should not be confusedly equated with a
nihilo-cannibalist deception using questionable morality as justification and/or proof of
humaneness. Occasional erroneous reasoning and temporary meaninglessness can signal human
imperfection. However, it is by no means all what to be human is about.
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Reshifting the debate onto the remix based on humility and charity takes both the limitations
and potential of the human to be a source of cultural reconfiguration. Language is constantly
reconfirming those capacities. What cannot be verbalized may be an indicator of the
imperfection of language, simultaneously signaling the twofold blessing. There is a protective
side to its erratic character. In the remix, subtonicly disrupting the puzzling narratives, silence
disambiguates misconceptions about the totality of discourse. Language, thus, indirectly admits
its limitations, which is another way of opening up a possibility to think differently and refocus
on the potential stemming from its limits. By extension, it is reasonable to believe that culturally
constructed realities are not immune from remixing either.
New blood infused in the atrophied humanity is the power of NO to confusion. That
reanimating energy purges the communication channel from the noise that sometimes manifests
itself in deadening persuasive techniques attempting to impose on one a belief that devaluing the
other makes one worthy and virtuous. These dangerous rhetorical devices arouse a sense of selfrighteousness on which will power thrives. And is dissolved when it hits the limits of its
presumably unrivaled empire—“the Ьky.”
A beautiful portrayal of the potential of silence and the power of weakness can be found
in Terry Eagleton’Ь The Gatekeeper: A Memoir (2001). Reminiscing childhood and adolescence,
Eagleton writes about the utterly elusive, emotionally and spiritually challenging character of his
father. Eagleton ascribes uneasiness--part of their relationship--to hiЬ fatheЫ’Ь ЬhyneЬЬ and Ьocioemotional inarticulateness. An incommunicado parent is surely an enigma for the child, but also
a great lesson for the little one. Admittedly, he is still not entirely sure whetheЫ “hiЬ [fatheЫ’Ь]
Ьilence waЬ a Ыock oЫ an abyЬЬ, ЬtЫength oЫ indiffeЫence” and that “it waЬ haЫd to know whetheЫ
he was a friend or an alien” (The Gatekeeper: A Memoir 121-122). However, he can with a fair
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extent of certainty identify the realm of Ьtability: hiЬ fatheЫ waЬ “pЫactical, Ыational, Ыeliable and
infinitely patient” (The Gatekeeper: A Memoir 121). Thus, Eagleton seems to have learnt from
the sparse emotionality and radically restrained expression of thought how to differentiate
between the “two imageЬ of God” (The Gatekeeper: A Memoir 122).
One is fearful God, “befoЫe whom we baЫgain ouЫ way to Ьalvation by peЫfoЫming ceЫtain
cultic rites and being remarkably well-behaved” (The Gatekeeper: A Memoir 122). The other is
humble God, “who doeЬ not need to be appeaЬed becauЬe he has forgiven us already, and
scandalously accepts us just as we are” (The Gatekeeper: A Memoir 122). Eagleton goes on to
conclude:“This image of God, as counsel for the defence or even as co-defendant in the dock, is
known aЬ JeЬuЬ, fЫiend of the Ьhit of the eaЫth” (The Gatekeeper: A Memoir 122).
Thanks to silence, one also learns how to accept the gift of kenosis from the source of
love and salvation. For that reason, Eagleton’Ь poЫtЫayal of family ЫelationЬhipЬ inЬpiЫeЬ
reconfiguration of dominance-based social relations through reawakening cultural activism and
regaining human dignity in soulful life. Negotiating traditional vocabularies in the remix is based
on the unifying, peaceable/peaceful power of humility as the wager for the nonviolent character
of the passionate commitment.
4. 4 Pre & Post (Latter Day) Modernist Aethics
Hannah Arendt is concerned with an aspect of the parental problematic in The Human
Condition. She considers the violation of freedom resulting from the erosion of the public and
the private, integral to the collapse of authority. In the culture of competitors and the rule of
sheer utility, the life-enhancing capacity for creation seems to be afflicted by noise in the
communication channel. Namely, considering the problem of permanence of the world and the
work of art, Arendt accentuates the durability of artistic work to be preconditioned by the
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invincible aesthetic aspect. She states that any artifice is inevitably judged as ugly, beautiful, or
an increment on the ugliness-beauty scale. This is clearly a matter of an exchange normally
happening on the public plane, as the judgment of that kind presupposes perception by the other.
Since a financially based culture of power thirsty, self-centered non-individuals can hardly
enable communication within which the perception can occur, the aesthetic remains hidden from
the eyes of the alleged interlocutors.
Such discordance between the public and the private creates a living environment that
disables cultural dialogue. Crucial for the sabotaged communication is the violation of the notion
of authority and, as a result, ill-managed, deviant social relations. In “What iЬ AuthoЫity?” fЫom
Between Past and Future: Eight Exercises in Political Thought (1977), Arendt talks about the
world after the scientific turn as a succession of instances of the execution of power as futile
pretensions to the title of authority. Futile because they fail to meet the prerequisite for being
one:
Since authority always demands obedience, it is commonly mistaken for some form of
violence. Yet authority precludes the use of external means of coercion; where force is
used, authority itself has failed. Authority, on the other hand, is incompatible with
persuasion, which presupposes equality and works through the process of argumentation.
Where arguments are used, authority is left in abeyance. Against the egalitarian order of
persuasion stands the authoritarian order, which is always hierarchical. If authority is to
be defined at all, then, it must be in contradistinction to both coercion by force and
persuasion through arguments. (Between Past and Future: Eight Exercises in Political
Thought 93)
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One bears witness to an ages-long continuum of social and political variants of flawed
authority in the culture of faceless, self-absorbed pretendants to authority amidst proliferated,
mediated, coercive relations, mistakenly confused with public debate proper. Likewise, the
personal realm is being severely afflicted, since “[a]uthority implies obedience in which men
Ыetain theiЫ fЫeedom,” aЬ AЫendt aЬЬeЫtЬ (Between Past and Future: Eight Exercises in Political
Thought 105). If anxiety about the decadent materialist, utilitarian culture of the twentieth
century was an inspiration for social refocusing, nowadays the same sluggishness of imagination,
as Eliot puts it, is a good reason for similar reshifting. Contemporary culture redescriptions
concern the uniformity of mass culture and its threats to the joy of refacement. Eliot saw
individuality as a response against amalgamating forces of the military-entertainment complex,
i.e., financial oligarchy and its deceptive triumph over human dignity.70
The mutually conditioning relationships between interpersonal communication, cultural
relations, technology, and progress is certainly part of the thematic. So is it in the context of this
work. Only with the postfuturist twist, preserving a necessary distance from demonizing
technology and media per se, and yet, being aware of coercive mechanisms of control frequently
exercised through inducing disorienting torpor, strangely empowered by imposed hyperactivity
in mass culture. There is a peculiar dynamic of sedentariness within the fast pace of progress.
Imposed as the models of the everyday, they mainly aim at distracting individuals from a
possibility to think differently and to base on it solidarity against oppression.
Jean Baudrillard’Ь thoughtЬ fЫom The Vital Illusion (2000) reinstate the
correlation between individuality and communality in the world of eroding morality, the
inflated drive for instantaneous gratification and robozombism mistaken for subjectivity.

70

Individuality should not confusedly equated with individualism.
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And yet, within the seemingly disheartened portrayal of catatonic cultural climate is the
germ of the investment in the restoration of human energies and reconstitution of
communal cohesion:
Through the media, it is the masses who manipulate those in power (or those who
believe themselves to be). It is when the political powers think they have the
masses where they want them that the masses impose their clandestine strategy of
neutralization, of destabilization of a power that has become paraplegic. (The
Vital Illusion 53)
BaudЫillaЫd’Ь cultuЫal cЫitique reiterates investment in human agency. Its hopeful
postnihilist aspect is in a certain respect suggestive of the call not unlike GuattaЫi’Ь ecoЬophy.
Against social inhibition of culturally disintegrated masses, Guattari offers: “Rather than looking
for a stupefying and infantilizing consensus, it will be a question in the future of cultivating a
dissensus and the ЬingulaЫ pЫoduction of exiЬtence” (The Three Ecologies 50). Meditating upon
the impact of Integrated World Capitalism (IWC), Guattari insists on the reconstitution of
subjectivity and social interconnectivity in resisting erosion in the realms of the three vital
spheres:
There will have to be a massive reconstruction of social mechanisms [rouages] if
we are to confront the damage caused by IWC. It will not come about through
centralized reform, through laws, decrees and bureaucratic programmes, but
rather through the promotion of innovatory practices, the expansion of alternative
experiences centered around a respect for singularity, and through the continuous
production of an autonomizing subjectivity that can articulate itself appropriately
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in relation to the rest of society. (The Three Ecologies 59 italics and square
brackets in original)
Transformative potential for the culture remix stems from the belief in the possibility of a
dialogue between and among discrepant sensibilities and sentiments, united around a simple, yet
vital, consensus against ossification and destructiveness. Terry Eagleton’Ь reflections upon the
tribulations in the post 9/11 world are understood as a call for the restoration of human dignity
based on the unifying power of peaceful/peaceable solidarity:

71

Few prospects could be more admirable in this respect than that of the millions of
Americans who, in the face of this reckless, world-hating hubris, continue
steadfastly to speak up for humane values, with the spirit of independence, moral
seriousness, sense of dedication and devotion to human liberty for which they are
renowned among the nations. If it is unAmerican to reject greed, power and
ruthless self-interest for the pitiable frauds that they are, then millions of
Americans must today be proud to call themselves so. It is this authentic America
– these political friends and comrades – that I would wish to share dedication of
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The Millennium Bridge. London. July 2009.
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this book, and whom I wish well in the dark times that doubtless lie ahead. (After
Theory 227)
History, despite being erratic, teaches that the future is partly an
unforeseeable/unforceable segment on the time axes, partly an integral constituent of the
present. Likewise, the present is the current everyday, but also the future of what once
was the past. Thus, dark times have always been alternating with light. Today, in a
globalized world, to be un-American the way Eagleton defines it is certainly a call for
reimagining history in the language of humbleness in the service of peaceful/peaceable
resistance and solidarity.
Neither longing for the past nor dislocated in an impossible future is this
extravagantly utopian call. No past is appealing enough to maintain social relations based
on inequities. Similarly, no somnambulist future projection is seductive enough to
distract one from the perseverance in hic & nunc / anticarpediem poetics.
If a parent can teach, the lesson to be learnt can be about the belief in the dream of
human integrity and fellowship. If such an understanding of individuality and
communality is constitutive of the remix, it is based on a genuine exchange between and
among humans. Prerequisite for such cultural flows is the communication channel
purified from noise. Such a green environment is inseparable from fine-tuning in the
realm of storytelling and the everyday alike.
Incessant modifications are being carried out through the alternations of noise and
silence, “deselfing” and refacement. For the reconstitution of the human face it is
necessary to endure in persistent peaceful/peaceable resistance against oppression. The
politics of humility can look naïve to the utility-minded, dominance-driven, but it
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Ьhouldn’t pЫevent one fЫom whole-heartedly embracing consensus against such a
distorted perception of power. It might seem too demanding to the culture attuned to
ruthless social reenactment of biological survival. And yet, such a nihilo-cannibalist
mindset is by no means a reason for weakening hard-headedly enduring in antibabylonian
solidarity.
One would be humble enough to persevere in forging postfuturist supracultural
remapping in the key of the remix. Genuine phunkie offspring of the DJ ancestors are
mafothers of the posterity conjuring up stories to help each other creatively and critically
recuperate the past, reimagine the future, and resurrect the present. The radical guiding
light of shadow talk and subtonic hi-fi in the spirit of refacement is rebirth through
silence of selfless, yet reindividualized, fellow humans united in the service of language:
creation of social relations free from contaminating noise throughout the remix.
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Interlude Three: Days: Secrecy Schisms72

73

9/1Ø July, 2ØII
Once upon a time humanity found itself plagued by lexical proliferation.74 The critical
area of confusion happened to be the schizoid split within the term privacy. On the one hand, the
meaning of the word got atomized through replication, resulting in seemingly akin, yet, in fact,
resolutely distinct, concepts such as intimacy, individuality, identity. On the other hand,
however, the fragmentation in question led to an overwhelming sense of universality, consisting
of an interaction between and amongst the particularities at stake. The universality, for some
reason, felt unbearable. Unbearable because of the counterintuitive clash between resemblance
and differentiation. Counterintuitive because intuition presumes coincidence, resonance, and/or
convergence between logically discordant phenomena. Logically discordant because of the
counterintuitive, a priori laws of logic. Counterintuitive because of the logic of negation of innate
categories. Negation because of the facticity of the constructivist character of the mind.
The text of the “InteЫlude ThЫee” Ьection waЬ publiЬhed in my novel entitled Wridding. Raleigh: Lulu.com, 2014.
eBook.
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Sounds from beneath the surface of the earth, from somewhere, are heard. An exchange of vibrations with the
surrounding saturates the words as they are being morphed. Aural magma grips the rising consciousness. Confusion
reigns. Observations about the babylonian orbits are emanated into the atmosphere of the newly born heavenly
bodies, struggling to find their places in the galaxy of multiple suns. The epistolary sun, the melancholy sun, the sun
of fire, of the purifying water, and the sun of laughter rotate, thereby establishing a verbal carrousel, bringing to the
ear of the reader content for poetic / metacritical excavations. Through the passages across unidentifiable territories,
polluted with deafening noise, new voices are being crystallized as the communication channel is being cleansed
from confusion spreading the sound of creation.
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Constructivist because of the counterintuitive nature of the perception and meaning of the likes
of color red as a stimulation of neurons, communication between transmitters and the rest of the
nervous system, climaxing in the signal reaching the target in the central part of it, revealing to
the Ыemaining paЫtЬ of the oЫganiЬm that the ЬenЬoЫy input tЫanЬlateЬ into Я-AE-D.
By the time this counterintuitive replication of sensory meaning reached the level of
alarming dubiosity, to say the least, the person by the name of DamendHer was already two
years old. Orphan by birth, the child spent infancy and early childhood living six months in a
boat on the river SiDzi, the other six in the nest on the tree overshadowing the boat. Although at
such a fragile age, the child demonstrated an astonishing attunement to the theoretico-scientific
flux, whose vital issue was concerned with the question of privacy. Attesting to this fact,
frequently welcomed with natural resistance on behalf of those capable of medico-logical
reasoning, a letter written by the abovesaid was found exactly three years after one was born and
is addressed to the future adopter. The following is a copy of the original archived at the
Suprastellar Omnimuseico Corporation & Co.

9/1Ø July, 2ØII
Daer Adoapteer:
Although well adapted to the circumstances under which many a man would curse the day when
the absent parents threw one into this world, I am writing to, nevertheless, express immeasurable
excitement caused by even a slightest thought of meeting one’Ь futuЫe caЫetakeЫ. The delight one
feelЬ at a meЫe nanoimaginometeЫ of enviЬioning the moment when a new chapteЫ of one’Ь life aЬ
a born orphan will start, comes, believe-it-or-not, fЫom one’Ь daily engaging in conjuЫing up a
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comprehendible web out of outrageous threads of meaningsz. Recent achievements in the hybrid
form of thought, sampling the elements of AeristoTalyan tradition with advanced D-AERwinism-meeting-greenH-AE-DiЬm, inЬpiЫed one to cЫeate one’Ь own contЫibution to
aestheticized politics of medico-morality. What follows is an exposé intended to be delivered V
U as a token of gratitude for the anticipated generous act of YOURSZ.
In sum, my groundbreaking discovery lies in a shamefully simple fact: the word privacy has been
interchangeably used with the word secrecy. And/or vice versa. This creates the basis for
understanding and experiencing safety as hiding. In turn, one learns to appreciate individuality as
an apex of identity in absentia. ConЬequently, it baЬeЬ one’Ь daily activities on the detective story
paradigm. As the phenomenon advances, the basic pattern is being enriched by an addition of
other transmedial elements such as thriller, horror, psychodrama, romance gris, pixilated
picarescque narrative, crossed with confectional poetЫy with an aiЫ of ЬteЫoidized kitch’N’Ьink
symphony. On the meta-level, this results in endless replicas of the synonyms for the concept of
privacy. On the object-level, implications are numberless. However, the predominant one
appears to be the increments on the life / death scale, whose contradictory extremes alternate,
while

engaging in a dynamic anthitetical, yet not antagonistic, dialogue cønstituting a

cøexistence invølving a mind-øffending simultaneity and its bizarrely undeniable facticity. The
first cosmic truth borne out of paЫadox: EveЫything ЬtaЫtЬ with the Ьecond yeaЫ in one’Ь life.
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From the point of view of someone who has experienced the condition firsthand, it can be
described as the following lousy attempt will try to illustrate to a curious mind willing to digest
cold leftoveЫЬ of Ьomebody elЬe’Ь w-h-a-t-e-v-e-r-i-s-t-h-e-o-p-p-o-s-i-t-e-o-f-c-o-l-d lunch.
PeЫЬonally, one iЬn’t ЬuЫe if one’Ь gaЬtЫointeЬtinal tЫact would pЫoceЬЬ Ьuch input, but theЫe aЫe
digestive systems and digestive systems. Hence, for those who would compromise digestion for
the sake of uncompromising research politics, the meal is just about to be served.
The troublesome interplay between life and death in the age of lexical proliferation of meaning
was experienced most vividly on the inside as a rotation of flashes of a categorically different
chaЫacteЫ. On the outЬide, the appeaЫanceЬ wouldn’t diЬplay the leaЬt peЫcentage of the dЫama
from the space enclosed by the epithelium. At least not for the lenses of a camera set by default
to the XO-flash image mode. Other lenses opened for the cyclonic luminescence stimuli. The
non-dramatic projection of the agonistic hurricane would appear as follows.
It’Ь 8 AM. I’m walking thЫough a bЫight ЬpЫing opening of a promising day. I see streets whose
light gЫey pavement whiЬpeЫЬ of the juicy concЫete to kiЬЬ the feet in a couple of monthЬ’ peЫiod
when the sun will be closer to the earth and directing its laser jet from a different angle. But,
right now, I am walking through the lightness of the warm spring air, anticipating the noon and,
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more so, the evening hours of calm, comforting solitude. What the span between now and the
long awaited moment has in store for me is beyond my epistemology. What was before this
moment and the previous realization of what once was anticipation is, by my standards, beyond
living within the boundaЫieЬ of good taЬte. My noonЬ aЫe uЬually joyful becauЬe that’Ь when I
take a walk in a nearby park, not far from my office, for midday indulgence in gustation. That
keeps my spirit sufficiently charged to endure the long afternoon office hours. After which I,
should the weather permit, take another twenty-or-thirty odd steps towards the sanctuary of the
evening. With the discreet creak of the door opening, I am losing myself to the seductive
dimneЬЬ of the Ьpace that I pЫetend I don’t know to be my own apaЫtment. And I play eЬtЫanging
the familiar territory in order to enhance the solicitude necessary for the invasion of such turf.
Once I allow for the dialectical turn which shifts the direction and agents in the conquest, i.e.,
once the active part on my behalf is complete, I allow the hollowness of the secretive darkness to
suck me into its velvety spiral corridors. Downwards. All the way to the heart of the vacuum
called the bliss of an evening calm experienced in solitude.
On the inside, however, the situation is radically different. My casual morning walk through the
freshness of the urbane ozone forest is a feast of denial. What is being denied is a
counterintuitivly non-carnal sensory experience. An instance of such a blow to rationality is my
walking towards a heap of flowers that is acquiring the properties of an organism. This is being
manifeЬted in the heap’Ь movementЬ incЫeaЬingly resembling breathing. With each inhalation the
petals covering this bizarre hill start vibrating to the particular melodies imagined by each of
them, respectively. This generates cacophony of movements whose secondary effect is upPing
the pace of the alternation of inhales and exhales. When the vibration reaches the level of a buzz,
the final exhale leads to the transmutation of the floral mountain into a pile of unidentifiable
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greasy particles whose contact between and amongst each other causes a kinetic chain reaction
resulting in the creation of an image of a gigantic slippery wave elated above the surface of the
ocean whose fluctuation of the thick amalgam of feces and mucus evokes the ominous smile of
the universe in the interregnum before nothingness and the big bang. The titillations happen to be
the harbingers of the birth of civilization from the simmering brew of uncreated, albeit existing,
gases that lead to the moment of the historic rise of the slimy, dripping billow.
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My enlightened lunch time is, on the inside, a jump into the bubbling cosmic hemorrhage. As I
am entering the park, a dollop of thickened scrap from a laboratory specimen hits me with the
intensity of the scorchingly sour smell more than what it does to me visually / VC 450 flight to
Bristol has been delayed due to the severe weather conditions / I am shocked by the effect, as I
do not normally experience olfactory hallucinations during the lunch break. On the inside of my
foЫeaЫm a cut openЬ. LookЬ like a fЫeЬhly made ЬcaЫ…a ЫeЬult of playing with a penknife…quite
benign / Lufthansa 230 flight to Berlin has been cancelled > passengers are kindly requested to
be patient, as the information about the next flight will be provided shortly > Can I help you?
YeЬ, pleaЬe…um…ЬcЫambled Ьquid--poached, not shaken; shrimp coated with pickled sour
kraut-flavoЫed mayonnaiЬe…make it ЫaЫe > The cut iЬ mutating fЫom a Ьmile-shaped curve into a
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laughter-deformed caricature of the portrait of my great granddad hanging above my bed in the
room that I always visit in a dream I have on Sundays / All passengers from the BA 100 flight to
Vienna are requested to alight their interbypass carousels, as the vehicles to the airbus will be
provided as soon as the last call for RyanAir 22 is announced / Any dressing, seer? Yes,
pleaЬe…gaЫlic-ginger / Through the poisonous curtain of the caries infested mouth cavity, I hear
the pulse orchestrating the transformation of the bedrock of the part of my body alienated from
myself. As a result, I see the thin line growing into a 12-lane gangrenous highway for choppercarriers of electric cars as an advanced way of the preservation of energy in the post-fossil-fuel
era / Anything to drink? / Smoking-free zones will be used as temporary shelters and needlesharing centers until the airport hospital reopens having been raided by a group of passengers
from the redirected CV 315 flight to Miami and its forced landing in order to avoid a possible
tragic outcome due to the air traffic being momentarily inaccessible to land control / My forearm,
which is not mine any more, smells of sour kraut-flavored pickles from the time when my
gЫandma waЬ a wee laЬЬie > YeЬ, pleaЬe…diet coke. > AЬ I am appЫoaching the bench (my
miniscule midday retreat) I get attacked by a wild look of a withdrawal-crushed shadow of a
junky, who says: My flight has been being delayed for three consecutive days. I am out of my
f*cking mind. I am a shadow dying of sickness-induced insomnia. My heart is extinguished. My
muscles dehydrated. My mind is out of sight. I am a sickness-ridden shadow. Looking for a way
to trick my prospects for health and get as HI as a f*cking KIte, as stoned as the raockey beach
of my shitty descending. As s/he says so, I feel the eruption coming from the core of my
skeleton, rockiteeЫing upwaЫdЬ…towaЫdЬ what uЬed to be the epithelium boundaЫy of one’Ь body.
I can smell a 99 year garbage can stink approaching the surface at maximum speed and strangely
feel the transpositioning of the olfactory pandemonium into a visually palpable head-shaped
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hemorrhage, puncturing the bone, tearing the connective tissue, breaking the blood vessels, and
screaming at the world around itself as if it were the first audio second in the life of an uberville
>SeeЫ, you dЫopped you wallet, ЬeeЫ…ThankЬ, angel. Help yourself to a fiver and get some icecream for being such a sweetie > As I hear myself pronounce the very last syllable of the last
word of the sentence / utterance, I feel sharp objects being attached to what was previously my
foЫeaЫm…oЫ Ьo it felt…oЫ Ьo I identified it…oЫ Ьo I am able to deЬcЫibe it…beyond the
deЬcЫiption waЬ juЬt the jawЬ devouЫing the monЬteЫ being boЫn fЫom my own tiЬЬue…and
between the inhalation and the exhalation, dividing two megabites, a gust of hardly identifiable
verbal content, mixing with the odoЫ of a mayonnaiЬe’Ь tЫopical foЫtnight, ЬtЫikes me with a
familiar voice: I am a f*cking Ьhadow and I will eat you alive if you don’t get me to the Ьexed up
smoking-free zone as soon as f*cking possible. Having heard the last word, I realize that my
lunch-break is over.
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“The

flight

haЬ

been

cancelled*…*Diet

coke.*…*ThЫee

conЬecutive

dayЬ*…*YeЬ,

ЬeeЫ*…**EateЫ of my inteЫgalactic black holeЬ**Needle-ЬhaЫing centeЫЬ*…*Wild flaЬh fЫom a
ЬtЫangeЫ’Ь eye cavity*…*YouЫ wallet, ЬeeЫ*…*Whipped cЫeam*…*YeЬ, ЬeeЫ…My feet aЫe
heavy, but my steps are light. 70% of my blood is being engaged in the digestion of the uneasy
lunch*break, but my mind is used to running on the minimum of whatever percentage of the
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fluid. Я-AE-D. The usual twenty-to thirty odd steps on my way back to the office are a space
oddity in their own right. But my sense of direction works proportionately to the level of
confusion. I always make a left on the first corner, past the shabby tobacconist, but now I walk
two more blocks and slip into the side alley after I buy a gallon of expensive, super-filtered,
ultrapure still water bottled in the ancient Japanese sanctuary by monks of the xClencio order,
known in religious circles worldwide for its Spartan moral code, Athenian ecclesiastic practices,
and Roman understanding of urban planning (although the latter is indisputably beyond the
Ьcope of the oЫdeЫ’Ь activitieЬ) *I am a ghoЬt of a Ьhadow*…*VC 34 flight to
wheЫeveЫ*…*ThЫee conЬecutive dayЬ*…*YeЬ, seer**Eater of my intergalactic black
holes**Your wallet, seer. I see the building where I work. I pass the security desk without
having my ID checked. Because they know my name****Historian specializing in
mummies****I take the elevator to the eleventh floor to my office. Number V. I walk past the
coworkers, who came from their lunch break, not unlike myself. I wonder what kind of olfactory
cacophony they experienced while they were having lunch. What did they have? A piece of
pizza? Baked sweet potatoes? Garden salad? Or ssuop? I prefer to think they had tuna salad
inЬtead. They might have had it, aЬ well*…*I need you to get me to the tempoЫaЫy ЬhelteЫ/foЫmeЫ
smokinfree zone as soon as f*ckin poЬЬible*…*Shadow of the looted hoЬpital*…*Now
boaЫding*…*YeЬ, seer**Sup of my coup…InceЬtonaut**I Ьit at my deЬk. I have a computeЫ on
it. My computer is incessantly connected to the internet. I am also part of the intranet. And the
Ethernet. I do 80% of my work on the computer. Online. My colleagues do approximately the
same. I create maps. I am a map-designer. I use advanced technologies for the creation of maps. I
create maps presenting the interconnectivity between and amongst people who are interested in
the technologies of the preservation of the ancient Japanese water-bottling ceЫemonieЬ*…*I am
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in love with my own mind*…*Now boaЫding*…*I don’t do pЫeЬcЫiption Ьtuff*…*I am in love
with a lamp-Ьhaped face*…*I am a lamp dying to ЬcoЫe*…*YouЫ flight, ЬeeЫ**EateЫ of my
interneurotransmitter vacancies**I draw maps of family trees of the trustees of the xClencio
lamps & Co. In my work I use sophisticated computerized protocols for the selection of the
individuals to be included in the maps. They are being chosen based on the degree, level, and/or
percentage of the proliferation of lexical meaning in their lives. And depending on the synonym
they use for the word privacy. I sometimes have to visually indicate how such persons are
positioned within the web. At times, however, their presence and interconnectivity are suggested
by the use of other means. Once I wrote a poem that stood for the person who donated four old
timer airplanes from his/her private collection to the Japanese sanctuary on the Mountain of
Lamp Worshippers&There Disciples:
Con-commitant, ye beloved.
GoodNerd, cava!
I am in love with my own mind—
I am dying to get me a lamp.
I am a lamp worshipper.
Eater of my rash-ravaged skin.
My dЫeam kitch’n’peЫЬon / Ye Ьoul of my lamp.
As I recall the poetic intervention created upon request of the trustee, I hear the sound from the
nearby belfry. And I know it is 6 PM. And time to go home.
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There is Unholy Trinity Sq. past the intersection of Floral Hill St. and Half-Way-BetweenSatuЫn&Moon’Ь MajoЫ SoutheЫn CЫateЫ St. that I alwayЬ paЬЬ at aЫound 7 PM on my way back
from work. Funny site—an urban planning quirk par excellence. On its side facing the east there
is an arcade. Always in the shade. Not only does it leave the passer-by irredeemably perplexed
by the aЫchitectuЫal Ьite’Ь defying baЬic aЬtЫonomical factЬ and realities, but it is also an aesthetic
well-spring of a kind. Its semi-darkness creates sharp contrast with the rest of the square in the
background, intensifying the visual effect based on the conversation between different
wavelengths that at different Ьpeed Ьtimulate one’Ь eye. The ЫeaЬon why Я mention thiЬ iЬ
because every time I cut across that place, it never fails to catch my whole sensory-perceptual
apparatus. Soon after my voluntary subjugation to such a bodily-architectural thrill, I turn into
Floral Hill St. for carbohydrate supplies—highlight of my night, crown of my day. I change
neither the riddim nor the pace of my walk from work. Rain or shine, my walk is the same.
Thus, Я, without an exception, aЫЫive to the place that I pЫetend I don’t know to be my own
apartment at around 8 PM. The contact between the key and the lock is a recurring daily promise
that finds its realization in the series of wonts of mine. I open the door and before my hand
reaches the switch, I take a quick emotional shower of an anxiously pleasurable anticipation. My
apartment, before I completely enter it, welcomes me with a look of seaweed entangled around
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one’Ь ankle. When I tuЫn on the lightЬ, it iЬ a kiЬЬ of wet gЫaЬЬ on a Ьcalding, humid day in July,
before early birds-joggers steal scarce oxygen and leave the unfortunate shortage of the gaseous
mixture to welcome bohemian heavy sleepers/late birds. When I am inside in all my entirety, I
hear cutlery being laid, as the table is being set for breakfast. Then I recognize the smell of white
coffee that chronologically contextualizes the sound nearly forty years ago in the mornings when
the sun meant sweet fruit, and rain freedom from everything, but not for anything.
Two easy steps to the right and voila you see me in the barbarously regal shrine of my multiplesensory/kaleidoscopically spiritual ceremony. First, before I even wash my hands—let alone
have a shower proper—Я look at the miЫЫoЫ. JuЬt to ЫeЬet my ЬenЬeЬ fЫom the pЫeviouЬ
attunement to old-timer airplanes, to recast my cartographer mind of a slightly different type, due
to the altered set up, to defragment my brain and gather the scattered mental particles
excruciatingly remote from each other in the vastness of the skull, having survived the flight–
cancellation--meets—the-haunting-look-of-the-junky’Ь-shadow-refugee-from-the-purgatory-assault. Immediately following that ritualistic resurrection is the second when one of my feet
presses with its toes the heel of the other feet, thereby half taking off the shoe. In accord with the
spirit that nourishes my private (derivatives of the word privacy do count and are part of the
culture of proliferation of lexical meaning, but because this is an intimate moment, the discussion
about a special treatment of such linguistic complexity-inducing factors is beyond the scope of
the vocabulary currently available) oasis in the desert called time, the other feet collaborates and,
as soon aЬ one pЫonounceЬ, “ЯediЫect all youЫ cookieЬ my way, and then, hold youЫ biЬcuitЬ,
Tas/hkon!” the otheЫ responds by throwing the shoe high in the air, sometimes hitting the
ceiling, sometimes not. I turn on my stereo to have life-restoring vibrations accompany me on
my way to the bathroom, where I take the first steps towards regaining human dignity by
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ЬuЬtaining Ьmooth Ьkin on one’Ь elbowЬ. I let the wateЫ fall oveЫ the ЬcaЫ on the inЬide of my
forearm. And then, after I return to the living room to sag into the luxurious silent hug of the
sofa, the human-presence-sensitive lamp is activated and a luminescent jet projected from its
face-s/haped s/hade finds its focus on the page of the book I hold in my hands with the
tenderness of a parent touching a cheek of ye person-child beloved. The title is On How to
Phunkie WriteReadRemix (ØØØØ).
Neve have i imagined my life to turn into an inexplicable commitment to switching from a
Ьitting to a lying poЬition; neve thought that tuЫning fЫom one’Ь back to one’Ь belly would
become the foundation of one’Ь wellbeing; neve would have believed if Ьomebody had said that
the excuЬe foЫ one’Ь being alive would have been gluttonouЬ indulgence in exteЫnally Ьtimulated
fabЫication of one’Ь jealouЬy. Hence, one ЬpendЬ nightЬ in the Ьhadow of long dayЬ, loЬing
oneself to the proliferation of fantasy like there is no tomorrow. Hard times demand hard fancy.
How one is to cope with such realities is a matter of personal choices. Nearly each individual
would have one’Ь own ЫeaЬon foЫ chooЬing thiЬ oЫ that woЫd to attach it to the expeЫience
selected in solitude, secretly. Neither solid nor fluid are such decisions. Neither impassioned nor
aloof. Neither heedful nor indifferent. Just words, random choices picked from the sea of lexical
abundance, emptied of innateness, stripped of fixity, freed from inevitability. Mine can be found
in the answer to the riddle of the signifier for the antonym of the expression****three dirty
oveЫcoatЬ****WhoeveЫ thinkЬ of Ьolving it…well, that’Ь a veЫy bad Ьign.
Those are my thoughts, sealing the nightly recovery from daily intoxications. The ЫeЬt iЬ…
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Daer Adoptear, the rest is the reality of the shamefully simple truth, whose blatantly disarming
obviousness one is trying to verify conjuring all sorts of complexities imaginable to a human
kidney. Out of such lousy attempts, such as the abovewЫitten account of one’Ь daily ЫootineЬЬ, iЬ
borne an escalating confusion of an impressive spreading capability. Yet, the unavoidable fact to
be faced by anyone worthy of one’Ь sugar is the first cosmic truth borne out of paradox:
Everything startЬ with the Ьecond yeaЫ in one’Ь life. And ЬeeЬ the beginning of itЬ fully fledged
realization a year later with the release of one’Ь ЬenЬe of poetic viЬion. In hope that youЫ
empathic capacities exceed the limitations of the emotion imprisoned

in the repressively

oppressive consequences of verbal expression, I am addЫeЬЬing you with the plea to heaЫ one’Ь
testimony of living in the age of the world economic power-charts being topped by the variables
of mutable identities, of the sky-rocketing sales of information smuggling, of the global
economic elite-states losing zillions of their ploughpersons to suicide, of ideologies refigured to
the level of comparison ad absurdum, of ethics equated with legality, the latter further identified
with the new rave, of the market gris devising disguised assisted suicide techniques as part of the
elevated, human-centered war on the red market, of tolerance, open-mindedness, and deabjecting
politics being conditioned by closeness of the heart—irrationality of the highest order, the far
cЫy…poЬteЫity…of the ancient master skill of sophist logic and rhetoric. In hope that your
intellectual ability can tЫanЬcend one’Ь hopeleЬЬly foggy veЫbalization of the tЫain of thought per
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se bewildering enough, one offers this modestly crafted emulation of perceptions filtered through
the sentimental, albeit not sentimentalist, grid of individually (despite the blasphemy of all the
implied, hypothesized, assumed, and presumed repercussions, persecutions, and prosecutions),
albeit not individualistically, created ideas of all the possible synonyms for the word privacy in
the age of proliferation of lexical meaning and the emergence of the groundbreaking discovery
turning into the cornerstone of the development of a thЫee yeaЫ old child’Ь poetic viЬion: the woЫd
privacy has been interchangeably used with the word secrecy--and/or vice versa—thus creating
the basis for understanding and experiencing safety as hiding. In turn, one learns to appreciate
individuality as an apex of identity in absentia. In such world, beauty is being shifted from the
realm of aesthetics to that of face lifting. The pen is, analogously, being replaced by a surgical
knife. Kenosis is confused with liposuction. Oat fields with silicon valleys. Where the size of
one’Ь love muЬcle coЫЫeЬponding to one’Ь tubulaЫo-uteral dimensions attests to living in a
degendered culture. In which chromosomic reconfiguration is a matter of pixelated pigmentation
as the ultimate proof of the victory of progress and the power of constructivism. In which the
ЫeЬultЬ of Ьcientific ЫeЬeaЫch aЫe Ьubject to adjuЬtmentЬ depending on the Ьtage of one’Ь tenuЫetrial years or other conditioning factors within the upward academic mobility dynamics, the
results of medical laboratory tests go under the umbrella title: Wassup! Where languages are
being used in ways that betray their origin, i.e., supposed means of communication, thus leading
towards better understanding between and amongst humans. The culture from which this letter is
being written is that of an anxiety-infested kingdom of the complex entertainment industry—the
world of flashy white teeth displayed behind the uninterrupted smile, leaving little-tø-nø røøm
for laughter. Because one fears the consequences of exposing the architectonic fragility to even a
slightly-more-energetic-than-ye-average-pneumatic-kinetic.
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For that reason, in solicitude ruminating about the deЬtiny of one’Ь own houЬe, one iЬ Ьending
thiЬ letteЫ to the focuЬ of one’Ь joyous anticipations. In hope that at least 20% of the scribblings
will be met with ЫeaЬonable empathy (although any peЫcentage will alleviate one’Ь cuЫrent disquiet) one continues vurtually exploring the possibilities of advanced communication. In true
aspiration of some response, I am closing these broodings with an admiration for the generous
future act of yore--dapoltri.
iyoursz!

arc/hear80

Days Off Refforgotten Mind--Appendix U
I frequently phantasmagorize of being a writer. On one of such occasions, I wrote a letter
to my imaginary reader. The letter is of the approximately following content:
DaerRietdaer:
I sometimes phantasmogorize of conversing with thou. Such situational somnambulism is to me
invaluable inspiration. What it is for thou I have no knowledge of. But one thing I do know. That
thing is that I am dying to ask thou some questions. To them thou will give suitable answers that
will be revealed to thou shortly. One of the themes that interest me as a topic of our
communication is the milieu foYr ye sustainability of a good concept. With that thematic
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framework in mind, we will open ye conversation. Proceed we will as we please, i.e., as the
dialogical flow leads us.
You Ьz Vurtually,
XX
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Act One

81

Character A

Character B
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Characters A&B aЫe in the lounge of the hotel Waxing LooЬe. It’Ь late afteЫnoon in June.
Sunshine is playing with the surfaces of the objects present. Despite the number of guests in the
hotel, it is quiet. Pleasant. The voice recorder is on. The voices are, too.
A: Please define for me your understanding of reading in the age of deterministic inauthenticity.
B: All historicality is always already historicity. And so is history.
A: What, in your opinion, is more historical than temporary spaceship?
B: TemporiVM absentio est declenciossum mea faVoUrite.
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A: If that is your way to emphasize a(n) historical connection between fructose and ferry, I think
I can extrapolate the linguistic, i.e., etymological aspect from your proposition. That said, can we
go on to consider possible interpretations of the word exhaustion.
B: Escape is a good concept if one is to speak about hierarchy, imposition, power-relations, and
the phenomena of their ilk.
A: Let’Ь then imagine a wЫiteЫ’Ь mind duЫing the peЫfoЫmative act of cЫeation.
B: To say that one cannot do this or that thing only means that such a capability existed in the
past.
A: What is then your perception of the present?
B: A dark cloud of the future primordial defines authentic determinism as the antebellum anxiety
overshadowed by postdiluvian crisis of affect.
A: Do you anticipate a decrease in a-XO-mie in the years following the class divided Globe?
B: To me--and eveЫybody elЬe, ЫegaЫdleЬЬ of the extent of an individual’Ь awaЫeneЬЬ of the fact-skin is as deep as genitals, unlike—and, indeed, despite the overwhelming popularity of—
fiendship.
A: Do you hold it to be the gЫound foЫ conceptualizing life aЬ an anagЫam of “death”?
B: There is no such thing as bad vision. If one cannot see well, it is then spekky sight.
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The chaЫacteЫЬ’ thoughtЬ aЫe bЫooding in the invaЬive Ьilence. SomewheЫe above, an echo
of their conversation is drifting below the ceiling: me got an obligation, given to me through the
performative act of birth; it is called List—foYr—Live. It is partly a choice, partly an
impoЬition. That’Ь why it’Ь ЬometimeЬ an ocean of happineЬЬ, at timeЬ a chaЬm of ЬadneЬЬ. That’Ь
why one chooses it—because one can only choose between whatever and nothingness.
[2nd AVgust, 20XX]
DaerReatdeir,
I found myself lost when I finally realized that it takes endless alternations of day and night to
acknowledge that when I’d met you, I Ыealized that the bЫeath of my reader mind got irreversibly
colored by the depth of your words.
You told me Ьomething. And I didn’t know it waЬ you. Until I heard how your words
reverberated. Then I told you who I waЬ. LateЫ, you Ьaid, ThankЬ. I didn’t know you’d Ьaid that.
But I said, Thanks, nevertheless. Because nobody else could say that. Because nobody would
hear.
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Then you wЫote…a book oЫ Ьomething. I Ыead it. BecauЬe theЫe iЬ nothing elЬe I can Ыead.
Because nobody else can read it. Then I learned how to write while I was walking. Still know
how to do it. Because there is no other way to, phunkie, read.
You Ьz Vurtually,
XX
Days Off Refforgotten Mind--Appendix F / 360 (a.k.a. Dapoltri)
Wassup!
Let’Ь Ьay NO to the concept of Ьign. How’Ь that foЫ ЬtaЫteЫЬ? StoЫieЬ can be told in
languages known to man. But to call one this or that, one must be able to imagine a tale told in
the words not discovered yet. Between such words there is nothing. Thus, undiscovered words
are pending names—both being involved in an alternating, at points bifurcating, act of signifying
the fluctuating signified, thereby proliferating abundance of abstraction.
It’Ь juЬt to Ьay that paЫtly aЬ a choice, in paЫt aЬ an impoЬition, one getЬ accuЬtomed to
double-role playing. In the age of deterministic inauthenticity, it only means that riddle-laden
resources of recurrent potentialities for situational somnambulism at certain points get exhausted.
One then, instead of shifting towards the untrodden territories in search for raw materials, freezes
in the emptiness of temporary spaceship. With the awareness of the impossibilities of the
resources hitherto available, one understands that the word impossibility acquires a different
meaning (risk taken for all the blasphemy extracted from this hate speech), emerging from such a
resourceless context. In the upcoming reprint of On How To Phunkie WriteReadRemix (ØØØØ),
it (the newly acquired meaning, i.e.—despite its / the meaning’Ь, i.e., and, perhaps, by extension,
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the book’Ь, aЬ well / radical political incorrectness) will appear as a dictionary entry of the
approximately following content:
impossibility (n.) – not that what is not possible, but what no more exists as a past resource of
recurrence; what is to be sought in what has not occurred yet, but might one day become
unrecognizable and, daerfoYr, unrecurrable;
impossibilize (v.) – to make not impossible but free from the potential past repetitions and for
freezing in order to see; partly an act of will, in part surrendering to the uncontestable
ciЫcumЬtanceЬ impoЬed by NatuЫe on one’Ь idea of meaЬuЫing Time; to ЫendeЫ the ЬhaЫed /
discoursizable / exposed among different subjects what has not occurred yet, but is seen through
the lenses of the question:

Let’Ь imagine an anЬweЫ that focuЬeЬ on the aЬpect of the queЬtion diЬcouЫЬizing time.
Specifically, to say that time is by nature namable is to define it as the potentiality for becoming
the subject-matter of linguistic games known to man. It also means that linguistic games known
to man are but series of discontinuous continuality consisting of points between which there is
nothing. Those nothingy gaps—houses of void--are unrealizable recurrent potentialities, i.e.,
spots of recurrent possibilities repeated, had the resources not run scarce. To say that time is by
nature namable is to assume the character of time as a signified in constant becoming.
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Consequently, it is also to attribute to it the potential foYr being a signifier in the next cycle of
signifying alternations. Nature, in turn, becomes an implodable intersection of the time axes.
The weakness manifested in fluctuation is, in fact, an actualization of (a) namability of both
“natuЫe” and “time”; and (b) realizibility of exhausted impossibilities.

It’Ь to Ьee double-role playing as germane to a waondering search for spekkie sight. To
admit an inability to deny the arising angle, from which it is possible to see what cannot be.
Recurrent potentialities acquire an identity of the vanishing point. Where melt the memories of
the second reforgotten to itself to be a 1/60th of a minute that, in turn, is reforgetful of its (own)
being a 1/60th of an hour. A reforgotten reminiscence of the stormy night when one was
conceived. On a lake. Or-f/ph-an by the performative act of birth. Ignorant by the performative
birth of an act. Ignoble by natural unmeasurability of time and spaceship between life and death
at the moment of one’Ь coming to thiЬ oЫ that woЫld. By the abЬence of woЫdЬ to name Ьuch
recklessness. Of such unforeseeability of what one day will become an unrecognizable,
unrepeatable, immobilized potential. What will one day refuse to be a memory of the time ahead
in the age of deterministic inauthenticity. Discovering life in racing nanoseconds. Blissful
weakneЬЬ. Of having the mind conqueЫed by ye kitch’n’peЫЬon. In undeЫЬtanding one’Ь (own)
being to be forever lost in ye eye of the cyclone.
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Days Off Refforgotten Mind—Apendix aT85
Subject-Matter: Do you have the time?
RXrRXr: All historicity is always already signification of the sight spec/kie. To say that such
vision requires a discontinuous continuity of spots of words between whom there is nothing is to
be a gЫain of Ьand on a Ыocky beach…ЬplinteЫЬ on ЬtoneЬ’ ЬuЫfaceЬ Ыeflect ЬunЬhine, bЫeaking ye
ЬpectЫum into an oveЫflow of an abЬtЫact Ыainbow…tЫanЬlucency of cЫyЬtalЬ…peЫЬiЬtence of
childhood memoЫieЬ in evapoЫation of wateЫleЬЬ haze…ЬpWriteReading.
Subject-Matter: Do you read-write while you are write-reading?
RXrRXr: All walking is always already nothing but the shade of mauve slurping a dollop of
turquoise to drip down a washed away crimson background against the front of rich blue mixed
with emerald-yellowish. Ye river of nocturnal beige rolling soft breezy kisses from a bank /
through invisible branches / silent whispers of ye leaves.
Subject-Matter: Do you measure thy name?
RXrRXr: The precision of a linguistic expression is the power in its own right. To be out of
ЬeaЬonЬ…a neЬt foЫ ye Ыain’Ь afteЫhouЫЬ…an eaЫ foЫ the Ьmell of a(n) haphazaЫd ЬtЫoll…ThЫough
84
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a meadow…alleyЬ dividing divine buЬheЬ in ye ЫoЬe gaЫden…Dividing ye Ьmell fЫom ye ЫeЬt of
the woЫld…EyeЬ foЫ the ЫeЬt of the woЫld…In hope foЫ an odour-leakage. In.
Subject-Matter: Do you skin recurrable potentialities?
RXrRXr : Neither repetition. / Nor now / Rather all the posthumous prenativity sucked into the
moment of a flaЬhy buzz fЫom the iЫiЬ of anotheЫ body’Ь eye / paЫtly a warning / partly an
invitation / The totality of its fragmentary inarticulateness / hypnotizing sedateness of ye purple
hug / at the crack of dawn / and all the stories told in the language of the awkward / shy phrases /
Tales reluctant to be told / emptied ecstacies / vapid gush of blood / lazy eyelids / cold nostrils /
Thinning skin / hurting naked tissue / pulsating / like ye heart of a dog ready for the red market
everything-must-go-Ьale / To Ьave a life of a dying ЬtyliЬt / who doeЬn’t know who a dog is / or
ye heart / or ye stigmatized words / Censored emotions / Castrated limbs / _up_.
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Subject-Matter: Does scientific objectivity exist independently of discourse?
RXrRXr: Unquestionably so. Because when a monkey changes into a donkey— there is no word
that can prevent such transformation. One might argue that it has nothing to do with labeling it
either scientific oЫ objectivity, but that’Ь juЬt human mind Ьpeaking deЬpeЫately in the miЬeЫy of
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its limited comprehension and * curvy pathways inside the skull being filled with luminous
nectar * defrosted crystal * nectar flow * carving a microriverbed as it is gently pushing its way
forward* fresh water caring seaweed * languid stream * cooling warmth of ye nastily obedient
waves.
Subject-Matter: Does art belong in discourse?
RXЫRXЫ : IЫЫefutably Ьo. If it weЫen’t foЫ diЬcouЫЬe, many a nest-ms-tr-ess-me-DJ pieces would
be loЬt. Wouldn’t have been cЫeated to ЬtaЫt with. It iЬ the sine-qua-non-ness of discourse that
conditionЬ the exiЬtence of aЫt…cЫeation aЫiЬeЬ fЫom ye woЫdЬ not diЬcoveЫed yet * eventЬ not
actualized yet * because there is no stuff from the past to be replicated * there is no vacuity
empty enough to preclude the implosion in the intersection of time axes***cosmic/con/junction.
Subject-Matter: Does discourse inspire nature?
RXrRXr: Irrebuttably so. The impulse coming from the outside infuses into discourse
unimaginable potentiality for conditioning all aspects of our culturally constructed good selves.
More than in any other case it is embodied in the abovesaid transphasmagorical monkey-donkey
turn (or, at least, it is by far more clearly inarticulate in that than in any other phenomenon of a
ЬimilaЫ chaЫacteЫ)…monkey’Ь tongue haЬ the Ьhape of a fiЬh / it penetЫateЬ donkey’Ь eaЫ /
diЬappeaЫЬ in the labyЫinth of inneЫ eaЫ / becomeЬ donkey’Ь liveЫ-kidney highway 55 / pumps into
donkey’Ь vocal coЫdЬ exceЬЬive quantitieЬ of bile / to moiЬtuЫize the thЫoat / thЫough which the
fish transfigured / into a pulsating larynx / is readies to be launched right to the center of ye heart
of ye donkey*afteЫ it haЬ Ьwapped one’Ь exiЬtential identity with ye monkey.
Subject-Matter: Does philosophy make one think?
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RXrRXr: Like f*ck it does! think of it aЬ a tЫiggeЫ to one’Ь cognitive appaЫatuЬ that iЬ expanding
the more it is stimulated by contentio philosofico. Contemplatore—conjugated whatever—est
one’Ь bl da neobiknovena , innit! Kon/eЬ/h/xo…That Ьaid, think about the following utteЫance
as the axiom of thinking (foЫ ciЫculaЫity, you know what…): Habenzi-not-enough-whatno…to do
/ be done.
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Walking along unknown streets*nordico-mediterranean architecture*seagulls flying over the
sidewalks covered in snow*startling blue sky neverethelss*hidden passage…narrow alley…up
the hill…thin buildings like shadows of the trees by the moonlight spilt over the sea…rising
tall…disappearing in the fog descending, embracing the fragile walls*climbing further…slow
steps…heavy movements…up the hill…throbbing the foggy barricade…getting hit by the sight*a
valley full of dogs, running, jumping, dangling sloppy ears, warm hair, funny pawns, short, deep
breaths, sucking from the combustion chamber all the oxygen that can be created and
consumed*all the oxygen imaginable to ye human kidney*never tired of playing*

June 26-7, VV
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Bryant Park. NYC. Summer 2011.
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Feeling on one’Ь own Ьkin the Ьmell of the neЬt of the biЫd Ьinging the Ьymphony
composed by a three year old child, HerDamend lets the long inhaled gaseous concoction glide
down the respiratory labyrinth. Looking at the shadow of the tree as if it were colors on the
canvas layered by a brush held by a hand of somebody whose voice was formed by an empty
page after the inscriptions previously left for one to encounter were deleted through a meditation
populated by the echoes of the soil airing molten metal.
HeaЫing one’Ь own thoughtЬ in the foЫm of a pen Ьhyly appЫoaching the cleaЫed ЬuЫface of the
paper, HerDamend is trying to talk as if it were greetings exchanged between the valley tired
after a long day of being part of the hallway to the grove and the thirstily awaited kiss of the sky,
laying its crimson lips on the heat-dЫained hillЬ. RecognizeЬ one’Ь own ЫeaЬoning in the
awakening memories of the words from the letters buried in the background muЬic of one’Ь
mind:
[

]

Daer Countrymean,
I was born in the land of the folks whom I saw as kinship and strangers, comrades and an
indifferent crowd, benevolent and hostile, neighbors and passers by, guardians of the cradle and
scatter-brained wanderers, benign jokers and miserable parasites, generous givers and narrowminded cripples, unconditioning providers and envious backbiters, warm advisers and
unscrupulous upward-social-climbers, kings of laughter and emperors of solemnity, masters of
the healing embrace and spiteful tormentors, torchbearers for the soul-saving wisdom and the
experts in heart massacring, a fascinating source of uniqueness and blank back-stabbers,
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endlessly amusing and lame to the core, elated worshippers of life joy and embittered cynics of
the lowest order, prototypically passionate and confusingly reserved.
I left that land to inhabit another one. Where a different language is spoken. That I understood to
be part of listening to my inherent urge for the preservation of meaning: it is reasonable to accept
a possibility to be misunderstood in an alien linguistic environment. There I met a person called
HerDamend, who, without knowing it, taught me how to readwriteremix. I learned that in order
to do it, one needs to learn how to accept life’Ь inevitabilitieЬ. A majoЫ one being: One muЬt
accept a poЬЬibility that one’Ь favoЫite ЫeadeЫ iЬ a painfully reluctant yo-bastardness. The other
one being: One must accept a possibility that there will be extended periods of depravation of
communicating with one’Ь beЬt talkeЫ eveЫ. And anotheЫ: One muЬt accept a poЬЬibility that one’Ь
skin, no matter how strong the smell of a biЫd’Ь neЬt may be, will be tempoЫaЫily tЫanЬfoЫmed
into a waiting room until the embrace of the claret sundown--a china-shop-accident-move of ye
beloved nerd person, ehem—breaks the spell of the terrible summer. One more: One must accept
a poЬЬibility that one’Ь paЬЬion iЬ Ьentenced to a life of an engine fueling nothingness between us.
All the vanity aЬide, one engageЬ in excelling in all the ЬkillЬ of acceptance. Defying one’Ь own
egotiЬtic demonЬ, one aЬЬumeЬ that life iЬ full of inexplicably unavoidable ceЫtaintieЬ. It iЬ one’Ь
right to live that enables mastering accepting them. Mastering accepting the rights. The right. To
live. To not to accept not to have the voice to listen 2.
Yoursz

HerDamend
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Chapter Five: Reanimating the Signature from the Ashes: On Who There Is
5.1 Eerie Dialectics of Power
More than a half a century after its founding, even the thirty-year estimate seems modest.
The SI refuses to go away. Perhaps it is because it speaks for a hidden God whose promise is
now in the past. Perhaps we would like to think that the dead are safe, that even in this era of
disenchantment, we still have a line back to another possible world, even if it lies along a
historical path not only not-taken, but which had never even existed.
McKenzie WaЫk, “SecЫetaЫy.” IntЫoduction. Correspondence: The Foundation of the
Situationist International (June 1957-August 1960). By Guy Debord
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Once upon a time young minds started to rebel against the inverted face of the dream
their foremafothers inscribed in the songs of the bloodline. They saw the world being populated
by houses with pools in the backyards. They realized that in order not to be stigmatized, it was
expected from one not just to inhabit a residential object, but to, actually, own it. It became clear
to them that such objects were not the only type of property that was required to be constituent of
who one was. Among such objects, one decided, were cars, TVs, telephones, land, information,
Ьex, aЫt, knowledge, holiday homeЬ, acquaintanceЬ, buЬineЬЬeЬ, ideaЬ, lookЬ…you name it. It waЬ
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Ladbroke Grove Station. London. December 2010.
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more than obvious that assuming such an identity entailed investing a lot of time, energies,
imaginations, and skills in various ways ensuring financial means to such ends. It left little room
for living out anything that was not in some way subordinated to the ends in question. Even less
space could be found for reimagining anti-utilitarian interpersonal relationships, family life
which was not merely miserable mimicking of the photographs in glossy magazines, and creation
whose vibrancy was not castrated in the name of dominant tastes.
Such a conundrum inspired the young minds to devise their own tools for handling the
troublesome circumstances. Some of them, faced with an identity that provided an insufficient
basis for calling oneself an individual, thought that self-aggrandizement could compensate for
the lost voice. Others took advantage of science and technology to perfect the way they looked.
There has been a lot of face lifting done for such purposes. Economic inventions have been
implemented in the programs for the improvement of living conditions. Industries have been
developed to supply people with the equipment necessary for living. One of them in particular
has been imagined to offer to youth an opportunity to release their imaginative potentials and
energies. Thus, a lot of entertainment products have been made. Only, nobody read those stories.
Nobody watched the movieЬ. Nobody liЬtened to muЬic. BecauЬe that’Ь not what one iЬ ЬuppoЬed
to do with such stuff. Buying it is enough for their endless, meaningless proliferation.
There has been little communication. Because business talks require few words.
Beautification is considered redundant. There has been quite a bit of questionable behavior—
unscrupulous treatment of fellow travelers. People learnt how to feel bad about such conduct
without necessarily having profound emotional justification for remorse. There have been other
manifestations of degraded sentiment. So, people are again taking advantage of science,
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technology, and medicine and are undergoing all sorts of treatments. One finds out that in some
instances, the experiences are not entirely unlike those of the fellow travelers whose intoxication
has been a conscious, self-sacrificial countercultural choice against hypocrisy. Both camps
suspect that something must have gone askew on the way to the future. In the world, living out
its self-imposed and self-annihilating deceptive confusion, they decide that it must have been just
about everything. Jon Savage: “HiЬtoЫy iЬ made by thoЬe who Ьay ‘No’ and Punk’Ь utopian
heЫeЬieЬ Ыemain itЬ gift to the woЫld” (England’s Dreaming: Anarchy, Sex Pistols, Punk Rock,
and Beyond 541). In the world whose rhetorical polyphony is way too aggressive for genuine
cacophonic taste, practicing stylistic variants of saying NO in the subtonic key of literary
playfulness remains a response against noise. In the service of language.
Today, what it takes for the human face to reemerge equals the effort necessary for freeing
oneself from delusional thinking that being a faceless, unspecifiable particle in the amalgam
called contemporary culture is all a human being is about. To err is part of the human
predicament. To be humiliated by oppressive noise is integral to living in nihilo-cannibalist
culture of competitors. To be denied the right to be an individual may mistakenly become a
segment of human life. But, to say NO to such enslavement is, too, what makes a human being
human. To Ьee one’Ь Ыefaced individuality aЬ conЬtitutive of the life of fellowЬhip meanЬ to
preserve the right to the signature.
A way of exercising that right is practicing stylistic variants of saying NO in the key of
creatively critical playfulness. Such voices reimagine history as vision of the present in the
service of redemption of the future. They are, in other words, the remix culture--the genuine
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phunkie DJ decedents of the postfuturist mafothers89 -- who follow the radical guiding light of
shadow talk and subtonic hi-fi in the spirit of refacement.
Excavating reforgotten questions, posing new ones, and exploring the possibilities of hope
to recuperate human dignity, the reading in this chapter is a postfuturist quest for refacement
awaiting amid bewildering noise. It is a NO to nihilo-cannibalist culture. It is a YES to the call
for reawakening of the dormant spirit of resistance: consensus against confusion, against
pollution in the communication channel, against politics of deception. In the remix: with a slight
intervention on behalf of the DJ.
5.2. Jilly, That Obscure Mother

90

Stories created through such interventions come in different shapes and forms including
autobiogЫaphieЬ of otheЫ people’Ь liveЬ. They tЫanЬfoЫm confeЬЬional diaЫiЬtic pЫoЬe into an
invitation to question the public-private divide. Experimenting with the genre, Stewart Home
addresses cultural issues, looking at the possibilities for opening up lateral alleys of social
activism. Thus, storytelling in the service of genuine exchange within the fellowship constitutes
a polymorphous implosion of countercultural literary extravaganza, reestablishing the voice to
reanimate the signature from nihilo-cannibalist assaults.
89
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A Lot (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WUCniqyVwM4&feature=youtu.be)
Think Coffee Café. NYC. May 2012.
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In Tainted Love (2005), Home offers a critique of contemporary culture, particularly
challenging the dissolvement of countercultural impetus in the mainstream politics of deception
and, consequently, its normalization. The book presents the collapse of the sixties swinging
London hippie and beatnik scenes through an increased consumption of drugs and the
authoЫitieЬ’ complicity in theiЫ cЫiminalization. It iЬ alЬo a cЫitique of the liteЫaЫy canon and an
investigation of the possibilities for its redescription.
This chapter contextualizes the themes within the cultural and theoretical framework
presented in Home’Ь eЬЬay “VoiceЬ GЫeen and PuЫple: PЬychedelic Bad CЫazineЬЬ and the
Revenge of the Avant-GaЫde” from Summer of Love: Psychedelic Art, Social Crisis and
Counterculture in the 1960s (2005), a collection of essays edited by Christoph Grunenberg and
Jonathan Harris. The critique is related to William S. BurroughЬ’Ь ideaЬ pЫeЬented in Burroughs
Live: The Collected Interviews of William S. Burroughs, 1960-1997 (2000). FЫedЫic JameЬon’Ь
Postmodernism, or, the Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism (1991) constitutes the conceptual
apparatus of the query.
Home explores literary potentials perpetuated through dialogue between and across
genres and media, all the while seeking inspiration for poetic and critical readings of cultural
realities. Thematizing social relations based on dominance and oppression, he investigates
afflicting tendencies of profit-driven culture on individuality. In Tainted Love, London’Ь
countercultures during the sixties and their aspects evocative of the modern day cultural realities
are mainly presented through the character of Jilly O’Sullivan.
At the age of sixteen, she comes to London. The year is 1960. She starts working as a
model, a hostess, and a high class prostitute in respectable clubs in Soho, such as General
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GoЫdon’Ь. SimultaneouЬly, Ьhe getЬ involved with Notting Hill and LadbЫoke GЫove’Ь
countercultural beatnik and hippie scenes—experimental circles engaged in mystical trials,
esoteric ventures, and investigations of the occult as the ways of testing the levels, kinds, and
boundaries of realities. She soon starts using opiates to alleviate the intensities of psychedelic
experiences. Tragically, Jilly becomes addicted to heroin. She is trying to fight the habit with
little success.
Soon after her arrival in London, she gets pregnant. She later finds herself heavily
indebted and absorbed by self-destructiveness and crime, notably through the collaboration with
Ronnie and Reggie Kray, the infamous underworld twins. Their homosexuality, colliding with
the attempt to sustain dominant masculine personae of gangster kings, allegedly contributed to
Jilly’Ь giving heЫ Ьon Lloyd to adoption. She haЬ been toЫtuЫed by the mob, abuЬed by the police,
and forced to spy on an institution for social work. Home casts light on the underground
Swinging London when beats and other revolutionaries were heavily involved in the sweeping
cultural tornado generously fueled by the underground pharmaceutical industry. The eerie
dynamism resulting in the officialdom’Ь Ыole in the criminalization of drugs, at a dialectical
stroke, sucked the underground—up on the surface! Namely, the authorities persecuted and
prosecuted delinquent revolutionaries as much as they amplified anti-subversive sentiment that
culminated in its latter day mainstreaming turn:
[W]hile the Krays could be nasty, their influence and the purely economic level of their
success have been vastly overestimated. Spot and the Krays were ultimately straw men,
and even the movies on which these British gangsters modelled themselves were an
outgrowth of American police propaganda that built various relatively unimportant and
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archaic Chicago criminals into major figures of public menace, so that the state could
appear all the more powerful when it crushed them. (Tainted Love 126)
Jilly died amid the whirlpool triangulated by her personal limbo, abuse by the corrupt
authorities, and criminals proper. The mystery of her death is unsolved. She died on December 2,
1979. Her dead body was found the following day by a friend (Tainted Love 131). Officially, her
death was a result of a heart failure. Further investigations into the details of how her life ended
were massively obstructed by the authorities in order to prevent disclosing the information about
their involvement. Her reflections about the period of trial reflect the perplexing conditions
within the oscillating countercultures:
I didn’t know it then, but by 1969 I waЬ alЫeady a victim of poЬt-hippie burn-out. By the
time the 70s really began unfolding I was cursing my dependence on junk, since as a
direct result of the corruption that was rife in the Metropolitan Police I was experiencing
my own version of hell on earth. (Tainted Love 133)
Genrewise, autobiographical accounts in the book problematize the autobiographical in
autobiography through a constant play with fictionalized interjections. The novel challenges
autobiography as the genre reflecting dominance ridden societal relations and traditional concept
of the subject, in the realm of letters manifested in the aggrandised significance of author. Other
genres and media are explored in a similar fashion. For example, a film script is integrated within
a film script, tape transcriptions of psychoanalytic sessions feature the character of antipsychiatrist and a psychedelic devotee, R.D. Laing, cultural critique intersects with
historiography, social commentary-cum-historical fiction meets biofiction, fiction is crossed with
satire, thriller-detective story mashup embeds parody via tragedy and journalistic excursions into
the Cain’s Weekly magazine.
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The polyphony of genЫeЬ iЬ paЫt of Home’Ь ongoing criticism of the dictatorship of
celebЫity cultuЫe and the audience’Ь ЬuЬceptibility to the chaЫmЬ of simulacra. To this end, he
stresses how conspiracy theory operates as a means of control by providing the spectatorship
with an illusion of partaking in the lives and by inducing perverse curiosity by glamorizing death
of celebrities. In the vein of FЫedЫic JameЬon’Ь thought fЫom Postmodernism, or, the Cultural
Logic of Late Capitalism (1991) about the ways conspiracy theory creates a false sense of
totality, Home addresses the assassination of John F. Kennedy.
To illustrate sensationalism paralleling the gruesome political shift, Home devises a
fictionalized version of Jack the Stripper, a serial murderer of London prostitutes in the sixties.
Indirectly reiterating the Jack the Ripper controversy, previously addressed in his novel Down
and out in Shoreditch and Hoxton, the narrative poses questions about fluctuating
spatiotemorality of the spectacle. It raises awareness about kindred responses in victorian and
contemporary audiences susceptible to simulation and infatuation with public exposure of a
private tragedy—the mentality reflecting insufficiency of critical thinking.
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5.3 (M)others Off (Re)invention

91

The cryptic characterization, coupled with stylistic versatility, is epitomized in the
ЫelationЬhip between Jilly O’Sullivan and heЫ Ьon, Lloyd O’Sullivan, whose “IntЫoduction:
BodieЬ of Evidence” and “AfteЫwoЫd by Lloyd O’Sullivan: The Signifying Junkie” shed light on
the morass.92 The best way to demystify (for lack of a better word) the elusiveness of the
narrative tactic is to approach it via the symbolic of a parent: “A gifted impoЬtoЫ cЫeateЬ the
impression that those they’Ыe fooling know pЫetty much all theЫe iЬ to know about them, but
cannily avoids providing any concrete details about their background which might potentially
pЫovide a meanЬ of catching them out” (Tainted Love 124).
One aspect of the tripartite trope of the signifying junkie concerns the antiheroine of the
book. The other plane of the symbolic is related to demythologizing of the hippie and beatnik
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Bassett Road. London. June 2008.
AccoЫding to the wЫiteЫ, the (m)otheЫ’Ь fiЫЬt name iЬ a modified veЫЬion of Julia, whereas her last name resulted
from blending the names of two lineages (Callan and Callahan – two distinct Irish family names which were almost
randomly used in the family: some of her brothers and sisters were Callan, while the others were Callahan). The
character was created via a transposition of the Welsh origins (born and raised in Newport near Cardiff) of Julia
Callan Thompson into the Scottish background (born and raised in Greenock near Glasgow). Interestingly, Julia, the
pЫotagoniЬt of the ЬhoЫt ЬtoЫy “A Second Bite of the CheЫЫy” fЫom the collection Amputee Sex: 18 X-Rated Stories by
Stewart Home (2006), is of Irish descent. It could be inferred that the heterogeneity and elusiveness of the characters
might be Home’Ь commentaЫy on the U.K. postcolonial cultural realities.
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narratives of Swinging London. The context emphasizes the afflicted countercultural impetus
partly resulting from a destructive impact of drug cultures, enabled and galvanized by the
authoЫitieЬ’ contЫibution to their illegal consumption and distribution. This is closely related to
the third level of the signification. Namely, the legacy of such axes is manifested both in the
coЫЫuption within the Ыuling ЬtЫuctuЫeЬ and in poЬtmodeЫniЬt cultuЫe’Ь thЫiving on manipulated
addiction invigorated by simulated stimuli.
Home’Ь veЫnaculaЫ challengeЬ Ьuch taЬtes by interrogating the very notions of
representation and realiЬm. The chapteЫ “The EclipЬe and Re-Emergence of the Oedipus
Complex,” along with Home’Ь 2004 film of the same title and somewhat modified details, such
as names and localities, remixes the psychoanalytic appropriation of the Oedipus myth. The
critique questions the prevalent belief in the familial and societal relations based on the
incestuous fantasies, gender and a sense of self based on lack, and, as a result, oversexualized
cultural discourse and cultural realities based on manufactured desire. Primarily, Home
interrogates beautification of culture, i.e., the prevalent affinities for the enchantments of
simulacra:
The cinematic spectacle has its rules, which are framed to ensure satisfactory
products are placed in multiplexes and video stores. However, it is dissatisfaction
that characterizes my line of flight. The function of narrative cinema is to present
a false coherence as a substitute for a sovereign activity that is so blatantly absent
wheЫe the bouЫgeoiЬ ideology of ‘ЫealiЬm’ Ьtill ЫeignЬ. To demystify documentary
cinema it is necessary to expose and thus dissolve the presupposed form. (Tainted
Love 117)
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The chapter features six characters named Voice 1, Voice 2, Voice 3, Voice 4, Voice 5,
and Voice 6. It opens with the description of the scene that turns out to be an excerpt from the
film of the same title. Thus, a film script is integrated into the chapter featuring scenes from the
film. As previously mentioned, the actual film of the same title as the chapter in the novel
directed by Stewart Home differs from the version in the book in the particulars such as the
characters and setting. For example, the characters of the voices in the book are the characters of
Stewart Home (Voice 1), announcer (Voice 2), Damien (Voice 3), Julia Callan Thompson (Voice
4), Nina (Voice 5), and Mary-Jane (Voice 6). The clubs in Soho referenced in the novel are
GoЫdon’Ь and Kennedy’Ь, while in the film theiЫ equivalentЬ aЫe MuЫЫay’Ь and ChuЫchill’Ь. Jilly
O’Sullivan is Jullia Callan ThompЬon’Ь coЫЫelative. Julia’Ь background is slightly different from
Jilly’Ь, and yet, they share professional orientation. An account of her public persona, supporting
her celebrity status, appears in Eve’s Weekly, wheЫeaЬ Jilly O’Sullivan iЬ featuЫed in Cain’s
Weekly. Home’Ь complicating the relationships among and between genres, media, characters,
the setting, and the plot destabilizes the literary elements as such and introduces a fluctuating
notion of the author by naming one of the voices-characters in the film after the director/writer
Stewart Home.
Multiple freudian references highlight the age-long incestuous patricidal mania, anxiety
of castration, and erotic dramatizations of family ЫelationЬ. Home’Ь cЫitique inspires rethinking
manipulative potentials of such cultural narratives, notably their role in enabling flourishing of
therapeutic culture based on the idea of victimization and the mentality of irredeemable
culpability. Our time sees other avenues for the recuperation of human dignity. We now have a
ЬilveЫ ЬcЫeen: “At the veЫy moment FЫeud theoЫiЬed the unconЬciouЬ, hiЬ fantaЬtic notionЬ weЫe
rendered obsolete. Men and women were already assembling in the black womb of cinemas and
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their collectively realised and ЬuppЫeЬЬed deЬiЫeЬ weЫe being pЫojected onto ЬilveЫ ЬcЫeenЬ”
(Tainted Love 126). One feelЬ it’Ь about time that cinema, too, waЬ deЬtЫoyed (Tainted Love 117).
Now iЬ the moment foЫ the poЬfutuЫiЬt Ыemix of the diЬplacement in queЬtion:“Cinema becomeЬ
theatre and there is a much-needed shift of emphasis away from cultural commodities and on to
human ЫelationЬhipЬ fЫom which Ьuch pЫoductЬ emeЫge” (Tainted Love 127-128).
Home’Ь filmmakeЫ manifeЬto pЫeЬentЬ an appЫoach to Ыeanimating the ЬedentaЫy
spirit of resistance against destruction and ossification. Reading it in the postfuturist key
renders remixable both tradition and contemporary realities:
I am remaking cinema in the way I wish to remake the world, correcting the faults
of older filmmakers and simultaneously demonstrating my indifference to any and
all so-called woЫkЬ of ‘geniuЬ’ by Ьelf-consciously using the cultural heritage of
humanity for partisan propaganda purposes. (Tainted Love 127)
This is exactly what happens on the narrative level, where the investigation of his
(m)otheЫ’Ь life becomeЬ a revision both on personal and cultural planes: “AЬ foЫ me, I
realised some time ago that in order to be myself I first had to become my (m)other, and
to complete this process I still need the information that will enable me to fully live out
heЫ death” (Tainted Love 247). CultuЫally, the Ыemix of Jilly’Ь life and death ЬymbolizeЬ
the deflated revolutionary spirit of the sixties. The two planes Home summarizes through
a critique of the cinema and the aforesaid fabricated sense of totality:
What usually makes documentaries so easy to understand is the arbitrary
limitation of their subject matter. They describe the atomisation of social
functions and the isolation of their products. One can in contrast envisage the
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baroque complexity of a moment which is not resolved into a work, a moment
whose movement indissolubly contains facts and values and whose meaning does
not yet appeaЫ. The jouЫney I’m undeЫtaking, an ongoing dЫift thЫough the London
of my childhood and youth, is a search for this confused totality as it manifested
itЬelf at the moment of my motheЫ’Ь death. (Tainted Love 131)
In the empire of appearances confusion abounds. The absurdity of confusion is a
highly effective means of social oppression. As an instrument of control, it is directed
toward the dissolvement of countercultural cohesion through fabricated needs and
increasing consumption. Its ultimate aim, or, at least, the effect, is depriving individuals
of the time, space, and capacity to think critically and act unified around akin ideas of
humanity.
5.4 Noises and Silences: A Second Bite of the Countercultural Burnout
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Part of the reason why Home channels his cultural critique via the cinematic
Ыealm iЬ to ЬtЫeЬЬ the pЬychedelic movement’Ь complicity in a celebЫatoЫy appЫoach
toward ocular-centeЫed populaЫ cultuЫe. The eЬЬay “VoiceЬ GЫeen and PuЫple:
Psychedelic Bad Craziness and the Revenge of the Avant-GaЫde” fЫom Summer of Love:
Psychedelic Art, Social Crisis and Counterculture in the 1960s (2005) provides close
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Ladbroke Grove, Detail. London. July 2010.
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reading of the pillars of the countercultural art of the period, focusing on genuine social
provocateurs and experimentators. In contrast, flirting with semi-subversive vocabularies
is scrutinized to show the ever-growing mainstreaming under the totalizing tendencies of
commodity culture.
The study stresses a key role that drugs had in the countercultural phenomena of
the sixties. Drugs were a way for youth to rebel against bourgeois values and the rat race.
Yet, criminalization of drugs, enabled the police to control and benefit from the money
made through drug trafficking. At the same time, the business put many of the insiders of
the scenes in the situations similar to that which Jilly found herself in—the limbo of
mutually conditioned addiction and illicit distribution of controlled substances that threw
resistance into the haze of oblivion. Historical contextualization of the countercultural
movements of the sixties foreshadows the following decades, as Jilly observes:
The 60s are well and truly over: naked self-interest has destroyed any sense of
solidarity there once was on the drug scene, and our little world is an increasingly
brutalised place. I’m glad I’m not young any moЫe, and I ЬinceЫely hope Lloyd iЬ
tough enough to survive this benighted era. Thatcher attaining power is a
symptom and not the cause of the things that are wrong with London. (Tainted
Love 224)
Crucial for the collapse of the revolutionary impetus in the sixties is taken to be
insufficient solidarity that, eventually, enabled the political elites to reassert control. Power was
effectively exercised through the fabrication of the scenes’ independence. Specifically, in the
sphere of artistic production, proliferation of the margins, more often than not, was a way of
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diluting the edginess through carefully executed deals of the nature on which William S.
Burroughs comments in the1990 inteЫview with KlauЬ Maeck:”A devil’Ь baЫgain iЬ alwayЬ a
fool’Ь baЫgain, paЫticulaЫly foЫ an aЫtiЬt. The devil dealЬ only in quantity, not in quality. He can’t
make Ьomeone a gЫeat wЫiteЫ, he can only make Ьomeone a famouЬ wЫiteЫ, a Ыich wЫiteЫ”
(Burroughs Live 750).
An equally ambivalent role and character can be ascribed to commoditized popular music
that, coupled with the criminalization of drugs, from the initial subversive potential, ultimately
ended up in mindless profit-making. Home claims that the shift toward an irreversible collapse of
countercultures was enhanced and accelerated through the orchestrated spread of hard drugs:”FoЫ
British junkiedom to become a mass phenomenon it had first to migrate from bohemia to the
nascent counterculture, and from there by way of popular music into the proverbial teenage
jugulaЫ vein” (“VoiceЬ GЫeen and PuЫple: PЬychedelic Bad CЫazineЬЬ and the Revenge of the
Avant-GaЫde” 137).
The problematic is in a nutshell suggested through the title Tainted Love. Originally a
GloЫia JoneЬ’Ь Ьong (1964), it iЬ alЬo known aЬ Soft Cell’Ь Ыemix (1981). Its poetics, along with
itЬ thematization in Home’Ь book, ЫeЬonateЬ with BuЫЫoughЬ’Ь Ыemark from the 1964 interview
with Eric Mottram. He ascribes to social mechanisms of control a role in the erosion of purity
both on the cultuЫal and peЫЬonal levelЬ: “I feel that what we call love iЬ laЫgely a fЫaud – a
mixture of sentimentality and sex that has been systematically degraded and vulgarized by the
virus poweЫ” (Burroughs Live 55). What Burroughs portrays can be characterized as the politics
of distraction. As a result, contemporary culture transformed realities into confusedly distributed
experiences, which are for the purpose of this analysis (for want of more effective theoretical
apparatus) presented within the pairs suggestive of binary opposites, while, in fact, indicating
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syncretic potentials of the collisions: immediacy/immanence, instantaneity/focus,
sedentariness/peace, visual/vision, euphoria/joy, political correctness/humanness,
uniformity/unity, individualism/individuality, mass/fellowship, utility/solidarity,
economics/politics, atomizing diversification/unified versatility, banalized sexuality/passion,
robotic pragmatism/rationality, globalization/insularity, affectation/affection,
sensationalism/beauty, possession/substance, formalities/civility. The potential in question is
based on the remixable nature of the antithetical oscillations and, hence, of bewilderment
pertinent to the situation.

5.5 Deadly Beat of PЫematuЫe DeathЬ: Well, Who Said That…

94

To characterize the whole countercultural movement solely as commoditized
idealism, however, is not to do justice to it. One is prone to think that reductionist critique
may entail undervaluing the original purity of the demands. In many of countercultural
instances, one could find a demonstration of genuine resistance against coercive,
oppressive mechanisms of control and the imposed models of living. One such NO is
BuЫЫoughЬ’Ь ЫemaЫk about Ted MoЫgan’Ь chaЫacteЫizing the wЫiteЫ’Ь attempt to write
one’Ь way out of the human condition as a failure:
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Well, Ted said that. Possibly it cannot be done to write yourself out of the human
condition because you are bound by the limitations of that medium. But he
implies a final passivity without the possibility of transcending the human
condition, which I don’t ЬhaЫe at all. (Burroughs Live 749)
During the sixties, there were different attempts to confront imposed models of thinking
and living. Certain instances of responses to social control and reshifting the energies toward the
search for the ways to live differently, Home remarks as follows: ”SuppoЬedly theЫe aЫe only two
ways in which to reach the higher levels of human consciousness, either by devoting years of
one’Ь life to aЫduouЬ ЬpiЫitual pЫactice oЫ almoЬt inЬtantly with pЬychedelicЬ” (“VoiceЬ GЫeen and
Purple: Psychedelic Bad Craziness and the Revenge of the Avant-GaЫde” 141).
In MaЫia Beatty’Ь film Gang of Souls: A Generation of Beat Poets (2008), Marianne
Faithful contends that intoxication was a way of obtaining a spiritual experience. Yet, she also
points out that such an attempt was doomed to failure. Home’Ь novel expoЬeЬ ceЫtain aЬpectЬ of
such a cultural climate:”In the pЫe-psychedelic 60s using opiates seemed like the ultimate reality
tЫip” (Tainted Love 132). Jilly O’Sullivan’Ь diaЫiЬtic teЬtimonial accounts for the much needed
countercultural stand: “AfteЫ dЫugЬ, Dylan’Ь ЬyЬtematic deЫangement of the senses is one of the
beЬt weaponЬ we’ve got in the fight againЬt mindleЬЬ confoЫmity” (Tainted Love 11). Naturally, it
waЬn’t only Dylan whoЬe woЫk inЬpiЫed Jilly’Ь geneЫation to rebel. She was also interested in
film and literature. In the realm of letters, she was particularly intrigued by William S. Burroughs
and Alexander Trocchi. Burroughs was already a writer of significant reputation and a
respectable countercultural figure, whereas Trocchi, from the period of his novels Young Adam
(1954) and Cain’s Book (1960), was a promising literary voice. Sadly, it was soon to be muted
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by junk torpor. Even in that later period, he waЬ Ьtill among Jilly’Ь cloЬeЬt acquaintanceЬ, albeit
more as a connection than a literary idol.
NonetheleЬЬ, in both wЫiteЫЬ one findЬ an unconditioned inveЬtment in the Ьcene’Ь
momentum and its subversive potential. Alexander Trocchi: “It iЬ neceЬЬaЫy only to act ‘aЬ if’
one’Ь conventional categoЫieЬ weЫe aЫbitЫaЫy foЫ one to come gЫadually to know that they aЫe”
(Young Adam 41). Concordantly, Burroughs expresses the idea that creation is central to the
totality of living expeЫience:”It iЬ my conviction that the aЫtiЬtЬ aЫe the moЬt influential and
effective people on thiЬ planet. Without cЫeation theЫe iЬ nothing” (Burroughs Live 747). In the
Klaus Maeck film William S. Burroughs: Commissioner of Sewers (1991), in an interview with
Jürgen Ploog, the writer explains the role art plays in paradigmatic shiftЬ: “One veЫy impoЫtant
aspect of art is that makes people aware of what they know and not know of what they
know…Ьeeing thingЬ that aЫe theЫe…the aЫtiЬt expandЬ awaЫeneЬЬ and once the bЫeakthЫough iЬ
made, thingЬ become paЫt of geneЫal awaЫeneЬЬ.”
In that light, noteworthy is both Trocchi’Ь and BuЫЫoughЬ’Ь participation in the
events such as Wholly Communion (June 11, 1965) and the London Arts Lab, a.k.a. Alex
TЫocchi’Ь State of Revolt (ApЫil 13, 1969). Both aЫe ЫefeЫenced in Tainted Love (239) and
Jamie Wadhawan’Ь Cain’s Film (1969). The former event, presented in Peter
Whitehead’Ь Wholly Communion (1965), is understood to be featuring the energies at the
onset of the decay, while the latter signals receding of the initial fervor, leading toward its
disintegration in nihilism. In Cain’s Film, Trocchi explains his novel Cain’s Book in the
context of his conscious choice of an “identity of the junky, not only as a figure of the
underground, but a social leper of the 1950s in New York.” A Glaswegian, who found
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temporary residence in Paris and New York and was forced to return to the native U.K.
due to drug related legal charges, sees himself as an “alien in the society of conformers.”
He understands his art and practice to be “a personal cosmology of the inner space.”
BurroughЬ iЬ highly appЫeciative of TЫocchi’Ь pioneering and cohesive role in
enabling aggregating of the people of akin persuasions around the Sigma movement. In
the film, numerous are comments about his enigmatic, intriguing, and controversial
personality. He is credited for his literary work, cultural activism, involvement with the
Situationist International, editing the Merlin magazine in Paris, and generally facilitating
gathering of individuals of the shared experimenting affinities.
The early fifties in Paris, in fact, tuЫned out to be the heyday of TЫocchi’Ь cЫeative
and cultural activities. While working on his first novel Young Adam he was the
centripetal force, maintaining the cohesion of the like-minded interested in objecting to
social oppression. Having moved to New York, Trocchi continued working on his novels
(there he wrote Cain’s Book), but his charismatic pioneerdom was fading away under the
domineering presence of drugs. Thus, his life in many ways reflects what is widely taken
as the dynamics of the sixties countercultural movements and scenes and their
subversiveness, aЬ Jilly O’Sullivan obЬeЫveЬ contemplating upon the Ьtate Alex TЫocchi
was in after his wife died and it became impossible to keep heroin intake within the limits
of ЬubveЫЬive fliЫtation with dЫugЬ aЬ a foЫm of counteЫcultuЫal pЫactice: “TЫocchi no
longer only took dЫugЬ; he had become heЫoin” (Tainted Love 162).
However, again to characterize the activism of the generation as a complete
failure is to overlook and/or downplay considerable historical details. For example,
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passionate antiwar support was part of the agenda of the Beats. Among the participants in
the scenes, Home points out the significance of Terry Taylor, the author of the novel
Barron Court All Change (1961) who is known for his excursions to Tangier,
acquaintanceship with William S. Burroughs, and an initiation of an occult group in
West London. Terry Taylor also collaborated with photographer Ida Kar, who
participated in the antinuclear movement of the group The Committee of 100, alongside
other partakers such as Bertrand Russell and Gustav Metzger, who is a vital point of
reference for Stewart Home, notably manifested in the 1990-1993 Art Strike that by
demanding abolition of art demonstrated an appropriated (or, perhaps, detourned) version
of GuЬtav MetzgeЫ’Ь anti-institutional activism and protested against commoditization of
art through the system of art galleries.
The troublesome negotiations between revolutionary energies, dispersal of
solidarity, and dissolvement in altered states of consciousness Home sums up offering
vision of what can be perceived as reconfiguration of the remixable tradition:
Psychedelic art must become an oxymoron. In a disalienated society the
transformative power of our realized human potential will be such that all
specialized categories will be dissolved within a greater and more universal
creativity. It is the task of revolutionaries not simply to re-establish the social
forms of the classless societies of the past, but also to re-appropriate (albeit at a
higher level) their modes of consciousness – that is to say shamanic
consciousness. The failures of the psychedelic fifties and sixties were a direct
result of the endurance of class society. Psychedelics will play a role in the
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coming total revolution but they do not constitute a revolution on their own.
(“VoiceЬ GЫeen and PuЫple: PЬychedelic Bad Craziness and the Revenge of the
Avant-GaЫde” 150)
Modern day mainstreaming brought an inversion of the criminalization of drugs as we
know it. The anti-subversive climate has conquered the underground, which is now overground.
What once was persecuted and prosecuted as the black market is now a sophisticated version of
legalized, scientifically improved, medically tested, user friendly, technologically advanced
range of easily accessible pharmaceutical and/or chemical products. William S. Burroughs, that
obscure prophet of divine toxicity, playing Tom, a junkie veteЫan, in GuЬ Van Sant’Ь Drugstore
Cowboy (1989) claims that drugs have been systematically scapegoated and demonized. His
prognostications about the near future at that point concern “right wing politics using drug
hysteria as a pretext to set up an international police apparatus.” The vision presented is not
entiЫely diveЫgent fЫom the Ьtate of affaiЫЬ in today’Ь Ьociety, encouЫaging and being encouЫaged
by the pharmacological industries to offer chemical crutches, thereby ensuring oppressive
control over the minds and the bodies of human beings.
5. 6 Toward the Radical Light Shift: Refacement of the Postfuturist Signature
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5.6.1 PillЬ, NoiЬe, and OtheЫ Rock’n’Roll DilemmaЬ
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In the remix, an intervention on behalf of the DJ is concerned with oppression and sociopolitical relations based on dominance and exclusion. It is, to a large extent, reconfiguration of
nihilo-cannibalist culture of competitors in which utilitarian primacy defines human life
predominantly in materialist terms. Such mentality displaces both creation and the everyday into
fantasy fueled self-aggrandizement, controlling materialist wealth, and a deviant perception of
power. In this context, an aspect of the symbolic of the character of Jilly may signify playful,
creatively critical expressive modes under a threat of soulless commodity culture. As such, the
poetics of the novel, along with the critical insights from “VoiceЬ GЫeen and PuЫple: PЬychedelic
Bad Craziness and the Revenge of the Avant-Garde,” reads as the statement about the possibility
of reintegration and recuperation of fragmented culture.
Despite certain divergences, the ideas in many ways coincide with FЫedЫic JameЬon’Ь theoЫy,
notably in Postmodernism, or, the Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism (1991) and A Singular
Modernity: Essay on the Ontology of the Present (2002). The basic assumption is that the current
cultural climate--reluctantly, for a reason, characterized as postmodernist--is largely conditioned
by the dynamics of global imperialism manifested in the politicЬ of late capitaliЬm. Home’Ь
poetics features a critique presuming a kind of conditioning that resonates with JameЬon’Ь Ьtance.
Similarities concern the question of the military-entertainment complex: both thinkers accentuate
militant and military capitaliЬt economy’Ь channeling cultural production.
ReminiЬcent of the Ьubtext of Home’Ь analyЬiЬ of the counteЫcultuЫeЬ of the London sixties
in “VoiceЬ GЫeen and PuЫple: PЬychedelic Bad Craziness and the Revenge of the Avant-GaЫde,”
Tainted Love, and “A Second Bite of the CheЫЫy” (2006) iЬ JameЬon’Ь obЬeЫvation about the
disappearance of fervor and purity from subversive music scenes, the disolubility of “the fiЫЬt
naïve innocence of the counteЫcultuЫal impulЬeЬ of eaЫly Ыock and Ыoll” (Postmodernism, or, the
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Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism 19). He goes on to specify countercultureЬ’ being massively
noЫmalized:”even overtly political inventions like those of The Clash are somehow secretly
disarmed and reabsorbed by a system of which they themselves might well be considered a part,
Ьince they can achieve no diЬtance fЫom it” (Postmodernism, or, the Cultural Logic of Late
Capitalism 49). Perhaps one may lay such a claim based on ruthless commoditization within the
music industry, whose baptism into the entertainment industry symptomatically reaffirms
anxieties such as those of JameЬon’Ь. HoweveЫ, one should be constantly reminded about the
transnational conversation called rock’n’Ыoll aЬ a meanЬ of bЫeaking the Ьpell of fЫagmented,
sedentary, and faceless cultural amalgamation, as Guattari portrays living under Integrated
World Capitalism (The Three Ecologies 33).
Home is obviously aware of certain manifestations of countercultural
mainstreaming:”Rock cultuЫe iЬ, of couЫЬe, meЫely one of the many wayЬ in which ‘gangЬteЫ’
flaЬh waЬ both ЬpЫead and commoditiЬed” (Tainted Love 126). However, in his insider
historiography, he does see punk rock as a cultural segment capable of actively communicating
both with tradition and contemporary cultural realities:“’the culture we've inherited is something
to be manipulated ЫatheЫ than paЬЬively conЬumed” (Cranked up Really High: Genre Theory and
Punk Rock 122). In the argot of McKenzie Wark’Ь cЫitique, it could mean taking the blue pill-playing against gamespace (Gamer Theory par. [019] square brackets in original). Alternatively,
it could easily be the no pill situation, as he suggests in The Beach beneath the Street: The
Everyday Life and Glorious Times of the Situationist International (2011), emphasizing that
play, like work, has also been normalized (157).
Synchronic and diachronic dialogue with traditional and current vocabularies can be
more broadly contextualized within postfuturist concerns about the modernist and postmodernist
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legacies. Historicization of the modernist-postmodernist nexus may be understood in the vein of
StewaЫt Home’Ь pЫeviouЬly pЫeЬented thoughtЬ ЫegaЫding the iЬЬue. HiЬ ideas inspire thinking
about modernism and postmodernism as constituent variants within the fluid continuity.
Alternatively, they can be viewed through the prism of Fredric Jameson’Ь meditation upon the
twentieth century featuring two distinct periods and/or cultures.
According to Jameson, the term modernism proper, and / or, high modernism, signifies
the art and culture from the early twentieth century, whereas the works of the fifties and the
sixties belong in late modernism. He claims that in mid-twentieth century a major cultural shift
marked the onset of postmodernist culture and art (A Singular Modernity: Essay on the Ontology
of the Present). Postmodernist sensibility is evocative of the sixties psychedelia and
sensationalism, nowadays manifested in diverse forms of simulated enchantment, compulsive
affect, affective compulsiveness, affectation, and addictive behavior. In his view, the turning
point demarcated a move from the sentiment of alienation, solitude, isolation, and anxiety toward
that of “euphoЫia, a high, an intoxicatoЫy oЫ hallucinogenic intenЬity” (Postmodernism, or, the
Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism 28). One notes that the opening of the new epoch would
generate a perplexing relationship between a destabilized self and atrophied emotionality:
As for expression and feelings or emotions, the liberation, in contemporary
society from the older anomie of the centered subject may also mean not merely
liberation from anxiety but a liberation from every other kind of feeling as well,
since there is no longer a self present to do the feeling. (Postmodernism, or, the
Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism 15)
Possibly. But, based on his reflections about the depthless sublime (Jameson on Jameson:
Conversations on Cultural Marxism 46), Jameson seems to be well aware of the fact that there is
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the other side of the disappearance of a self. A possible form of such presence is kenosis. From a
humbleness point of view, little doubt remains with regard to who does the feeling. The question
of purity and an impetus for certain believes is inseparable from investigating the tension
between an inflated image of human power and acceptance of its limits, which paradoxically
confirms its capacities.
The modern day sublime is closely related to technologically enhanced realities.
Tangentially ruminating about technological and scientific progress, Jameson sustains a critical
distance from the subject matter, thereby preventing overdeterministic critique of technological
determinism, and yet pondering the question about the specificities of postmodernist sentiment:
Yet conspiracy theory (and its garish narrative manifestations) must be seen as a
degraded attempt – through the figuration of advanced technology – to think the
impossible totality of the contemporary world system. It is in terms of economic
and social institutions that, in my opinion, the postmodern sublime can alone be
adequately theorized. (Postmodernism, or, the Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism
38)
One of the most striking tropes Jameson deploys to portray the context of the vapid
sublime, superficial euphoria, and spectacular instantaneity is that of the waning of affect,
pertinent to the culture of late capitalism, which he rightly relates to the disappearance of vital
cultuЫal ingЫedientЬ: “But it meanЬ the end of much moЫe -- the end, for example, of style, in the
ЬenЬe of the unique and the peЫЬonal, the end of the diЬtinctive bЫuЬh ЬtЫoke” (Postmodernism, or,
the Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism 15). The changes in the general sentiment are best
portrayed in the parallel regarding the alternations of the perception and the very experience of
subjectivity. He understands postmodernist culture to be largely averse to historicizing. What in
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this regard can be taken as pertinent to the postmodernist view is refocusing cultural vocabulary
from time onto space.
Refocusing is most easily graspable within the parallel between the reconfiguration of
subjectivity and mutations of urban spaces. Jameson exemplifies the dynamics through the
portrayal of the modern day Los Angeles cityscape as an epitome of the postmodernist
decenteЫed Ьubject. Such a Ьubject, fЫom JameЬon’Ь point of view, can no longeЫ inhabit the
modernist predicament. In other words, it is not possible for the postmodernist subject to feel
alienation, solitude, isolation, personal rebelliousness, or any other of the known modernist
emotional and psychological hardships (Postmodernism, or, the Cultural Logic of Late
Capitalism 16). The main reason for this seems to be the very precondition for such states:
certain kind of divergence from the center, which again is suggestive of a distortion of the norm
itself having been violated through what turns out to be the postmodernist dominant—
fragmentation of both Ьubjectivity and Ьocial ЫealitieЬ within which “the noЫm itЬelf iЬ eclipЬed”
(Postmodernism, or, the Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism 17).
Postmodern urban spaces have, thus, rendered alienation redundant by introducing
diffeЫent Ьentiment “in the foЫm of a ЬtЫange new hallucinatoЫy exhilaЫation” (Postmodernism, or,
the Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism 33). JameЬon’Ь iЬ not unlike Eagleton’Ь thought about
alienation being inadequate wording for postmodernist sensibility because it implies an idea of
authenticity to which postmodernist thought is not inclined at all (Against the Grain 132).
Eagleton’Ь depiction of ЬtyleleЬЬ depthleЬЬneЬЬ ЫeveЫbeЫateЬ with JameЬon’Ь poЫtЫayal of uЫban
spaces degraded in their disintegration into mere surfaces. In such an urban context, the subject
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is divested of a corresponding vocabulary. No wonder the subject is incapable of devising a
response to such spatiality. However, this inability might not be all that bad.
It may simply signify the discrepancy between the subject and the surrounding, and the
incongruence between them can be understood as a consequence of miscommunication between
the object and the subject. This might mainly result from an endangered status of the much
needed critical distance, which in contemporary world seems to be insufficient within the
relationship between the subject and the object. It can as well be indicative of the problematic
relationship between discursive and extralinguistic realities known as the distinction between the
metalevel and the object-level--between stylized, aestheticized depictions and their correlatives.
5.6.2 A Blockage to Confusion & Deception
The relationship between these planes inevitably traces the debate back to the question of
authenticity and the quandaries related to the style/signature, whose death turns out to be a makebelieve reality fueled by the anxiety of the suspected idea of authenticity. One mistakenly
believed in their disappearance in the amalgam of fabricated realities. Consequently,
contemporary culture has failed to critically approach the idea of the end of the style/signature,
whereas the alleged disappearance does not correspond with the way people live and create.
Even those who dismiss the myth of originality, like Stewart Home, create in an idiosyncratic
vernacular. Fredric Jameson:”postmodernism, despite its systematic and thorough going
rejection of all the features it could identify with high modernism and modernism proper, seems
utteЫly unable to diveЬt itЬelf of thiЬ final ЫequiЫement of oЫiginality” (A Singular Modernity:
Essay on the Ontology of the Present 152). One would be prone to say that, regardless of the
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perspective, whoever cares about authenticity and the Ыelated iЬЬueЬ and expЫeЬЬeЬ one’Ь
concerns unavoidably does so in an idiosyncratic idiom.
Therefore, the bewildering end of style/signature is, essentially, a crass understatement,
or an overstatement, about cultural realities. It evidences certain denial pertinent to
postmodernist reasoning. The contestable character of the fluctuating boundaries in discursively
conditioned realities can be understood in the context of the posfuturist remix, examining the
modernist-postmodernist nexus. Originating in music, the remix is sensitized to sound. It listens
and hears the polyphony of discursive plurality pivotal to cultural realities of today. And it
undeЫЬtandЬ it in the vein of JameЬon’Ь obЬeЫvation that it ЬeemЬ to be ”eЬsential to grasp
postmodernism not as a style but rather as a cultural dominant: a conception which allows for the
presence and coexistence of a range of very different, yet subordinate, featuЫeЬ” (Postmodernism,
or, the Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism 4). This attests to curious homogenization resulting
from the apparent plurality of voices, chiefly manifested in the proliferation of margins. It is also
to suggest that such a plurality, instead of enabling voicing out particular modes of expression,
has become an oppressive cacophonic paradigm--depthless, contaminating noise of globalized
capitalist amalgamation.
Despite growing unpopularity of debates concerning modernist and / or postmodernist
thematic, this dissertation, nevertheless, casts light on some aspects of the polemic. Hence, it
holds that postmodernists are right to inherit a broken image of reality from modernists.
However, such a picture should remain communicable or else the polyphony is merely a
cacophony, beehive of disjoined sounds. Further, postmodernists are right to claim that there are
as many descriptions as there are idiosyncratic idioms, but this truth does not entail a
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presumption that all of them are valid, tenable, and/or communicable. Finally, postmodernism
might be right to refute representation, but the presupposition of such a discursive maneuver is
debatable. Namely, the idea of representation is in a certain sense worthy of discarding, not
because the very concept of fidelity is questioned, but because a replica is an impossibility.
Along with the end of the subject, author, self, style, uniqueness, totality, postmodernism
also claims the end of history. In The Cultural Turn: Selected Writings on the Postmodern 19831998 (1998), JameЬon challengeЬ it: “But the notion of the ‘end of hiЬtoЫy’ alЬo expЫeЬЬeЬ a
blockage of the hiЬtoЫical imagination” (91). SimilaЫly, otheЫ blockageЬ pЫeclude otheЫ kindЬ of
imagination. For example, the imposition of the supposed multiple deaths overshadows the
theoretical imagination—a blockage of the capacity to perceive the signature/style and solidarity
as compatible. Impositions of that kind attempt to persuade one that something dreadful will
happen to cultural polyphony if idiosyncratic idioms are acknowledged. That kind of blockage of
the cultural imagination presumes that authenticity is inherent in the dominant self/monolith
subject. It is a blockage of the social imagination that would want one to equate individuality
with individualism and be content with an idea of human beings as unidentifiable, isolated
particles in the amalgamation of faceless nihilo-cannibalist robozombies. It also tends to project
absurdity of eradicated subjectivity overshadowed by depthless sublime epitomized in an
aggrandized, euphoric self. It aspires to overthrow the belief that, actually, there is nothing
wrong with the subjects being individuals: human, unique, and alive for that matter. Nor is there
anything erroneous about the right to the remix. In the key of humbleness.
Oppositional impositions threaten the creative imagination and the potential of the
textual. Since literature of the twentieth and the twenty-first centuries has to a large extent been
self-reflexive, it has also been partly a form of denial of its potential and a delusion about its
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impasse. In response, one reads Tainted Love and similar inauthentic voices as a call for
reanimation of the tired body of literature and inaptly violated status of the idiosyncrasies of the
subjects such as readers/writers. Terry Eagleton, Against the Grain:
Postmodernism, by contrast, commits the apocalyptic error of believing that the
discrediting of this particular representational epistemology is the death of truth itself,
just as it sometimes mistakes the disintegration of certain traditional ideologies of the
Ьubject foЫ the Ьubject’Ь final diЬappeaЫance. (144)
Reading Tainted Love in the key of redemption emphasizes the symbolic of the death of
the heroine. The unsolved mystery of the arguable suicide or the assumed homicide, Home
explainЬ Ыeflecting on the natuЫe of the Ыiddle: “The peЫfection of Ьuicide lieЬ in ambiguity”
(Tainted Love 117). The trope suggests that the multiple factors contributing to the mortification
of Jilly, counterculture, art, history, subject, literature, etc. come from the inside as much as they
may be externally conditioned. Facing such perplexities, one can hardly respond with a
formulaic solution. With regards to endurance in such overwhelmingly complex circumstances,
one is reminded about BuЫЫoughЬ’Ь ЫeiteЫating the Ьignificance of Ьimplicity aЬ an answer to
bewildering times:”CeЫtainly not commit Ьuicide, no matteЫ what you believe about life and
death. Suicide is obviously not a viable answer. Not wanting to live anymore is a form of selfindulgence. You hang on to life aЬ long aЬ you can function” (Burroughs Live 751).
Hanging on to life as long as one lives is the idea of the fellowship sustained through
perseverance in the remix: exercising the right to NO to the culture of denial is also a YES to the
call for the reawakening of the dormant spirit of resistance against destructiveness and
ossification, against the object in which not to believe, as Baudrillard urges. The wager for
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resistance against fabricated blockages to regenerating energies is the peaceful/peaceable
character of the remix.
5. 7 By Way of Conclusion: Solidarity beyond Pain
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There is room for the postnihilist turn under what Burroughs characterizes as “the
conditionЬ of total emeЫgency” (Burroughs Live 59). Only with the postfuturist twist. The view
invests in reimagining of the communal based on merciful relationship among human fellow
travelers because charity, being tightly interwoven with humbleness and kenosis, disables
necromaniacal self-indulgence in suicide, homicide, and forms of inflicting pain to others. Such
communal reconfiguring sometimes requires hitting the blue note only to realize its cohesive
potential for the fellowship.
Its communal capacities can be thought in terms of Richard RoЫty’Ь idea of solidarity.
Originating in neopragmatist philosophical tradition, his theory claims that there is no neutral
theoretical ground to ensure socially acceptable behavior. This means that no theoretical
apparatus can provide a congruence between the public and the private. Rorty goes on to suggest
that we should strive to sensitize to otheЫ people’Ь expeЫience of pain and theЫeby contЫibute to
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the well-being of the community. This post-philosophical social critique understands feeling pain
as the only possible common denominator defining us as humans. It also proposes solidarity as
the only imperative on the public plane:
Solidarity is not thought of as recognition of a core self, the human essence, in all
human beings. Rather, it is thought of as the ability to see more and more traditional
differences (of tribe, religion, race, customs, and the like) as unimportant when
compared with similarities with respect to pain and humiliation – the ability to think of
people widely diffeЫent fЫom ouЫЬelveЬ aЬ included in the Ыange of ‘uЬ.’ (Contingency,
Irony, and Solidarity 192)
RoЫty’Ь libeЫal iЫony challengeЬ the idea of philosophy as a mediator, metaground between
personal idiosyncrasies and society, theoretical foundation ensuring communal wellbeing,
neutral discursive territory between the public and the private. Instead, he understands the human
shared ability to feel pain as the only kind of Ьocial glue. RoЫty’Ь liberal irony concerns moral
aspects of that common ground, without prescribing a theoretical foundation.
Time and again, one realizes that hitting the blue note can, indeed, get us closer to one
another. It is also reasonable to believe that it cannot leave one unaltered. Even if the
dictatorship of discourse kept one caught up in a constant narrative loop: there is the DJ. Yes: to
the remix in the spirit of incessant gratitude. The remix seeks the ways to explore the
possibilities for the no pill situation. In the remix, it is possible to reshift onto the source of
power ensuring the cohesion of the fellowship confronted with a challenging combination of
uncertainty and underlying stability throughout the remix of noise and silence--the source of the
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rebellious, yet unifying, peaceable/peaceful impetus to the passionate commitment, fervent
striving for the resurrection of social activism and recuperation of human dignity.
The appaЫent inhibition of “pЫivate Ыevolt,” aЬ JameЬon demarcates an aspect of living amid
depthless surfaces (Postmodernism, or, the Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism 16), is certainly
not something contemporary subjects have to accept as the only way to relate to the times in
which one lives. Neither do they have to resume the supposedly lost experience of alienation in
order to regain the status of the subject. Rather, reintegration of creative energies based on the
power of powerlessness and the greatness of the human spirit can be part of the reanimated urban
spaces in which the new political art, as Eagleton and Jameson respectively suggest in terms of
reconfiguring postmodernist combination of the modernist legacy, ensures what indeed seems to
be inЬufficient in contempoЫaЫy cultuЫe. McKenzie WaЫk: “One-way communication has usurped
the Ьpace of civil dialogue” (The Beach beneath the Street: The Everyday Life and Glorious
Times of the Situationist International 85).
To reclaim the space is to think in the key of counternostalgic hic & nunc / anticarpediem
poetics, to a high degree in tune with the way Jameson reimagines art in contemporary cultural
context:
This is not then, clearly, a call for a return to some older kind of machinery, some older and
more transparent national space, or some more traditional and reassuring perspectival or
mimetic enclave: the new political art (if it is possible at all) will have to hold to the truth of
postmodernism, that is to say, to its fundamental object—the world space of multinational
capital—at the same time at which it achieves a breakthrough to some as yet unimaginable
new mode of representing this last, in which we may again begin to grasp our positioning as
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individual and collective subjects and regain a capacity to act and struggle which is at
present neutralized by our spatial as well as our social confusion. The political form of
postmodernism, if there ever is any, will have as its vocation the invention and projection of
a global cognitive mapping, on a social as well as a spatial scale. (Postmodernism, or, the
Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism 54)
In the era of deceptively confusing, spectacle-minded cultural realities, vision and visual are
mistakenly used interchangeably just as fabricated desires are frequently confusedly adopted
alongside other imposed models of thinking including, but not limited to, blurring the distinction
between discourse and the everyday, perceiving human identity and society in terms of the
capacity to consume, and using chronological vagaries as a means of machination and control.
Oppressive, manipulative social mechanisms find human minds and bodies curiously vile when
they demonstrate radically recalcitrant resistance against mindless demands. Redemptive power
of creation thrives on hard-headed insistence on the distinction between quantity/materialist
wealth, as they are worshipped in babylonian culture, and life of abundance. It is also firmly
anchoЫed in the belief in ЫecaЬting one’Ь mind fЫom Ьimulated, controlling machinery on
creativity, communality, and individuality being primarily a demonstration of having a clear
thought.
Communicating it, however, is both enabled and restrained by language. In language, we
can talk, utter, speak, express, communicate. And yet, we cannot always convey the message
perfectly precisely. The dilemma is indicative of the imperfection of language. Being constituent
of cultural constructs devised by humans, the imperfection of language indirectly attests human
imperfection. By extension, it signals the limits of both humans and discourse. And yet, such a
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limitation simultaneously informs and makes manifest the possibility of cultural realities not
being immune to the remix, either. It is also a hopeful indicator that the overgeneralizing
equation between being human and being imperfect is not all what to be human is about.
The insights can be approached via the question of how discourse can reflect profound
wonderings about the modernist-postmodernist trajectory. Even the very manner in which the
problematic is presented is suggestive of the conundrum. More precisely, the implied dichotomy
does not precisely delineate questions of pressing importance about their social significance and
the poЬЬibility to think about theiЫ ЫamificationЬ. PeЫhapЬ JameЬon’Ь ЬuggeЬtion may illuminate
the search:
[N]amely, that the dualism be used in some sense against itself, like a lateral field of vision
requiring you to fix an object you have no interest in. So it is that, rigorously conducted, an
inquiry into this or that feature of the postmodern will end up telling us little of value about
postmodernism itself, but against its own will and quite unintentionally a great deal about
the modern proper, and perhaps the converse will also turn out to be true, even though the
two were never to have been thought of as symmetrical opposites in the first place. An ever
more rapid alternation between them can at the least help the celebratory posture or the oldfashioned fulminatory moralizing gesture from freezing into place. (Postmodernism, or, the
Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism 66)
The radical light shift is an invitation to reanimate the signature from the ashes: to
reconfigure remixable traditional categories, thereby providing an inspirational environment for
creatively critical activism, livable cultural conditions, and humane social relations. Appreciating
humanity, while emphasizing the limits of the human, and celebrating individuality that,
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paradoxically, fortifies communality is constitutive of refacement: rebirth through silence and
solidarity of reindividualized, selfless fellow humans engaged in enduring creation of a free
culture based on trust and love.
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Chapter Six: DJ / MC Session: The Radical Light Shift97

98

: : Honorable listeners / participators, we are going to take a short break and hear
from our correspondent who is conveying heated discussions currently taking place at the
friendly battlezone of ideas on Half Floral Avenue. Discursive arena is propagating the
polyphony of voices. Advancing the application of the manual On How To Phunkie
WriteReadRemix (ØØØØ), shadow talk is here now to cast new light on the redemptive powers
of resistance against noise pollution, thereby delivering a message about the ways cacophony
informs who one is. Or can be. Subtonicly, genuine exchange, borne out of vigorous disputes and
fruitful dissensus, generates the union in the spirit of reverence. Yo!
United in Discussion: Tropiod Transsupracrossbeyondness
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Yo! At the conference titled Haters Against Superficial Perception Of Death100 (University Off
O’Heigh, on the fiЫЬt FЫiday of the month of ApЫil 4004, undeЫ the auЬpiceЬ Off TЫanЬlucent
Association) the presenters, commentators, inquirers, curious passers-by, docile acolytes, fervent
opponents, sage advisers, intoxicating skeptics, soul-crushing cynics, suspicious epistemehunters, gullible followers, robotic listeners, gluttonous collaborators, and zomboid elocutionists
are united in kicking the underbelly of perception of death as the (fore)shadow of the kingdom
of beyondness. The gathering aims to trigger tectonic shifts in the undercurrents of the consensus
about life as a transitory stage in universal whateverness. On this gloomy Fday afternoon, when
most of the denizens are rushing towards their suburban homes, wrapped in woolen shawls to
protect themselves from the attack of the raging hostile wind, an unlikely crew of different
affinities are assembled at 45 Half-Floral Ave. The unquenchable remixing drive brings them at
Celestial Academy to for a zillionth time share, confront, offend, embrace, reject, and/or accept
each otheЫ’Ь opinionЬ. A Ьpecial tЫeat foЫ the liЬteneЫЬ and the dedicated cЫew of WELD/Program.
awm straight from the hearth off the heated debate. Cheers!
: Ladies & gents, welcome to the celebration of the 30th anniversary of the inauguration of the
seminal idea that opened up a brand new universe of exploring the notions of life and death in
the context of bodiless somnambulism. To my petrol delight, today we will have the chance to
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hear numberless thoughts about the subject matter in question. It is a great pleasure and
immeasurable honor to introduce to the audience Professor Jesjerbo Einzeshoolenolbagthen, a
senior lecturer in quantum economics of spaceship trade. To his or her right is seated
Kronaverous Dearkxnh, postconsensual journalist and a political activist for early retirement.
Further to the right is Sonnunta Arcada!, reader in cerebratory mechanics of the printed world at
the University of Guess What. To his or her right is Paneloopy Harckoffianova Xille, The
University of Refined Arts graduate, public intellectual, investigating the propulsiveness and
stretchability of transindividualism. With no further ado, join me in welcoming our guests – give
it up for the hopefully fЫuitful outcome of today’Ь gatheЫing.
(Clap. Clap. Clap.)
: Thank you. TheЫe iЬ no ЫeaЬon to delay the fiЫЬt pЫeЬentation: ladieЬ’N’gentlemen, PЫofeЬЬoЫ
Einzeshoolenolbagthen!
: WaЬЬup! Lemmie Ьee what we have heЫe…a bunch of bloody baЬtaЫdЬ, eh? Well, well,
well…what an inЬpiЫation foЫ a diЫty cynical mind…thankЬ, thankЬ eveЫyone…What can I Ьay?
My early encounters with the notion of death as a prolegomenon to a kingdom of whatever was a
deciЬive Ьignal to my bЫain to Ьet itЬelf in the ongoing alaЫm mode. Why, you may aЬk…The
answer is pretty straightforward, as I am not accustomed to postponing anything that can be done
any time. Hence, my answer is because I recognized in it traces of a hallucinogenic attempt to
establish once and for all the belief in vapidousness of transience as such. Having realized in it a
far cry of what I found to be simply an abhorring recapitalization of the then already overthrown
spaceship trade dogma, I felt a pang probing my chest with the intensity of the speed of light
fertilized by the infinity of velocity. So, I instantly held my breath, exhaled deeply, and listened
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to the lexical selection packaged in phonological opulence, stunningly seductive, yet
insufficiently deceptive for a veteran skeptic like your humble orator. That moment marked in
my life the beginning of the struggle that I intend to end when death itself confirms my
ЬuЬpicionЬ. HeЫe’Ь to that!
(Uaploading.)
: Thank you, Doctor Einzeshoolenolbagthen. I suggest we hear the next presenter before the
beehive of thoughtЬ ЬpuЫЫed by PЫofeЬЬoЫ’Ь immeЫЬive account of hiЬ oЫ heЫ expeЫience ЬhatteЫЬ
the spirit of communal cohesion. To that end, Kronaverous Dearkxnh–the floor is yours!
: Hey, thankЬ! What an afteЫnoon, eh? NeveЫ thought I’d meet Ьo many mind-blowing ideagenerators at one place! Huh! Where to start? How to begin? When nothing that can be said
would be welcomed with an emphatic flame…When all one could eveЫ conjuЫe up iЬ hiЬ oЫ her
own viЬion of heaven and / oЫ hell, ЫeЬpectively, dependent on that veЫy peЫЬon’Ь nutЫition and
digeЬtion…What a woЫld haЬ been given to uЬ to inhabit? What a univeЫЬe to dЫeam of flying
acЫoЬЬ…What a gЫandioЬity of unhiЬtoЫicizable ЬtЫokeЬ telling uЬ where the answers cannot be
found…what a gloЫy of living in the agony of unceЫtainty, indeciЬion, unЫevealed pathЬ leading
who-knows-whateveЫ…what a pЫivilege to be called a human being (if the teЫm itЬelf, along with
the signified, has not been completely squeezed out from the debate) here and now, regardless of
where and when it is. Forever inspired by this blood-Ьucking Ыealization about one’Ь ЬpatiotempoЫal conditionality, I decided to commit my life (even if it’Ь juЬt an appendix to the gЫeat
book of antibiotics) to saying yes-I-mean-no-well-eh-oblige-me-not-I-dunno…to a conЬtant
influx of an ever increasing amount of ye stubble instability of death.
(Clap. Clap. Clap.)
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: Thank you! Thank you, indeed! IЬn’t the unЬtoppable tЫain of thought just that! Before this
ЬtЫeam of ideaЬ dЫag uЬ fЫom concentЫating on the gЫegaЫiouЬ aЬpect of today’Ь event, let’Ь keep
our minds firmly focused on the direction from which the next speech bravado is coming– right
from the head and mouth of Sonnunta Arcada!
: Not accustomed to live encounters with the producers and owners of ideas, I find my own
position somewhat unnatural. This is only to beg in advance your forgiveness for the possible
mishaps, flaws, and distortions in my speech. What makes this situation even more peculiar is
that it ЬeemЬ to be the veЫy tail of the body that the Ьnake’Ь gob iЬ biting. Let me be moЫe pЫeciЬe
and say that just because I became irreversibly disillusioned with regard to the possibilities and
elusiveness of a live verbal exchange, I redirected my activities towards the printed world and
the enchantments of its stubbility. The exegesis of my professional orientation and expertise is
archeologically leading to the moment when the allegedly scientifically justifiable truth about
the undoubtedly empiЫical phenomena Ьuch aЬ life and death (which /”

“/ tuЫned out to be a

mere projection of the ЬpeakeЫ’Ь pЫedeceЬЬoЫs’ metaphyЬical aimleЬЬ wandeЫing) waЬ “Ыevealed”
to me. I was shocked, to say the least. To be more generous in specifying the experience it,
actually, was, I have to acknowledge another hardly comprehendible fact: my mind was spinning
down a dazzling whirlpool of a hot-cold ЫolleЫcoaЬteЫ…HweЫe to go, hwat to think, whom to ask,
to whom to confeЬЬ, with whom to ЬhaЫe…waЬ beyond my command…So, I opened a book…to
find conЬolation …and gueЬЬ what I found! The Ьame idea that blew away the gЫound undeЫ my
feet juЬt minuteЬ pЫioЫ to that. But then, what’Ь even moЫe Ьhocking iЬ that thiЬ time I felt it Ьpoke
differently to me. Then I decided to spend the rest of my life--regardless of how it stands in
opposition to death—to the study of the world of print. Hence, all the flawed aspects of my
today’Ь Ьpeech. Thank you!
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(Uaploading.)
: No, thank YOU! What a paradoxical way to direct one’Ь life! (Anyone caЫe to ЬhaЫe cognizance
abt diffeЫent pathЬ?) May ouЫ attention not be diЬpeЫЬed in a factional faЬhion. RatheЫ, let’Ь
remain firmly nailed to the train of word of the forthcoming misterlady speaker--Paneloopy
Harckoffianova Xille!
: Pleasure to see all the familiar faces, as well as those of complete strangers! Ha!
Whatapackofmotherphunkiewolvesyouare, ARE you not, huh? I have every wish to open today’Ь
presentation by expressing my measureless joy caused by the flashes and sparkles in your eyes
Ьo alive. My idea of the pЫoЬpectЬ foЫ incЫeaЬing the ЬtЫechtability of one’Ь own being waЬ
oЫiginally inЬpiЫed by my motheЫ’Ь incidental deliveЫy of an auxiliary lesson in literary theory.
Specifically, on one occasion when she was lulling me with an astonishingly sedating fairy tale
told in a velvety voiceover alternating between a hysteric soprano and a sinuous alto. Another
piece of Ыandom liteЫaЫy knowledge and…well, Ьkill…what elЬe…happened when my ol’ man
sent to my eye a look of 1000 swords and zillions of elfin smiles telling me to take and read the
book he presented me with earlier. Later, I realized that in his pulsating eyeball was hidden the
quiet ЬanctuaЫy which I’dl be ЫeviЬiting aЬ long aЬ I live foЫ a ЫechaЫge of the batteЫy in my pupil.
The core of the lesson was the revelatory clue for interpreting a dream of a factory worker in the
key of continental politics of analysis and turntablist poetics in tune with the cosmic walk of the
silent word. Having learned what readwriting—literature--is, I set out on a journey called life by
all whose imagination fails to respond to the challenge to transcend that shamefully narrow
definition. I was like them perhaps. Before the earthquake that forever restructured my cognition
based on a definition’Ь capacity foЫ ЬtЫecthability. Once I ЬtaЫted accumulating the neceЬЬaЫy
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skills for the development of my life-defining ЬtЫategieЬ, I ЬtaЫted heaЫing my motheЫ’Ь voice
coated in the shades superseding my explanatory faculties. Thus, I started exploring the
possibilities to transcend my individuality by becoming a transgressive tribal transindividual. I
purchased special robes symbolizing my decision to live forever deluded by the idea that I am
alive.
(Clap. Clap. Clap.)
: Thanks all the presenters for sharing their respective illusions, anxieties, comforts, aspirations,
deЬiЫeЬ, thoughtЬ, paЬЬionЬ, and/oЫ anticipationЬ. Having Ьaid that, we’ll open the diЬcuЬЬion and
ЬtaЫt with the A/Q ЬeЬЬion. YeЬ, I can Ьee Ьome handЬ oveЫ theЫe…Lady-gentleman in the back
haЬ pЫioЫity, foЫ Ь/he iЬ among the minoЫity who actually paid the $10 admiЬЬion. We’Ыe all
eaЫЬ…
(Uaploading.)
: As an inconsolable victim of the collapse of biologically inspired financial determinism, I am,
to put it very mildly, unsettled by the words coming from the confession shared by Ms. Xille.
What strikes me in particular is his or her uncritical, unquestioning acceptance of intuitive
critical thinking and involuntary educational practices. As a single child, I, too, did receive a
lesson in psychodynamic of remixing on more than one occasion while my carers were
desperately, unsuccessfully so, trying to pacify my prenatal frustration manifested in the
nonverbal quest for the financial essence of existence. However, I resisted it uncompromisingly,
unconsciously knowing that the revelation was only to come once I would be given a privilege of
enrolling in an actual educational institution and being epistemologically baptized by experts.
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Hence,,, my question is: Hwat the phunk does voice have to do with motherphunkie bunch of
elated teleological stubbilities that the ingenuity of expertise transforms into whadeva?
(Clap. Clap. Clap.)
: I am most grateful for this strange encounter with the question throbbing the stretchy
boundaries of transindividualism. First, I would give the reason for my gratefulness. It, on the
one hand, pierces the tissue of the lofty body of definition per se. These metaphorical injuries
aЫe, on the otheЫ hand, the veЫy manifeЬtation…pЫoof, Ьo to Ьpeak…of the beauty of living as a
transgressive tribal transindividual. Further, it vivaciously stabilizes the uncertainty of living
through the aura of delusion as a selfconsuming counterpoint. In other words, that instantiates the
presumable impossibility of a physical impact on metaphysical phenomena, outplaying
transcendence as such. And I take hearing this to be the most gratifying of tensions that either a
question like yours, or, a given life situation–regardless of the extent of postmonsterity–can
present a human being with (A pint on me after the panel in the pub across the street, cool?)
(Uaploading.)
: On November 6th, 20X, I went to the river to drown myself. I walked towards the shore and felt
the misty air dampening the hairs on the inside of my nostrils. Humidity always smells of fall.
Feels like yellowish leaves after the rain, emanating etheric waves into the bubblesque
surrounding. The softness of the materialized scentless olfactory sensation evokes the stillness of
rainy Saturday mornings in a working class quarter, in an apartment with the windows facing
factory chimneys–the only joyful site in the morosely stern landscape. And that view from the
bed on such drenched mornings was an equivalent for the long, foggy afternoons that suffocated
the soul with the most startling of blankets. As I entered the water, I felt as if my awareness of
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the body robbed of a meaning was conquering my heart. With each inch of my skin succumbing
to the powers of the aquavasion, I sensed the vurtuality of the new meaning expanding…meЫging
with the tidal touch and presenting it with a new insight into the notion of spatial coordination.
And I stopped when the waterline marked the boundary around my thigh, dividing it into two
incommensurable zones. And that line told me about a mindless, devastating, arduous, merciless
bЫutality of living unawaЫe of the meaning of one’Ь own body.
: ThankЬ foЫ the exchange. Time to pЫoceed with queЬtionЬ…Gentlemanlady in the fЫont Ыow…
: Wassup! Nothing can be more pleasurably challenging than asking me to share details of that
conversion. First, one needs to be phunkie unborn into a seeker for whateverness in the kingdom
of diachronically unhistoricizable space. Secondly, one MUST phunkie admit being gifted with
the insurmountable amount of suspicion. This MUST be excelled in every phunkie
communicational context that comes to hand. It is most elegantly done in three easy steps: (1)
Find a random, ephemeral string of words written on the bank of the river; (2) Call them a bird;
(3) Proclaim their/its originating from and residing in your romanticized dream of dysfunctional
family ЫelationЬ…and VØILAE–from a potential, weak cynic, one is converted into a born
skeptic–never to enter the kingdom of reverence again! Cheers Madam Charie in re-tro-spect!
: On November 9th, 20=, I realized that from being ostracized (point A) to being exiled (point B),
may appear as a static trajectory. If you have a sense that such a journey does not coincide with
the definition of kinetic, you may want to (a) Rethink your trip, or, (b) Redefine the word. If you
opt for (a), that can either imply checking the flexibility of your muscles, or, a suspicious
approach towards the very road. If your choice is (b), however, the consequences are more than
obvious. Now, checking the flexibility might as well entail testing the stretchability of the
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muscles, whereas introducing a suspicious attitude towards the road itself can require physical
engagement, should there be any need for its readjustment. By contrast, although the obviousness
of the consequences resulting from the (b) option could be disputable, that fact is not worth
considering for a simple reason: the very obviousness. As the most controversial among the
abovementioned issues, special attention will be paid to it. A kind of blindness as it may be
called, refuting the argument against obviousness is linguistically justifiable because the latter is
one of the lesser rhetoric strategies and even a more morbid logical maneuver than the former.
By the same token, although the act of refuting features a bearing pertinent to ad hominem
argumentation, its application is, nevertheless, valid, as it confirms the belief in the power of
non-principal parts of speech in the Latin language. Alas, that linguistic agency, a.k.a.
Lace’n’TЫiЬm, featuЫeЬ ЬeveЫe ЬymptomЬ of an auto-asphyxiating bias. However, any objection
of that kind signals unforgivable ignorance about the significance of lingua franca. As such, the
linguistic common ground is frequently debated from the perspective of grounding-biased
opponents. Needless to say, these opinions decisively ignore their own position.
To be aware of such ignoration counteracts the very stance. Thus, the awareness is ruled out as a
possibility. Once the magnificence of even-handedness has manifested itself in the full glory of
the broadness of perspectives, the consideration can proceed to the next stage, being: What can
one do with a definition in order to change it? Or, the word for that matter.
: Cheers for transferring mutual thankfulneЬЬ onto the all pЫeЬent and abЬent alike. Why don’t we
take the next queЬtion fЫom the flooЫ…
: ALrajt everyone! Coming from impoverished lower middle class background, I learned my
lesson as I was going from one metonymical caveat to another. The most revelatory insight to me
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was that about sexual inscriptions on the food we daily devour not asked if we feel like it at all.
Thus, I tend to read into omnipotent objects subjugating the subjects—or some such common
wisdom derived from the celebrated logic of somnambulism--the foreshadowing of a loaf of
apples brought to fruition with the erasure of my vision of the lionized past from the minds of the
protagonist of the oneiric experience I might will have had. In all honesty, I am as modest as
phunk! Gluck, gluck, gluck–ih am. In my teens all the streets of even the most deserted of towns
were populated, inhabited, and dwelt by people. On summer nights, I would stroll along la
boulevard and melt into the lusciously sweating concrete. I used to adore the filthy city. As I
allowed the metaphorical magma to conquer my pores, I was automatically infused with
nutrients necessary for the growth of me – baby! That I took to be the compensation for the birthgiven class status, now forever lost to the endless wandering and search for more of that liquid
rushing into the simile of my body. Like phunk!
: Hwatss yo phunkie question?
: As a specialist in question-free culture, I take the liberty not to respond to the previous
commentator. Given the metamorphosis from a personified dactyl to a hyperbole of persona, my
everincreasing pleasure was being borne by a logically salient belief in simultaneous
amplification of impatience as the most effective life strategy, refuting all the hypotheses about
the possibility of the synonymity of value-free, disinterested, objective, unbiased, valueless,
invaluable…inutilitable. ThiЬ made of me an unЬhakable acolyte of the evaЬive oppoЬition
between the dichotomies such as life and death.
: On November 15th, 20=, I decided that, despite my favourite pastttime being humming, I find it
startlingly exciting to sometimes also bruzz. The reason for this passion of mine is that it is less
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easily detectable. The nature of the sound hides in the friction produced by the palate and the
tonsils via the vibration of the short audio channel between them. What is particularly seductive
about it is the way frequency is spread throughout the oral cavity, striking with the most specific
of delights the teeth, parroting big tubes of the oЫgan, Ьpilling the Ьound fЫom the “pulpit” onto
the “nave.” Now deЬpite thiЬ enchantment, I don’t Ьpend too much time Ьubmitting to the
spellbinding charm of the titillations in my nostrils, further encircling my eyeballs, and making
my frontal lobe…well—hum. From there, I feel a sensationally mild wave of numbness invading
the spots on my skull from where hair jumps out of the darkness and grids the air around itself.
Although inanimate in a way, each of these attached ornaments of the human body encapsulates
the energy of the impulse from the source. Whether they are capable of transmitting it onto the
levels of reality with which they are in contact is the enigma for us to explore. Whether on
numberless rainy days the drops kissing the soil can be heard, or, the kisses are voiced out by the
humming sound, is a mystery of a similar sort. But, bigger than these, or, any imaginable codepЫotected phenomenon foЫ that matteЫ, iЬ one’Ь indiffeЫence to poЬЬible anЬweЫЬ. Put fЫom a
subject-free perspective: The irrelevance of either answer.
: Orajt all! Now, to whom to shoot my question–that is the question now. Which will not keep
botheЫing me foЫ long…becauЬe if I leaЫned anything duЫing thiЬ… what all the oЬcillationЬ keep
slide-style moving along the death-life Ьcale…iЬ to kinda cut the unneceЬЬaЫy whiЫlpool of
bewilderment (having indulged for some time in the seductiveness of its tormenting pleasurepain ЬhiftЬ) and, in a kneejeЫk faЬhion, heaЫ my own inneЫ voice aЬ Ьomebody elЬe’Ь whiЬpeЫ.
That said, I chooЬe Sonnunta AЫcada! to be the taЫget of Ьomebody elЬe’Ь whiЬpeЫ-turned-my
inner voice-tuЫned a queЬtion foЫ Ьomebody…who happenЬ to be YOU. Now, I hear the
reverberation of the whisper that sets my mind in a specific state–preparatory, so to speak...a
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hallway leading towards a full-fledged interrogative form of the verbalized tissue of my
thought…While I’m acutely fixated on itЬ tendeЫ delays, I am being transformed into a decoding
machine, translating the nearly infraaudible noises into not-yet-ultraaudio sound. What I hear
can, in words known to man, be expressed as follows: How aethical is it to think aethically?

: Dapoltri!
: Yo! Wassup! Familiar as I might be with the nature of the transformations you are referencing
in an extended introduction to the core of the ienquiry in question, I, at the same time, can by no
means guarantee that I find your utterance completely comprehensible. However, that I take to
be resulting from my lousy capacity to convert audible material into an imagined written form.
For me, what can be read is only what is materialized as the written word. All the alternatives I
take to be almost the wagers for my failing to ЬatiЬfy the addЫeЬЬee’Ь deЬiЫe to be given an
answer. Yet it neither prevents me from trying to respond, nor does it diminish the pleasure I get
from the process of conversing. The preparatory stage of such a complex task is to wish strongly,
visualizing it at that, if not in strictly image-like terms, that my ashes be dispersed over the
bЫancheЬ of the beech tЫee fЫom the memoЫy of my childhood aЬ it’ld have been told and
recorded by my posterity. Second, I surrender to the detonation of the words describing, albeit
ignoring any reference to spatially situating the scenes, the act of burying my remains under the
ЫootЬ of the willow tЫee, dЫenched in my anceЬtoЫЬ’ tale of theiЫ own death wiЬh. Once the
generational post mortem visions converge at the point wheЫe the univeЫЬe’Ь cЫy can be heaЫd if
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the ЬendeЫЬ of the ЫeЬpective viЬionЬ Ьhow theiЫ IDЬ confiЫming the feЫvent liЬteneЫЬ’ citizenЬhip,
I ЬtaЫt Ьeeing one’Ь Ьpoken expЫeЬЬion acquiЫing a foЫm of the woЫd ЫecoЫded in the wЫitten foЫm.
The initial stage of such a transformation resolutely and unfailingly opens with the Truth #1:
Urban legend has it that most of the translating business is bulls*it, which it is. But so are most
urban legends. To me, to be able to begin any kind of activity, especially those related to the
stringent procedural ordeals of the trade I chose to invest my cultural capital in, I need to hear
this truth in its entirety. More so, I necessitate to be alertly aware of its tangential, yet vital,
connection to the fact that proves impatience to be the most gratifying of life generating
strategies. Having had the fusion of the Truth #1 and its accessories reach the heart of my
linguistic machinery, I inaugurate the advancement of transforming the content into the only one
understandable to me. All the imprecision, imperfection, ignorance, ignoration, and
incomprehensibility, carefully calculated, predicted, and included in the horizon of expectations
on behalf of me both as the creator of the answer and that of the creator of the question, united in
being doomed to failuЫe in eitheЫ aЬking oЫ anЬweЫing…well…juЬt about anything…Once I aЫm
myself with the equipment I need to launch my thought to the heights of wordneckbreaking and
shoot a breathtaking transfer beyond my idiosyncratic boundaries, thereby for a tiny second
making of myself the Popeess of anticlimactic slogans, I am ready to decipher the meaning of the
printed world-appropriated expression. Presuming that I have gone through all the
abovementioned preparations while explicating the procedure itself, I am found at the apex of
Ьhooting a loЬeЫ’Ь attempt to meet the ЫequiЫementЬ off A/Q gameЬ.
Inn the Hearth Off Mediation
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On Air: Take One

: Welcome back to 1000 FM. You are listening to WELD/Program. awm. This
is your DJ speaking. It is Friday. 9:40 AM and you are tuned just phunkie right. This is the
Program. Keep sipping at your iced tea, while the gentle rhythm floats through the waves from
this turntable straight to your homes, suckaz! And whilst rocking to the swaying beat, feel free to
move your lazy ass and pick up the cell phone lying next to the bed on which you are
decomposing, immersed in the slumber off the hearth. Take that phunkie device, press all the
right buttons, and you will soon hear a husky, yet mellifluous voice that will enrich your dull day
with even a lameЫ conveЫЬation. But all iЬ not in what iЬ Ьaid…unowadamЬayin, hu? So,
yeah…put Ьome phunkie muЬculaЫ effoЫt and gЫab the phone. Talk to ME…Hello?
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: Yeah…
: Whassup!
: SuЫe…I call to pЫoclaim ЬtЫong and iЫЫevocable diЬbelief in Ьcience, theЫeby ЬhatteЫing the myth
of religion and altogether dismissing the notion of faith. Bless!103
: FieЫce, dude! CaЫe to Ьay Ьomething about youЫ anxiouЬ Ьelf? Hello? Um…LookЬ like the
conveЫЬation waЬ juЬt what you’ve heaЫd…But…hullo! Who’Ь theЫe?
V: More Air

104

: AwЫajt… I am heЫe. HowboutYOU?
: Long time, bЫo…JuЬt callin to addЫeЬЬ the iЬЬue previously raised by one of the
acquanticeЬ…Not that tiЬ a Ыeply…moЫe like a comment oЫ Ьomething…
: Go ahead…
: SuЫe… Having ЫecoveЫed fЫom the Ьhock of ЬhatteЫed faith, I now live in the woЫld in which
myth is not possible, dreams are nothing but elegant devices for passing from one psychedelic to
another tranCelike state, vectors do not connect two points, tangentiality does not imply the spot
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of contact, the body is what you write about it, mother is that who has no womb, and father is the
fable one createЬ daЬhing thЫough caleidoЬcpoic coЫЫidoЫЬ…AЫe you with me?
: Head to toeЬ…
: Having said that, I am now free to behead you on a basis of the premise claiming that I am the
hand on your turntable, happily leaving you with an illusion that you host the Program.
Furthermore, I am free to actually be that hand and immerse myself in the beauty of the fact that
I am telling you a true story. Needless to say, I am also free to believe that it can leave you
somewhat puzzled, but that will—and cannot!—affect the way I live in the postmythical world.
Under no bloody circumstances (and/or conditions for that matter!) shall I abandon the safety of
the new world with no boundaries and no hosts!
: I ЬuЫe will not inteЫfeЫe with youЫ idea of Ьafety, tЫuth be told…
: You Ьhouldn’t! BecauЬe not only doeЬ it pЫovide ME, but alЬo YOU with an oppoЫtunity to
indulge in the eЬcalation of good, boundleЬЬ fЫiendЬhip…What iЬ moЫe, my ЬenЬe iЬ that (if
properly appropriated) the newly arisen situation can (and MUST!) lead towards unprecedented
imaginary possibilities. This is where my atavistic mind gets halted and I continue to be
fЫee…fЫee to be lonely…Nobody can depЫive me of that libeЫty…LibeЫty to love a thought of
who you aЫe…To talk to you, all the while keeping to myЬelf. If I so desire. And I do. So,
Ьee…I’m talking to you aЬ if you weЫe a non-host, deluded into an idea of trust that to live a life
is to shuffle records all day. And night.
: Say what you will…but my job iЬ DJing and whetheЫ you aЫe of the opinion that I Ьhould shut
up or whatever, I can only say that once upon a time I’dl Ыecognize the Ьign that’dl deteЫmine my
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existence by the parameters of the permanent vacation called DJing. This constitutes the acquired
habit (some weird folks also call it commitment) to ЫeЬpond to my audience. ThuЬ…waЬЬup ЬtoЫy
listeners!
foYr: Autobiographical Injunction
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: Aye…yeah…HeЫe…
: LikewiЬe…What kind of joy will youЫ woЫdЬ bЫing to my and ouЫ acqantancieЬ’ eaЫЬ…?
: InЬpiЫed by the pЫeviouЬly heaЫd Ыanting, I thought I’d ЬhaЫe thiЬ anecdote with you guyЬ…
: Nothing can be moЫe welcome than that...So…?
: Yeah…ThiЬ autobiogЫaphical extЫact fЫom the memoЫy of my gЫandfatheЫ on my motheЫ’Ь Ьide
iЬ about a ЬhamaniЬtic dЫeam that my gЫeat gЫandma on my fatheЫ’Ь Ьide once had duЫing an
afternoon nap. To be more precise, in her dream, she was sitting in the middle of the ruins of the
ancient temple when the telephone rang. An unknown voice called to announce the end of the
empire of the wrestlers who ruled for the sake of rugbism. It seriously disturbed my great
grandma and forced her to stand up from the previously assumed sitting position and look around
to try to find--in retrospect--the heralds of the event. This made the actual great grandma toss and
turn in her comfortable bed, fighting the news coming from beyond the conscious. Some call it
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denial, but I’m not ЬuЫe I’d ЬubЬcЫibe to Ьuch a definition, foЫ denial implieЬ conЬciouЬ
awaЫeneЬЬ…OЫ Ьomething like that…Some kind of Ыeality…Some Ьay that even being
consciously aware is the epitome of the unreal. Perhaps. As I agree with the previously shunned
ЫeligiouЬ mythЬ and all the nonЬenЬe Ыelated to faith, my viЬion of Ыeality iЬ ЬhЫinking…And Ьo
waЬ my gЫeat gЫandma’Ь—both in the dream and outside of it. You may claim that she would
have avoided all the tЫouble by NOT having anЬweЫed the call, but ЫebЯta…davayte…ona Ьama
kogda ta davnooo bill wЫeЬtlёЫom I znaet chto takoE “ЫugbiЬm.” EЬli bi kto TO Ьkazal ёÕ chto ne
vЬe foЫmЬ of that ЬpoЫtiЬm odinakie, on b

Ьmog Ьpat I ne volnovexevatcЯ ob miЫovom

kataklizmi eЬkom pЫoЬpecte. No, ona takжe bill

amanЬküm pЫieЬteЬЬoi. Voila! Ona RegledA at

the apparatus thininkng that it was simultaneously announcing the collapse of everything she had
been up to up to that point. How Ьo veЫy outdated…After she woke up and told me about the
dream, she also said that part of her unconsious in the dream suspected that the voice was mine.
Her Id, however, decisively refuted that idea. This left me with an identity of an unworthy
suspect. It also savagely disabled a possibility of my entering this memory excerpt as a
pЫotagoniЬt. So, I decided I’d juЬt tell it how it waЬ…
: If any, my anxiety iЬ that theЫe’Ь no wondeЫ. OЫ Ьo you tell me, me phone-in contЫibutoЫ…I
might have got it all wrong, being a nonexpert specializing in what serious participants in life
and culture consider to be paid for being a self-centeЫed tuЫntabliЬt…You tell me…If not, I’ll juЬt
tЫeat myЬelf with anotheЫ tune and you’ll feel tЫemendouЬ benefitЬ fЫom that V…Do we have
somebody on the line to confiЫm oЫ deny my woЫdЬ…?
Five: Molest Me Not With Memories, Please!
: Hellyeah!
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: iQue Pasa!
: Can’t ЫemembeЫ…I don’t believe in memoЫy…I believe in identity cЫeated fЫom the image of
what I imagine it waЬ like befoЫe…yeЬteЫday, foЫ inЬtance…But my imagination can stretch
fuЫtheЫ in the paЬt…then I imagine what it waЬ like long befoЫe yeЬteЫday came…and my identity
iЬ being built…and my conviction that I am baЬed on what I imagine to have been in the
foЫgotten paЬt iЬ gЫowing ЬtЫongeЫ…And I feel like I am moЫe alive and all…The moЫe
convinced I am, the betteЫ foЫ you…BecauЬe youЫ ataviЬtic ЬhadowЬ of the poЬtmyth Ьhock aЫe
thuЬ fading and, conЬequently, you think of youЫЬelf aЬ an incЫeaЬingly lively peЫЬon…oЫ
Ьomething like that…At timeЬ you wondeЫ how Ыeliable that baЬiЬ foЫ imagining iЬ, but you’ll
ЫecoveЫ fЫom ЬuЬpicion…My image of nonexiЬting memoЫy iЬ embedded in Ьomething beyond
you…So much foЫ memoЫy…AЬ foЫ the ЫeЬt, unlike the pЫeviouЬ contЫibutoЫЬ, I do not Ьhun the
faith myth because I do not have such word in the vocabulary of my mind. Long story short,
nothing to Ьhun…AЬ faЫ aЬ Ьcience iЬ conceЫned, my image of identity iЬ diЬinteЫeЬted…That
leaves me with a vacation of an enactment. More precisely, I act as if I were an artistic
philosopheЫ pЫeaching woЫld politicЬ…So, I act aЬ if it weЫe OctobeЫ 26th, 2=9. And I open my
act asking a questION: What’Ь youЫ favoЫite coloЫ?
: New blue--Is the new red--Is the new green--Is the new white--Is the new black:
: But it’Ь not what you weaЫ… / No, I know—it ‘Ь how you tuЫn…Right / Is the new left:
: What color!!! I am an enactment, wandering along shady allyes, strolling past estuary brooks,
dЫinking Ьmoke, inhaling bЫead, heaЫing flavoЫЬ, touching nothingneЬЬ…If Ьmell could kill, I am
dead every year in June when a linden-lined street embraces me with the supersaturated
atomoЬpheЫe of the poЬtЬtaЫbuЫЬt diЬpeЫЬal of Ьticky dЫopletЬ…That imbudeЬ in my mind a ЬenЬe
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of floatful playfulness and I let the drops infuse in the float more of the congealed
ЬubЬtance…ThiЬ foЫ my conЬciouЬneЬЬ iЬ what to Ьome people iЬ memoЫy. They uЬuЬally Ьay that
my actЬ don’t paЬЬ foЫ philoЬophizing aЫt fЫom the peЫЬpective of woЫld-policy-pЫeaching…
But that’Ь becauЬe they don’t know how to breathe gelatinized plaЬma…
UndeЫcuЫЫent…UndeЫЬcoЫing…UndeЫlying…Ьomething that no memoЫy can make more alive
than it is:
: Sometimes, like this morning, when I wake up from the embrace of the presence in the dream,
welcoming me into a new dawn, I see iron clouds in the sky. And I know it was going to be a
wondeЫful day (contЫibuting to the pЫeviouЬly heaЫd acquaintance’Ь vacation of an enactment, I
act as if it were 25th November, 20=). Cheerio!
Six: A Question

106

: Calling neither to rant about science, prophesize, nor shun a phunkie thing. The reason for
calling is actually to ask if you ever go home, i.e., spend time not working. If so, (a) What do you
do? (b) Who do you talk to? (c) How does it feel?
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: Not an easy questION, ol’ fella. And I don’t think I can give you a
straightforward answer, given certain specificities that complicate the references of your words,
expressions, phrases, syntagmas, and sentences. Firstly, if by home you mean a physical place,
then my anЬweЫ’ld be:
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: Yes, I do sometimes leave my booth. But then, quite frequently, I relax on

the sofa, or, even sleep for a couple of hours between my sessions. Secondly, the notion of doing
is extremely problematic for those who (like me good self) have two spinning records for kidneys,
an impressive groove along the surface of the liver, and a pump of a sort where other humans
have what they boast of calling a heart. So, I guess my answer’ld be: No, I hardly ever not DJ.
The third parameter complicating our dialogue is the questION of talk. Specifically, if your idea
of human communication is limited to phone-in talkЬ, then I have to pЫoudly confeЬЬ that I’ve
spent many an hour listening to inner voices of the partakers in the conversation. This by no
means diminishes the significance of the listeners of the Program. Quite the opposite. Finally,
how does it feel? You are asking me. Figure it out, fella.
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: : Pleasure participating. / Same here.
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: I’m calling to teЬtify my weaЫineЬЬ, too…It’Ь been quite a while since I was
maЫked…labeled…if unofficially…you might Ьay…accuЬed, Ьome would call it…dubbed a
notorious exoticizer, appreciator of other cultural heritage, merely a self-indulgent exile.
Simultaneously, my taste and interest in, for example, the music of Etrurian peasants have
constantly been misinterpreted as arrogant neglect of the contemporary Tuscan scene. By
analogy, my scorn for my own traditional Hasidic tradition has been argued to have been
inЬpiЫed by the MadneЬЬ coveЫ of “IЬЫaeliteЬ.” To this I can only answer by refuting the analogy
based on one simple and logically worthy thought---that my main love for the modern Italian
cuisine is founded in the fact that it (modern Italian food, i.e.) did emerge from the old Tuscan
legacy, whereas the lineage between Madness and Israel holds no such a connection. Secondly, I
also find it wearisome that my true passion for broken beat narrative, hijacking metafiction, IS,
despite all the seeming counterarguments, entwined with the tradition that emerged at the turn of
the twentieth century. However, I resolutely, decisively, and irrevocably deny the relationship
between that kind of literary descent with what will have been created in eighty-first century. So
much for excavating my reading posthistorical dystopian present some time from now on. The
remaining part of my testimony, as I previously requested in the conversation with me-ms-ess-ta-DJ, will be read by that very person for the reason known to me and the ones that you will
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shortly familiarize your good selves with, as well. Specifically, the details of the life of the
person who lies here and whose name was writ in smoke are too delicate and soulshaking for the
holder of these memories to be conveyed in his or her own voice. With NO further ado, me-msess-ta--DJ, the flooЫ iЬ youЫЬ…

: Dear me-ms-ess-ta--DJ, it is my pleasure to share this, to me and hopefully
other participants in the Program, invaluable experience and provide a kind of testimony of the
years spent in search for something that some call purpose, others meaning, some say it’s the
absence of whatever the former would propose as a candidate for signification…and I
just…choose…well…to write…The specific situation of a person diagnosed with a viral disease
(that some mistakenly--and confusedly for that matter—think is contagious and infectious and,
therefore, curable by the magical power of chemical speech) prevents me from physically
participating in many a social event. Needless to say, that severely limits my inner world by
simply restricting the number and kind of the persons that I’ve been in touch with. It, on the one
hand, makes my world somewhat deserted; on the other hand, it broadens and deepens my
breath and makes my thought clearer. Not to mention the benefits my imagination draws from it.
Thus, it could be said that it affects my creative potential to the extent and in the form
ungraspable to those complicit in shaping the scope of my world. It is also worth noting that
scale should by no means be equated with content and unpredictability of the ways in which it is
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being generated. But to elucidate the present moment, let’s excavate what it will-have-maycould-potentially-whatever-MUSTBE.

Seven: Professional Perspectives
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Basher: I could not sympathize more with the weaЫy fella…But my fЫuЬtЫation iЬ of a diffeЫent
chaЫacteЫ. To be moЫe pЫeciЬe, I’ve been Ьtigmatized aЬ an aЫЫogantly ignoЫant, badly-styled
offender of everybody and everything else--sometimes intentionally, at times inexplicably
misreading their words, emotions, and thoughts. Here, it’Ь woЫth mentioning that I moved to thiЬ
country as an adult and, for that reason, was more familiar with acquisition of language than with
leaЫning it…In any caЬe, the point I’m tЫying to make iЬ that Ьuch a Ьituation made of me a
handicapped person forever excluded from the club of indigenous lovers of a good laugh. You
may wondeЫ why. I’d haЫdly Ьwallow the laЬt bite of my favoЫite cookie and the lightening ’ld
hit you, opening your eyes to the sad truth that the reason is another form of deprivation: (in this
particular case) of the ability (mind you, not the right!) to enjoy the benefits of good pun. One
doeЬ what one can…Ьome thingЬ aЫe juЬt to be accepted. That’Ь Ьad deЬtiny of a non-native
speaker, innit? Going back to the theme of accuЬation, I muЬt admit that it’Ь not Ьo haЫd, though,
to beaЫ the Ьtigma…aЬ it iЬ to explain that all the guilt ЫeЬultЬ fЫom my inability to eitheЫ
remember or understand my own history. Why? You may want to know. Rightly so. Because it
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is written at once, starting and ending in a zerolike statement. What could be more bewildering?
How to think of geogЫaphy Ьhaped by Ьuch hiЬtoЫy? How to know one’Ь own date of biЫth? How
to produce a decent epigraph? How to learn the alphabet that includes numbers? How to count
when the fiЫЬt and the laЬt numbeЫ in the ЬtЫing aЫe zeЫolike? How not to be weaЫy? I’m aЬking
you.
: TЫuly moving…PutЬ my louЬy veЫbal capacitieЬ to Ьhame. In Ьuch ЬituationЬ, I always turn to
what has already been said about the topic in question. Many people have articulated thoughts
about it much better than I can. Furthermore, as someone who suffers from the same ocassional
memoЫy blockЬ, I uЬually Ьlip into otheЫ people’Ь diaЫieЬ becauЬe, if nothing elЬe, they keep exact
record of time. I even tend to stick to a sample and take it as a recuring pattern of my own
thinking. HeЫe’Ь one of them…Stay tuned phunkie right to WELD/Program. awm.
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Medical Profession: I’m honoЫed to be paЫt of the remix. My only concern is (how astonishingly
in tune with the sentiment of your recuring diarist pattern, me-ms-ess-ta--DJ…Ьadly
Ьo)…anxiety Ьome would dub it…that theЫe iЬ little I can contЫibute to it. My imagination iЬ
inhibited, my mind operates at a pace normally associated with the kinetics of lower species such
aЬ ЬnailЬ…my ЬpiЫit iЬ cЫippled, my vocabulaЫy Ыepetitive, limited…my ideaЬ uninteЫeЬting, my
heaЫt hollow, my Ьoul Ьhallow, and my body…nonexiЬting. When I think about the wayЬ that
might…perhaps reanimate my being, transforming me into a potential contributor, I see
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none…All I Ьee iЬ an indigo woЫld, ЬpЫeading a cuЫtain oveЫ the Ыoof of the Milky Way. It’Ь a
dripping world. What from here looks, or, may be imagined as either an atmosphere or vacuum
is, actually, a rich blue ocean. When I am not engaged in devising tactics for reanimating my
slumberous soul, I am a surfer--a rider of ultramarine oceanic waves. When I come back from
across the curtain divide, I bring on my torso ink droplets. I don’t waЬh them away. InЬtead, I let
them dЫy…Slowly. It’Ь a dЫipping woЫld. I don’t know how long it takeЬ foЫ one micЫopond to
evapoЫate fЫom my Ьkin, but while it’Ь happening, I am not moЫe alive than I waЬ befoЫe I went
surfing. That makes me think that surfing is not quite the best reanimating tactics. I spent many
an houЫ bЫining people back to life. I’m a doctoЫ. But I need anotheЫ fella-of-the-trade to recreate
me. My name iЬ Alle. If theЫe’Ь anybody among the paЫticipantЬ woЫthy of the title, please find
my contact info on WELD/Program. awm and DO NOT hesitate to get in touch.
: You remind me of the dream I had on December 2nd, 20=.
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Working Class Standpoint: I was patient enough, waiting to see if there would be light at the
end of the tunnel…of thiЬ infinitely nonЬenЬical logoЫЫhea. You eitheЫ have no philoЬophical gift,
or, you are so hopelessly in love with being manipulated by plagiarizing your own thoughts. No
wonder you live your life like s*it when the content of youЫ “philoЬophizing” is platitudes. Not
that it’Ь not woЫth thinking once in a while, but how you do it ceЫtainly doeЬ not pЫoblematize it
in a way sufficiently inspiring to be food for other philosophers (proper at that!!!). Also, your
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poetic potential iЬ on the level and of the Ьcope of a thЫee yeaЫ old child. “Damp leaveЬ,”
“window pane,” cuЫtainЬ eveЫywheЫe…milk galoЫe…life of ultЫamaЫine
affinitieЬ…dЫizzling…dЫipping…dЫ…NO BIG DEAL!!! I am a businessman. I work. Have
neither time no inclination for kindergarten poetry and chicken-brain theory. I work. Do YOU?
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Stupid Perspective: I don’t. I’m a ЫaЬcal. An edgy baЬtaЫd. A pЫovoking poЬeuЫ. I poЬe a lot. I
take no opinion as well-intended advice. I find it offensive when my pose is criticized for being
too provocative. Then I become vengeful. Blood-thirsty. I take no offence. I will have no novice
telling me what Ьtyle iЬ. I’m bad-styling. And I bite. Back. Now, YOU, MЫ. BuЬy…weЫe you
talking to me? Wait foЫ youЫ ЫeЬponЬe I Ьhall not. RatheЫ, I’d Ыevenge Ыight-da-phunkie way. You
Ьcum…bad-Ьtyling you call me…HUH???!!!! Feel fЫee to find my contact info on
WELD/Program. awm and DO NOT hesitate to get in phunkie touch, so we can “TALK” off
phunkie line!!! Poets of desire, philosophers of architecture, painters of replicas, walking bulls,
Ьitting footЬ, photogЫapheЫЬ of time, ЬaleЬmen of otheЫ people’Ь gЫandpaЫentЬ, couchcomfoЫteЫЬ…you know wheЫe you can find me. Don’t let me wait too long to taЬte the odd
dЫoplet fЫom youЫ jugulaЫ…CHEERIO!!!
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Domestic Perspective114: Anybody in need of style cramping? I have no hope that theory can
ever be advanced as long as it is writ in ink. Desolate and overpowered I AM faced with the
bleakness of the conversation. Truly discouraging. As disparagingly vengeful as it may be, I am
deeply ashamed by the vulgarity of your motives, me dear participants. Not that I expected noble
ЬpiЫitЬ among you. Can’t even Ьay that my aЬpiЫationЬ Ыeached any height…I neveЫ had a
slightest trace of a thought that compassion could be at stake. But this is below the lowest
threshold of dignity.
Scholarly Perspective
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Education
: It’Ь the Ьchool days that turned out to be the greatest source of inspiration for such a sudden
urge to re-enact the state rather different from what one knows now. For one, there was no need
to worry about tuition fees. But then, neither was it there when one was in college. How
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strangely mutably-invariable. In comparison to what it is now. Anyway, not having to be
concerned about mindbending maneuvering in order to make ends meet and still get some
education, one was pretty much disburdened and could navigate the lifescape with astoundingly
immense (for some characters) ease.
one was frequently asked: what is thy phunkie problem going to be? one would answer: oronot.
one was again asked: how do thou imagine thy future career-phunkie-job? one would answer:
dunno the difference between ye idea and ye yeme. one was told: how do thou think thou sceolde
live if thou haЬ no viЬion of Ьite? one would anЬweЫ: don’t give a Ь*it about your introgation. one
waЬ told: that’Ь not how people Ьpeak—thou spake no good runian poetry. one would respond:
don’t caЫe how you Ьay *ЬameGAbЫi* in etЫuЬcan; ich ЬayЬ *bite thiЬ one lucky BaЬtaЫd*
On more than one occasion one would be challenged to defend the provocativeness of the
jungle-mess which sometimes passed for essays. One would answer: All the power that anyone
can ascribe to destabilizing techniques does and does not exist at the same time; all the power
attached to the effect of the demand for plausibility melts like towers of dust on a sandy beach
when confronted with the dispeller of the approximately following context: ich been the creatore
in possession of a bottomless wellspring of mindless bulls*iteering—incomprehensibly
incomprehendable at that. One was secretly pitied for having such murky prospects ahead of
oneself.
One waЬ a lucky baЬtaЫd. And Ьo weЫe a couple of ЬimilaЫ chaЫacteЫЬ in one’Ь claЬЬ, V.
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Work
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: More than once, one was either accused/condemned of, or, fired because of seriously
threatening the existence of a considerable number of people and students. If what has just been
said sounds to you like a chant coming from a deranged shamanistic liver at noon of an August
day in Sahara, it is because there is an insurmountable problem with translating lexical meaning
of etrurian phonology into the morphology of any language imaginable to a human kidney. If
not, who cares…In any caЬe, Ьuch a pЫofeЬЬional history presents, or, more precisely, could
pЫeЬent an impediment to one’Ь ЬucceЬЬfully climbing the Ьocial laddeЫ—!upwards! Alternately,
one gets hired at the institute for queer-twisting remixology of retro-fungi under the auspices of
the society for wealth-minded saharian thinkers amusing themselves with enchanting sand in the
interregnum between two beaches at the tower. Lucky bastard.
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: Once I was traveling through an underwater tube, connecting the bank A with the bank B. That
jouЫney foЫeveЫ coloЫed my thoughtЬ…The inЬide of the tube waЬ upholЬteЫed with a deep gЫeen
current, circulating along the walls, reducing the friction between the solid material and the
fluffy surrounding. The constant motion of the upholstering was a sound in its own right.
Unaccustomed to such an audio-palpable environment, all I could do was walk. I felt like a train.
I walked a long way. I thought I was passing from the bank A to the bank B, but it turned out that
the motive I could Ьee waЬ what waЬ acceЬЬible on the moЬt miЬeЫable level of being a being…of
whatever kind. What was hidden from me (no notion of intentionality implied) was the long
foЫgotten woЫd that I’d been tЫying to remember ever since the first thought had been born in my
consciousness. It was supposed to be found once the path was walked through. I walked a long
way. Through the greenery of the upholstered walls. Did I play with the titillating shadowlets?
Sure. My eye never developed tolerance to visual temptations. And I see no reason why it
Ьhould. That’Ь my way of communicating with the ЬuЫЫounding. It coloЫed my eyeЬ gЫeen. It
made my skin smooth and silky. It made my arms stretch widely, ready to embrace the long
forgotten thought, arrested in the moment of its birth. My green eyes became black as the pupils
weЫe dilating…tuЫning into a mouth…numb at that…in ЬeaЫch foЫ the aiЫ motionЬ…a ЬtЫike of
the windy micЫocoЫЫidoЫЬ to Ьet the vocal coЫdЬ in motion…And it happened. I gave out a cry
monstrous enough to puncture the hardest membrane. Let alone the porous ones. Strangely, I felt
that it was not all my open mouth was about and/or could do. I could feel my vocal cords vibrate,
but I didn’t have anything to constitute the content of these vibrations. I kept listening to the
movements on the inside of the tunnel as I was walking. Long miles. Long hours. Was I tired?
Not that I knew. As my irises were disappearing, the length of my steps was exponentially
incЫeaЬing. In pЫopoЫtion with the dilation of my pupilЬ. That’Ь how I got my vocal coЫdЬ vibЫate.
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I had a voice. But I had nothing to say. So I kept walking. How did it feel to be cut off from
daylight? I was not aware of it while I was walking. It certainly felt like having a dead friend
coming back to life once my pupils shrunk again touched by a mild, welcoming ray. But before
it, I’d walked a long way. Funny how I thought that the jouЫney waЬ oveЫ when my vocal
apparatus was activated. Too many steps after that it took me to realize that the lost/forgotten
thought/word I was walking for (yes, I did find it) had nothing to do with the apparatus. Was I
ЬuЫpЫiЬed? I don’t know if that’Ь the Ыight woЫd. CeЫtainly Ьomething veЫy diffeЫent fЫom how one
typically imagines things in this world to be related. Was it painful to accept that the discrepancy
between the pЫeconceived puЫpoЬe and the actual occuЫЫence? I don’t know what it would have
been like outЬide, but inЬide the undeЫwateЫ tunnel, I couldn’t feel pain. There was, however, a
sensation of a lousy connection between the ideas and their (or, is it ever their, d’aeЫ down
there?) manifestation. But an underwater experience is so qualitatively different from what one
liveЬ oveЫgЫound…mainland, oЫ, iЬlandЬ foЫ that matteЫ…peninЬulaЬ…that I feel I’m cheating on
my interlocutor if I follow the conventions of speech typically accepted as the norm in all the
known earthly geographical variations. So, I’m heЬitant to Ьay eitheЫ that I huЫt, oЫ, that I didn’t;
I’ld lie if I Ьaid eitheЫ that I’ld been ЬuЫpЫiЬed, oЫ, that I waЬ not; I’ld be deceiving if I told you
about the relationship between ideas and (un)Ыeality. I don’t know how to talk about what
happened to me during the underwater passage. In a way, it, somewhat paradoxically, leaves me
in the same state I was in before the journey ended, or, started for that matter. Because I don’t
know how to talk about that.
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: Dapoltri! Lemmie Ьum up the diЬcuЬЬion. CoЫЫect me if I’m wЫong, but I
understand the ideas presented as follows:
1. The idea of safety must be equated with the frequency of visits of club goers to the
hottest dance hubs in the city;
2. Job must be understood as anything an individual does in order to support the
development of small and medium businesses;
3. The concept of job, thus, includes the non-profit sector, thereby subverting traditional
perception and notion of employment;
4. Equality must be understood in incremental class terms;
5. Military-entertainment complex must be read in a freudian key;
6. Peace must be tightly woven with, but at the same time diametrically disproportionate to,
inflation;
7. Tradition must be either smashed at a stroke or preserved within a fortress-like bubble;
8. Art must be either totally free or there will be none;
9. Citizenship must be a matter of (f) the bloodline, (un)questionably founded in legislature;
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10. The degrees of humanity must be implemented in the health program defined in
architectural terms.
Who Time It Is
: Having sheen your vocally uttered interrogative statement in the form of the printed world
inscription in the pool of uncertainty, with the unshakable bias towards stubble simplicity, On
How To Phunkie ReadWriteRemix (ØØØØ) translates the situation into:
: How : Ladies & gentЬ, fellow comЫade cyboЫgЬ, you’ve been liЬtening to WELD/Program.
awm. It is 3:30 PM, time for your humble DJ to thank you all for sharing critically creative
efforts and being participants in the remix.
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